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S u m r n a r y .

The cognitive sciences are perhaps unique among the natural sciences in being unable,
after more than 150 years of dedicated scholarly effort, to even identify the target of their
concern, much less to explain it. For example, we cannot confidently say that this organism is
cognitive and that one is not, in the way that biologists can say that this organism reproduces
sexually and that one does not.
Cognition is an extremely complex phenomenon, and the endeavour to understand it is,
necessarily, multidisciplinary. Yet until we have a rough handle on what cognition is and what
cognition does, there is no way to integrate the multiplicity of findings even across sub-fields,
much less across fields and disciplines. Many believed that a useful characterization would
emerge from the data, but the data are now oceanic and we are still waiting. How to proceed?
The thesis argues that there are two ways of approaching cognition that differ in relation to
their (usually implicit) assumptions about the best starting point for inquiry. The

anthropogenic

approach assumes that the features of human cognition tell us most about the function and
should be the starting point for generalization to other species, where possible. The biogenic
approach, by contrast, begins with principles of biology, asks what organisms do such that
they might require cognition and generalizes from these answers to the human case.
The thesis shows that the dominant bias of cognitive theorizing, both historically and
during the 'cognitive revolution', has been anthropogenic, which is hardly surprising. However,
the anthropogenic bias led cognitive science on a divergent path relative to other natural
sciences and to a number of intractable problems. Some of these problems (e.g., the frame
problem, the symbol-grounding problem) do not arise with a biogenic approach, while others
(e.g., variants of the binding problem) remain but are thrown into sharper relief.
The biogenic approach to cognition is shown to be the more promising way to address the
foundational issues because its theoretical moorings are stronger. Biogenic theorizing is
constrained by at least 13 empirical principles, which form the basis of the agentive framework,
a series of inductions presented as an example of biogenic thinking about cognition. The
framework yields a definition of biological cognition as the capacity of an organism to relate
internal and external states of affairs so that behaviour is enacted to achieve internally
generated goals.
An uncomfort:able (albeit unoriginal) consequence is that the myriad conditions of living
organization—what it takes to make, sustain and reproduce life—appear to require cognition
in this sense. A bacterial model is presented and three common arguments against microbial
c o g n i t i o n — t h a t it is not flexible, complex or distal e n o u g h — a r e refuted.

Indeed, multiple

lines of evidence are converging to suggest that, as they have for so many other biological
functions, bacteria may provide an excellent model, at an appropriate level of tractability, for
exploring some of the 'easy' problems in cognitive science, which have so far proved so
difficult.
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Introduction: What we talk about when we talk
about mind

Are wejustified in supposing that there is some one
type, sort, or land of thing[...] that is capable of
playing approximately the same unifying role in
cognitive sdence that DNA plays in modern biology?
If so, then the name it would be plausible to assign
to this type is 'mind'.
— David Martel Johnson (1997:4)

It is a fact readily acknowledged yet widely ignored among those with specialist
knowledge that, despite half a century of singularly concentrated effort, there is no agreement
about what mind or cognition is. This is not merely to say that there is no scientific consensus
about what the descriptive details mean, but also that there is no agreement about the more
basic issue of identification. Cognition, or mentality, may be the target of the many disciplines
that comprise the cognitive sciences, but so far these sciences have proved curiously
recalcitrant about providing even a rough characterization of their special subject such that we
can say, with a reasonable degree of confidence, that this organism is cognitive and that one is
not, in the way that biologists can say that this organism reproduces sexually and that one
does not. To ordinary folk, who don't know how science works and don't appreciate how hard
this particular nut is to crack, this is rather shocking to hear and hard to believe. Nevertheless,
it is the case.
This is also something of a scandal. Easily hundreds of millions, and very probably billions
of dollars have been spent on research in the cognitive sciences since the commencement of
the 'cognitive revolution' in the mid-20"' century. The investment has yielded a phenomenal
return in terms of detailed knowledge about the brain and about the behaviour of humans and
other animals, although much (quite understandably) is still unknown. The aim of all this
effort, needless to say, has not been to arrive at a general theory of cognition that, implicitly or
explicitly, would include a characterization. Quite the opposite, in fact. Apparently, most
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cognitive scientists believe that we can get along quite well without a general theory, or even
that a general theory may not be possible, which is why the issue has languished at or near the
bottom

of the agenda. The upshot is that new empirical findings a b o u t the brain

and

behaviour are being churned out at a truly staggering rate and in fine detail, but there is no
framework for making sense of them.
We speak confidently of the mind as the brain—often hyphenated nowadays as ' m i n d b r a i n ' — b u t this tells us virtually nothing about what cognition is and what it does. The brain
controls almost everything in the body. I n the end the putatively 'physical' parts of the brain
and the putatively 'mental' parts may not really be all that separable. Well-reasoned ideas
a b o u n d a b o u t cognition: as computation, representation, information

processing, or the

engine of complex adaptive behaviour. But each of these concepts is equally afflicted with a
high degree of ambiguity and lack of consensus about its meaning. Thus the state of the
cognitive sciences is at once methodologically highly advanced and theoretically primitive.
This is a problem, or so I claim. I am not alone in believing that the theoretical disorder of the
cognitive sciences is a problem (de Waal 2 0 0 2 ; Silver 1 9 9 8 ; Green 2 0 0 0 ; Praetorius 2 0 0 0 ; Rose
1 9 9 9 ; Ross 1 9 9 7 ) , but it remains a minority opinion.
The aim of this thesis is to make a start in the direction of a general theory of c o g n i t i o n .
Each of the five chapters that follow has a very specific job to do in the service of this goal. The
first chapter provides evidence for the strong claims I have made in the preceding paragraphs.
I t also shows how the lack of a general theory and the concomitant absence of an agreed
theoretical vocabulary can retard progress, first by rendering data sets incommensurable so that
different findings

don't ' h a n g

together'

well and, second,

by

prolonging

interminable,

seemingly intractable metaphysical debates, a feature typical of what Stephen T o u l m i n ( 1 9 7 2 )
calls "a would-be discipline" and Thomas Kuhn ( 1 9 7 0 ) refers to as "pre-paradigm" science.
Metaphysics, it should be remembered, has more than one meaning. Often metaphysics refers to
the branch of philosophy concerned with the abstract nature of reality

(ontology-with-a-

capital-0) or with a priori speculations upon questions that are unanswerable to science. This is
not the meaning of metaphysics in play here. Metaphysics also refers to a disciplinary

ontology,

namely, the entities, processes and other phenomena that are the special concern
particular knowledge-generating
study

within

such

of a

enterprise (e.g., physics, biology, psychology) or field of

an enterprise (e.g., quantum

optics, cellular signalling,

comparative

p s y c h o l o g y of imitative behaviour). I t is this sort of metaphysics with which the thesis, and
Chapter 1 in particular, is concerned.^
Clarity regarding the o n t o l o g y of a discipline is not a trivial matter, a l t h o u g h defining the
meaning

of theoretical

terms

is

sometimes

regarded

with

suspicion

(by

contemporary

philosophers, at least) as merely a matter of stipulation (Sober 1 9 9 3 ) . Philosophers of science
may differ over many t h i n g s , but they appear to agree that a consensual theoretical vocabulary
is indispensable for disciplinary coherence and meaningful progress (Toulmin 1 9 7 2 ; Torretti
1 9 9 9 ; Popper 2002).^ A field need not be especially venerable or well advanced to address the
issue of ontological clarity. A textbook on Ontologies for Bioinfonvatics

(Baclawski and Niu

2 0 0 5 ) was recently published to provide a framework—the need for which is described as
'critical'—for a y o u n g , rapidly developing field trying to cope with the exponential growth of

' The two sorts of metaphysics are very easily conflated 1 suspect this is one reason progress on the fundamental issues in the cognitive
sciences has been excmdatin^ dow. Indirea support for this unargued-for proposition can be found in (Haugeland 1997)
^ On the other hand, David Hull argues diat the uncritical adoption by one scientific community of another's terminology can
exaggerate the degree of agreement betweentfiemand paper over significant differences (Hull 1988:113-117).
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data by high-throughput technologies (e.g., microarrays, proteomics, metagenomics). The
authors' stated aim is for precise, 'computer-readable' formulations of concepts, and the
relationships between them, which can be used for querying, viewing and transforming data
from different disciplines for various purposes. Because an effective ontological vocabulary
cannot be contrived in the absence of a theoretical framework in which it does work, Baclawski
and Niu survey the "best-known ontologies" in the two main disciplines with which
bioinformaticsis concerned, biology and medicine.

Figure 0.1

Sciences concerned with cognition'

PSYCHOLOGY

COGNITIVE

1. theoretical

psychology

2. experimental

neuroscience

COMPUTATIONAL**

ANIMAL

PHYSIOLOGY
neurosdence

artificial

behaviour

intelligence

(individual)

autonomous agents

behaviour

neurobiology

(social)
3. developmental

linguistics

modelling

A. social

ethology

architectures

communication

neuroanatomy

behavioural

neurolinguistics

ecology
5. clinical

philosophy

signal processing

sensory systems

neuroeconomics

6. psychiatry"

anthropology

artificial life

navigation

neuropsychology

7. biological

sociology

culture

neuroendocrinology

8. comparative

archaeology

primatology

9. evolutionary

ergonomics

10. ecological

economics^

11. parapsychology
* It is assumed that the chart is incomplete and considerable overlap exists between categories. For example,
'social cognitive neuroscience' (Gilbert 2002) and 'neuroethoendocrinology' are missing, not least because they
are genuinely interdisciplinary and do not fit neatly into any particular category.
** 'Computational' is more or less synonymous with 'cognitive' in the column at left. My intention is to draw a
distinction between (cognitive) disciplines and problems or approaches that explicitly fall within computer
science. Whether the distinction works is another matter.
° Psychiatry, normally distinguished from psychology on the basis of its traditional affiliation with the practice
of medicine, is included here for pragmatic purposes.
'' Perhaps more often referred to as behavioural economics.

Considering the number of fields encompassed by their embrace (see Figure 0.1), a similar
effort in the cognitive sciences would be daunting indeed. This is so even were psychology
alone considered. The experience of Kleinginna and Kleinginna (1981a; 1981b) in their surveys
of how 'emotion' and 'motivation' are used in the psychological literature is instructive. A
review through 1980 unearthed no fewer than 102 definitions of motivation, which they
classified into nine categories based on the phenomena described or the theoretical issue
involved, and 92 definitions of emotion, in eleven categories. Perhaps not surprisingly, an
additional category was included in both cases for sceptical arguments regarding

the

usefulness of the terms. By comparison, the troublesome plurality of the term 'species'—which
at a mere 22 definitions has been described as "drowning in a sea of species concepts" (Hull
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1 9 9 9 : 4 4 ) — l o o k s not only tame but almost tractable. Kleinginna and Kleinginna tried to bring
some order to this cacophony by proposing their own definitions of emotion and motivation.
As far as I can tell, their proposals have had little or no influence. That is because a definition,
by itself, is never enough.
Definitions of scientific concepts are verbal, as against formal, techniques for representing
the phenomena of a domain of enquiry and thus are inextricably bound to theory (Toulmin
1 9 7 2 ) . 'Natural selection' means what it does in the context of Darwin's theory of evolution;
'quark' means what it does in the context of the Standard Model of atomic physics. As part of
the "empirical content" of a theoretical framework, scientific concepts connect not only to a
science's explanatory goals but also to its explanatory procedures and standards of adequacy
(Popper 2002:96). The significance of a concept within a historically developing scientific
enterprise is thus determinable only within a complex context that includes, according to
Toulmi n ( 1 9 7 2 ) , "subject-matter, formal entailments, [and] explanatory procedures," which are
themselves embedded within a larger framework that specifies "on what conditions, in what
kinds of case, and with what degree of precision" the concept has meaning at all (p. 185).
Chapter 1 shows that it is precisely these fundamental issues that remain currently ambiguous
in the sciences concerned with cognition. If anything, cognition is even more vague and
polysemic than emotion and motivation, if only because it all too often appears to serve as
"little more than a synonym for sophisticated information processing" (Toates 1 9 9 5 : 2 3 9 ) .
After delineating the shape of the gap. Chapter 1 closes with an outline of the capacities
and properties for which a general theory of cognition, ideally, should account. I n total, a
dozen capacities and properties are identified: affect, anticipation, awareness, discrimination,
memory, perception, self-reference, motivation, decision making, error con-ection, learning, and
communication.

Collectively

these

capacities

yield

two

properties—intentionality

and

normativity—that have been widely discussed by philosophers as suggestive (if not indicative)
of mind. Phenomenal consciousness—in Damasio's sense of "the feeling of what h a p p e n s " or
Nagel's what-it-is-like-to-be—is bracketed on the basis of the 'problem of other minds'.^ As we
will see in Chapter 2, liberality or parsimony in attributing phenomenal consciousness to
nonhuman animals is arguably a function of usually implicit underlying presuppositions.
If a general theory of cognition is the aim, how to proceed? Chapter 2 identifies two
general approaches to the problem of cognition that differ in underlying

methodological

assumptions. These assumptions relate to the most productive starting point of enquiry and are
usually implicit. What I call the anthropogenic approach assumes that the best way to approach
cognition is to start; with the most certain example—human c o g n i t i o n — a n d abstract the
relevant features. Depending upon what is taken to be diagnostic, the resulting theoretical
construct may (or may not) apply to other animal species and intelligent machines. The
biogenic

approach, by contrast, assumes that the best way to approach c o g n i t i o n is to

recognize that it is, first and foremost, a biological f u n c t i o n — i t assists an organism to make a
living in an ever-changing environment—and should be approached as such. In other words,
the biogenic approach assumes that the best way to build a characterization of what

cognition

is and what cognition does is to begin with the principles of biology. Psychological questions

' The 'problem of other minds' arises from the privacy of human t h o u ^ t and personal experience. We cannot know for certain that
another person is conscious except by virtue of her verbal confirmation. Yet, she might be lying. The assumption is, therefore, that
similar brain structure—the argument from analogy—guarantees more or less similar experience. But how similar need another brain be?
W e cannot know in the absence of verbal confirmation, and so on infinitdy. To date, the problem has been 'solved' effectivdy by
convention, which many are loath to apply to nonhuman animals.
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are posed as biological questions; for example, what is it that organisms do such that they might
require cognitionl

The overarching theory of biology is evolutionary theory, so a potentially

high degree of continuity is assumed.
For obvious reasons, the anthropogenic approach has predominated historically. The
Cartesian approach to mentality is a perfect example of an anthropogenic approach, both in its
methodology (introspection) and its presupposition that human cognition is a thing apart
from the rest of Nature. Chapter 2 argues that the dominant approach to cognition in the latter
half of the 20"" century, cognitivism, is an anthropogenic approach. There are many reasons
this is so, not least being the well-documented debt of contemporary cognitive science to
Descartes (Wheeler 2005; see in particular, Bennett and Hacker 2003). The fact that most
cognitive scientists considered the biological basis of cognition quite irrelevant to theorizing
about the p h e n o m e n o n — n o t just for a little while but for decades—is perhaps the most
telling

indicator."

However, it should

be emphasized that the

anthropogenic/biogenic

distinction relates not to how 'biological' a specific proposal is but to starting assumptions
about the problem space. I claim that some of the most difficult problems faced by the
computational-representational theory of mind—notably the frame problem and the symbolgrounding problem—are largely the result of this anthropogenic bias. Chapter 2 concludes
that it is worth giving a biogenic approach a chance to see if it can do better on the
fundamental issues.
Chapter 3 takes a more detailed look at the biogenic approach to cognition, which has its
historical roots in the philosophy of Aristotle. Biogenic explanations are currently clustered
around three main frameworks for understanding biology: self-organizing complex systems
(SOCS), autopoiesis, and biosemiotics. Each framework derives its distinctive character from the
aspect of biology it emphasizes. S O G approaches to cognition emphasize the physics
organisms

as

complex,

dynamic,

self-organizing

and

thermodynamically

open

of

systems.

Autopoietic approaches focus on the biology of biology, namely, the distinctive recursive, selfproducing organization of vitality.® Biosemiotic approaches focus on the intentionality

of

biology, the ubiquity of sign action in living systems, from molecules to whole organisms.
From these three frameworks I infer 13 empirical principles, the biogenic 'family traits', which
necessarily constrain biogenic theorizing. Because the anthropogenic approach to cognition is
not empirically constrained to nearly the same degree, I argue that the biogenic approach is
superior for approaching

the what-it-is and what-it-does

questions

relating

to

natural

cognition.
Biogenic

approaches should

not

be conflated with

Embodied

Cognition

(EC), the

philosophical movement associated with the belated recognition that knowledge-generating
mechanisms (such as we know them) are embodied in an organism (human or otherwise) that is
situated in an environment with which it must continually contend and which, in d o i n g so, it
also modifies (Varela, Thompson, and Rosch 1991; Clark 1997a). EC holds that c o g n i t i o n
cannot be explained adequately if divorced from consideration of the environment with which
This neglect of biolc®' often is attributed to the influence upon Cognitive Science of analytic philosophy. (See in particular, (Johnson
1987; Varela,

Thompson,

and

Rosch

1991;

Dupuy

2000))

As

Marie Johnson

observed,

"Anglo-American

analytic

philosophy.. .mistakenly assumed that only a viewpoint that transcends human embodiment cultural embeddedness...and location
within historically evolving traditions can guarantee the possibility of objectivit/" (Johnson 19g7;175). It also had to do, I believe, with one
of the traditional aims of Cognitive Science, to establish a theoretical framework general enough to cover both organians and intelligent
machines. Searie (1980) advanced his biological naturalism' in part as a corrective to both of these tendencies.
' Artificial Life is not counted separately because research conduaed under this rubric usually fells within SOCS, autopoiesis or
biosemiotics.
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an organism is coupled. I t also recognizes that the mechanisms of cognition have evolved to
assist an organism in its interaction with an environment (Dreyfus 1972; Godfrey-Smith 1996;
Gibson 1979; Dreyfus, Dreyfus, and Athanasiou 1986; Beer 1990). By acknowledging that the
only cognitive mechanisms about which we are certain are those that have evolved in
biological systems constantly engaged in body-world interactions, EC exhorts us to take
prevailing biological knowledge and evolutionary theory seriously. But biology can be taken
seriously in all sort^ of ways. One need not begin with the principles of biology to ensure at a
minimum that one's theory of mind does not contravene those principles.
Whereas a biogenic approach to cognition is intrinsically embodied, an

embodied

approach need not be biogenic. Assuming that beliefs and desires are the sine qua non of
cognition and then building a plausible biological case for how they function in the economy
of an animal, and how they might have evolved, may be a thoroughly embodied approach, but
it is not biogenic. Beliefs and desires derive their privileged status in cognitive science from
folk psychology, and 'the folk' are necessarily human. It is quite another thing to derive a
picture of what cognition is and what it does from the principles of biology and then see how
beliefs and desires (such as we experience them) arise from that matrix.
Simply saying, "Let's look over there," is not very useful without an example of what we
might find if we actually did look over there. Chapter 4 provides an example of a biogenic
framework for investigating cognition, the agentive framework. The purpose of the exercise is
not to produce the theory we've all been waiting for (although if it helps anyone in thinking
about their own work, the effort will have been wort:hwhile), but, rather, to walk t h r o u g h the
logic of a possible hypothesis, to show how biological principles can be enlisted to yield a
characterization of cognition that not only captures the necessary features of the p h e n o m e n o n
but also connects to the theoretical structure of the larger knowledge enterprises in which
natural cognition is ultimately embedded, namely, biology and psychology. Theories in
psychology often do not connect with the larger knowledge enterprise (Mesoudi, Whiten, and
Laland in press), sometimes defiantly in the name of disciplinary autonomy (Fodor 1 9 6 8 ) but
more often because "psychologists often ignore work outside their own sub-specialities, and
almost always ignore work outside their own discipline" (Gilbert: 2002:3). Although the search
for a definitive 'mark of the mental' is regarded as misguided by some, at least within
psychology (Kimble 1994), the agentive framework (as its name implies) suggests that agency,
defined in a part:icular way, is a less problematic candidate than what has been offered to date.
From a series of biological premises the agentive framework yields a concept of c o g n i t i o n that
accommodates the capacities outlined in Chapter 1, applies to a number of different data sets
in multiple disciplines and makes a number of empirical predictions. It is, therefore, testable
and subject to falsification, features considered necessary for a theoretical construct to pull its
weight in a scientific ontology (Popper 2002; Hull 1999).
The agentive framework has uncomfortiable consequences, however. The main consequence
is that all organisms, not just some animals, are cognitive. This includes, counter-intuitively,
bacteria. Cognition, on this story, turns out to be a necessary systemic function of how
biological creatures make a living, in the same way that respiration, ingestion, digestion and
elimination are necessary systemic functions. To do what living creatures do, I argue, they need
cognition; it is not an optional extra found in the lucky few. To demonstrate that the claim
has substance and is not vacuous. Chapter 5 examines in detail several types of behaviour
exhibited by organisms at the putative taproot of the phylogenetic tree: bacteria. Drawing on
the latest research in microbiology, a discipline undergoing revolutionary change due to
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advances in imaging technology, I show

how three classic arguments against

bacterial

c o g n i t i o n — t h a t it is not flexible, complex or distal e n o u g h — a r e no longer sustainable.
I n brief, the bacterial sensorium turns out to be far more diverse than traditionally
believed, with some species' having different signal transduction systems for many dozens of
environmental states of affairs as well as internal physical states (Ulrich, Koonin, and Zhulin
2 0 0 5 ) . Bacterial chemotaxis thus is not pinball-like but, rather, results from the integration of
multiple cues, both internal and external to the organism (Koshland 1980). Bacteria are not
normally clonal loners but live mostly social lives, and for the same reasons that other social
species do: there is safety and greater access to resources in consortium (Shapiro

1997).

Bacteria have complex systems of chemical communication, both species-specific and speciesgeneral, that facilitate a variety of social behaviours (Miller and Bassler 2001), including life in
multicultural colonies that have been compared (non-facetiously) to cities, due to divisions of
labour and real estate (Watnick and Kolter 2000). Bacteria are so social, in fact, that they are
now being considered as possible models of social evolution (Queller 2004). The picture that is
emerging is of a class of organisms that may well be more sensitive and adaptable in the face of
environmental c h a n g e — n o t merely well-adapted to an existing n i c h e — t h a n are so-called
'higher' vertebrates (Shapiro and Dworkin 1997), including humans. In short, there is now
compelling evidence that most—very possibly a l l — o f the cognitive capacities outlined in
Chapter 1 can be found in bacteria, albeit in a far simpler and more circumscribed form than
that found in humans.
The good news, in my view, is that a liberal account such as the agentive framework is
precisely what Darwinian theory leads us to expect, that mental capacities evolved in the same
way that physical capacities have. Fins and limbs may have made cert:ain sophisticated types of
motility possible, but motility as a biological function was already a going concern before fins
and limbs arrived on the scene. According to the agentive framework, human

cognitive

capacities likewise can be seen as highly sophisticated elaborations on a basic Baupian

of

capacities that were already promoting the survival, flourishing and reproduction of longdistant evolutionary ancestors before the advent of the brain or even a nervous system.
The broadening of perspective has substantial advantages. Two will suffice for now. First, it
aligns the cognitive sciences with the natural sciences rather better than they are at present,
and provides a vast new source of data to tap for the study of cognition, most importantly the
literature on (social and

non-social)

cellular signalling, the

ground-floor

of

biological

information processing. Second, it means that we can expect to understand many principles of
our

own

cognitive functioning

by studying

the

cognitive

capacities

of vastly

simpler

biological systems. While primate studies are clearly necessary for potential insights into
peculiarly human cognitive styles, simpler creatures can be used to understand the l o g i c of the
function of cognition more generally. Needless to say, this is exactly how most scientific
understanding of physiology, genetics and molecular biology has been achieved. The bad
news, of course, is that thinking of cells as cognitive provides another counter-intuitive
challenge to our ordinary ways of conceiving the world, which appears to be an unfortunate
side effect of much scientific endeavour—or of any deep, systematic scrutiny, for that matter.

' The concept of spedes in bacteriolc^ is even more fraught than it is in biolc©' generally. 1 will strive to use the terms 'variants' or
'isolates' as substitutes for bacterial 'spedes' but sometimes—as here—these ternis don't fit well and create unnecessary ambiguity.
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Background assumptions
Before we proceed, let me briefly situate the project with respect to a few technical issues.
First, I view the thesis as an exercise in natural philosophy, by which I mean the rather oldfashioned sort of "philosophy about nature" that originated with Aristotle and was practised by
Descartes, Leibniz, Newton, Spinoza, Locke, Kant and, more recently, by James, Pierce, Dewey,
and Popper. (Luckily, genius is not required to do natural philosophy, only to be remembered
for having done it.) Gary Hatfield (2002) notes that the canonical natural sciences (e.g.,
astronomy, physics, chemistry, optics, zoology, biology, psychology) gestated in the "old
science" of natural philosophy, which provided the conceptual background against which a
discipline could develop into a "new science", namely, an autonomous, empirical knowledge
enterprise using

up-to-date experimental methods and mathematical formalisms

(p.212).

Natural philosophy is philosophical "in that there [is] discussion of the basic classification of
natural things into kinds, characterization of the properties of those kinds, and an explanatory
framework involving those kinds and their relations" (ibid:210). I n other words, the natural
philosophers saw themselves as part of a broad knowledge enterprise aimed at understanding
the world and how it works, and they drew upon the latest scientific evidence available to
them, in addition to the evidence provided by their own rumination. What they were doing
was partly philosophy and partly science, but, given a contemporary Anglophone reading of
the special role of philosophy,' they might well have characterized their work as more the latter
than the former. On the whole their accounts, however speculative, were positive rather than
criticaL The thesis is also empirical because, to the extent possible, the arguments rest on
evidence derived from scientific observation and experiment, rather than

on

traditional

conceptual analysis.
Second, this

account

is

principally

positive

rather than

critical; it aims,

perhaps

immodestly, to contribute to science as much as to philosophy. Although the various sciences
have part:ed ways from their philosophical parent over the past few hundred years (the last,
arguably, being psychology), there is still work that ordinary philosophers can do in the service
of science. I agree with Kim Sterelny (2003) that one of the things philosophers do well, which
can profit science, is to synthesize data from a wide variety of sources. I have tried to do that
here. The discussions I have had with scientists during the course of my research s u g g e s t this is
a job that needs doing in many areas. Whether or not I have done the job well, in this
particular domain, is for others to judge.
Third, there will be much talk of 'function' in the chapters that follow. What we know
incontrovertibly about natural cognition is that it does something to support the continued
existence, wellbeing and reproduction

of an organism. In the case of other

biological

functions, like respiration and digestion, what it is has everything to do with what it does. The
same, presumably, is true of cognition. This in no way implies that cognition is capable of a
univocal, T-shirt-worthy analysis, any more than is any other complex, systemic biological
function. Equally, it is not to foreclose the possibility. The concept 'function' does not itself

' It is sometimes obsaved that in the 20* osntury a consensus fomied within the An^o-analytic tradition around the unique role of
philosophy as a knowledge enterprise, which is to uncover hidden assumptions and reveal the meaning of concepts (Ragland and Heidt
2001). While the need to comprehend underlying assumptions and concepts is important to both philosophy and science, o n this view
the excavation of meaning is philosophy's special function The natural philosophers, I think it is safe to say, did not view dneir primary
labour as the excavation of meaning but, rather, a positive attempt to advance knowdedge about the world that did not previously
exist—at least not in the form in which they offered it darifying meaning was a necessary adjunct to the positive program, but not an
end in itself
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have a singular meaning in biology, to say nothing of the profusion of meanings in philosophy
(Wright 1973; Griffiths 1998; Neander 1998; Nagel 1977; Bigelow and Pargetter 1987; En? and
Adams 1998; Cummins 1975; Godfrey-Smith 1998; Millikan 1989a; Sarkar 2005; Hardcastle
1999a). Here we will stick to the biological meanings.
Mahner and Bunge (2001) identify five meanings of function in biology, each of which is
appropriate to a particular explanatory context. None is mutually exclusive of the others.
Indeed, they "are logically related, namely, by the relation of implication" (p.78), one of the
advantages of the classification. The first three meanings in the Mahner-Bunge taxonomy refer
simply to 'biotic' or 'biologically relevant' activity, which is distinguished from, say, the
quantum mechanical activity of sub-atomic entities or processes (p. 78). Function^ refers to
biotic activity internal to a subsystem of an organism, for example, the biochemical processes
that bring about the rhythmic contraction of the heart. Function^ refers to biotic activity
external to a subsystem. For example, the rhythmic contraction of the heart muscle pumps
blood. Function^ refers to internal cum external activity, or internal and external activities whose
roles are interdependent. The role of the rhythmically contracting heart as a blood pump,
which facilitates the circulation of oxygen and other nutrients, is an example of functionj.
Functionsi.3 are sometimes refen-ed to as 'effects' because, as Mahner and Bunge put it, they
"entail nothing as to the value or usefulness of the corresponding activities" (p.78). Function^^
refer to the value of the subsystem to the organism as a whole, which can be considered
without reference to evolution (function^) or explicitly in terms of natural selection (functions).
Function^ relates to the current value (positive, negative, neutral) of a subsystem to the
organism. An activity or structure is a function^ if it contributes to an organism's wellbeing,
persistence or reproduction (e.g., a heart). Following Gould and Vrba (1982), Mahner and
Bunge refer to a fitness-enhandng function^ as an aptation.^ An activity or structure that
reduces an organism's wellbeing or impairs its ability to persist and reproduce (e.g., a tumour)
is a malaptation (malfunction^, dysfunction); while one that has no effect (e.g., the appendix)
is a nullaptation.
Aptation does not necessarily entail anything about the existence of the trait, however.
The support of spectacles may be among the various functions^ of the human nose, but that is
not why the nose exists. Aptations that are "retained or improved on by [natural] selection" are
adaptations, which comprise the final catego^, function;. While all adaptations are aptations,
the reverse is not true (Gould and Vrba 1982; Gould and Lewontin 1979). Malaptations cannot
be adaptations because, "[b]y definition, there can be no features that are favoured by
selection for being disvaluable" (Mahner and Bunge 2001:78). However, a nullaptation
('spandrel' in Gould and Lewontin's terminology) may be retained in subsequent generations
and may prove adaptive in another setting. The taxonomy is set out in Figure 0.2 below.

' According to Gould and Vrba, a function is an exaptation if its current (positive) contributory role is different from the one it had
under different selective pressures at an earlier sta^ of evolutioa The phenotype is coopted for a new use as a result of changes in
environmental conditions and selective pressure.
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Figure 0.2 Mahner-Bunge taxonomy of biological 'function' concepts

Internal activity
(Function,)

Total activity
(Function,)

Aptation
(Function,)

Adaptation
(Function;)

External activity
(Functionj)

The figure shows the relations among the five concepts of function in biology. The figure can be read
from left to right (e.g., funh'on^ "is needed to define" Funtion^), or else from right to left (e.g, Funtiorii
"implies" Funtion^). (Reproduced virith permission.)

While Mahner and Bunge's is not among the most widely cited accounts of function in the
philosophy of science Literature, their taxonomy is, in my view, the clearest account and, as far
as I can tell, the most consistent with biological practice. The taxonomy also provides a useful
framework for regimenting the multitude of presentations in the philosophical literature. For
example, Valerie Gray Hardcastle's 'pragmatic approach' to understanding functions focuses on
biotic activity relative to an explanatory g o a l — " F u n c t i o n s are simply what F is d o i n g in 0,
relative to a domain of inquiry" (Hardcastle 1 9 9 9 a : 4 1 ) — a n d thus encompasses/unct7'on53.3.
Value to the organism is not an issue per se on Hardcastle's account. Wright's

seminal

presentation (Wright 1973), which inspired the'teleological'approach to function popularised
by Millikan (1989a), describes functions as biotic processes or structures that have been
selected in the course of evolution for their contribution to the system of which they are a
part. The value dimension coupled with natural selection places Wright functions squarely in
the purview of adaptation and function^. Cummins' classic alternative to Wright, causal role
functions (Cummins 1975), construes function in terms of the contribution a process or
structure

makes to a systemic

competence

but

writhout

reference to selection

history

(etiology), making it roughly equivalent to function^.^.
Sahotra Sarkar (2005), on the other hand, distinguishes between two types of function
associated wnth biology: "broad-sense functions" and "narrow-sense functions" (pp. 17-19).
Broad-sense functions

answer /loiv-questions and relate to what trait T does and how it does it.

The critical explanatory principle for broad-sense functions is organism persistence. How do the
mechanisms that constitute functional trait T contribute to the persistence of organism 01
How do the networks of structural elements and chemical processes (7) operate to enable 0 to
carry out the activities that enable its survival, wellbeing and reproduction? As Sarkar defines
it, "an effect of some structure. A, is a function if it contributes to the persistence of some
system, B, of which A is a part" (Sarkar 2005:18). Broad-sense functions are thus similar to
function^, which \mpUes functions^.s. Sarkar claims (correctly, in my view) that when biologists
talk about functions, it is to broad-sense function that they advert. Nanow-sense functions,

on

the other hand, are those effects of a biological feature (e.g., a liver, a red blood cell) that
contribute to an organism's fitness—namely, its ability to survive and reproduce—and have
been maintained

over generations because of this contribution. Narrow-sense

functional

explanations relate primarily to why the trait is maintained, and natural selection is the critical
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explanatory principle.' Nan-ow-sense functions are thus similar to function^. Sarkar claims that
fitness-enhancing effects are generally what philosophers of biology mean when they talk
about functions.
Finally, Eng and Adams (1992) distinguish between the dispositional and etiological
aspects of 'function'. The dispositional, or forward-looking, aspect of function indicates that a
trait or character attributed with this property has a propensity for producing certain types of
activity that has certain types of consequences for the system of which it is a part. The key in a
functional account of this kind, which equates w\th functiorii (and resonates with Bigelow and
Pargetter (1987)), is the specification of the particular activity that displays the propensity.
The etiological, or backward-looking, aspect of function, according to Eng and Adams, relates
to the propensity's causal history—by natural selection in the case of biological f u n c t i o n s —
and equates to function^.
All five types of function in the Mahner-Bunge taxonomy will figure in the following
chapters. However, cognition as function^—what

cognition contributes to the persistence of

an o r g a n i s m — i s the main quarry. For the purposes of this discussion I will adopt the following
definition of/unch'on^: Feature (subsystem)

T has a function

in organism (system)

0 if its

activity contributes to the persistence ofO, where T is a structure^" or network(s) of processes. An
example of how this concept of function figures in biological explanation is as follows: " I t is
well established that the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus is a site of neurogenesis in the
adult mammal, but experimental and theoretical explorations of the functional significance

of

this process are just beginning to emerge" (Meltzer, Yabaluri, and Deisseroth 2 0 0 5 : 6 5 3 ) ( m y
emphasis). Here functional significance refers to "cognitive utility" (p.655), namely, how the
generation of new neurons in the hippocampus contributes to that brain structure's wellestablished

role in memory and mood {function^),

which are themselves functions

that

contribute to the persistence of the organism in which they feature {function^).
Although the general approach to cognition adopted here is 'functional', it cannot be
emphasized too strongly that this does not entail a commitment to a particular brand of
functional/sm. Functionalism, as an interpretive strategy, comes in many flavours—Thomas
Polger ( 2 0 0 4 ) claims to have distinguished over 100 variations—and is found in a variety of
disciplines within the humanities and social sciences, including

philosophy,

psychology,

anthropology, sociology, hermeneutics, and linguistics." Philosophical functionalism,

which

has been central to much theorizing in Cognitive Science and philosophy of mind over the past
half century, is an explicitly metaphysical thesis about the conditions by which a mental state
is identified in a cognitive system." The core metaphysical commitment is that a mental state
is none other than the role (function) it occupies, which can be spedfied purely in terms of a
set of abstract relations linking stimulus conditions with a behavioural response (Putnam
1 9 7 5 ; Wilson 2005; Polger 2004). Cognitive states thus are distinguished by the role they play

' In the case of etiological accounts, adaptive utiDity is why the traitwas selected in the past in the propensity account, it is the reason the
trait wiH be selected in future.
Examples of structures include limbs, organs, tissues, and types of cells, as well as discernible parts thereof
" O f these, I am most sympathetic to the biologically inspired functionalim of pragmatist psychologists such as William James and the
so-called 'Chicago School' headed by John Dewey and James Rcwdand Angel These functionalist psychologists saw thar approach to
psychology as analogous to physiolc®', in contrast to structuralisn (e.g., advocated by Titchener), wJiich they saw as analogous to
anatomy.
PcJger identifies six types of fimctionalian employed in philosophy: intentional semantic, theoretical, explanatory, and
methcxiological, in addition to metaphysical flinctionalism. However, metaphysical fiinctionalism is the dominant variety and all six
types involve the abstract relation of input to output and odner mental states. (See Chapter 3 of Pdger 20W.)
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in transforming the inputs of a stimulus, which may be quite complex, into the outputs of a
certain (often unspecified) kind of behaviour, either relatively directly or via interaction with
other mental states.
Theoretically at least, the set of relations believed to constitute the function (cognition,
mentality) can be instantiated in any sort of physical system, natural or artefactual, not just in
a brain or nervous system. The function thus is said to be 'multiply realizable', capable of
instantiation in different physical media. In short, philosophical functionalism holds that
mechanisms (physiological or otherwise) are not what make cognitive states cognitive; what
makes cognitive states cognitive is, rather, an (unspecified) abstract set of relations that
constitutes the functional role relative to the generation of (unspecified) types of behaviour.
Mechanisms, according to philosophical functionalism, are implementation details and need
not figure in the elucidation of a function. I n biology, by contrast, mechanisms are the main
game in just such an enterprise. The status of functionalism within the philosophy of mind,
once unassailable, is under growing challenge (Foss 1995; Putnam 1997; Shapiro 2000; Polger
2 0 0 4 ; Churchland 2005), not least for its lack of connection with empirical reality. This is as
g o o d a reason as any to withhold assent here.
Talk of function invariably leads to talk of teleology, the purposes or goals that an activity
or structure fulfils or subserves. Goal-directedness and normativity, both of which have many
meanings, occupy a region of philosophy, both of mind and science, that has long stin-ed
controversy and remains highly fraught (see, for example, Davies 2001). I will have more to say
about this issue in Chapter 3. For now I will merely advert to three lines of argument that will
figure in that discussion. First, even a cursory glance at the technical literature in biology,
molecular biology and genetics/genomics demonstrates biologists routinely use teleological
language (e.g., purpose, goal, 'for'), which suggests the concept of goal-directedness is
explanatorily useful. While I do not mean to suggest that anyone disputes the heuristic utility
of such language, it is important to keep this in mind. Second, one of the signatures of
biological phenomena—what sets them apart from the phenomena studied by physics and
chemistry—is their qualitative

or relational nature (Mayr 1982); their highly

organized,

'oriented', 'coherent', and 'constructive' activity depends on information about other states of
affairs (Monod 1972:45). This inescapable, so-far-irreducible aspect of biological processes
prompted the introduction of the term teleonomic, as an alternative to the philosophically
loaded notion of teleology, by Jacques Monod, the reductionistic anti-vitalist who won the
Nobel Prize for his co-discovery of the replication mechanism of DNA and, via the operon
concept, the manner in which cells synthesize protein. Finally, the requirements of selfmaintenance and reproduction, combined with a history of evolutionary selection, determine
that each type of organism responds to some aspects of its environment but not to others. As a
result some environmental features are salient, or have value to the organism while others
(indeed, vastly more) do not.
Finally, I should be clear about what I will not do: I will not attempt a philosophical
analysis of the natural-kind status of cognition. Two factors, in addition to radical polysemy,
suggest this might be an unproductive strategy. First is growing philosophical scepticism
about the utility of traditional natural-kind analyses of scientific concepts generally (Dupre
1981;

Hull 1965; Beer 1995; Griffiths 1999), but psychological concepts in

particular
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(Charland 2 0 0 5 ) . " Kornblith (1999) summarizes the dilemma thus: "That scientific taxonomies
are simply more messy than was once assumed has thus not only complicated the picture of
natural kinds, but also made some doubt the very usefulness of the notion." (p.589) As a
result, the concept of 'natural kind' is itself the subject of active, ongoing

philosophical

revision from its Aristotelian and Lockean roots (Boyd 1991; R. Wilson 1999; Millikan 2000;
Griffiths 1997). Second, asking whether mind is a scientific kind "invites a consideration of just
about every major problem in the Philosophy of Science and several in Philosophy of Mind"
(Clark 1996:17). Paul Griffiths' excellent What Emotions Really Are (Griffiths 1997), a detailed
exploration

of the

natural-kind status

of emotion, suggests that nothing

less than a

monograph would be adequate to pose, much less answer, such a question. Once that question
is answered, however, an account of what cognition is and what cognition does is still required.
Natural kinds, stripped to fighting weight, are categories. One of the major functions of
categorization—the human kind, at any rate—"is to allow extrapolation from observed to
unobserved instances" (Griffiths 1997:187). Scientific discovery, which presupposes regularities
in Nature, rests on the ability to reliably extrapolate from samples of a category to a whole
category (Griffiths 2004). Pylyshyn (1999) may be right that some (many?) of the concepts
grounded in commonsense psychology that are currently used in the cognitive sciences will be
abandoned as the sciences develop. I am betting that cognition is not one of them.
Now, to work.

" Chariand (20C6) argues that the philosophical debate over the natural kind status of emotion, for example, "appears t o have reached
an impasse" (p.83). While some may believe this vindicates the notion that emotion is not a natural kind, Charland daims a declaration
of victory would be pyrrhic, "because it is a 'victory' that has somehow—incredibly—managed to steer totally dear of the rdevant issues
in emotion sdence" (ibid).

Cognition: What is the problem?

[AJmong sdentists as well as among people in
general, it seems to be a remarkably flexible and
'handy' concept: a concept of convenience for filling
in an argument at an intuitive level, but an
embarrassment when brought out into the day light J"
—

Ken Richardson

(1999:6)
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Everybody talks about the weather, but nobody does anything about it. The humour of this quip"
Lies in the presumption that nobody can 'do' much of anything about the weather. ALL we can
do is study it, try to understand the multitudinous, extremely complex, mutually interacting
processes that constitute it, and, as a result of that understanding (and as we are able), try our
best to predict and adapt to those processes in beneficial ways. We know a lot about the
weather—much of the knowledge we have has been gained in the past half century—but there
is much more that we do not know. Cognition, and its frequent travelling companion, mind,
are a little like that. Everybody talks about them, in everyday conversation and in a multitude
of scientific disciplines both 'hard' and 'soft'. A great deal of investigative effort is directed
toward understanding cognition and the multitudinous, extremely complex, mutually
interacting processes that underwrite it. A great deal is known about cognition—much of that
knowledge gained in the past half century—but there is vastly more we do not know.
Still, there is little doubt about what the weather is. We know weather when we see it, no
matter how staggeringly complex the factors that produce it. Moreover, despite the relatively
recent birth of meteorology in the IQ"" century, the explanatory goals of the enterprise are clear
and a coherent body of theory is emerging to explain the observable features. The same,
famously, cannot be said of cognition. Even in its natural setting we cannot say, w/ith any
hope of agreement, what sorts of living things exhibit cognition (are cognitive) and what sorts
do not, at least not when we move beyond primates—and sometimes, surprisingly, not even
" Richardson is referring ID 'intelligence', but the observation serves aswdl for cognition, with which intelligence is often equated
Commonly but mistakenly ascribed to Mark Twain, the quote is properiy ascribed to Charies D. Warner, Twain's collaborator on

The Gilded Age.
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t h e n . " "To put it crudely," psychologist Christopher Green (2000:5) writes, "...physics knows
what it is talking about [e.g., electrons, quarks, pendula, falling bodies, turbulence in fluids,
the behaviour of gases]... and to the extent these idealized entities correspond to real entities,
physics works. Psychology does not, in this sense, know what it is talking about." I n other
words, to paraphrase Warner, Everybody talks about cognition, but nobody knows what it is.
This is at once a shocking and a banal thing to say. It is shocking because surely we do
know, roughly, what cognition is. It has to do with awareness, attention, perception, memory,
learning, making decisions, solving problems, intelligence, knowledge, having a perspective,
and the generation of action, including flexible, adaptive behaviour. I n Neisser's classic
formulation (Neisser 1967:4), cognition covers just about everything related to behaviourgenerating information processing except, following the classic 'trilogy of mind'

(Hilgard

1 9 8 0 ) , emotions and motivation. A decade later, Neisser (1976) reconsidered the exclusion of
emotions and motivation from cognitive inquiry, and today such exclusion is considered by
many as questionable

(Damasio

1995;

Lazarus 1991), not least because emotions

and

motivation both require memory (Bany, Naus, and Rehm 2005), traditionally regarded as part of
cognition. Cognition, in other words, has become what McShea calls a "wastebasket category"
(McShea 1 9 9 9 : 1 8 4 ) , denoting mentality in general and yet not solely mentality, and applying
to information-processing mechanisms but not, typically, in all types of biological systems,
although everything living arguably is an "informavore", a consumer of information (Miller
1 9 8 3 ) . " The permissive yet restrictive usage originates with the birth of the

'cognitive

revolution' as both a reaction to the explanatory limitations of a certain kind of behaviourism
and a desire to reclaim mentality as a focus of legitimate research and discussion. As Miller
( 2 0 0 3 ) notes, many experimental psychologists in the United States in the m i d - 1 9 5 0 s were
"still reluctant" to use mentalistic terms to describe the internal causes of behaviour, "so we
talked about cognition instead" (p. 142).
It is equally banal to say that nobody knows what cognition /s—that there is nothing
within shouting distance of agreement—because this is news to no one, at least to no one in
the sciences concerned with cognition. If, as Bechtel and colleagues (no doubt rightly) claim,
the primary objectives of Cognitive Science^® are to explain what cognition
does, and how cognition

is, what

cognition

works (Bechtel, Abrahamsen, and Graham 1998), then the first two

questions, which arguably form the foundations of the science, remain neglected promissory
notes. Haugeland ( 1 9 9 7 ) suggests, plausibly, that the nascent Cognitive Science tended to
bracket the ontological issue of what cognition is, which classically is bound to a rat's nest of
metaphysical issues, to get on with the job of investigating how cognition
given the simultaneous

genesis of the cognitive

revolution

works. Moreover,

with the field

of

artificial

intelligence, exploration proceeded largely independently of what cognition does in its natural

" See the following example from a fomier professor of animal behaviour at Imperial College, London; "If scientists, at least,finallycease
to make the conscious or unconscious assumption that [nonhuman] animals have minds... [and] If the age-old mind-body problem
comes to be considered as an exclusively human one, instead of indefinitely extended through the animal kingdom, then that problem
too wiH have been brought nearer to a solution." (Kennedy 1992:167-168);p. 167-16a
" Althou^ Miller coined this term specifically to reflect the capacities of humans and some higher vertebrates for infonnation seeking,
storage and usage, MiDikan makes a convincing case that all living things are infomiation consumers and makers of meaning. (See in
particular, (Millikan 1989b, 20M) Biological processes in general are r ^ d e d , ri^tly or wrongly, as infomiatic For a critique of the use of
'information' in biolc^, see (Saticar 1996)
" Cognitive Science is capitalized in order to distinguish researchers wotWngwilhin the infonnation-processing approach to c c ^ t i o n
that began in tine mid-195CB, and which is typically associated witfi tiie c c ^ t i v e revolution, with what I refer to more genericaly as tiie
sciences concerned with cognition, or tiie (lower-case) cognitive sciences. The distinction will be clarified in section 3. Until then, I
request your forbearance.
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setting, as a biological function, in the hope of arriving at general theoretical principles that
w o u l d apply equally to organisms and intelligent machines. Many assumed that, as empirical
data accumulated, an appropriate characterization would somehow present itself. Until then,
placeholders

(e.g., intelligent

agency,

the

mechanism

for

generating

flexible

complex

behaviour) would suffice. Now, as the data assume oceanic proportions, some are no longer so
sure (Hardcastle 2 0 0 1 ; Rose 1 9 9 9 ) . "
Traditional

computationalists

(classical

and

connectionist)

continue

to

claim

that

c o g n i t i o n is or involves the (unspecified) transformation of (external or internal) i n p u t s to
(overt or covert) outputs t h r o u g h the mediation of representations (whatever they m i g h t prove
t o be). However, the attempt to draw a principled distinction on this basis between what
brains do and what thermostats or sophisticated servomechanisms do has generated a small
cottage industry. Agreement regarding the meaning of the central theoretical constructs of
computation

and representation

remains elusive (Clark 2 0 0 1 ) . The ranks of representational

sceptics, once marginal, are growing (Keijzer 2 0 0 1 ; van Gelder 1995; Cliff and Noble
Haselager,

de Groot, and

van

Rappard

2 0 0 3 ) . Those favouring

approach tend to emphasize dynamical perception-action
environment

as the

basis

of cognition

(Noe

2004;

an embodied

1997;

cognition

coupling in the context of an

Hurley

1998),

but that still

leaves

unanswered how to characterize the function of cognition itself.
What cannot

be denied is that nothing even remotely approaching

consensus

exists

regarding what sorts of natural systems are cognitive and what sorts are not, to say n o t h i n g of
artefacts. The proposals run literally the phylogenetic gamut, from the simplest t o the most
complex organisms. This high degree of uncertainty about how the central object of inquiry is
even

to

be

identified,

much

less explained—after

(let's face it)

hundreds

of years

of

i n v e s t i g a t i o n — s u r e l y is unique in the history of science. Stipulative definition, needless to say,
will solve n o t h i n g . As psychologist Gregory Kimble ( 1 9 9 4 ) puts it, "Scientific concepts have no
G o d - g i v e n meanings, only those that science gives them" (p.512). I n science, as against
everyday life, definition only makes sense as an explicit or implicit part of theory, and theory
o n l y makes sense as an answer to an implicit or explicit question. One of the t h i n g s theories do
is provide criteria for identifying or recognizing postulated entities or processes (Machamer,
Darden, and Craver 2 0 0 0 : 1 5 ) .
Notably, however, the cognitive s c i e n c e s — p s y c h o l o g y in particular—have been slow to
produce one or more theoretical frameworks robust e n o u g h to make sense of the d e l u g e of data
and, thereby, command reasonably widespread assent. Instead, theories on isolated aspects of
c o g n i t i o n , typically thin slivers of the phenomenon, are busting out all over. An estimate 15
years ago placed the number of theories in clinical psychology alone at 200 or more, a n d there
has been a great deal of work since then. This riotous fecundity is recognized as a problem by
some, especially those outside the cognitive sciences (de Waal 2 0 0 2 ; Silver 1 9 9 8 ) . Chemist
Brian Silver ( 1 9 9 8 ) justifies the virtual exclusion of the cognitive sciences from his popular
history. The Ascent

of Science,

entirely on this basis: "You will find that there are many

theories," he writes. "This is always a bad s i g n " (p.xviii). On the other hand, t h e
profusion

growing

of hypotheses is not always recognized as a problem within the field a n d is

sometimes even claimed to be a sign of rude health (Preston 2 0 0 5 ) .
I n this chapter I will argue that the failure to comes to terms with the f o u n d a t i o n a l
hsues—what

cognition

is and what cognition does—and

thus to provide a general framework for

" Hardcasde is concerned specifically with consciousness, but the saniecan be said of cognitioa

v..
understanding, is a problem requiring address. At the very least it exacerbates diificuLties
relating to commensurability already intrinsic to a multidisciplinary knowledge enterprise.
However, I will show that not only are studies carried out in different disciplines within the
cognitive sciences incommensurable, so too are studies of similar phenomena carried out
within the same, highly specialized knowledge niche within a single discipline. Further, I claim
the 'problem of cognition' relating to the lack of theoretical foundations reflects a deeper
disorder, namely, profound

disagreement over what the main explanatory goals

of the

cognitive sciences are or ought to be. The deeper problem of cognition, therefore, is that there
is no PROBLEMJ° Innumerable highly specialized problems exist within the cognitive sciences,
but few problems of broad generality on which researchers agree. I argue that this is because
no agreement exists about what sort of science the cognitive sciences are, either in terms of
their target of special concern or the scope of the enterprise.
Granted, the sciences concerned with cognition comprise not one but many disciplines,
and many sub-fields within fields. Each has its own set of explanatory goals, conceptual
frameworks, methods of testing, standards of inference, bodies of theory and so on. However, I
take it that the label 'cognitive'—whether attached to canonical Cognitive Science or to the
cognitive sciences more generally—is not vacuous but refers to something, a phenomenon to
be explained. The phenomenon may be complex and multifaceted, like the climate, but it has a
name, and that name has a referent. The referent may be narrowly or broadly construed, but
either way that is what requires explanation.
As far as I can tell, the cognitive sciences have three explanatory agenda that currently are
not easily reconcilable: 1) they aim to explain human cognition (whatever that is); 2) they aim
to explain cognition as an evolved, biological function (ditto), presumed to be f o u n d more
generally in the natural world but just how generally is open to vigorous debate; and 3) they
aim to provide an explanation of cognition that will cover intelligent art:efacts. Put another
way, the cognitive sciences simultaneously aim to be a generalist explanatory enterprise (like,
for example, behavioural ecology); a highly specialized one (e.g., the study of predator-prey
interactions); and also an engineering science. As it currently stands, most effort in the
cognitive sciences is at the specialized and engineering ends of the spectrum, not least
because there is no agreement about the chief explanatory goals of the general enterprise.
My aim in this chapter is two-fold. First, I will show that there is no ready answer to the
foundational questions available, even to a first approximation," and that this is a problem.
Many (most?) cognitive scientists may well disagree; some see no need for a general theory,
much less a consensus understanding of cognition.^^ Scholars regularly note the absence of
consensus regarding what cognition

is, gesture in the direction of its acknowledged role in

generating complex, adaptive behaviour, and then proceed to explicate their corner of the
territory as if this absence had no bearing on anything import:ant." I claim that it does have a
bearing on something important. I t has a bearing on what the cognitive sciences are sciences
of. Explanatory goals are import;ant because they shape the broad conceptual framework within

" I am indebted to Professor Garth Paltiidge for pointing this out to me.
Peter Godfrey-Smitfi (1996) is one of the few to attempt a detailed answer to the question what cognition does (or is for). His
environmental complexity thesis (ECT) goes some m y toward providing a unifying ecological explanation, by characterizing cognition
as the means by which or^nisms cope with environmental canplexity. While I think ECT is a major step in the right directioa it is not
problem-fiee. 1 will discuss ECT in more detail in chapters 2 and 5.
" 1 am indebted t o Ian Ravensaoft for impressing this point upon me.
Many examples can be found in die excellent collection of essays by (Bd<off, AHen, and B u r ^ d t 2002)
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which theories are developed and thus determine what are genuine problems for the field. This
affects the choice of appropriate model systems for exploring such problems.
Second, I wish to sketch the shape of a plausible general problem for the

cognitive

sciences, an answer to which I believe would go some way to addressing these f o u n d a t i o n a l
questions. The issue is not whether the cognitive sciences can proceed as a
enterprise—and

particularly as a salary-paying

proposition—without

knowledge

a general theory

of

c o g n i t i o n or an agreed explanatory goal. Clearly they can, and they do. Data are being churned
o u t at a staggering rate in an ever-expanding collection of journals (see Figure 1.1). The
problem is the data just don't hang together in any genuinely coherent way (Rose 1 9 9 8 ; Silver
1 9 9 8 ; Toulmin 1 9 7 2 ; Staats 1 9 9 1 , 1 9 8 3 ) . Instead, as primatologist Frans de Waal ( 2 0 0 2 )

r

observes, the literature presents " t h o u s a n d s of ideas that are barely interconnected" ( p . 1 8 7 ) .

Figure 1.1 Number of active, refereed periodicals concerned with
cognition, compared to biology & physics (1950-2005)*

—

1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2005
+(x)"

^

>L£UROAIENA

130
202
336
555
808
1034
1076
8.3-^

18
23
35
65
99
124
132
7.3

COGNITIVE
SCIENCE

20**
23
45
68
102
129
138
6-9

118
158
272
427
574
657
676
5.7

"

599
858
1194
1612
2064
2500
2672
4.5

4**
6
18
34
88
125
134
33.5

260
423
699
969
1234
1474
1537
5.9

* Data are from searches of Ulrich's Periodical Directory, 3 1 July 2 0 0 5 . Some overlap between categories is
assumed.
* * Includes journals such as Philosophy of Science, Monist and Philosophical Review.
" Number of times periodicals increased from 1 9 5 0 - 2 0 0 5 . For example, the number of active, refereed journals
concerned with or entertaining topics on psychology increased 8.3-fold during the 55-year period, whereas the
number of active, refereed journals concerned with or entertaining topics on biology increased 4.5 times.

The

history

of

science

strongly

suggests

that

systematic

inquiry

progresses

most

effectively—as distinct from merely e x p a n d i n g — w h e n there is a certain degree o f ' u n i f i c a t i o n '
or consensus at the foundations, which includes more rather than less agreement a b o u t the
meanings of theoretical terms and a few candidate theories as against dozens or even hundreds
(see in particular Kuhn 1 9 7 0 ; but also Toulmin 1 9 7 2 ; Hull 1 9 8 8 ) . I t is sobering to n o t e that in
physics, for example, a mere 144 y e a r s " passed from the postulation of a heliocentric model of
the solar system, which inspired Galileo to advance the mathematical model of physics, to the
discovery of the three standard laws of motion, the law of universal gravitation a n d — l e t me
emphasize this po}nt—definition

of the principal terms of the disdpline, definitions t h a t would

inform research for the next 3 0 0 years (Jenkins-Jones 1 9 9 6 ) . " All this was possible wnthout

This is periodfromtinepublication of Copernicus' De revolutionihus to Newton's Principia.
^ Chemistry had a somewfiat longer gestation due to its roots in tfie arcane practices and semi-mystical aims of alcheniy. However,
progress was swift following publication of thefirstreal text on chemistry by a disdj^e of tiie Swiss doctor-sdentist Paracdsus, thefirstto

^^
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benefit of mass publication, global electronic communication, computers, instruments

of

a s t o n i s h i n g precision and large publicly and privately funded research teams.
Yet, in the social sciences, unification as a disciplinary goal has fallen on hard times, at
least since the failure of the logical positivist project to unify the conceptual f o u n d a t i o n s of
all science (Neurath, Carnap, and Morris 1969a; 1 9 6 9 b ) , the concomitant ascendancy of K u h n ' s
theory

of scientific

revolutions

(Kuhn

1 9 7 0 ) , and the

growing

influence

of

putatively

relativistic stances (Feyerabend 1 9 7 8 ; Latour and Woolgar 1 9 8 6 ; Laudan 1 9 9 0 ) . "

However,

even a Kuhnian paradigm provides a discipline with the means of ordering the " p o o l of facts"
from the "nearly random activity" of "fact gathering" that tends to characterize a pre-paradigm
science ( K u h n 1 9 7 0 : 1 5 ) . Kuhn's observations about the state of electrical experimentation in
the early IB"* century before Maxwell could just as easily be applied to the current state of the
cognitive sciences:
During that period there were almost as many views about the nature of electricity as there
were important electrical experimenters...All
something

in common—they

mechanico-corpuscular

philosophy

addition, all were components

their numerous concepts ofelectridty

had

were partially derived from one or another version of the
that guided all scientific research of the day. In

of real scientific theories, of theories that had been drawn in

part from experiment and observation and that part:ially determined the choice and
interpretation of additional problems underi:al<en in research. Yet though all the
experiments were electrical and though most of the experimenters read each other's
their theories had no more than a family resemblance. (Kuhn

works,

1970:13-14)

Thus it is possible for a contemporary life scientist to observe that drawing c o n c l u s i o n s
from different studies of the effects of omega-3 fatty acids on cognitive function is difficult, if
not impossible, because, " A l t h o u g h the terms cognitive and behavioural are often used freely in
relation to nutritional i n t e r v e n t i o n s " — a s in many other disciplinary c o n t e x t s — " w h a t is meant
by these terms is not always defined precisely" (Wainwright 2 0 0 6 : 9 1 9 ) ( a u t h o r ' s emphasis).
The chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 argues that, in fact, we do need a scientific
characterization of cognition and that none is readily available. Section 3 s h o w s h o w the
cognitive sciences are ill-equipped to nominate even an approximate definition of their subject
of special interest as the result of four very different conceptions of the knowledge enterprise
historically associated with the study of cognition, psychology. Section 3 also provides a
concrete example of how different theoretical assumptions and terminologies have hampered
the emergence of a coherent discipline even in one small, highly constrained area of the
cognitive

sciences, the

comparative

study

of imitation. Section

4

draws t o g e t h e r

the

implications of the four conceptions of the cognitive enterprise for approaching c o g n i t i o n a n d
s u g g e s t s the capacities and properties that will have to be accounted for by a general theory.
Section 5 examines another source of difficulty in coming to terms with cognition, the issue of
how general or how specialized the cognitive sciences are supposed to be. The

perennial

obstacle to a more generalist approach, the hoary 'problem of anthropomorphism', is s h o w n
n o t to be a scientific problem at all, except in a very limited sense. Finally, section 6 p o i n t s to
where we g o from here.

attempt a systematic presentation of material substances and their susceptibility to change under certain processes. Two centuries
elapsed from the combustion researches of Robert Boyle in the latter 17th century to Mendeleyev's publication of die periodic table of
elements.
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1.1 The science of what? Or, the need for a general map of
the territory
If we are planning to travel, say, in the footsteps of Don Quixote, we will need maps of the
region of CastiLla-La Mancha and more detailed maps of the sites around Esquivias, El Toboso,
Argamasilla de Alba, Laguna de Ruidera, and so on. First, however, we need to know where
Spain is. As Giovanni Boniolo (2005) puts it, "To travel safely through the world we need both
extremely precise and detailed topographical maps of the region we want to visit, and general
maps which allow us to determine where that region is" (p.221). Cognition, like a country,
contains within its historically contingent and revisable borders any number of delineable
regions based upon natural topography (e.g., the hippocampus) as well as smaller, largely
conventional groupings determined by human projects (e.g., semantic memory, procedural
memory, episodic memory). Just as the regions, provinces, districts and municipalities of a
country can be described in detail, so the capacities encompassed by the superordinate
category of cognition (e.g., attention, visual perception, social learning, mental imagery) are
capable of detailed description and explanation. Indeed, this is precisely where current efforts
in the cognitive sciences are overwhelmingly concentrated, just as parochial concerns and
local interests dictated the scope and detail of the earliest maps. What we lack is a serviceable
"general map" of the larger tenitory, which delineates the explanatory region of Cognitive
Science or the cognitive sciences.
The sort of map we seek, however, is not principally of structural features but, rather, of
functional o n e s — m u c h like the demographic maps of income distribution, voting patterns or
regional rainfall averages found in a modern atlas. To a cert:ain extent the boundaries of the
larger region within which the relevant patterns play out are interest-relative (e.g., voting
patterns in western as against eastern Europe, rainfall in Oceania). In the case of cognition the
boundaries are furt:her obscured by the operational inseparability of the function from the
larger system of which it is a part. To reiterate the definition of function I will be using: Feature
(subsystem)

T has a function

in organism (system)

where T is a discernible structure"

or a network(s)

0 if it contributes to the persistence of 0,
of processes. In biology a feature has a

function if it does something to facilitate survival, wellbeing or reproduction, so addressing
what (natural) cognition is involves looking at what cognition does to facilitate those things.
Before we can contemplate how a general cart;ographic enterprise might proceed, however,
it is useful to get an idea of the various maps on hand. In the sciences generally there are two
ways of representing the phenomena of a discipline: formally (i.e., a mathematical symbol or
equation) and linguistically (i.e., a definition) (Toulmin

1972). Both are important. In

psychology, according to Kimble (1994) terms generally have three types of

meanings:

operational meaning, explanatory meaning, and lexical meaning. Operational meaning

relates

to quantification in an experimental or observational setting. Operationalization—broadly
speaking, the translation of a verbal representation into measurable variables—has its critics
but it is an ineliminable part of the requisite testability of a concept. In science, as Hull ( 1 9 9 9 )
puts it, 'The testing may be difficult, indirect, and fallible, but it must be possible" (p. 39).
Explanatory meaning, as I use it here, is similar to Kimble's notion of "meaning as significance,"
which relates to the role a term or concept has in the overall theoretical economy to which it
contributes

(Kimble

1994:512). Explanatory

meaning

also resembles Boyd's rather

" Examples of structures include limbs, organs, tissues, and types of eels, as well as discernible parts thereof

more

precisely articulated general notion of an 'explanatory definition' of a scientific kind, which is
"provided by
an account of the family of properties shared by its members which underwrite
[its] inductive/explanatory roles" in the context of a discipline (Boyd 1999:149).^® Operational
and explanatory meanings connect to theory, either the pre-scientific assumptions that define
the domain of
enquiry (von Eckardt 1993) or to hypotheses generated by enquiry; they are
what

make the

concept

scientific. Lexical

(dictionary)

meaning

may

be invoked

in a

psychological theoretical c o n t e x t — a n d too frequently is, according to some (Rosenberg 1986;
Bindra 1984; Staats 1 9 9 1 ) — b u t this is almost always "problematic" due to ambiguities in
ordinary usage (Kimble 1994:512).
Take, for example, the general map of the territory embraced by the biological concept of
respiration. Respiration, like cognition, is a highly complex biological function that has
global, system-wide effects on an organism and is comprised of a great many sub-systems.
Descriptive and explanatory generalizations regarding respiration can be derived at many
different levels of analysis, from the whole organism to specific molecular pathways, and in
varying

degrees

of abstraction and

detail. Here are two definitions from

contemporary

dictionaries of biology (in which cognition does not appear):
Enzymatic release of energy from organic compounds (esp. carbohydrates and fats)

which

either requires oxygen (aerobic respiration) or does not (anaerobic respiration). (Thain
Hickman

and

2000:559)

The metabolic processes in animals and plants in which organic substances are broken
down to simpler products with the release of energy, which is incorporated into special
energy-canying molecules [adenosine triphosphate, or ATP] and subsequently
other metabolic processes. (Martin and Mine

used for

2000:515)

Note the overall similarities between the two scientific definitions, as well as their vast
difference from the lexical meaning of respiration as "the action of breathing; the inspiration
and expiration of air" (OED 1971b). The definition has an operational meaning, in terms of
measurable variables (e.g., enzyme synthesis, rates of breakdown, production of ATP), and
explanatory meaning, relating precisely and accurately to the function of respiration—ivtot
respiration cfoes—within an account of the overall economy of the organism. It thus displays
both

generality and specificity; it is general because it applies to all instances of the

phenomenon across the biological spectrum (in this case, from bacteria and plants to humans)
but also specific because it distinguishes between those systems that fall under the concept
and those which do not. The lexical definition remains entirely serviceable in its domains of
application—for example, everyday life, medical practice, and disciplines such as y o g a and
meditation—and

doubtless provided the pre-theoretical point of departure for scientific

exploration. The biological definition, by contrast, is the result of detailed empirical enquiry
and underwent many revisions before aniving at its current form. Most importantly, it remains
open to further revision in the face of important new discoveries; it is not necessarily 'final.'
As the linguistic representation of the contemporary scientific understanding of respiration
as a biological function, the definition is embedded not only in specific theories about
respiration but also more general theories about cells; the molecular dynamics of protein

I hesitate to enlist Boyd's notion, however, because it is tied to a particular account of scientific natural kinds as 'homeostatic property
clusters.' While I have great sympathy with Boyd's account, I am avoiding a natural kind analysis here. To help myself to a explanatory
concept stripped totally of context seems suspect somehow.

i?.^.^.
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synthesis; energy transport (within and among

cells); signal transduction; genetics; the

structure, function and development of tissues; evolution; and so on. I n short, it displays
theoretical

significance

or coherence,

arguably

the

most important

of several

qualities

considered necessary in a useful scientific concept (Hull 1999; Emmeche 1997; Giere 1999).
I n the cognitive sciences, there is no linguistic representation of cognition even remotely
similar to that of respiration. Authoritative definitions of cognition that have both operational
and explanatory meaning are not readily available and may not exist. For example, there is no
entry for 'cognition' in the MIT Encyclopaedia of the Cognitive Sciences (Wilson and Keil 1999),
or in

Blackwell's

companions to Cognitive Science (Bechtel and Graham

1998)

or the

philosophy of mind (Guttenplan 1995). Nor is a handy summation provided in several recent
(more or less randomly selected) textbooks, including in general psychology (Rathus 1996),
physiological psychology (Carlson 2002), and biological psychology (Rosenzweig, Leiman, and
Breedlove 1996). Psychologist George Mather confesses in his review of The Handbook

of

Cognition (Lamberts and Goldstone 2 0 0 4 ) that he had to consult "the modern Oracle, otherwise
known as Google"—rather than the Handbook itself—for a definition of cognition

(Mather

2 0 0 5 : 4 1 4 ) . The New Cognitive Neurosciences (Preuss 2000), a monumental textbook, assumes
the function and goes straight for the physiological substrate, the cerebral cortex. This seems
to imply that only vertebrates have cognition, yet the entry on plasticity begins with Kandel's
Nobel Prize-winning work on memory in the sea slug Aplysia, while other entries make extensive
reference

to

research

with

the

fruit

fly

{Drosophila

melanogaster)

and

the

nematode

{Caenorhabditis elegans). What that means for characterizing cognition as a biological function
is unclear. What is clear is that researchers are relatively free to describe cognition to suit their
own purposes. There are limits, needless to say, but the room for improvisation is substantial.
The characterizations

of cognition available from sources that could

be

considered

authoritative are not scientific, that is, they have not progressed beyond the domain of
common usage and are neither explanatory nor operational. The American

Psychological

Society (APA 2005), for example, defines cognition as "processes of knowing, including
attending, remembering and reasoning; also the content of the processes, such as concepts
and memories." According to Toulmin (1972), the use of everyday concepts in their ordinary,
dictionary meaning is characteristic of a "would-be discipline", a knowledge enterprise that has
legitimate aspirations to status as a scientific discipline but which has not yet achieved the
conditions necessary for such status. If there are no authoritative characterizations of cognition
as a scientific term, the next logical step is inference from evidence. What do those involved
suggest is the cognitive sciences' subject of concern?

1.2 What the cognitive sciences suggest cognition is
Deriving from the cognitive sciences even a rough-and-ready notion of what cognition

is and

what cognition does is anything but straightforward. First and foremost, as the name suggests,
the cognitive sciences encompass multiple disciplines—indeed, not only disciplines but also
rather a lot of fields within disciplines, and sub-fields within fields. The list of knowledge
enterprises concerned with cognition seems to grow with every passing year. (My own rendering
of the current state of play is shown in Figure 0.1 in the Introduction). Each of these
disciplines, fields and sub-fields has its own explanatory agenda. More often than is helpful,
they employ different conceptual frameworks or, rather, frameworks that use the same concepts
in slightly different ways, to the extent that "conversations in which theories are being
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compared or contrasted sometimes are virtually unintelligible" (Sternberg and

Grigorenko

2 0 0 1 : 1 0 7 0 ) . It was precisely this linguistic Babel, in addition to the metaphysical freight
carried by many psychological terms, that prompted logical positivists such as Carnap and
Neurath to propose, beginning in the late 1920s, a "unified language of physicalism" for
p s y c h o l o g y — a misguided if well-intentioned project that failed utterly (Tamminga 2005).
Psychology, in all its manifestations, has a special place historically, theoretically, and
empirically within the cognitive sciences, although some within Cognitive Science appear to
have a fraught relationship with this
ultimately

experimental

psychology

multifaceted

will

be

discipline. While some

absorbed

into

other

believe that

disciplines,

such

as

neuroscience and artificial intelligence (Gardner 1992), others claim already that, " P s y c h o l o g y
is dead" (Gazzaniga 1998:xi). Such prognostications may prove con-ect; they may also prove to
be cases of wishful thinking, for reasons that will become clear shortly. However, I tend to
agree with Gary Hatfield ( 2 0 0 2 ) that, "Psychology is here to stay", because psychology is where
functional theories about cognition are to be found:
The study of those brain functions of interest to cognitive science is the study of the
psychological processes of organisms. The structure of those processes is not read off single
cell recordings or images of brain activity. Rather, those recordings and images gain
meaning by being related to a theory of what's being done functionally.

(ibid:229)

That said, psychology has a notoriously poor track record in coming to grips with its
subject, not least because the myriad factions within it cannot agree on what its subject is
(Staats 1991). The disorder and fragmentation of psychology, which arguably should be the
paragon of the cognitive sciences, is the second factor contributing to the difficulty in
determining what cognition is and what it does. Because this anarchic state of affairs casts a
long shadow, we will digress briefly to look at it more closely.
Three decades ago, Toulmin (1972) described the sciences of human b e h a v i o u r — o f which
psychology lies at the heart—as a 'would-be discipline' due to the absence of "a common set
of disciplinary goals", a "generally agreed reservoir of disciplinary problems", and "an agreed set
of fundamental concepts and selection-criteria" (pp.380-381). These disciplinary elements
normally develop in mutual interdependence. A consensus terminology, consisting of both the
specialized use of ordinary concepts and neologisms, arises from the collective assault on a
shared set of problems derived from a common set of goals. From a shared set of goals,
problems and concepts—all of which evolve as empirical enquiry proceeds—come generally
agreed-upon

criteria for determining what sorts of phenomena

pose genuine

theoretical

problems for the enterprise and what sorts do not, for assessing the relevance of empirical
findings, and for evaluating the adequacy of new theoretical proposals. Toulmin concluded
that the behavioural sciences display none of these features:
There is no consensus even about those analytical and pre-scientific issues on which the
construction of a 'disciplined'science

[depends]...So

long as this is the case, it can be no

surprise that, on a more substantial level, psychology still lacks an agreed body of
theoretical concepts, or that one psychologist's great discovery often strikes other
psychologists as a waste of energy and breath. (Toulmin

1972:384)
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T o u l m i n ' s d a m n i n g critique was, in a sense, n o t h i n g new. A s t r o n g t r a d i t i o n of d i s c o n t e n t
w i t h h o w m e n t a l i t y i s i n v e s t i g a t e d r u n s from D e s c a r t e s " t h r o u g h William James^° to t h e present
day (see Figure 1.2 b e l o w ) . The t h e m e of t h e first U.S. conference o n theoretical p s y c h o l o g y ,
h e l d i n 1 9 7 0 , w a s " t o w a r d u n i f i c a t i o n , " to address precisely t h e b a l k a n i z a t i o n t h a t featured s o
p r o m i n e n t l y in T o u l m i n ' s a c c o u n t ( R o y c e 1 9 7 0 ) . Since t h e n , calls for r a t i o n a l i z a t i o n of t h e
d i s d p l i n e have c o n t i n u e d s p o r a d i c a l l y b u t u n a b a t e d . A t t h e A P A c o n v e n t i o n in
d e c a d e s after T o u l m i n ' s

critique—Defining

Psychology

was the o p e n i n g

2005—three

symposium

of t h e

D i v i s i o n 2 4 ( t h e o r e t i c a l a n d p h i l o s o p h i c a l p s y c h o l o g y ) program.

Figure 1.2 Comments concerning disorder and/or developmental
retardation in modern psychology

2005

Hunt

Within contemporary Western academic psychology, we find a widely
acknowledged fragmentation, hyper-specialization, and ostensible
incommensurability among our theories, areas of research, and methodologies
that makes many wonder whether psychology is truly 'science', (p.358)

2002

Gilbert

Several decades ago, an eminent psychologist defined the field of psychology
as a 'bunch of men standing on piles of their own crap, waving their hands and
yelling 'Look at me, look at me!' Fortunately, things have changed quite a bit
over the years, and the field is no longer composed entirely of men. (p.3)

2002

de Waal

Looking at the social sciences as a relative outsider, I see thousands of ideas
that are barely interconnected. One could argue that they do not need to
interconnect, yet this amounts to an admission that every area within the
discipline is free to come up with its own explanations. This approach results
in a serious lack of mooring to the thinking in psychology... (p.187)

2001

Sternberg &
Grigorenko

[P]roblems discouraging unification are that (a) there are many theories in
psychology but few attempts to interrelate them and (b) each theory must be
discussed using a different language, so conversations in which theories are
being compared or contrasted sometimes are virtually unintelligible, (p.1070)

2000

Robinson

One reason for the discipline's prolonged childhood, which, after more than a
century, has begun to lose its innocent charm, is its strident unwillingness to
take on the hard cases; to study the actual life of the actor as culturally
situated and as aimed at goals that may finally be dispositive. Clinicians do
approach such issues with due respect but typically without benefit of a worthy
and realistic theory, (p.42)

1991

Staats

Psychology has developed the prolific character of modern science, without the
ability to articulate its knowledge. The result is a great and increasing
diversity—many unrelated methods, findings, problems, theoretical languages,
schismatic issues, and philosophical positions. Psychology has so many
unrelated elements of knowledge with so much mutual discreditation,
inconsistency, redundancy, and controversy that abstracting general meaning is
a great problem, (p. 899)

1990

Fowler*

Those who observe that psychology is split along the lines of science and
[clinical] practice greatly oversimplify and underestimate the problem of unity

® Descartes observed that, despite having been "cultivated for inany ages by the most distinguished men," Scholastic philosophy of the
soul remained a sphere in which "not a s i r ^ matter.. .is not still in dispute" (Descartes 1637/1991;PL 1:7).
" in 1893 James summarized the state of psychology as: "A string of raw facts a littie gossip and wrangle about opinions; a little
das^cation and generalization on the mere descriptive level; a strong prqudice diat we have states of mind, but not a sin^e law in the
sense that physics shows us laws, not a single proposition from which any consequence causally can be deduced. We don't even know
the terms between which the elementary laws would obtain if we had them... This is no science, it is only the hope of a science."
(Kimble 195H518, quoting James 1893, p. 468)
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in the discipline of psychology, (p.3)
1988

Franks*

I do not know if [unification]...can ever be achieved in the foreseeable future,
but I do know that we must strive towards this goal in a systematic and
planful fashion, (p.28)

1987

Kunkel*

[There are] several deleterious effects of psychological disunity on sociology
and anthropology, which at times have bon-owed various conflicting
psychological concepts and propositions. Through such bon-owing the social
sciences have been infected by this disunity, which in turn has contributed to
their own disunified state, (p.287)

1985

Zuriff

The fundamental questions concerning the nature of psychology have not been
answered, nor is it obvious that progress is being made. Instead, certain
recurrent themes are discussed, debated into a numbing stillness, and dropped
unsettled, only to reappear years later in a different guise and under a new
terminology, (p.5)

1985

Maclntyre*

Certainly the continued fragmentation of the field can only support the view of
our field as pre-scientific. (p.20)

1983

Haroutunian

Why, after more than a century of systematic, experimental research, have we
failed to generate a satisfactory account of behaviour? Are we asking the
wrong questions? Pursuing the wrong methods of investigation? Collecting
inadequate data? Ignoring the wrong variables? ...Are we relying on
explanatory prindples in psychology that are inappropriate? (p.xiii)

1978

Weigel*

[R]esearch [focuses] now on this variable, now on that [and is thus] merely an
aggregate of empirical findings lacking the theoretical glue necessary for
cumulative knowledge, (p.553)

These extracts are cited by Staats (1991).

Toulmin and others do not specify the source of the problems to which they refer. I suspect
that the disorder in psychology, which has flow-on effects to the cognitive sciences more
generally, stems from four streams of concern

running

produced four different conceptions of what psychology

through

psychology

which

have

is the science of. mind, behaviour, the

generation and deployment of knowledge in intelligent action, and information

processing.

This t a x o n o m y resonates with Dalbir B i n d r a ' s " excellent if unappreciated account of how
cognitive came to be used in psychology from the m i d - 1 9 5 0 s onwards (Bindra 1 9 8 4 ) . Needless
to say, the classification is not crisp; the streams of concern overlap and often mutually inform.
Their different aims, while certainly not intrinsically incompatible, historically have resulted in
different methods

and

procedures, different criteria for determining

legitimate

problems,

different explanatory strategies and criteria of adequacy, different theoretical approaches, and,
notoriously, different vocabularies.
I will set out of each of these different conceptions of psychology in terms of Barbara von
Eckardt's "'mini-theory' of a research framework", which is comprised of four elements: 1) a
domain

of enquiry,

which involves assumptions about the sort of phenomena the

domain

consists of, the properties those phenomena have, and how the phenomena cohere as a system;
2) basic empirical questions,

which describe in general terms the central problems within the

particular framework; 3) substantive

assumptions;

and 4) methodological

assumptions

(von

" Bindra wrote from the vant^e point of three decades of productive research in the psycholc^ program at McGill University headed
by Donald Hebb, a pioneer of
century neurosdence. Bindra was an influential psychological theorist in his own r i ^ t his incentive
theory of motivation is stiH a leading experimentalframeworic,albeit one under chalenge from recent biochemical studies. (See (Bindra
1959,1976)) Bindra i^ortedly died three days after submitting the manuscript refewed to here, which might explain why it was rdativdy
little discussed.
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von

Eckardt's precise rendering

of the

information-

processing framework associated with Cognitive Science,^^ my own application of the model to
the three remaining conceptions of psychology will be loose indeed, not least because two of
the three conceptions arguably are not 'research frameworks' within von Eckardt's meaning;
also, I am not an historian of psychology. However rough and ready, the rendering will, I trust,
be sufficient to capture the salient points for our purposes here.

1.2.1 Psychology as the science of mind; cognition as synonym for mentality
Long before psychology was p s y c h o l o g y — t h e first English reference appears in 1 8 5 3 — t h e r e
was a 'natural philosophy' of mind, or soul. From the birth of modern experimental psychology
in the 19"" century" through the first decades of the 20"" century, the common conception was
that psychology is the science of mind (Reed 1997; Hatfield 2003). Mental activity, relatively
loosely conceived, was the domain of enquiry. Although mind was (then as now) undefined to
the extent that it was defined in innumerable ways (Earle 1 8 8 1 ) , " the concept was rather more
liberally applied than it is today, as we wnll see. The empirical questions that concerned
psychology as a science of mind derived, in part, from the venerable store of outstanding
problems from natural philosophy and, in part, from early physiological studies of perception:
What are the distinctive features of mental activity? What are the different mental states, and how
do they relate to one another? How are minds related to bodies? How are minds able to learn about
the world? (Bechtel 1988:1)
The substantive assumptions of the science of mind from the latter 19th century onwards, I
believe, were principally three. First, it was assumed that mentality is constituted by three
processes that influence judgment and action: cognition, the means by which knowledge is
acquired or used (knowing, intellect), including perception; affection, feeling and emotion;
and conation, will or the motive force that produces action (Hilgard 1980). Today the 'trilogy
of mind' is usually rendered as cognition, emotion and motivation, and many psychologists
still think of their science roughly in these terms (Lazarus 1990; Haggard 2001). Then as now
some

psychologists

believed these

processes were separable

physiologically

as

well as

heuristically, a notion partially supported by lesion studies and popularised in the 20"' century
by the now-discredited 'triune brain' hypothesis." However, a growing body of empirical

It is sometimes asserted that Cognitive Science lacks an "agreed-upon research paradigm" as weE as a "consensual set of assumptions or
methods" (Gardner 1985; but see also Staats 1991; Bechtel Abrahamsen. and Graham 1998). However, I believe that von Eckardt makes
a plausible case for her claim that Cognitive Science does, in feet, have "a coherent transdisdplinaiy frameworic of shared
commitments" (von Eckardt 19933).
'' The birth of modem psychology is often equated with the establishment in 1879 by Wilhelm Wundt of thefirstuniversity laboratory
for experimental psychology, but a great deal of scientific endeavour related to mental processes had gone on in the four decades prior
to this somewhat arbitrary date. As Hatfield (2002) notes, no odier natural science dtes a commencement date; rather, milestones are
marked.
On thefiftiethanniversary of the journal Mind, the editor lamented that half a century of scholariy effort hadfeiledto produce an
agreed meaning of the concept at psychology's heart (Soriey 1925). Ei^ty years later, the situation remains unchanged. It is worth
tememberingthat mind is an En^h word with no precise equivalent in many other languages (Wierzbicka2006).
The triune brain hypothesis, advanced by neurosdentist Paul Maclean (1970,1990) holds that the human brain is three brains in one,
each of which evolved at different times in the course of evolution to subserve different functions. The R-complex, the so-called
'reptilian brain' comprised of the brain stem and cerebellum, is claimed to fiinction to preserve basic survival and physiolc^cai function
and on thistfieorywas thefirstto evolve. The R-complex equates roughly to the brute conative or motivational aspect of the classic
trilogy. The limbic system, named by MacLean in die 1950s to denote the functional intetrelatedness of certain brain structures (now
comprised of the amygdala, septum, dngulate cortex and hippocampus), is associated widi emotion and more refined motivation and
is claimed to have evolved next in eariy mammals. The neocortex (cerebral cortex), the massively folded outer layer that comprises most
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evidence suggests, as Lazarus ( 1 9 9 9 : 3 ) d a i m s , that these processes are "more or less fictions of
scientific analysis, whose independence doesn't truly exist in nature."
Of the three, c o g n i t i o n took pride of place in large part due to its association with
' c o n s d o u s n e s s ' , which t o o was variously defined but appears to have been

significantly

equated with attention and phenomenal experience (Salmon et al. 2003).'® Interestingly,
debate a b o u t whether c o n s d o u s n e s s is necessary for mentality had been g o i n g on for a quarter
century before Freud began developing his ideas of the u n c o n s d o u s . German a n d Germantrained psychologists such as Brentano, Stout and Wundt placed n o n - c o n s d o u s physiological
processes outside the psychological realm. Meanwhile, English mental physiologists such as
Maudsley claimed that mental processes could be "performed as pure functions of the nervous
system, without

consciousness

giving

evidence

of them" (Salmon et al. 2 0 0 3 ,

quoting

Maudsley 1 8 7 6 , p.245), and biological psychologists such as Lewes posited a multitude of
u n c o n s d o u s factors, some typically regarded as cognitive (Hatfield 2 0 0 3 ) .
The second substantive

assumption

of early scientific

psychology

was that

mind

is

intimately related to the brain and the nervous system, and that physiology would reveal much
a b o u t how the mind works. Just how much of psychology could be carried out in the absence
of p h y s i o l o g y and vice versa was unclear (Hatfield 2 0 0 3 ) . The third substantive assumption,
related to the second, was the (not necessarily vitalistic) belief that the science of mind is
intimately related to the s d e n c e of life, which included biology more generally (e.g., z o o l o g y
and botany) as well as physiology, and, further, that all of the life sdences, of which
p s y c h o l o g y was one, would be mutually informative. Herbert: Spencer ( 1 8 5 5 ) provided the
rationale with his parallel definitions of life—"t/ie continuous
external relations"

adjustment of internal relations to

(p.374)(author's e m p h a s i s ) — a n d intelligence, "the adjustment of inner to

outer relations" (p. 4 8 6 ) . William James describes Spencer's as the most useful contribution t o
p s y c h o l o g y to that time because it removed mind from the detached, abstract realm of rational
p s y c h o l o g y and placed it "in the midst of all its concrete relations," that of an organism
i n h a b i t i n g an environment (James 1890a:6). Thus, given a hefty additional impetus from
Darwin, psychology in the late 19'^ century became concerned with the contribution
mentality to the adjustment of organism to environment. Franz Brentano ( 1 8 7 4 )
conceived

of the new empirical psychology

as the understanding

of

explidtly

of mental acts

(e.g.,

k n o w i n g , understanding, feeling, being conscious of) in dynamic interplay with aspects of the
world toward which these acts were directed or 'about', a propert;y he called (following the
medieval Scholastic philosophers)

intentionality.

The m e t h o d o l o g i c a l assumptions of the s d e n c e of mind were many and varied, but two
stand out. First, many assumed that experiment and quantifiable measurement were c r u d a l to
establish p s y c h o l o g y as a genuine natural sdence. Both objective and subjective m e t h o d s were

of the human brain, is thus conceived as the seat of cognition, including language, fomial thinking operations, executive control of
voluntary actions, planning and so on. On this story, it evolved last, in more modem primates. The 'three brains' thus conceived are
massivdy interconnected but not perfectly in equilibrium due to their separate evolutionary history. The hypothesis, which provides a
simple, easily understood schema of the brute aspects and more refined aspects of human behaviour, proved very popular among
non-spedalists. Neurosdentists, however, were much less receptive. A review of MacLean's 1990 book in Sdence declared the
hypothesis "fundamentally wrong", both in tenns of its reading of evolutionary theory but especially in relation to contemporary
understanding of brain fiinctioa (Reiner 1990301); (See Maclean 1970: Maclean 1990))
^ An example: In the writing of the Chicago School functionalists, such as Dewey and Angel, 'consdous' is often used in the way
'cognitive' is today in rdation to tasks that involve attention. See this quotation from Angel (19B262):''Mental Efe, consdous process, as
our psychdogists have dealt with it, has had to do with tractions which were mainly concerned with new individualistic adaptations."
The 'reactions' he refers to relate to cdour and spatial perception, memory tests, and learning experiments involving attentioa
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deemed necessary. Objective methods included the analysis of overt behaviour, comparative
study of similar behaviour among different species, physiological studies, and research into
mental pathology, as well as surveys and questionnaires. A statistical approach to research
findings was well established, principally by Francis Galton, by the 1880s.
Second, introspection was assumed to be a valuable part of these experimental methods.
Direct reports of experience were used to investigate various types of perception (e.g., colour,
spatial, tactile), the measurement of (voluntary and involuntary) attention under different
conditions, and for testing the laws of association then believed to govern much or all
learning in human beings, if not all animals. Even those disposed to a behaviourist approach
were loathe to abandon introspection on the grounds that it could not only be an objective
method

but also, more importantly, that without it experiments involving

the

human

"experience [of] a sensation of colour or of taste or of anything except his own movements"
would be impossible (Washburn 1922:92). Analytic introspection was also used in so-called
structuralist psychology, a stance developed by Edward Titchener, to try to ascertain the
'anatomy' or elements of mental processes. Structuralism stood in contrast to functionalism,
advanced by James and developed by the so-called Chicago School of Functionalism headed
by Dewey and Angell, who believed psychology's task was to elucidate the functions that
mental processes serve in biological adjustment.
According to Bindra, 'cognitive' became increasingly popular in psychological discourse "as
a vague disguise" for the explanatory use of "everyday mentalistic concepts" with the trend
toward neo-mentalism in the 1 9 7 0 s " (Bindra 1984:8). This observation is consistent not only
with Miller's cited earlier but also with critics of such use (e.g., Pylyshyn 1999). The problem,
according to Bindra, is not the descriptive use of mentalistic concepts but their masquerading
as explanations. To say someone remembers (believes, desires, is aware of) something is to
provide data ('remembers', 'believes', 'desires', 'is aware') which points to an internal process
that requires explanation; the word explains nothing but can be made to appear to. Although
Bindra does not draw the connection himself, I suspect that the resurgence of ordinary
mentalistic terms also paved the way for another post-1950 usage of'cognitive', namely, with
respect to the differentiation of (voluntary) behaviour controlled by 'top-down', 'personallevel', or'self-directed' mechanisms from (involuntary) behaviour controlled by 'sub-personal' or
'bottom-up' mechanisms.

1.2.2 Psychology as the science of behaviour; cognition as an intermediate
process in the generation of behaviour
The standard story about the re-emergence of 'cognition' and 'cognitive' in trans-Atlantic
psychological discourse in the mid-20'^ century is that it coincided, first and foremost, with
growing

rejection

of a certain kind of behaviourism, which

had forced these

concepts

underground, at least in North America. There is some truth to this, but a case can be made
that the standard account is rather more misleading than it is accurate (see in particular.

" It is interesting to speculate about tlie influence that phflosophers such as Jerry Fodor (196a 1975) and Daniel Dennett (1975) m i ^ t
have had in this development vvhich Bindra for one considered regressive. Framing his argument in explidtfy Dennettian terms,
Alexander Rosenberg claims that the principal obstacle to progress in psychology is "die fundamental ideological commitmenL. .to the
intentional stance, to the treatment of the subject of psychology as agents widi beliefe and desires who undertake actions" (Rosenberg
1986:102). While I think Rosenberg overstates the case—1 don't think this woridview pervades actual psychological practice quite as
widely as he supposes—his point is interesting
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Hatfield 2 0 0 2 ) . Today behaviourism is often represented as a monolitiiic ideology

that

dominated North American psychology (particularly in the United States, less so in Canada) for
about three decades. In actual fact, it was historically—and continues to b e — a n y t h i n g but
ecumenical.
Behaviourism

comes in a great many varieties, only some of which were ruthlessly

exclusionary of mental processes, either in experimental design or in the 'behavioural data
language' required for formulating problems, communicating results and developing theory
(Zuriff 1985). The behaviourism of B.F. Skinner, based on the concept of operant conditioning
and schedules of reinforcement, was among the most consistent in its rejection of terms
smacking of mentalism, following the tradition of Watson, Thorndike and Hull. Because it was
the

most

successful

modification, token

form

of

behaviourism

economy), Skinnerian

in

practical

behaviourism

application

was also the

(e.g.,
most

behaviour
influential.

However, Edward C. Tolman was also an influential behaviourist, and his latent theory of
learning, based on the maze-running behaviour of rats in the absence of reward, introduced
into American psychology the idea of a 'cognitive map', which invoked a central process
between stimulus and response (which he sometimes referred to as a 'representation') that
accorded with the early functionalists' ideas of mental activity. Some brands of behaviourism
even used introspection as an experimental method in limited ways. In short:, it is not at all
simple to identify the key "family trait[s] of behaviourism", that is, ideas "shared by a large
number of behaviourists" if not all (Zuriff 1985:6).
The conception of psychology as the science of behaviour—a conception still held by
many psychologists today (Kimble 1989; Rosenzweig, Leiman, and Breedlove 1 9 9 6 ; Staats
1 9 9 9 ; Rathus 1996)^®—arose at the turn of the 20'*" century. John B. Watson is rightly credited
as behaviourism's founder; his seminal paper (Watson

1913)

provided the new research

program's manifesto. But Watson's thinking was significantly shaped by Jacques Loeb, an
assistant professor of physiology at the University of Chicago whose radical, mechanistic
'tropism' theory was published the year Watson an-ived to undert:ake his PhD (Wozniak 1993;
Loeb 1900).^' Moreover, it is clear that there had already been much professional discussion
before Watson's manifesto not only of'behaviour' as a category in psychology but also of the
possibility of psychology without 'consciousness' as a theoretical construct or introspection as
an experimental method (Angell 1913). The basic empirical questions for this research program
include. How is behaviour generated?
environmental

circumstances?

How and why does behaviour change

with

What is learning and how does it occur? What are the

different
general

principles that underlie the generation of behaviour across species?
I n Zuriffs "conceptual reconstruction" of behaviourism several substantive assumptions are
discernible. First, behaviourists regarded psychology as a natural science continuous

with the

life sciences, especially biology and physiology, rather than a 'philosophical science', which it
long had been. Second, following Darwin's claim that behaviour varies among species in degree
but not kind, they assumed that patterns of behaviour very likely conform to general principles

The interesting issue of whether behaviour is actually r^arded as an "object of explanation" in contemporary psychology or as a
"form of evidence" is raised in (Hatfield 199i)
" Watson apparently was keen to have Loeb supervise his dissertation but was advised by others that Loeb, whose physiological
tropism theory was then "well outside the mainstream of American biological and psychdogical d i o u ^ i C was" [not] a very 'safe' man
for a green PhD candidate." Watson followed this advice. However, Wozniak argues that "no individual exerted a greater intellectual
influence on Watson than did Loeb," whose Comparative Physiology of the Brain and Comparative Psychology should be regarded as
"a foundational text in the emergence of behaviorism" (Wozniak 199Bxdii).
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that apply across even widely divergent phyla."" Human beings thus are not a privileged source
of data and in many respects (not least for ethical reasons) not the best source. Third, the
discovery of such principles is specifically to enable the prediction and control of behaviour and
learning, which was an entirely new theoretical goal for psychology. Fourth, behaviourists
assumed that psychology is a science of functions,

not structures; its job is to identify and

explain observable, more or less overt patterns of change in organisms. The science of
behaviour is thus distinct from (albeit continuous with) physiology and anatomy, which are
concerned with the structures and physico-chemical mechanisms underlying behaviour.
The fifth substantive assumption centred on the reflex arc, or sensorimotor circuit, as the
basic unit of analysis within psychology. As classically elaborated by Dewey (1896) the reflex
arc concept, which originated in physiology as "both the unit of nerve structure and the type
of nerve function," was introduced by James into psychology, where it came "nearer to meeting
this demand for a general working hypothesis than any other single concept" (p. 357). Dewey's
interpretation of the physiological concept was of a continuous process, or "organic unity",
which

begins with a sensory stimulus, finishes with a "motor discharge" and

includes

intermediate processes—"the central activity," traditionally equated with mental processes—
that accomplish and/or modulate the transformation (ibid:357). The separation o f ' s t i m u l u s '
and 'response' into "separate and complete entities in themselves"—as was becoming common
among some of the pioneers of behaviourism"'—was a dualism that did not reflect reality,
according to Dewey, who described them as "divisions of labour, function factors, within the
single concrete whole, now designated the reflex arc" (ibid.).
The nature of the reflex arc would remain a point of difference among the varieties of
behaviourism until the advent of the cognitive revolution. Some behaviourists, like Watson,
Thorndike,

and

Skinner, claimed that the

behaviourist's

explanatory

burden

was

fully

discharged with an account of stimulus, response and the (more or less direct) associations
that were possible between them via different schedules of reinforcement, positive and
negative.

Bindra

calls

this

explanatory

behaviourism,

which

he

contrasts

with

those

behaviourists committed principally to the research program's methodological assumptions,
but not to this more restrictive explanatory program.
The methodological assumptions of behaviourism are principally two. First, psychology is
an empirical natural science. As Zuriff (1985) puts it, 'The fundamental facts of psychology are
to be derived through the senses, preferably through careful perception, and ideally through
experimentally controlled observation" (p. 9). Explanations that aver to 'non-physical' or
untestable causes are unacceptable. Second, psychology must be a purely objective natural
science. Experimental findings, and hypotheses based upon them, should be "open to anyone's
observation," "not depend on the subjective belief of an individual scientist," and be stated as
precisely and unambiguously as possible in terms of a specialized language (ibid).

" Many behaviourists believed that Loeb's tropism theory was a step in this direction. Loeb claimed that all behaviour and nnental
processes, including consciousness, could be explained in ternis of four constructs that could be d i s c h a r ^ fully in physiological terms:
1) reflexes (responses of part of an organism to an environmental stimulus); 2) tropisms (whole-organism responses to stimuli, found
also in plants); 3) instincts (complex chains of tropisms and reflexes); and 4) associative memory (the capacity of central nervous systems
t o maintain a trace of an event or object for later reproductioa and the tendency for traces produced simultaneously to fiise so that
they will be reproduced together) (Wozniak 1993).
« Edward Thomdike's theory of learning as associations fomied between stimuli and responses would present the original S-R
framework for behavioural psychol(^ a few years later.

^ ^ ^ ^ ^^
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The limitations of explanatory behaviourism became apparent as early as 1929, in learning
experiments with rats involving counting tasks. The animals' responses were not explicable
solely

in

terms

of

processes...independent

the

stimulus

of the

but

immediate

seemed
sensory

to

involve

flow"

(Bindra

"on-going
1984:5),

central

traditionally

associated with mental processes. In their seminal work on the cue-to-consequence effect,
Garcia and Koelling (1966) also showed that "not all stimuli are equally associable; instead, a
stimulus may be easier to associate with some signals rather than others" (Rescorla 1 9 8 8 : 1 5 4 ) .
Bindra and others refer to this intermediate process between stimulus and response as a
"knowledge

state",

independent
concepts

for

is

relatively

of the immediate stimulus." Over two decades many researchers

advanced

this

an

information-bearing

stimulus-modulating

state

central

within

the

knowledge

animal that

state, including

'hypothesis'

(Krechevsky 1 9 3 2 ) ; 'regnant process' (Murray 1938); 'preparatory set' (Mowrer 1 9 3 8 ) ; 'learning
set' (Harlow

1949); and 'semiautonomous thought'

(Hebb

1949)."^ However, the

most

influential construct was Tolman's use of'cognitive' (Tolman 1951), which came to designate
the idea among "dissident" methodological behaviourists of " of an intermediate

process

between stimulus and response, between perception and action" (Bindra 1984:5), particularly
in relation to solving problems. Influential psychologists such as Donald Hebb, Karl Lashley,
George Miller, Eugene Galanter and Karl Pribram adopted the concept, which gave it currency.

1.2.3 Psychology as the science of the generation & use of knowledge
Explaining

"the

nature,

acquisition,

and

elaboration

of

knowledge"

(Bindra

1984:6),

part;icularly in the context of problem solving, is the third way 'cognitive' is

used in

psychology, one that at least resonates with the etymological root of cognition, about which
more in a moment. This domain of enquiry originates in one of the two key issues of classical
epistemology: of what does knowledge consist?'" Some of the key empirical questions for this
research domain are: What are the components and sources of knowledge?
deployed

in solving

problems and making

decisions

that affect action?

How is

knowledge

How do

generating and using capacities develop over a lifetime and cumulatively in knowledge

knowledge
enterprises?

How do individuals differ in their abilities to generate and use knowledge, and why?
intelligence?

What is

This stream within scientific psychology became the touchstone of the cognitive

revolution (Gardner 1985:6).
One substantive assumption of this conception of psychology is that differences between
individuals in their capacities to generate and use knowledge are the result of factors both
intrinsic and extrinsic to the individual. The polymath Francis Galton arguably contributed
more than any other single individual to this domain of enquiry, especially methodologically.
Galton, who coined the phrase "nature versus nurt:ure", pioneered the study of inherited as
• against acquired intellectual characteristics, first by the detailed historical study of the progeny
of eminent men and, later, by the study of twins. He introduced the use of questionnaires and
surveys for collecting data; was the first to apply statistical methods to scientific inquiry;
created the statistical concepts of correlation and regression toward the mean; and founded
the science of psychometrics, the measurement of mental capacities which led to development

" This construction contrasts with the standard philosophical meaning of knov^edge as 'justified true belief.
" All of these references are dted in (Bindra 19836))
" The second key issue is how knowledge is acquired, which leads to questions of how valid knowledge is possible, the target of radical
scepticism.

^^
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of tests for measuring intelligence by Alfred Binet and others. The European

ethological

movement, established by Konrad Lorenz and Niko Tinbergen in the 1 9 3 0 s , aimed to explore
the inherited and acquired mechanisms of animal intelligence in natural settings.
Another substantive assumption is that knowledge processes, at least in humans and some
other species, develop over the course of the life cycle. The concomitant

methodological

assumption relates to the importance of studying how children come to know and reason
a b o u t the world. Surely one of the earliest studies in developmental psychology was Darwin's
own detailed observations of his first child's development "from a few days to over two years of
age," the record of which was published in 1 8 7 7 in Mind (Wade 1 9 9 5 : 5 7 ) . The most influential
developmental

psychologist

of the

20"'

century, Jean

Piaget, was a

naturalist-turned-

p s y c h o l o g i s t dedicated to finding a "biological explanation of knowledge" (Boeree 2 0 0 5 ) .
Based on his studies of school children and his own offspring, Piaget advanced

detailed

theories about the sequential, stage-like development of reasoning abilities in children, a body
of t h o u g h t he called genetic epistemology

(Piaget 1970). Piaget's theories turned crucially on

the concept of adaptation, which meant both the modification of mental schemas in the
course

of interaction

with

the

world

and

an

individual's

progressive

development

of

increasingly complex skill sets to successfully navigate a milieu. Piaget demonstrated that selfreference and social interaction play an especially important role in the latter, ecological sort
of adaptation (Piaget 1 9 7 6 ) . The notion that human knowledge processes, in particular, are
substantially conditioned by social living arrangements, an idea at least as old as Aristotle
( 1 9 9 8 ) , is a third substantive assumption of this domain.
The conception of cognition as the generation and use of knowledge raises a truck-sized
question, however, and that is, what is i<now[edgel The lack of consensus about the answer to
that

question

constitutes

a

major

problem

for the

modern

enterprise

of

'knowledge

management' (Alavi and Leidner 1 9 9 9 ) and psychology has been of little h e l p . " The standard
p h i l o s o p h i c a l definition, at least in the modern Anglo-American analytic tradition, is that
knowledge is justified (well-warranted) true belief. While some writers in the

knowledge

management literature have grasped at this definition on the basis that it enjoys a h i g h degree
of consensus somewhere, other writers reject it on the basis of its anthropocentrism, for
example, the g r o u n d i n g of belief and truth (hence, all forms of knowledge) specifically in
propositional linguistic structure (Alavi and Leidner 1 9 9 9 ) . As we have seen, justified true
belief is not what the dissident methodological behaviourists meant when they refen-ed to a
' k n o w l e d g e state' intervening between the experience of a stimulus and the p r o d u c t i o n of a
response. Their meaning was nearer to that of Dewey, who (like Kant) equated k n o w l e d g e with
j u d g m e n t , which requires " b o t h a material sense perception and an ordering,

regulating

principle," both of which he saw as inextricably linked with action or behaviour

(Dewey

1 9 1 0 : 2 7 2 ) ; sense perception relates to "stimulus" and "initiative" and the ordering principle to
"control, [or] direction" (p. 2 7 4 ) .
What these renderings

leave out, however, is the original sense of both

the

word

' k n o w l e d g e ' a n d the means for gaining it, cognition or knowing. The Latin root of c o g n i t i o n
(cognitio)

and the Greek root of the Latin (cognoscere)

both connote 'becoming familiar with'.

Similarly, the first general class of definitions in the Oxford English Dictionary the u n d e r the
verb l<now and the n o u n knowledge

also invokes familiarity and recognition (OED 1 9 7 1 a , V o l

Psychologists use the temi in a great many different ways. An example of a highly spedaiized usage is the equation of knowledge with
semantic memory in (Barry, Naus, and Rehm 2005)
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1:1550). Sense perception and an 'ordering principle' intrinsically related to action, as per
Dewey above, arguably are required to become familiar with a state of affairs such that it (or
something like it) can be recognized subsequently. The point is that contemporary ideas of
knowledge have drifted far from the concept of familiarity originally at its heart (at least in the
western philosophical tradition).

1.2.4 Psychology as the science of information processing; cognition as
representation-using computation
'Cognitive' entered the psychological lexicon as a quasi-technical term via the informationprocessing model of mentality, which developed as part of communications research during
World War 11. The idea of a computing machine, introduced by Alan Turing and actualised by
J o h n von Neumann, provided an exciting and powerful empirical referent for those who
believed a central knowledge process is necessary to explain learning and problem-solving
behaviour. The computer also provided an existence proof, for those who in the face of radical
explanatory behaviourism believed one necessary, for internal mental states such as memory
and calculative reason. The notions of'computation' and 'representation', and the language of
communications theory (e.g., 'encoding', 'storage', 'decoding', 'retrieval') drove a wedge into
the reflex arc concept from which Cognitive Science emerged. While cybernetic control theory
also encouraged the conception of mind as an input-output control system, Bindra observes
that cybernetic accounts of behaviour were not generally labelled cognitive because they " d o
not in general emphasize ongoing central processes that are in part independent of current
inputs" (Bindra 1984:7).
Science is "human

cognitive

capacities", which are unspecified but have five general properties: 1) intentionality

According

to

(they are

'about' something

von

Eckardt, the

domain

of Cognitive

or have representational content); 2) pragmatic

exercised with degrees of success); 3) cogency

evaiuability

(when exercised successfully, they

(they are
produce

content that is coherent); 4) retiability (they are exercised successfully more often than not);
and 5) productivity (once operational, the capacities can manifest in "a practically unlimited
number of novel ways") (von Eckardt 1993:47-48). The basic empirical questions of Cognitive
Science relate to describing and explaining what the various human cognitive capacities are
and how they are realized; why or how ("in virtue of what") the capacities have the properties
they do; how these capacities are typically exercised by a "normal, typical adult"; and how
these capacities interact with one another (p.49).
Cognitive Science, as a research framework, is governed by two substantive assumptions,
which in turn shape its methodological commitments. The first substantive assumption, the
computational

assumption,

has

two

parts:

1)

"the

human,

cognitive

mind/brain

is

a

computational device (computer)," which means that cognition largely comprises "a system of
computational

capacities"; and

2) the information

processes

carried out

by

cognitive

capacities (e.g., inputting, storing, manipulating, outputting) "occur in accordance with a
finite set of rules that are effective and that are, in some sense, in the machine i t s e l f (p.50).''®
The second substantive assumption, the representational assumption, also has two parts: 1) the
"human, cognitive mind/brain is a representational device," which means that

cognition

" Later in her excellent book, von Eckardt introduces a broader conception of information processir^ that emphasizes the semantic
coherence of the processes involved rather than that they must be rule-govemed. I am grateful to Jon Opie for drawing my attention to
tfiis.
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" c o n s i s t [ s ] of a system of representational capacities"; and 2) a representational device "has
states or...contains within it entities that are representations" (p.50). A representation, on v o n
Eckardt's account, is "realized" by a bearer state or entity, which "represents" (!) one or more
objects via a relation that is " g r o u n d e d somehow," and is "interpretable by (that is, it will
function

as a representation for) some currently existing interpreter" (p.51). Von

Eckardt

describes the representational relation in terms of the Peircean semiotic triad, between a stateof-affairs-in-the-world (object), the mental representation of that state of affairs (sign), and the
person for whom the mental representation has meaning (interpretant).
The

substantive

assumptions

that

human

cognition

comprises

a

computational/

representational (information processing) system mean that the questions cognitive scientists
ask, and the " s u b s e t of possible answers" to those questions they are willing to entertain, must
be formulated in information-processing terms, namely, in terms of inputs, outputs, e n c o d e d
representations

and

transformational

rules

(p.53). Von

Eckardt sets

out

ten

additional

m e t h o d o l o g i c a l assumptions characteristic of Cognitive Science, which address, a m o n g other
things,

practical

scientific

norms

and

special

issues

regarding

the

operation

of

a

multidisciplinary enterprise. Importantly, however, they also relate to the relative a u t o n o m y of
human c o g n i t i v e capacities such that they can be studied successfully in isolatioh, n o t only
"from other aspects of mind such as affect and personality" but also from environmental
context, i n c l u d i n g the effects of society and culture, and indeed from their b i o l o g i c a l a n d
n e u r o b i o l o g i c a l instantiation ( p . 5 4 - 5 6 ) . This methodological assumption sets the Cognitive
Science c o n c e p t i o n of psychology radically apart from other conceptions.
Collectively these substantive and methodological assumptions form the research approach
k n o w n as cognitivism.

When the adjective 'cognitive' is affixed to a discipline (e.g., cognitive

p s y c h o l o g y , cognitive linguistics) it commonly denotes an information-processing approach
with r o u g h l y these features. Von

Eckardt's account

Science—multidisciplinarity,

emphasis

computation

and

the

representation, and the

on

of the general features of Cognitive

human

de-emphasis

cognition,

the

of other aspects

importance
of

of

mentality—

corresponds well to those of other students of the cognitive revolution (Gardner 1 9 8 5 ; Dupuy
2000)."'

1.2.5 Case study: imitation
So far we have examined four conceptions of the general cognitive enterprise and their
different

explanatory

goals,

basic

empirical

questions,

substantive

assumptions

and

m e t h o d o l o g i c a l assumptions. Here I will provide a concrete example of how the lack of
f o u n d a t i o n a l consensus about explanatory goals and terminology can affect even a small s u b field within the cognitive s c i e n c e s — t h e comparative study of imitation, which forms a sub-set
of the broader field of social learning.
Social learning (learning from others) is of considerable psychological interest because it is
regarded as cognitively demanding. Imitation is considered "the most cognitively

complex

form of social learning" (Caldwell and Whiten 2 0 0 2 : 1 9 4 ) , and has become the focus

of

" The only significant difference between von Eckardt's research firework account and Gardner's 'five features' of Cognitive Science,
in my view, is Gardner's explicit daim tiiat the basic empirical questions of concem to the knowiec^e enterprise derive substantially fi-om
the Western epistemological traditioa Although Dupuy agrees with this daim, he notes the dominant infiuence of Anglo-American
analytic philosophy in die development of Cognitive Sdenceratherdian the phenomenolc^cal tradition of European philosophy.
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increasing research interest in recent years. Christine Caldwell and Andrew Whiten (2002)"® set
o u t t o determine whether the growing number of studies of imitation in animals adds up to a
"coherent comparative psychology of imitation" ( p . l 9 9 ) . At the end of a detailed analysis of
nine survey articles and a dozen studies that compare species' imitative ability on similar tasks,
the answer is emphatically negative. Despite increasing productivity, they conclude, a coherent
field remains "far from being established" ( p . l 9 9 ) .
Caldwell and Whiten identify both theoretical and methodological sources of conflict, but
theoretical perspective has had the most influence on incommensurability among the studies.
They identify at least three "very different theoretical perspectives" on imitation ( p . 1 9 4 ) . The
three theoretical perspectives have different explanatory targets; different identification issues;
generally use different terms and constructs (and where common constructs are employed use
different definitions); design experiments in different ways, and where they use a similar design
interpret data differently due to varying conceptions of "which aspects of social learning are
cognitively significant" (whatever that means).
The phylogenetic

approach to imitation is concerned with tracing the evolution of a suite of

related s o c i o - c o g n i t i v e abilities, which includes imitation as well as "theory of mind, selfawareness, and pretence" ( p . l 9 4 ) . A 'black box' of mechanisms capable of complex c o g n i t i o n
(whatever that is) is assumed to pre-exist the capacity for imitation ( p . l 9 5 ) , and the emphasis
is

on

identifying

the

cognitive

mechanisms

within

the

individual

social

learner.

The

phylogenetic approach assumes that similar cognitive abilities found in closely related species
are likely to be inherited from a common ancestor and thus are h o m o l o g o u s . Because human
beings are "universally accepted" as "the most imitatively prolific species", other great apes are
prefen-ed as models ( p . l 9 4 ) . Those species closest phylogenetically to

Kumans, such as

chimpanzees, are considered ideal on the basis that close phylogenetic relation s h o u l d allow
more reliable inferences regarding the evolutionary history of the trait, including patterns of
divergence.
The second theoretical perspective on imitation, the animal model approach, is concerned
with understanding imitation "as a general p h e n o m e n o n " and identifying the best animal
model for achieving that goal. No pre-existing 'black box' of mechanisms underwriting complex
c o g n i t i o n is assumed. Rats and birds are as likely to be models as primates. The approach
emphasizes the similarities between humans and other animals and "is motivated by the
hypothesis

that imitation

may

be a special

case of [experience-dependent]

associative

learning, hence potentially available to many species" ( p . l 9 4 ) . On this picture, animals that
live in social groups and "typically perform behaviours in synchrony, such as gregarious bird
species" (p.195) are likely to be proficient imitators."'
The third theoretical perspective, the adaptational

approach, is concerned with whether

social learning is "a specialized adaptation associated with social living, or purely an aspect of
a more general learning process" ( p . l 9 5 ) . The basic prediction of an adaptational approach is
that variation between species with respect to "learning and/or cognitive ability" (which are
n o t the same?) s h o u l d correspond to ecological differences. Thus species that live in social

" Allreferencesfromthis work will be noted by page number alone in this section.
«Interestln^y, recent research with Archerfish,which hunt in groups and can shoot downflyinginsert prey with a sharp jet of water,
appeare to support this hypothesis (Schuster et al 2006). In a series of experiments German researchers found that a lone Archerfishhas
to leam the demanding ballistic manoeuvre by trial and error, but naive Archerfishcan learn to do it by observing a proficient archer for
an extended period of time. Interestin^y, when the trainedfishfireda series of shots, "thefirstshot in the series was most likely to hit,
showing diat feedbackfromimmediately prwrfng attempts was not required" (Schuster et aL 2006379).
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groups and scramble competitively when feeding or forage opportunistically should be among
the most proficient social learners.®"
The incompatibilities in theoretical approach result not only in different predictions about
which animal species are likely to imitate, but also differences in how imitation is defined and
what constructs are important for description and explanation. Caldwell and Whiten do not
attempt "to cover all of the proliferating terms and definitions used in recent years" because to
do so would

be "somewhat futile" (p.194). Divergent theoretical terminology

generates

disagreements about "which aspects of social learning are cognitively significant and therefore
merit inclusion within their definition of imitation" (p.199). This leads to disagreements
about the

correct interpretation

of data between

different studies, despite

substantial

agreement on the prefen-ed experimental test for imitation. The reason this does not add up to
a coherent comparative psychology of imitation, Caldwell and Whiten conclude, is because:
Virtually all authors [reviewed] have tended to settle on single, preferred definitions of
imitation, which may be quite different from each other, and this has led them to make
different judgements

about many of the same studies. Furthermore, the studies

themselves

are designed with often very different criteria for the kinds of social learning at stake. So
when the species comparisons are made, like is rarely being compared with like. (Caldwell
and Whiten

2002:205)"

The same could be said for the various ways in which 'cognitive' is used by Caldwell and
Whiten throughout the review, except that they are never explicit about what they mean when
they use the term but, then, neither are the researchers they review. Throughout the article, as
in the studies under review, the meaning of cognition and cognitive are assumed, never
specified, even t h o u g h interest in this particular area of psychology is growing

precisely

because social learning is regarded as 'cognitively demanding' and imitation, in particular, is
considered the most 'cognitively complex' form of social learning. Cognitive, as against
motivational or emotional? Cognitive, as a synonym for mentality? Cognitive, meaning those
capacities involved in solving problems? Cognitive, as a placeholder for intelligent? Cognitive,
as explicitly representational? The phrase "learning and/or cognitive ability" adds to the
confusion. Is learning considered to be something different from cognition in this literature,
and if so, how so? Learning has been associated with cognition in both

developmental

psychology and Cognitive Science since their inception.
Finally, Caldwell and Whiten conclude that the biggest difference between the approaches
is the different extents to which they emphasize "the forces of continuity of descent versus
specialization

of

adaptation"

(p.195).

The

animal-model

approach,

which

emphasizes

® Althou^ researchers who adopt the adaptational approach to imitation are not typically phyiogenetically liberal in their choice of
model system, a surprising recentfindingin relation to a particular spedes of ant (Termothorax albipennis) appears to support this
prediction. Tandem running is a technique in which one ant leads another ftom the nest to food (Franks and Richardson 2006), a task
which popular conceptions of pheromone trail following would suggest would not be necessary. The researchers found that a
'teacher ant "modifies its behaviour in the presence of a naive observer, at some initial cost to itsdf, in order to set an example so that
the other individual can learn more quid^' (p-153). Tandem ainning, which the researchers believe may be the first example of
teaching in a nonhuman animal, involves bi-directional feedback between instructor and leama, which "distinguishes teaching fi-om
broadcasting'(p.l53).
" Caldwd and Whiten remain optimistic about the potential for coherence in a genuinely comparative psychology of imitation,
provided there are more comprehensive comparative studies of different species on similar taski They also suggest using multiple
experiments with different designs for testing predictions rdating to the same variable, such as spatial memory in food storing birds.
Stembeig & Grigorenko (2C01) have proposed a similar s t i a t ^ , which they call 'converging operations', to counter some of the
incommensurability issues aaoss major sub-disciplines within psycholf^.
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continuity, is prepared to assume that imitative skill is found across a large number of animal
species, while the adaptational approach considers that it may be highly specialized, the
product of convergent evolution in different species due to similar selection pressures. By
contrast, the phylogenetic perspective holds that imitation is a "specialized adaptation in the
sense that it comes as part of a compound skill package that has proven particularly valuable
in a subgroup of the primate order" (p.l95). Some researchers taking a phylogenetic approach
draw a strong distinction between mimicry and imitation such that the latter requires not only
reproduction of an observed action but also an understanding of the intentional structure, or
goal, that the action is supposed to fulfil (Tomasello and Call 1997). On this basis, it may be
that only humans are capable of'true imitation'. What is certain is that only humans can be
tested

for

true

imitation

because

only

humans

are

capable

of

communicating

their

understanding of another's intentions." Thus the case of imitation illustrates in microcosm
another unresolved issue in the cognitive sciences, which we will return to in a moment.

1.3 So where the bloody hell are we?
We have seen that none of the four conceptions and their concomitant views of cognition
provide a satisfactory grip on the problem of how to characterize what cognition is and what
cognition

does. We have also seen how lack of agreement at this fundamental level creates

problems within a small sub-field of comparative psychology. So what do the four conceptions
tell us?
First, they tell us that cognition has something (unspecified) to do with
behaviour, which

involves

an organism's

adjustment to

changing

generating

circumstances

in

its

surroundings through the (unspecified) linkage of perception and action. Unfortunately, the
problem has always been to determine what sort: of behaviour is indicative of cognition, and
we are no closer to an answer. There are wide variations in opinion in each of the four streams
of concern. Second, cognition has something (unspecified) to do with mentality, but that
raises the question of what mind is and whether cognition and mentality are equivalent. Again,
variations in opinion are substantial. Third, cognition has something (unspecified) to do with
information processing, but not all kinds of information processing in every kind of living
system. The criteria for admission of an information-using creature to "the psychological club"
(Lockery 1 9 8 9 ) are all over the shop. Arguing on the basis of intentionality

(aboutness,

directedness)—once widely accepted as the 'mark of the mental' (Fodor 1975), but less so
these days (Crane 1998a)—Millikan (1989b), for example, claims intentionality goes 'all the
way down' and is exhibited by plants and bacteria, Lockery (1989) barracks for organisms
capable of classical conditioning, such as nematodes, while Dennett (1989) suspects that
genuine intentionality requires language. Fourtih, cognition has something to do with the
generation and manipulation of knowledge in the pragmatic contexts of problem solving and
making decisions, but what counts as knowledge and how complex the problem t o be solved
or the decision to be made have to be to involve 'genuine' cognition (rather than a ' n o n cognitive', behaviour-generating mechanism) remains obscure.
What these four conceptions do provide us with is a rough picture of the difference
between Cognitive Science and the cognitive sciences more generally. As we have seen.

" As CaldweD and Whiten (2002) note: "Simply arriving at the same goal certainly does not prove that the imitator understands the
demonstrator's intention." (p2IJl) For a similar argument regarding theory of mind studies using animals, see also (PovineJi, Bering, and
Giambrone2000).
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Cognitive Science classically assumed that cognition can be understood without reference to
how or why cognition functions as it does in the systems in which it is found, an assumption
that has been seriously challenged by the Embodied Cognition movement (Varela, Thompson,
and Rosch 1991; Dreyfus 1972; Winograd and Flores 1986; Clark 1997a; Wheeler 2 0 0 5 ) . This
assumption also runs counter to psychology's long struggle to be accepted as an empirical
natural science in g o o d standing. As Chomsky (2000) points out, no other life sdence, or
branch thereof, appears to proceed on such an abstract basis.
Within a biological context. Cognitive Science regards cognition as a collection

of

representational capacities implemented computationally in the brain or, if we are broadening
the phylogenetic catchment, a nervous system. The cognitive sciences, on the other hand,
provide a more diffuse picture of cognition as a knowledge process between sensory stimulus
and behavioural response, which underwrites problem-solving in particular and mentalistic
concepts in general, both of which can be conceived generically as contributing to complex
adaptive behaviour. 'Adaptive' implies a response to changing circumstance that maintains or
enhances the behaving system. 'Complex' implies that more than one response is possible.
While 'knowledge' remains unspecified, we have seen that the dominant lexical meaning of the
word, which is reflected in the etymology of cognition, suggests a condition of familiarity
regarding an external or internal state of affairs such that identification of (recognition) or
acquaintance with the state of affairs is possible. This more diffuse construction of cognition
encompasses the classic trilogy of mind, not simply one-third of it. The warrant for lumping
these Deweyan "function factors" together under the general rubric of cognition is theoretical.
Many emerging psychological theories are synthetic. Examples include the cognitive appraisal
theory of emotion (Lazarus 1991); the somatic marker hypothesis of consciousness (Damasio
1 9 9 9 ) ; the memory model of emotion (Barry, Naus, and Rehm 2005); the incentive model of
motivation (Bindra 1959); the reinforcement sensitivity theory of personality (Gray, Braver, and
Raichle 2002); and the entire field of reinforcement learning (Kaelbling, Littman, and Moore
1 9 9 6 ) and neuroeconomics (Glimcher and Rustichini 2004).
The four conceptions also tell us something about the sorts of capacities that must be
accounted for in a theory of natural cognition (see Figure 1.3). Psychology as the science of
mind provides us with the classic trilogy, which includes ajfect, the capacity to assess a
stimulus as something salient (e.g., attractive, aversive or neutral), and motivation, the capacity
to be directed toward action or change. Motivation—which typically includes drive, impulse,
desire, volition, and conation—implies the reference point of self. The cognitive third of the
trilogy encompasses awareness, the capacity to be selectively oriented toward a stimulus
(attention), which forms the basis of the myriad constructions of that notoriously fraught
concept, consciousness (see in part;icular, Hardcastle 2001); perception, the capacity t o sense
some internal or external state of affairs or feature; memory, the capacity to retain stimulus
information and apply it at a later time; and discrimination, the capacity to distinguish some
states of affairs from others.
As we have seen, William James and the Chicago School functionalists also emphasized the
importance of goal-directed action to understanding mentality, which suggests the property of
nonvativity.

A

knowledge-using,

adaptive-behaviour-generating

process

is

intrinsically

normative because it leads to actions that can succeed or fail, the outcome of which has
(sometimes

serious)

consequences

for the

organism

(Angell

1907).

In

von

Eckardt's

terminology, cognitive capacities are pragmatically evaluable. In the biological context, then,
even so-called declarative knowledge (knowing that) can have a normative aspect, if it leads to
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a response that has consequences (positive or negative) for the continued functioning of the
knower. In the biological realm, is frequently entails ought in the sense that if X is the case,
then action Y could/should/must

be initiated.

Psychology, as the science of behaviour, emphasizes the importance of cognition

to

sensorimotor activity, the overt movement of an organism, and learning, the capacity to modify
behaviour as a result of experience via the establishment of new associations between stimuli
and patterns of response. The reinforcement aspects of learning underscore the (genetically
canalised, conditioned) value of stimuli for an organism, thus lending additional support for
cognition as an intrinsically normative function.
Psychology as the science of information processing, with its initial focus on problemsolving and behavioural adaptation to complex environments, highlights decision making, the
capacity to select between two or more response alternatives (choice, selectivity, heuristics,
schema); emor detection, the capacity to perceive that a response has failed, such that another
response can be tried; and language, both as a system of syntactically ordered symbols and as a
developmental capacity that facilitates social interaction and the coordination of behaviour
with others {communication).
cognitive agenda

Philosophers, who had a degree of influence in shaping the

unusual in a nascent contemporary science, introduced a version

of

Brentano's concept of intentionality, or the property of being 'about' or 'directed toward' some
state of affairs, as the signature feature of cognitive phenomena.

Figure 1.3

Capacities & properties for which a theory of cognition
must account
PROPERTIES

CAPACITIES

Awareness (attention)

Decision making (choice, schema)

Intentionality
Normativity

Perception

Sensorimotor activity (initiation, control)

Memory

Error correction

Affect

Learning

Motivation

Self-reference

Discrimination

Communication

The capacities outlined above immediately raise the vexed issue of an

appropriate

terminology. Should we use a continuous descriptive language to describe the capacities of
human and nonhuman species, or do we need separate vocabularies to avoid the baggage
associated with the human case? This brings us to the next obstacle to achieving an agreed
characterization of what cognition is and what cognition does: the lack of agreement over the
scope of the cognitive sciences.

1.4 The scope of the cognitive sciences: broad or narrow?
I f the sciences concerned with natural cognition are correctly considered part: of the life
sciences, what pre-theoretical assumptions are being

made about the generality

of the

phenomenon under study and thus the generality of the science? I t seems to me that two very
different conceptions of the enterprise, underwritten by different pre-theoretical assumptions,
co-exist within the cognitive sciences. First, is the specialist view, which construes c o g n i t i o n as
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a highly specialized adaptation found in a limited number of species, notably primates and
possibly other mammals. Second is the generalist view, which assumes that cognition is widely
found, at least among animals, but how widely is an open empirical question.
As we have seen. Cognitive Science largely reflects the specialist view, but so does the
British Psychological Society (BPS 2005), which defines psychology as "the study of people:
how they think. How they act, react and interact." The specialist view is essentially tethered to
a species, Homo sapiens. The central assumption of the specialist view is not that human
cognition is the most interesting kind of cognition, which few would dispute, but, rather, that
human cognition is the benchmark. The criteria for assessing nonhuman cognitive behaviour,
therefore,

derive

from

human

behaviour,

and

the

prefen-ed

animal

models

are

those

phylogenetically close to humans.
The specialist view is often considered to be the most 'intuitive.' While a priori assumptions
are generally agreed to be inimical to science (Keely 2004; Toulmin 1972), there is some
justification for such an approach. The argument runs something like this. We know for certain
that humans are cognitive beings. We don't know how widespread the function of cognition is
in nature. Not only does it make good sense to use as diagnostic the features of the function
as it manifests in the only instance of which we can be certain, and its closest evolutionary
relatives, it also is arguably all we can

do. Nature is chock-full of highly

specialized

adaptations, so we have every reason to expect that the defining trait of our s p e c i e s — t h e
sapiens in Homo sapiens—is

such a specialization. Symbol use is considered to be the most

complex example of cognition, and the evidence suggests that we (and possibly our closest
relatives) are the only animals capable of it.
Unfortunately, the history of science suggests that appeals to commonsense intuitions are
of next to no use in science generally, but especially in biology. A century ago few could have
dreamed that the substrate of inheritance (DNA, codons) and the main source of metabolic fuel
(ATP) is the same for all of the kingdoms of life, from bacteria and yeast to plants and animals,
including humans. Even the most ardent Darwinian could not have imagined that, genetically
speaking, not only do humans share 9 8 - 9 9 % of their genes with chimpanzees but also about
9 0 % with mice (Ridley 2004) and about 3 5 % with daffodils (Rose 2004). Intuition does not
suggest that the genome of a potato will be larger than that of a human, but it is (Commoner
2 0 0 2 ) ; or that not only animals but also bacteria and plants communicate with one another,
but they do (Mathesius et al. 2003; Bassler 1999); or that physiological processes affecting
human behaviour are as cued to seasonal fluctuations in sunlight as those of migrating birds,
but they are, even if the outward signs are not as dramatic (Gillette and Sejnowski 2 0 0 5 ) .
The generalist view, on the other hand, assumes that there are probably more cognitive
continuities than discontinuities between humans and other animals. The assumption is that
cognitive styles may differ markedly, in keeping with different lineages of selection in different
niches, but the general bauplan of the function of cognition remains similar in principle, just as
morphological

phenotypes

differ

markedly

despite

considerable

physiological-functional

similarities. The details of respiration between a sunflower, a fish and a dog may be quite
different, but the function of respiration is the same in principle.
Cognition

may prove to be more like web spinning than respiration, that is, more

specialized and rare than general, but we cannot say for certain until we investigate furt:her.
Certainly, cognition has global effects on an organism in the way respiration does and web
spinning does not. Cognitive appraisal, especially associated with stress, has a poweri'ul effect
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on somatic functioning, including the state of the immune system (Rosenkranz et al. 2003);
respiratory patterns (Shannahoff-Khalsa, Boyle, and Buebel 1991); digestion and elimination
(Boyce et al. 2000); body mass (Peters et al. 2004); and even hair loss (Garcia-Hernandez et al.
1 9 9 9 ) . Moreover, as Reader and colleagues point out, "using humans as the benchmark against
which [cognition in] all other animals are assessed can obscure the elucidation of general
evolutionary patterns" (Reader, Sol, and Lefebvre 2005:411).
Interestingly, psychological generalists were more common at the turn of the 20"' century
than they are today. Thanks to the theory of evolution by natural selection, as well as Darwin's
own direct contributions to p s y c h o l o g y — n o t a b l y The Descent of Man (1874/1909)
Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animab

and The

(1872), which included a study of earthworms

(Crist 2002)—several of the leading early psychological theorists perceived signs of mentality
widely in the natural world. Loeb regarded plant and animal tropisms as "formally identical"
(Wozniak 1993), but he believed that consciousness required sufficient nervous complexity to
sustain learning, which he conceived in terms of associative memory. By contrast, Loeb's fellow
functionalist, James Rowland Angell, believed that the educability criterion of mentality,
"while theoretically admirable," changed nothing, because the ground-breaking experiments of
H.S. Jennings ( 1 9 0 5 / 1 9 6 2 ) , the founder of behavioural genetics, demonstrated that "[e]ven
the lowly amoeba manifests certain peculiarities of action [including associative memory]
which may betoken consciousness of a low order" (Angell 1909:164). James, who introduces
his own criterion of mentality following

discussion of a frog's behaviour, believed that

including simple animals in the purview of psychology would be rewarded on the basis that
"we gain much more by a broad than by a narrow conception of our subject" (James 1890a,
VoLl:6).
Today there are equally eminent advocates for the functional (function^) similarity between
the

behaviour

of unicellular

organisms

and

more complex

organisms. They just

aren't

psychologists. Biochemist Daniel E. Koshland, Jr., and microbiologist Julius Adler, pioneers in
the

molecular

elucidation

of the

signal

transduction

pathways

involved

in

bacterial

chemotaxis, have both suggested that unicellular behaviour not only provides evidence of a
strong functional continuity from simpler to more complex organisms but also very likely
reveals

something

important

about

the

biochemical

mechanisms

underwriting

human

behaviour (Adler 1966; Koshland 1980). Signal transduction, suffice to say, is the basis of all
information processing, both biological and artificial.
Although Adler and Koshland never explicitly claimed cognitive status for chemotaxis, they
helped themselves to cognitive concepts, including 'memory', 'decision-making', 'choice',
'judgment', 'habituation', 'learning', and 'hierarchies of value'—to describe the behaviour they
observed in bacteria (Koshland 1980; see in particular Adler 1966; Adler and Tso

1974;

Koshland 1977). Similar linguistic practice is common among contemporary microbiologists
studying the patterns and mechanisms of bacterial social behaviour (Bassler 1999; Fuqua and
Greenberg 1998; Bauer and Mathesius 2004), some of whom have explicitly characterized
bacterial behaviour as cognitive (Ben-Jacob et al. 2004; Lengeler, Muller, and di Primio 2 0 0 0 ;
di

Primio, Muller, and

Lengeler

2000). Mentalistic terms apparently

capture

something

important about the observed behaviour, in its rough outline if not in the fine detail. Most are
careful to put these terms in scare quotes, at least on first reference. However, Koshland, whose
research

in

recent years

has

expanded

to

include

neuronal

signal

processing,

rejects

suggestions that "the words in quotations simply imply an amusing connection with the more
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familiar behavioural pattern at the human level;" rather, he claims there is "a similarity of the
bacterial behaviour to that we recognize in higher species" (Koshland 1 9 8 0 : 1 4 3 ) .
I t is precisely at such points that the issue of anthropomorphism arises. The attribution of
h u m a n traits to n o n - h u m a n entities, especially (but not exclusively) to biological entities, is
c o m m o n l y claimed t o be 'unscientific' (Kennedy 1 9 9 2 ; Wynne 2 0 0 4 ) . " A n t h r o p o m o r p h i s m is a
major reason why some of have suggested that a " g o o d divorce is better than a bad marriage"
a n d recommended separation between psychology as a 'natural' science and p s y c h o l o g y as a
' h u m a n ' science (Kendler 1 9 8 7 ) . Anthropomorphism is an issue for both the specialist view of
c o g n i t i o n and the generalist view. For the generalist view, there is the worry that a c o m m o n
l a n g u a g e for describing

behaviour, advocated

by Darwin and

his followers, will

obscure

important differences a m o n g phyla (Keely 2 0 0 4 ) . Conwy Lloyd Morgan, whose famous ' c a n o n ' is
c o m m o n l y cited ( a l t h o u g h not by him) as an exhortation against anthropomorphism, was a
generalist

concerned that a common

descriptive language would

conceal more than

it

illuminated. For the specialist view, anthropomorphism arises as a category mistake. I n his
excellent recent analysis, Keely ( 2 0 0 4 )

describes two forms

of the

proscription

against

anthropomorphism (anti-anthropomorphism), both of which are grounded in the idea of a
category mistake. The first proscribes the attribution of human cognitive traits to phyla below a
certain level of complexity (e.g., invertebrates); the second proscribes the predication

of

particular

to

human

traits

(e.g.,

intentions,

self-consciousness,

moral

characteristics)

n o n h u m a n species, i n c l u d i n g (sometimes) even close primate relatives.
Keely argues, c o n v i n c i n g l y I think, that both forms of categorical anti-anthropomorphism
are unscientific

in two

ways. First, the origin

of categorical anti-anthropomorphism

is

theological, not scientific. Anthropomorphism originated in ancient Greece as the attribution
of human traits to the Olympian gods. Gods and humans were t h o u g h t to o c c u p y different
orders on the Scala Naturae, thus to attribute human characteristics to the gods was to project
across incommensurable categories. A l t h o u g h the Scala

Naturae was putatively

considered

obsolete in biology by the mid-20"' century," in comparative psychology the a s s u m p t i o n that
behavioural or cognitive traits evolve in progressive 'grades' within lineages or can be assessed
across phyletic divisions according to a 'scale', with human cognitive characteristics at the
apex,

has

persisted

into

the

present

day

(Povinelli

and

Bering

2002).

Behaviourist

proscriptions against mentalistic terms also perpetuated the idea of a n t h r o p o m o r p h i s m as a
kind of scientific heresy.
Yet the attribution issue seldom arises in cross-species comparisons of other biological
functions (e.g., respiration, digestion); physiological traits (e.g., hearts, ears); or behavioural
traits (e.g., s w i m m i n g ) — a n d when it does, it is open to question. For example, Campbell a n d
H o d o s ( 1 9 9 1 ) note the tendency among some biologists to consider the four-chambered heart
of amniotes (mammals, some birds and reptiles) as a progressive improvement over the twochambered heart: characteristic of fishes and the amphibian three-chambered heart. I t turns
out, however, that the amphibian heart; evolved from a/ot/r-chambered heart;, when the skin of
amphibians acquired respiratory capacities that amniotes do not have. There is, as far as I can
tell, no scientific

reason to presume that cognition and respiration inhabit s u c h

divergent

The idea that Koshland, in particular, would use demonstrably unscientific temiinology is absurd, given his decade-long tenure as
editor-in-chief of Science, the Journal of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and one of the world's top
scholarly journals.
Hodos and Campbell (1969/1996; Campbell and Hodos 1991) and Stephen J. Gould (1976) have argued, convindn^y in my view,
that the idea of a 'progressive' evolutionary scale continued to haunt biolc^ in various guides until very recently.
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realms that a rough continuum of function (function^) can be safely assumed in the case of
respiration, and a common

descriptive language employed, but to do so for cognition

somehow violates scientific procedure. This kind of double standard appears in no other
biological context, to my knowledge. For example, there is no concept of'eukaryomorphism',
or the attribution of traits of nucleated cells to non-nucleated cells, although the difference
between prokaryotes and eukaryotes constitutes the most fundamental division in biology. On
the contrary, it is assumed that only empirical investigation will reveal the genuine differences
between them, and the accepted view of what those differences are is changing all the time."
Likewise, there is no such thing as 'animalism' (the attribution animal traits to plants) or
'metazoanism' (the attribution of multicellular traits to unicellular organisms).
Second, anti-anthropomorphism proceeds from the a priori assumption that some cognitive
capacities are uniquely human. It therefore constitutes a "meta-sdentific or philosophical"
stance regarding appropriate ways to interpret data (Keely 2004:526). Human beings may well
have unique cognitive traits, just as their respiratory processes may have unique features, but
this is an empirical issue. We cannot know what categorical cognitive differences exist—or
even whether humans have cognitive traits that have no analogue whatsoever in other
species—until we explore the territory rather more thoroughly than we have to date. I n this it
is import:ant not to prejudge the possible; in doing so we may obscure the very thing we seek.
The history of science, again, provides innumerable examples where a priori assumptions have
fallen afoul of the facts. Doctrinal anti-anthropomorphism, in other words, arguably has no
place in a scientific study of cognition.
I n short, as Keely argues, "there is no special problem of anthropomorphism beyond the
more basic problem of incorrect attributions" (ibid:523). Suffice to say cognitive capacities
should not be postulated in an organism for which there is no evidence in its behaviour (de
Waal 1999). Where such evidence exists, interpretive anthropomorphism should be considered
a legitimate explanatory gambit relative to the functional constitution of a cognitive trait or
its causal mechanisms (Keely 2004:529). Mentalistic concepts are clearly anthropomorphic, but
if psychological terms are not mistaken for explanations they may provide comprehensible
points of departure in ways that neologisms often do n o t . "
While the organizational differences between ptwkaryotes and eukaryotes remains lai^, the number of 'distinguishing traits'
shrinking The presence of mitochondria in eukaryotes was long thought to confer an operational difference in terms of respiration or
A T P synthesis, but this has been shown not to be the case. Indeed, "the common essential function, if any" for contemporary
eukaryotes remains to be pinpointed" (Embley and Martin 2305628).
^ Morgan's canon is often mistakenly constined as an injunction against andvopomorphism but is more correcdy as an exhortation to
get the descriptive level r i ^ t "In no case is an animal activity to be interpreted in terms of h i ^ e r psychological processes, if it can be feiriy
interpreted in terms of processes which stand lower in the scale of psychological evolution and development" ( M o r p n 19CB59) While
the canon is based on an outdated Scala Naturae view of biology and p r i v i l y the psychdogical in ways hard to justify today except as
a matter of disciplinary focus (try substitiiting respiration or reproduction for 'psychdogical processes'), the principle seems intended
chiefly to temper premature conclusions about animal behaviour stricdy on the basis of superficial similarities widi human behaviour.
This seems only reasonable. If a trait or function is being attributed to an organism, whether or not it is a c t i v e or psychological, there
had better be reasonable empirical grounds for die attributioa Read as an injunction against inadequately supported explanations of
animal behaviour, Morgan's canon is hardly hostile to interpretive antiiropomorphism. This is because interpretive anthropomorphism
is a departure point for explanation, not an explanatory end in itself T o die extent that interpretive anthropomorphism is regarded as
an explanation, not an investi^tive gambit it does indeed hold perils, because the presumption of similarity based on evolutionary
continuity can obscure important differences. As Shettleworth observes, "[l]t is one thing to test whether other spedes share c c ^ t i v e
mechanisms witii humans; it is another to assume tfiose commonalities and fail to look for alternatives." (Shetdeworth 1998572) Finally,
human a c t i v e tiaits are not (or should not be) exempt from Morgan's injunction. For example, the behaviour of humans and some
other animals has long been interpreted predominantiy in terms of explicit mental representations. Even as this picture is being
challenged in some quarters, appreciation is growing of the "power of 'mere associations' [associative learning] to encode events in the
world with great subdety and sophistication" (p. 574, but see also Chapters 3-5). Thus, in relation to some (many? aD?) human
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I n sum, if the cognitive sciences are to be narrowly conceived as a knowledge enterprise
principally concerned with elucidating human capacities, then it is peri'ectly legitimate to keep
one eye on human characteristics in the conduct of enquiry, even when other species are the
immediate focus of research; that is, to make "the human mind the standard against which all
other minds are judged," as Povinelli and Bering (2002:115) put it, without endorsement. On
the other hand, if the cognitive sciences are a more general knowledge enterprise, and I believe
that they should

be, there is no good

scientific reason to

be hyper-alert to

human

characteristics in the study of cognition any more than in the investigation of another
biological function. To the extent that human studies shed important light on the various
facets of c o g n i t i o n — a n d quite clearly they do, not least because humans can verbalize their
experiences—human research is a privileged source of data. However, just as the study of
respiration draws on diverse sources (e.g., anatomy and physiology, biochemistry, molecular
biology, molecular genetics, botany, zoology) from the widest possible taxonomic range to
produce adequate general explanations, arguably so should the study of cognition. If a
serviceable general map is what we need, it arguably is unwise to presuppose, in advance,
where the borders lie.
As for the appropriate terminology, Pylyshyn ( 1 9 9 9 ) claims that by adopting

ordinary

terminology psychology presupposes "what the vocabulary or the categories will be in the
science as it develops—as well as what sorts of things it will be able to explain" (p.2). He notes
that it is impossible to say in advance what sorts of regularities (properties, entities, principles)
will count as import;ant as the science develops, and so he regards the practice as suspect. As
far as I can tell, however, psychology has hardly been more promiscuous in recruiting ordinary
concepts for scientific use than have other sciences, including the physical sciences. Think, for
example, of the development and refinement overtime of'element', 'atom', 'force', 'momentum',
'work', 'cell', 'nucleus', 'particle', 'field', 'wave', 'respiration', 'birth', 'death', 'conception', 'growth',
'development', 'depression', 'altruism', 'cooperation', 'behaviour', 'glass', 'fluid', 'plasma', 'germ',
and so endlessly on. When Kepler introduced 'orbit' to astronomy, a concept that profoundly
altered the explanatory goals of that science, its common meaning was the rut transcribed in
mud by a wheel (Goldstein and Hon 2005). Charland argues that the vernacular origins of
scientific terms is something of a red hening; rather, "the question is whether a properly
reg/mented scientific or philosophical theoretical notion that is loosely based on the vernacular
term...can be successfully elaborated and eventually hold its ground in the experimental
'tribunal of experience'" (Charland 2005:93). What is odd in psychology, as against other
sciences, is the persistence of ordinary lexical meanings of terms in a science of this historical
depth.
Koshland ( 1 9 8 0 ) agrees that enlisting a terminology with a complex history poses special
difficulties, not least in relation to " d i s e n t a n g l i n g ] the overtones of a value system from the
fundamental scientific measurements" (p.2). This is particularly problematic in the science of
behaviour, where the influence of value systems is so pervasive and potentially confusing. Take,
for example, the concept of altruism.

behaviour, the postulation of theoretical c»nstructs believed to exist at a putative!/ 'higher' (e^, more complex and exdusive) levd of
cognitive or^nization, such as explicit representations, may yield to explanations based on a lowei' (e,g., more universal) mechanism
that turns out to be mote multi-faceted dian previously d n o u ^ t What is increasii^ dear is that putatively ligid, 'instinctive' behaviour
is far more complex and flexible dian cognitive sdentists have traditionally believed. For example, that much-recounted paradigm of
s e e m i n g complex but putativdy inflexible behaviour—the ^-laying and provisioning behaviour of the Sphex icSmeumonea
popularised by Dennett—is felse (Keijzer 200122-24).

^ ^ ^ ^ ^^
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The controversy in this case can easily arise because the scientist feels he has defined a
specific quantifiable term which he can measure sdentifcally

[e.g., improvement in the

survival of others at a cost of decreased survival of self], and the humanist wishes to use
the term in praise of higher moral value. The humanist then feels the scientist has
redefined a word vin'th a history of meaning, and the scientist feeb the humanist is
unwilling to consider that the term can be used in a stnct scientific sense.

(ibid:150)

Likewise, if Learning is defined as the modification of behaviour based on experience, Koshland
notes that "such a definition can be applied to a goldfish's response to electric shock as well as
to a grammar school education" (ibid:2). It does not follow that the two processes operate via
the same mechanisms and at the same level of complexity in the goldfish and the grammar
school student. Perhaps the only safe inference is that they share a meaningful commonality of
function that can be measured in some way, perhaps not yet across species but between
members of species. On the other hand, Koshland says, it also "would be a mistake to deduce
that learning in man must have fundamentally different mechanisms from simpler species just
because it is more complex" (ibid). Again, these are empirical matters requiring empirical
demonstration. Thus, in Koshland's view, the use of an existing terminology may well be
justified on mechanistic as well as functional grounds. Time will tell.
My own view is that we have to start somewhere, and we might as well use terms that are
familiar and commonly

understood

pre-theoretically. If the history of other sciences is

anything to go by, specialized meanings will develop, not least due to the requirement for
testing. If some terms prove resistant to this sort of refinement, neologisms may be necessary.
But such matters cannot be adjudicated in advance of theory.

1.5 Where we go from here
I n this chapter I have shown that continuing neglect of two of the three foundational issues
in

the

cognitive

sciences

contributes

to empirical incommensurability

and

theoretical

incoherence. Indeed, the failure to achieve even tentative consensus about what cognition is
and what cognition does—despite half a century of cognitive revolution, more than a century
of scientific experiment, to say nothing of hundreds of years (if not millennia) of philosophical
exploration—reflects a deeper confusion about what sort of science the cognitive sciences are
supposed to be: highly specialist and intimately linked to a single species (humans) or a
taxonomic family (primate), or a more general knowledge enterprise analogous to the scientific
exploration of other biological functions. The problem is theoretical and disciplinary, not
merely terminological, and connects to the lack of one, or a tractable few, overarching
explanatory objectives.
If continuing and growing disciplinary incoherence is acceptable, then nothing need be
done. If it is unacceptable, however, then tough choices must be made. As philosopher of
science David L. Hull puts it, when "scientists are lost in conceptual brambles," and " t o o many
alternatives present themselves" with no obvious way of deciding among them, "a strong dose
of monism is called for to help prune the tree of knowledge" (Hull 1999:44). The dose of
monism I propose is, first, a generalist conception of the cognitive sciences. The natural
sciences have always progressed by studying the simplest available models first. Second, I
suggest that any over-arching problem(s) be framed in natural terms. Trying to arrive at an
account of cognition that covers both biological and artificial systems is misguided, at least
until we have a handle on the natural case. Finally, recognizing that an adequate theory will
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have to account for the richLy complex cognitive capacities that humans possess, I have
proposed a dozen capacities and two general properties that a general theory of cognition
must explain. These capacities and properties thus constitute evaluative criteria.
Pursuing a general theory of cognition, according to Bindra (1984), is like exploring a new
route across unknown territory to a desired destination. A "broad perspective" is crucial.
Initially, when faced with decisions about whether to follow this or that natural feature—a
promising tributary, s a y — t h e most important thing is to maintain "a correct general bearing"
toward the intended objective (p.21). Attempting to build a rigorous theory of a particular
aspect

of

cognition—memory,

say,

or

inferential

reasoning—without

an

adequate

understanding of the general tenitory is thus "like building a supply depot along one of the
tributaries without knowing whether it is even in the general direction of the goal." The greater
the effort expended in fleshing out the details of highly constrained parts of the general
framework—"the more elaborate and well stocked one makes the supply d e p o t " — t h e less the
available energy, flexibility and, indeed, the urgency for achieving the ultimate goal. Therefore,
Bindra concludes, "It seems better to move along with backpacks until one is reasonably sure
that one is heading in the right direction" (ibid.). With luck, and in time, the effort may be
repaid with one (or more) simple, general principle(s) that provide a basis for explaining
cognition, in the way that the principle of natural selection provides a basis for explaining
evolution.
This is not as far-fetched as it might sound. Just such a principle has been identified that
promises to "explain the climate as a whole" (Whitfield 2005:905), which, needless to say, is
enormously c o m p l e x — arguably as complex as the cognitive capacities of a single human
being. The hypothesis of maximum entropy production (MEP), advanced by Australian climate
scientist Garth Paltridge in the 1970s and developed more recently by others, provides a basis
for modelling the global climate based on principally two parameters, the strength of the Sun's
energy

and

Earth's

reflectivity

across

ten

zones,

together

with

the

second

law

of

thermodynamics. MEP has been used successfully to model the climate on Mars and on Saturn's
moon Titan, as well as on Earth.
What makes MEP interesting from the perspective of our concerns here are as follows. First,
MEP was proposed as a solution to the problem of proliferating general circulation models of
"ever-smaller interacting chunks" of atmosphere and ocean, which Paltridge compared to
"trying to describe the behaviour of a gas by following the path of every molecule" (Whitfield
2 0 0 5 : 9 0 5 ) . Second, MEP is grounded in a nomological generalization (the second law of
thermodynamics) from the over-arching science in which climate science is embedded, namely,
physics. MEP thus connects directly to its parent science as a general theory of cognition
arguably must connect to biology and accepted biological principles. Third, MEP shares with
cognitive theory two features. It relates to a system that must be "free to 'choose' between
different states" (ibid), that is, a system with a large number of possible states and certain
degrees of freedom to select among them, to adopt one state as against another." I t also
applies only to systems in a steady state in which enough energy is passing t h r o u g h to
preserve large-scale structure or, in the case of living systems, organization.
Because MEP is so general, and doesn't depend on particular physical and

chemical

properties, researchers are exploring its application to the behaviour of other complex systems,
such as economies, ecosystems and biological systems (e.g., cell, organisms). If a p h e n o m e n o n

Pereonal communiction, Garth Paltridge, 6 September 20CB.
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as staggeringly complex as a planet's climate can be captured in a simple principle, surely there
is hope for identifying one or a few general principles of cognition. We can but try. I n the next
chapter we will look at two different ways of approaching the project. The two approaches
differ in their point of depart:ure, and this choice goes straight to the heart of what the
cognitive

sciences

are

sciences

of,

and

how

general

they

are

supposed

to

be.

Two approaches to cognition

...we all bear the impress of our starting points on
the ways we think, and even more on the ways we
express ourselves. Its inevitable.
—Stephen Toulmin (Lifson 1997)

Introduction
The history of science shows that the choice of starting point can make a significant
difference to the observations that follow. The 'personal equation problem' of 19*" century
astronomy, which facilitated the birth of scientific psychology (Boring 1950), is a case in
point. From 1794 to 1796 the measurements of transiting stars obtained by the Astronomer
Royal, Nevil Maskelyne, and his assistant, David Kinnebrook, were found to vary from one set of
observations to the next by as little as .1 to as much as .8 seconds (Street 2003). The
measurements were an interpolation of two observations, the moment the star travelled across a
wire marking a particular celestial position and the ticking of a pendulum clock. The variation,
which Maskelyne insisted should be no more than .1 seconds, was vitally important. Lives
literally depended on the measurements, which were used to calculate longitude at sea by the
astronomical method (Sobel 1996). Intrigued by the discrepancies, the German astronomer
Friedrich Bessel replicated the transit time experiments over four years. Bessel found that
estimates varied considerably between astronomers, sometimes by as much as 1.1 seconds, and
rarely as little as .1 seconds (Street 2003). This became known as the 'personal equation
problem', because the psychological factors of individual astronomers were believed to be the
source of the variations.
Harrison's mechanical chronometer solved the longitude problem, but the personal
equation problem continued to fascinate. Although mechanical advances in measuring and
recording devices reduced the discrepancies in astronomical observations, they could not
eliminate them. The difference was small but puzzling. Wilhelm Wundt is traditionally credited
with the problem's solution in the early 1860s (Boring 1950). Wundt realized that the
stubborn difference in measurement was itself a measurement—of the time it took the
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astronomer to switch attention from one stimulus to another, from the visual sighting of the
star to the auditory observation of the ticking clock, or vice versa. The astronomer's choice of
starting point in making a measurement, w*hether the star or the clock, made a difference that
required compensation (Blumenthal 1980).
The choice of starting point for an inquiry into the nature of cognition, which relates not
merely to the operation of a single experiment but to a theoretical ontology used by several
disciplines, has truly profound consequences because it shapes the criteria by which the
phenomenon is identified, to say nothing of how it is measured, compared, described and
explained.

Relative to

general cognitive inquiry, what I

mean by 'starting

point' is a

presupposition that is normally implicit but can be made explicit as an answer to the following
questions: Do we begin with human cognition and work our way 'down' to a more general
concept of cognition, if that is possible? Or do we start from the facts of biology, derive a
general concept, and then work our way 'up' to the human case, which we take (no doubt
correctly) to be the most complex and sophisticated instance of cognition on this planet?
I n this chapter I will show that presuppositions about the appropriate starting point for
investigating cognition, which are rarely acknowledged and sometimes denied, have import;ant
consequences for how inquiry proceeds, the kinds of problems encountered, and the potential
conclusions

to

be

drawn. Fundamental

conceptual

matters

present

challenges

in

any

discipline. The degree of difficulty is greater still in a multidisciplinary enterprise with varying
explanatory agenda, such as the cognitive sciences. The divergent presuppositions underlying
this usually tacit choice about starting point make addressing basic issues of discipline-related
o n t o l o g y in the cognitive sciences especially troublesome, in my view. I believe we have little
hope of making progress on what cognition is and what cognition does without laying bare the
commitments and teasing out the implications of the methodological choice relating to
starting point.
The tradition of cognitive explanation that takes the human case as its starting point I call
the anthropogenic

approach®' (from the Greek; literally, human + birth, origin). 'Anthropogenic'

is an adjective long used in plant ecology to refer to plants introduced by humans, and
increasingly refers to global climate change associated with human activity (see, e.g., Forster
and Solomon 2003). By contrast, the biogenic approach {life or living + birth, origin) is the
tradition that takes the facts of biology as its starting point. 'Biogenic' is an adjective
employed in geology to refer to the origins of certain rock strata. Limestone is biogenic, for
example, because its origin is material that once formed part of living organisms."
The important thing to keep in mind is that the anthropogenic-biogenic distinction, as I
shall use these terms, refers to a methodological bias, a strategic calculation, not an ontological
preference or belief. Of course, an ontological preference or belief may lurk behind the choice of
methodology, but need not. The suffix is the key; genie is intended to convey the n o t i o n of a
beginning or starting point. Thus, an investigator adopting an anthropogenic approach to

I am indebted to Jon Opie for suggesting the need for neolc^isms and to Richard Bradshaw for finding them.
In the late 19th century, following a usage introduced by the Gennan zoologist Ernst Haedcel, 'anthropogeny' and 'biogeny' referred,
respectively, to the study of humankind's origins and the historical evolution of livir^ organisms (OED 1971a, Vol 191, 218).
'Anthropt^enic' does not appear as an adjective (mainly in plant ecolc^) until the earfy 192fe (Burchfield 198725). 'Biogenic' first
appeare in 1901 as a synonym for "biogenetic', an adjective connected to two unrelated hypotheses of 'biogenesis': the idea that "living
matter always arises by the agency of pre«dsting living matter" (OED 1971a, Vol 1218), and the Haekel's law'that "evolutionary stages
are [recapitulated] in the growth of the young animal" (Burchfield 198767). Since 19B, however, "bic^enic' has carried the meaning
invoked here.
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cognition starts with the human case on the belief that the features of human cognition are
the most plausible and potentially fruitful (possibly the only) guide to understanding the
phenomenon

of cognition

generally. By contrast, an investigator adopting

a

biogenic

approach assumes that the principles of biological organization present the most productive
route to a general understanding of the principles of cognition. This is because natural
cognition is a biological process, or set of biological processes, which—like

circulation,

respiration and elimination—is best understood in the context of living organization.
The chapter is structured as follows. In the next two sections I will outline what each of
the approaches entails and provide an historical exemplar. In Section 4, I will briefly clarify
what the approaches are not, to prevent conflation with the so-called 'psychological approach'
and 'biological approach' currently used in psychology. Section 5 shows how cognitivism, the
dominant paradigm for investigating mentality for the past half century (Fodor 2 0 0 0 ) , is
essentially an anthropogenic approach and sets out nine anthropogenic 'family traits'. Finally,
Section 6 shows how differences in starting assumptions manifest contemporary debates, and
how the two different approaches affect the characterization of the mental capacities and
properties articulated in Chapter 1. I conclude that responsibility for the failure to achieve
anything like a general theoretical framework for or consensus characterization of cognition,
despite five decades of singularly concentrated effort, rests substantially with the biases
cognitivism inherits from its anthropogenic roots, a theme that will be carried t h r o u g h in
Chapter 3.
Having said this there are two caveats to keep in mind. First and most import:ant, the
anthropogenic and biogenic approaches are not mutually exclusive; indeed, they have the
potential to be highly complementary. Each has an important role to play in a full description
and explanation of cognition. We need to understand cognition both from a purely biological
standpoint and in terms of human psychological experience. It may be that the two theoretic
levels are empirically irreconcilable, as classical and quantum

explanations

of

physical

phenomena have so far proved to be. However, just as classical-quantum reconciliation remains
an active goal in theoretical physics nearly a century after their incommensurability was
recognized, it is too soon to tell whether descriptions and explanations of cognition at the
psychological level will resist unification with those at the underlying

biological level.

Practically speaking, how can we tell until we have covering theories? Until then, it is useful to
keep in mind (Andy) Clark's Law:
Everything leaks. There are no clear-cut level distinctions in nature. Neural software bleeds
into neural firmware, neural finvware bleeds into neural hardware, psychology bleeds into
biology and biology bleeds into physics. Body bleeds into mind and mind bleeds into world.
Philosophy bleeds into science and sdence bleeds back. The idea of levels is a useful
fiction, great for hygienic textbook writing and quick answers that defend our local turf but
seldom advance scientific understanding. (Clark 2004)
Second, as with any taxonomy, the application of these categories is rarely perfect;
borderline cases and anomalies are to be expected. The scheme's usefulness ultimately depends
on how well it contributes to an understanding of current problems and future theoretical
efforts by making explicit a bias that is normally obscure.®"

" I should mention three other proposak for a binary taxonomy of approaches to cognition from which I distinguish my own. First,
ethologist Sara Shetdeworth (1993; 1998) distinguishes the biological approach from the anthropocentric approach Althoi^h her
classification is also based on the origin of questions that direct research, 1 agree neither with the way she draws the distinction nor the
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anthropogenic-biogenic

dichotomies,

for

distinction

example,

is

not

co-extensive

internalism/externalism,

with

existing

computationalism/non-

computationalism, and representationalism/non-representationalism. On the other hand, it
may be that certain positions are harder to arrive at by means of an a n t h r o p o g e n i c or a
biogenic

approach.

For

example,

as

we

will

see

in

Section

5,

the

computational-

representational theory of mind developed in the context of an anthropogenic approach t o
c o g n i t i o n ; it is hard to see how it would have arisen from a biogenic approach. However,
a d o p t i n g a b i o g e n i c approach does not preclude use of the theoretical tools of representation
a n d c o m p u t a t i o n . That is, one can take a biogenic approach to cognition and assume that the
theoretical constructs of representation and computation reflect patterns of process in the real
world that produce cognitive effects. Obviously, much depends on what representation and
c o m p u t a t i o n are taken to be and the role they fulfil in a particular theory. Likewise, the
a n t h r o p o g e n i c / b i o g e n i c distinction has no particular bearing on the internalism/externalism
debate as it arises in philosophy (e.g., the relative contribution of internal or external factors
t o mental content) or developmental biology and the social sciences (e.g., nature versus
nurture). More will become clear as we go on. Now, to the distinction.

2.1 The anthropogenic approach to mind
A s s u m i n g that the human case is the best starting point for an inquiry into m i n d is the
oldest approach in the western philosophical and scientific tradition," and remains the
d o m i n a n t approach today. This is hardly surprising. We initially identify the features of the
'mental' domain as phenomena requiring description or explanation in the same way we
identify spatial qualities and other features of the 'physical' w o r l d — t h r o u g h our experience of
them (Fehr 1 9 9 1 ) . Just as all human cultures appear to have words for 'big' and 'small', 'near'
a n d 'far', so t o o do they have words for 'think', 'know', 'want', 'feel', 'see' and 'hear' (Wierzbicka
i g 9 6 ) _ a l t h o u g h it is imporiiant to remember that ' c o g n i t i o n ' and 'mind' are not universal
terms.
An argument in favour of the anthropogenic approach might run something like this. If
c o g n i t i o n is a phenomenon amenable to scientific study and explication, then we w o u l d best
profit by focusing our attention on the instance about which we are cert:ain and with which we
are most familiar. The most plausible (arguably the only) current candidate for a paradigmatic

temiinolc^ she adopts, as wiH become dear. Shetdeworth su^ests a synthetic approach that she cals ecologiail, but in my view it is
insufficiently distinguished from her 'biological' approach to make it a true synthesis, and die label is too easily confUsed with Gibson's
•ecological approach' to perception. Second, Lakoff and Johnson (1999) suggest two approaches to 'cognitive' based on the
physiological mechanisms of cognition, wWch they claim is die way the qualifier is used in cognitive science, and assumptions about the
kind of representations that underiie mentality, which they claim rdate to propositions emphasized in analytic philosophy. The
delineation is invaKd, in my view. As we saw in Chapter 1 (section 4), the adjective 'cognitive' is used much more broadly in the cognitive
sciencestiianmerely as a pointer to neurobiological mechanisms, if for no other reason than that it is next to impossible to differentiate
what brain mechanisms are purely or even mostly cognitive (Mcintosh, Fitzpatrid, and Friston 2001). In addition, the problem with
which Lakoff and Johnson are concerned—the abstraction of cognition from embodiment typical of classical computationalism-is
not specific to 'philosophy' as against 'cognitive science.' Third, John Stewart (1996) contrasts the constructivist approach and the
objectivist approach, wHch he differentiates by the stance adopted toward the objects of cc^nition-whedier objects (as cognized)
reflect an objective, pre-given realty or whether their features are substantially constiucted in the process of cognitioa This dichotomy
has no beating on the distinction I wish to make. Both anthropogenic and biogenic approaches could yield consQ^ctivist or objectivist
accounts, on Stewart's meanii^
" Most of the schools of Indian philosophy, andent and modem, do not approach mind in this way although neither do they
prindpaly take account of the fects of biology. However, the Indian sdiools that r ^ d mind as a universal prindple, which constitute
the majority, are generally less sympathetic to an approadi that regards die human case as paradigmatic
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exemplar of cognition is human cognition. This is not to suggest that in the final analysis
human cognition

will prove to be the only or even the most typical example of the

phenomenon. Indeed, it may prove to be quite atypical, depending on how a general concept
of cognition shapes up. I t is, rather, merely to point out the obvious: that human cognition is
the sole example of the phenomenon

upon which everyone can agree at this stage of

investigation." Human beings, uncontroversially, are cognitive beings, however cognition
ultimately may be cashed out scientifically. Cognition may not be an exclusively

human

phenomenon, but it nevertheless stands to reason that the properties of the human mind,
which we know to a first approximation based on our own experience, will provide the best
guide to developing a diagnostic criterion for determining which sorts of systems are cognitive
and which are not.
Cognition not only is identified in the first instance as a describable phenomenon via
human experience—the experience of thinking, feeling, wanting, believing, knowing, hearing,
seeing, e t c . — b u t

also is apprehended elsewhere in the natural world, when

it is so

apprehended, based largely upon the prevailing understanding of the human case. This was so
in prescientific times (Earle 1881; Aristotle 2001) and remains so today. This is not to imply
that an anthropogenic approach to cognition is intrinsically anthropocentric, or human
centred; it need not be. Explanatory targets and starting points are not always—and perhaps
not even usually—identical. A researcher taking an anthropogenic approach might argue,
however, that the only way cognitive features such as perception and memory can be identified
in other animal species in the first instance is by virtue of their apparent similarity to the
human exemplification of perception and memory. We have words in our languages for
'perception' and 'memory' because we need these concepts to make sense of our

own

experience; they were not invented to account for non-human behaviours. We necessarily
generalize from the human case; we cannot help but do so, as the anthropomorphism deeply
embedded in ordinary language attests (Kennedy 1992).
The understanding of human cognition varies between cultures and across time periods and
is affected by the predominant means of generating knowledge, which could include oracles
and sorcery as well as philosophy and science. In most contemporary western cultures, whose
functioning is heavily dependent on the products of science, human cognition is understood
as a function of biology. As a result, contemporary theories of mind tend to be consistent, to a
greater or lesser extent (depending on the sorts of phenomena to which they apply), with the
over-arching

theory

of biology—evolutionary

theory. This means, minimally, that

many

cognitive capacities apparent in human beings are presumed to have evolved over time from
simpler sort:s of cognitive capacity." However, often (but not always) an anthropogenic
approach seems to presuppose a significant cognitive discontinuity between humans (and
perhaps their closest relatives) and other animals, which is how categorical concerns about
anthropomorphism arise (Keely 2004). (See Chapter 1, Section 5.)
What the theory of evolution means for the anthropogenic approach is that features of
human cognition are likely to be instantiated, to a greater or lesser extent, in our nearest
primate relatives and, perhaps, other animals. Thus, the study of animal cognition, and primate

« I am indebted to Kim Sterelny for bringing to my attention the important difference between an instance of a phenomenon that is
unambiguous and an instance that is typical
" This is to commit neither to gradualism, tiie idea that information-processing capacities evolved from die singje-cdled Tast universal
ancestor' to those of Homo sapiens by inaemental improvements, nor to a saltationist view that 'quantum leaps', or changes
inexplicable by a simple linear progresaon of additive effects, occun-ed in the evolutionary devdopment of c c ^ t i o a
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cognition in particular, is potentially germane to the study of human cognition from the
anthropogenic perspective. However, the anthropogenic approach is more likely to suggest
that whether an animal can be said to be cognitive or not depends upon the degree of
similarity its behavioural capacities bear to those of human beings. Of course, estimations of
which features are most crucial for an ascription of mentality (e.g., consciousness, language,
discriminative inference) vary widely. 'Similarity', too, is construed with varying degrees of
liberality according to different criteria. Thus a worker adopting an anthropogenic approach
could, theoretically, remain agnostic as to where on the phylogenetic tree cognition
emerges—or even ;/it emerges solely in a biological context. (She could be a panpsychist, for
example, or a worker in artificial intelligence.) Whether such agnosticism is found in practice is
another matter. The logic of the anthropogenic approach is summarized in Figure 2.1 below.

Figure 2.1

Anthropogenic approach to cognition

Premise 1
/

If cognition is a phenomenon about which scientific generalizations
can be made, there must be a paradigmatic exemplar (or categorical
prototype) of the phenomenon as a starting point for generalization.

Premise 2

Human cognition is the only uncontroversial example of cognition.

Conclusion 1

Human cognition is the paradigmatic exemplar (categorical
prototype) of cognition.

Implication 1.1

Because human cognition is the paradigmatic exemplar (categorical
prototype) of cognition, the properties of human cognition provide
the best guide to propert;ies of cognition in general, assuming that
'cognition' applies more generally.
This is the key anthropogenic assumption.

Premise l a

Premise 2 b

We know to a first approximation the salient features of human
cognition from our personal and social experience of those features.

Conclusion 2

The properties of human cognition derived from first-person
experience are a useful (if not the best) guide to the propert:ies of
cognition in general.

Premise 3a
Premise 3 b

Given evolution, features of human cognition (as we know them)
may be instantiated, to a greater or lesser extent, in our nearest
primate relatives and possibly other animals.

Conclusion 3

The study of animal cognition (especially primate cognition) may
shed light on human cognition.

Implication 3.1

Because human cognition is the categorical prototype of cognition
as a scientific kind, whether an animal can be said to be 'cognitive'
depends on the degree of similarity its cognitive capacities bear to
the cognitive capacities of humans.

The anthropogenic approach to cognitive explanation does not begin with Rene
Descartes—that distinction, among western thinkers at any rate, would surely go to Plato—but
Descartes is probably the best pre-twentieth-century exemplar. The Cartesian approach to
cognition is anthropogenic because of its starting point (the human mind); the method of
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i n v e s t i g a t i o n , " namely, Descartes' deep introspective examination of the content of his own
mental states, his 'meditations'; and its assumption of a radical discontinuity between human
beings and the rest of the natural world (Descartes 1 6 4 1 / 1 9 8 6 ) . " When Descartes examined his
mind, he found ideas—images, representations—of varying clarity, vivacity and certainty;
indeed, the fact that he was thinking proved to be the only fact of which he could be
absolutely sure. This conclusion—captured in the axiom cogito ergo sum

( I am thinking,

therefore I am)—became the foundation upon which, Descartes believed, a system of valid
knowledge could be established. Descartes conceived of t h i n k i n g — a s against perception or
m e m o r y — a s a capacity exclusive to human beings, and the capacity for thought as dependent
upon a special kind of substance {res cogitans), radically different from physical matter {res
extensa) and shared by no other living being on the planet.
As is well known, Cartesian psychology was enormously influential (Rorty 1 9 8 6 ) , and
features of it continue to exert considerable influence even today (Bennett and Hacker 2003;
Wheeler 2005; Chomsky 2000; Fodor 1975). The difficulties bequeathed by the Cartesian
account are by now a cliche. Some (if not all) of these problems, I believe, arise specifically
from adopting an anthropogenic approach. Two examples will suffice. First is the problem of
metaphysical dualism, which, I should note, most contemporary 'Cartesian' thinkers do not
accept. Studies with children suggest that dualism is the naive, or default, human ontology;
by the age of three children draw a fairly strong ontological distinction between mental and
physical things

(Wellman

1990). This suggests

that an

alternative

metaphysics

(e.g.,

materialism, idealism, panpsychism) must be acquired, either fay enculturation or ratiocination.
Thus, while a scientifically informed anthropogenic approach to cognition might assume a
form of materialism, dualism is actually the more 'intuitive' metaphysical stance

of an

anthropogenic approach. If metaphysical dualism is false, then it is an error to which an
anthropogenic approach leads quite naturally whereas a biogenic approach does not, as we will
see.
Second, among the most persistent conceptual and empirical difficulties engendered by
the Cartesian view is the 'homunculus problem', the idea that cognition is effected by a 'little
man in the head'—a "thinking thing", in Descartes' terminology—who interprets and uses
mental representations (ideas) in the generation of behaviour (Bickhard 2001; Cliff and Noble
1 9 9 7 ) . Take, for example, the

distinction

Descartes draws

between

understanding

and

imagination: "[W]hen the mind understands, it in some way turns towards itself and inspects
one of the ideas which are wnthin it; but when it imagines, it turns towards the body and looks
at something in the body which conforms to an idea understood by the mind or perceived by
the senses" (Descartes 1641/1986:51). A modern variant on the theme is what Dennett ( 1 9 9 1 )
dubs "the Cartesian theatre", a hypothetical place in the brain where specifically conscious
mental activities occur. The homuncular inference arguably is the predictable result of ordinary

" 'Cartesian method' must be differentiated from the anthropogenic manner in which Descartes approached mind. Even today
Cartesian principles underlie die textbook view, if not the actual practice, of scientific method (Kuhn 19X>, Hacking 1981; Hull 1988).
" It is not at all dear that Descartes was forced to a rationalistic, introspective approach to cognition by the scientific limitations of his
day. Given his thoroughly empirical approach to most other scientific areas, it is almost baffling In all of his endeavours, Descartes is
concerned with gaining the most accurate picture possible of nature. The world is direfr-dimensional, so Descartes invents coordinate
geometiy to allow for the mathematical expression of physical shape in a way that Euclidean geometiy does not (Jenkins-Jones 1996).
His contributions to the sdence of optica which he founded, and to physiology (e.g, tiie reflex concept) were based on detailed
experiment, induding dissection and vivisection (Wade 1995; Sorrell 1994). Descartes also developed sophisticated accounts of
perception and memory based on animal stijdies (Sutton 1998).
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analytical introspection," Descartes' principal method in the Meditations. The naive felt human
experience of the introspecting T is typically (universally?) of a locus—a place (e.g., the head
or heart) or a quasi-person (e.g., a faint reflection of the introspecting

subject)—where

percept, concept, affect, drive and whatever else combine to make a mental state. It is hard to
imagine how the homunculus problem could arise without introspectively taking the human
case as a starting point. For example, the Cartesian account of animal perception, memory and
voluntary bodily movement, which was based on empirical physiological investigation, not
only is mechanistic but has no use for a homunculus (Sutton 1998; Hatfield 1992).
The point I wish to make, and will develop in greater detail in Section 5, is that adopting a
particular approach, in this case an anthropogenic one, engenders problems that are, in
important respects, specific to the approach. Assessing the advantages and disadvantages of an
anthropogenic or a biogenic approach to cognition thus depends not only on the particular
problem under investigation but also on the existing sorts of difficulties generated by the
approach itself. While a biogenic approach is unlikely to generate the homunculus problem,
how a system integrates information acquired from different sources and processed by different
physiological pathways—variants of which are known as 'the binding problem'—arises in both
approaches.

2.2 The biogenic approach
An investigator adopting a biogenic approach to cognition assumes that the properties
and principles of biological organization present the most productive route to a general
understanding

of the propert:ies and principles of cognition. The rationale behind this

assumption is simple. Cognition as we know it—however

we may conceive it in the future, and

wherever else it may be found beyond the human domain—serves a biological function
{Junctions^.s). Human beings are cognitive, and human beings are biological

organisms.

Cognition, however that ultimately may be characterized, exists because it makes a substantial
contribution—some might say the overriding contribution—to the survival, wellbeing and
reproduction of the human animal. For this reason, human cognition is still highly relevant to
an investigator adopting a biogenic approach. After all, an adequate theory must account for
the features of human cognition, and investigation

of human cognitive capacities

has

generated a large amount of valuable data.
However, a major difference between the biogenic approach and its anthropogenic cousin
is the evidentiary status of human traits. For the biogenic approach human cognition is not
the benchmark. While humans are obviously important to the study of cognition as a
biological function—human traits typically are what we are most interested in, after all—Womo
sapiens is a privileged source of data relative only to human cognition. There is no assumption
that human cognition is the 'most developed' or 'perfected' form of the biological function,
however extraordinary and complex it may be. As modern biology moves ever further away from
its essentialist roots in the Scala naturae, scientific justification for what Mayr (1968) calls
"typological thinking" (p.597)—the idea that a particular species or race is a "generalized
representative"

of

an

entire

order

or

class

of

phenomena

(Hodos

and

Campbell

1 9 6 9 / 1 9 9 6 : 2 5 7 ) — a l s o diminishes. The "central theme of modern biology," as Povinelli and
Bering (2002) point out, is: "Evolution is real, and it produces diversity" (p. 116). Thus even

« On the other hand, certain deep states of meditation yield a 'subject-less' or 'centre-less' experience
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among closely related phyla, there are differences that reflect unique adaptive histories as well
as shared features.
The second major difference is that evolutionary continuity, the idea that complex forms of
life and organic process have evolved from simpler forms, is a presupposition of the biogenic
approach, not an enforced necessity as in the anthropogenic approach. The principle of
evolutionary continuity bears upon a biogenic approach to cognition in two ways. First,
adaptations contributing to an organism's survival, wellbeing and reproduction tend to be
conserved (positively selected) over evolutionary time. Molecular biology provides ample
demonstration that this is indeed the case, as it continues to reveal unimagined similarities
among the physiological components and mechanisms of the different kingdoms of life."
Second, the repertoire of functional responses to identical or similar existential challenges tend
to be rather more limited than mathematical possibility suggests (see, for example, Weinreich
et al. 2 0 0 6 ) , not least because new biological solutions to changing environmental conditions
tend to be built on processes whose usefulness is already demonstrated. Because all animate
systems must acquire energy from the environment, transform it into usable forms, discharge
waste and reproduce they all also share certain generic functions, such as ingestion, digestion,
circulation, respiration, elimination and replication. The heart of a leech and a human are
neither homologous (descended from a common ancestor) nor do they bear much structural
resemblance, but both organs pump blood to circulate oxygen and other nutrients and to
remove wastes.
'Continuity' is a somewhat slippery construct, however. For example, commitment to
evolutionary continuity does not imply a commitment to the "most stringent version of
gradualism" that Darwin himself championed, which Gould describes as "not mere continuity of
[genetic] information, and not just insensibility of innumerable transitional steps" in the
evolution of one organismic form to another "but also the additional claim that change must
be insensibly gradual even at the broadest temporal scale of geological durations" (Gould
2 0 0 2 : 1 5 2 ) . Darwin's gradualism led him to believe that the historical connectedness of
descendants with their ancestors rendered even immense differences between species largely
matters of degree, not kind (Darwin 1874/1909),^® a belief at once prescient and misleading.
While it underpinned Darwin's radical speculation in The Origin of Species that all organisms are
descended from a common ancestor (Darwin 1998), a conjecture now largely taken for granted,
it also gave rise to the spurious

notion

of hierarchical "evolutionary

grades" and

the

questionable implication of continuous (if blind and undirected) progress from simple to more
complex instances of form and behaviour, ideas that still powerfully influence comparative
psychology (Campbell and Hodos 1991). As Povinelli and Bering (2002) put it, "Darwin's a

" Here are but four examplesfroma burgeonii^ literature: (1) Potassium channels power the transmission of nerve signals by catalyzing
the ionic movements that generate and shape electrical signals. Yet these membrane-spanning proteins, which are so caidal to the
speed of thought and movement in hi^er vertebrates, including humans, are also found in the lowliest amoebae, which have no
neurons (Miller 2001). (2) The human eye is very different from the eyespot of die freshwater protist Eugkm or the li^t sensing of
bacteria, but we now know that the photosensitivity of both the eukaryotic organs and the bacteria relies on rhodopsin and
rhodopkn-like molecules (Gartner and Losi 20CB; Insinna 1998). (3) A sin^e class of proteins (aquaporins) and their homologues
fedlitate the movement of water aaoss cell membranes in die human lung as well as in simple life fomis, such as bacteria and yeast (Kong
et al 2002). (4) Genomic comparisons indicate that up to 50% of human pnes may have sequence homologues in die humble flingi
(Zeng, Morales, and Cottard 2001).
Regarding mental capacities, Darwin writes: "There can be no doubt that the difference between die mind of the lowest man and
that of the highest animal is immense.. .Nevertheless the difference between man and die hi^er animals, great as it is, certainly is one of
degree and not of kind." (Darwin 1874/1909:192-193) However, Darwin's exploration of emotions in earthwomis leaves litde doubt that
he believed diat even very simple organisms display signs of mentality (Crist 2002).
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priori straightjacket of unbroken psychological continuity" between non-human primates and
humans, for example, "adds up to an agenda for psychological research with chimpanzees [of]:
'Just how human are chimpanzees?'" ( p . l l 6 ) ( a u t h o r s ' emphasis).
According to Hodos and Campell ( 1 9 6 9 / 1 9 9 6 ) , this subtle modern form of the Scata
Naturae

has

been

a significant impediment to

development

of "any

broad

theoretical

foundation for the field" of comparative psychology (p.246). The difficulty lies in the purpose
of comparison in comparative psychology. If the aim to is draw reliable inferences about the
evolution of a particular behaviour in a particular lineage from observation and experiment on
living animals, Hodos and Campell argue that the hope is misplaced.'' "Soft tissues, including
the central nervous system, do not usually fossilize; nor does behaviour" (p. 2 5 1 - 2 5 2 ) . All
extant organisms are equally evolved, if not equally well adapted to their current niche. Even in
the case of homologues in closely related lineages, changes to traits over time may not be
subtle and smooth. On the other hand, cognitive-behavioural comparisons are more likely to
prove worthwhile if the aim is to "formulate generalizations about behavioural adaptations to
specific problems of survival"; to understand certain traits, "such as the development of sense
organs or [a] central nervous system, the amount of postnatal care given to

offspring,

complexity of courtship patterns, etc."; or to understand "the general relationship between the
development of certain structural adaptations [e.g., neurons, the hippocampus] and their
function in behaviour" (p.256). For this, however, comparative psychology must not only
delineate and classify the phenomena of concern, but also recognize "that there are diverse
sources of similarity (both morphological and behavioural) among various organisms," of which
descent from a common ancestor is only one (p.257). Other sources of behavioural similarity
include parallelism, convergence, analogy, and mimicry.
Finally, as the preceding discussion suggests, a biogenic approach must take seriously the
material conditions within which cognition arises in a way an anthropogenic approach need
not. Whereas an anthropogenic inquiry may proceed in utter disregard of the

material

instantiation of cognition, as we will see in Section 5, a biogenic approach simply cannot. I n
biology, the elucidation

of any type

of function(j.5)

entails elucidation

of a

material

mechanism (see Introduction).
I n sum, a researcher who takes a biogenic approach assumes that the nature of c o g n i t i o n like the nature of digestion, circulation, respiration and elimination—is best understood in the
general context of biological organization and functioning, not in the spedfic context of the
human instantiations of these functions. Cognition may prove to be a complex, multifaceted
global function, like respiration, without which no organism can survive, or it may be a
complex but more circumscribed trait, like song learning, that provides an adaptive advantage
only for those lineages that possess it. Whereas an anthropogenic approach can more easily
assume that cognition is an example of the latter rather than the former, a biogenic approach
is more likely to treat it as the open empirical question it is in actual fact.
Theoretically at least, the adoption of a biogenic approach entails no commitment as to
where on the phylogenetic bush cognition emerges. A researcher may adopt a

biogenic

approach (the logic of which is summarized in Figure 2.2 below) and yet believe, when all is
said and done, that human cognition (or something very like it) is the only p h e n o m e n o n

" Comparative genomics is revealing phyietic relationships at the molecular genetic level that could not have been imagined when
Hodos and Campbell were writing. However, the rdationsKp between molecular genetic similarities and behavioural similarities is stiE
unclear and may require fiinctional determination, taxon by taxon (at what levd is uncertain).
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worthy of the name; all other biological examples are merely precursors of varying complexity.
However, such beliefs and intuitions require justification within the context of theory and
cannot simply be posited a prion.

Figure 2.2 Biogenic approach to cognition
Premise 1 .

Cognition is a process, or cluster of processes, that serves a biological
function.

Premise 2

Functions contribute to an organism's survival, wellbeing or
reproduction and evolve as pari: of a species' adaptation to an
environment.

Premise 3

All existing organisms, and the processes that constitute them, have
evolved from simpler forms of organism and process.

Premise 4 ^

Molecular biology provides overwhelming evidence of the similarity in
living systems, from the simplest to the most complex, of a wide
variety of functional mechanisms (e.g., genetic, developmental,
regulatory, sensorimotor).

Conclusion

The general principles of biological organization, development and
functioning should provide insight into the nature and development
of cognition.

Implication 1

A biologically based characterization of cognition should enable
construction of a taxonomy of cognitive capacities.

Implication 2

A biologically based characterization of cognition should provide
insight into human cognition.

Aristotle may not be the most unambiguous exemplar of the biogenic approach, but he is
unquestionably its historical progenitor. Aristotle voices what could be termed 'the biogenic
lament' in the opening chapter of De Anima, his treatise on psucheJ° "[L)]p to the present
time," he writes, "those who have discussed and investigated [psuche] seem to have confined
themselves to the human [case]" (Aristotle 2001:536). Aristotle is not concerned with
delineating the conditions for applying mental and physical predicates; in fact, he draws no
distinction whatsoever between the mental and the physical (Frede 1992)." Rather, Aristotle's
concern is with answering the question What is itl, and explaining how identity persists
through change. In studying psuche, Aristotle is not overtly concerned with explaining the
mechanisms for generating knowledge in partiicular but, rather, with natural objects and their
behaviour in general (Frede 1992:97; see also Wilkes 1992).

™ Aristotelian psuche is synonymous neither with the traditional, western philosophical (predominantly Christian) notion of 'soul' nor
with the contemporary concept of 'mind'. There is no precise Gred< equivalent for either of diese E n ^ temis, or, conversely, an
E n ^ h equivalent for psuche, which combines some features of vitality (nutrition, growth) that are not considered mental with many
features that today are considered the sole province of mentality (conation, perception, memory, feeling, representation and
'calculative' reason). Aristode's concept of nous poetikos (active intellect) is often equated with mind, but this is also misleading. Nous, for
Aristotle, refers solely to the mental capacity for highly abstract, philosophical or mathematical reasoning, not to ordinary practical
rationality, which is part of psuche. Nous is also uniquely immortal, and tiius presents a puzzling anomaly in Aristotle's otherwise
empirical and naturalistic philosophy.
" For this reason Nussbaum and Pumam (1992) daim that Aristotle "properly speaking.. .does not have a philosophy of mind" (p. 28).
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I n contrast to his predecessors, Aristotle rejects attempts to reduce the ordinary objects of
experience to "mere configurations of more basic entities" (Frede 1 9 9 2 : 9 9 ) . I f matter is
everywhere and in everything essentially the same, only present in different proportions, how
d o we a c c o u n t for the extravagant diversity of animate nature and the ability of living t h i n g s
t o maintain their identity over time despite manifold changes? Aristotle's answer is functional
organization, or form (Lennox 2 0 0 1 ; Nussbaum and Putnam 1 9 9 2 ) . Functional organization,
the pattern of interactive relations among the constituents of matter, is what differentiates one
t h i n g from another and maintains identity over time despite, in the case of animate t h i n g s ,
c o n t i n u o u s change. Functional organization, on this account, is importantly related to a
t h i n g ' s 'nature' or telos (purpose), the ultimate realization toward which its development a n d
maintenance tend, which is determined by its capacity to achieve "what it is g o o d for it to
achieve'"^ (Charles 1 9 9 5 : 5 6 ) .

Functional organization, then, is intrinsically normative for

Aristotle. Psuche is the functional organization of a particular sort of material structure, a living
object.
Aristotle's hylomorphic theory of 'form'-determined essences and 'natures' cuts little ice
today, and for g o o d r e a s o n . " However, two aspects of his biogenic approach to psuche

are

worth n o t i n g . First, Aristotle's insistence on the importance of functional organization to
b i o l o g i c a l description and explanation is today taken wholly for granted. What distinguishes
o n e cell type from a n o t h e r — a

neuron, say, from an astrocyte or g l i a — i s its

functional

organization, or the types of activities its structure allows it to enter into. What makes a cell
develop i n t o one type rather than another depends significantly on its role within the overall
organization of the organism'" of which it is a part. Although teleology remains controversial,
Aristotle's hylomorphism arguably is not metaphysically vitalistic, or dualistic, but rather a
variety of emergentism, a non-reductionistic stance that has many adherents today, n o t only in
b i o l o g y . " Second, Aristotle attempts a unified account that places human c o g n i t i o n (for the
most part) within the natural world. A l t h o u g h not evolutionary—essences cannot c h a n g e —
the hylomorphic framework outlines how functional capacities and competences can develop
from simple to more complex forms of life. I n plants, the functions of psuche

a c c o u n t for

conation or striving (e.g., phototropism), nutrition and (re)generation. I n animals,

psuche

actualises perception, desire, affect, memory, imagination (specifically, the ability to represent
or generate images), and movement, the latter of which is related to will (the capacity to
intend, as distinct from mere conation). The sensitivity, refinement and complexity of these
capacities differ widely a m o n g animals according to variations in material structure, or types of
embodiment. The psuche of human beings is distinguished by complex versions of the animal

For example, Aristotle hypothesizes that the distinctive characteristics of human cognition are largely detemiined by social living,
which demands the capacity for weighing pros and cons. This conclusion may seem oddly presdent of contemporaiy thinking about
human cc^tive evolution, except that Aristode reaches it via teleological reasoning. Namely, sodality is a state (purpose, end) toward
which human development and maintenance naturally tend and in which human nature can achieve its greatest good.
' ' Charles daims that Aristotle failed to identify for even a single biological kind the "one basic feature to explain the remainder of their
genuine properties," (p57) asrequiredby the model set out in the Analytics. However, Lennox (2001) provides a more sympathetic
reading of Aristotle's application of his own criteria in his bidogical investigations.
The tenn 'orgmism' stemsfromtineAristotelian concept of functional organization and die presence of 'organs' (organized bodies)
witiiin living thin^
" The status of objects and other emeigentsfrommiaostructural constituents remains a topic of hot debate, not only in philosophy,
where the issue is generally the redudbility of the mental to the physical, but also in physics where the ability of sub-atomic physical
theories to explain die properties of ordinary "solid' matter isfiercdydisputed (Johnson 2001). In a 'manifesto' on complex adaptive
matter published in PNAS, LaughHn and fines (2000) notes that the "essential role played by higher org3nizing prindples in determining
emergent behavior...is so obvious that it is a didi^ not discussed in polite company. However, to other kinds of sdentist the idea is
considered dangerous and ludicrous, for it is fundamentally at odds withtiiereductionist beliefe central to mudi of physics." (p30)
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capacities plus the additional functions of practical reason, beliefs or opinions based on
inference and their logical combination, and volition, a form of will that can override instinctdriven desire/^ Thus, the rational, volitional psuche of humankind is impossible without the
sensitive-imaginative psuche of animals. Likewise, the percipient psuche of animals depends on
the nutritive-regenerative psuc/ie of plants.

The

advent

of

modern

scientific

psychology

provides

another

example

of

the

anthropogenic/biogenic distinction in the approaches of Wundt and William James. Following
his solution of the personal equation problem in astronomy, Wundt became concerned with
measuring the voluntary control of attention, and then with measuring sensations
feelings, which he believed to be the elements of consciousness (Wade 1 9 9 5 ) .

and

Wundt's

experiments depended crucially on human subjects'introspective reports—for example, of their
awareness of changes in light intensity, colour brightness and hue, sound volume, etc.
(Blumenthal

1980)—so

his

approach

was

necessarily

anthropogenic.

Wundt

regarded

immediate human experience as the special subject of psychology; he neither conducted nor
sponsored experiments with animals at a time when comparative psychology was becoming an
extremely active and productive field (Watson 1978). He took the human case as his startnng
point and paradigm, and from this experimental platform was able to derive a number of lawlike generalizations about human psychology, many of which apply to nonhuman cognition
(Blumenthal 1980).
James, by contrast, was more deeply influenced by the biological psychology of Herbert:
Spencer ( 1 8 5 5 ) " and by Darwin's evolutionary theory. Although James draws liberally on
human experience in developing his psychological i d e a s — h i s description of the mental effort:
required to arise from bed on a cold morning and his proposals regarding the "stream of
consciousness" are classics of introspection—he relies on biological principles to s u g g e s t what
he takes to be the most general, defining features of mind. James' "mark and criterion of the
presence of mentality" is not consciousness but, rather, "the pursuance of future ends and the
choice of means for their attainment"

(James 1890a, Vol. 1:8) (author's italics), which he

derives from zoological observation. James notes that when animals are pert;urbed in the
discharge of an activity, they will attempt to alter conditions to complete the task. Altering
the conditions may change the animal's activity but not the task, which is the achievement of
a particular result. By contrast, when inanimate systems are pert:urbed, their activity changes
and

with it the result of the activity. Reliance on

biological

principles to

arrive at

generalizations about the nature of mind places James squarely in the biogenic camp.'® His
emphasis on goal orientation, or teleology, in psychological explanation also makes him
Aristotle's heir.

" Nous, the only 'immortal' entity in Aristotle's otherwise naturalframework,accounts for hi^y abstract thought (e.g., mathematics,
philosophicalfirstprindples)-what might be caled (if there were such a thing) pure intellect'. As Aristotle puts it, nous "as speculative
never thinks v^tet is practicable, it never says anything about an object to be avoided or pursued" (DA 3.9597). Nous is kr too limited,
therefore, tofitwell vvith modem views of cognition or mind However, it doesn'tfitwd with the rest of AristDde's philosophy, either,
and r e m ^ something of a puzzle to most contemporary scholars. At all events, it does not loom especially large in Aristotle's work.
" James dtes Spencer as the precedent for his own liberal use of zoolc^ and the physiology of the nervous system in his own
monumental, vasdy mor« influential Prmcipks ofPsychology (James 189Ch, Vols. 1&2). See in particular. Chapter One, Volume L
" James' tendency in later years toward a quasi-panpsychist metaphysics supports this claim. Altiiough a biogenic approach does not
entail panpsychism. it is perhaps morefriendlyto this metaphysical position than is the anduopogenic approach (Capek 1954).
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2.3 What the distinction is not
I t is important not to conflate the anthropogenic/biogenic

distinction with

another

m e t h o d o l o g i c a l distinction drawn in the contemporary psychological literature between the
psychological

approach

and the

biological approach. The two distinctions

are not

co-

extensive.
The psychological

approach

typically focuses

on broad

behavioural response

patterns

characterized as mental that are based on the wants and needs of a whole s u b j e c t — u s u a l l y ,
but not always, human and often in a social context—rather than the physiological details
a n d biological

principles underwriting the behavioural responses (Haslam 2 0 0 2 ;

Gauthier

1 9 9 9 ; Zachar 2 0 0 0 ; Gray 1 9 9 4 ; Phillips and Silverstein 2 0 0 2 ; Schechtman 1 9 9 6 ) . The biological
approach,

by

contrast,

targets

the

physiological

details

and

biological

principles.

A

p s y c h o l o g i c a l approach to the emotions, for example, might be concerned with how the
emotions (or an emotion) fit into the cognitive economy of an individual or group

of

individuals; how they vary in differing contexts; how patterns of dysfunction manifest; and
how patterns of affective response might have evolved (Izard 1 9 9 3 ; Stein, Leventhal, and
Trabasso 1 9 9 0 ) . A biological approach, on the other hand, would be mainly concerned with
brain structures, neuronal firing patterns, molecular dynamics and the genetic, developmental
a n d other biological factors involved in the generation

or modulation

of emotion. The

p s y c h o l o g i c a l approach is often construed as a 'top down' approach, meaning that the
p h e n o m e n o n of interest is a complex global pattern of activity exhibited by an entire system.
' B o t t o m - u p ' approaches attempt to understand complex global properties in terms of their
microstructural constituents. The biological approach is frequently identified as ' b o t t o m - u p ' , or
reductionist, but this characterization is also often en-oneous. Biological mechanisms come in
g l o b a l as well as microstructural varieties, and in every sort in between.
Whether one takes the human case or the living state as the starting point for an empirical
investigation

of mind,

both

approaches

are by definition

psychological.

After all, the

p h e n o m e n o n t o be described and explained is cognition, which is ascertained by global,
whole-organism patterns of behaviour. The subject of so much debate is just what sorts of
behaviour indicate mentality. Both approaches are also necessarily biological. Human beings,
whatever else they may be, are organisms; they are animals. Moreover, contemporary scientific
and philosophical o p i n i o n is univocal in asserting that human psychological capacities must
be explained in the context of their biological underpinnings. Contra Deacon ( 1 9 9 7 ) , human
b i o l o g y is not "almost incidental" to human cognitive capacities; it is the matrix from which
they arise." Thus, an anthropogenic approach can be psychological or biological, that is,
concerned with global behaviour patterns or with the physiological mechanisms that underpin
them. Ditto for a biogenic approach.

Likewise, a psychological approach

need

not

be

a n t h r o p o g e n i c , nor a biological approach biogenic.
Gerald M. Edelman's ground-breaking theory of neuronal group selection (TNGS) is a g o o d
example of a t h o r o u g h l y biological yet anthropogenic approach to mind (Edelman

1987;

1 9 8 9 ) . Edelman's theory, which he also refers to as 'neural Darwinism', aims to provide a
b i o l o g i c a l theory of that quintessentially first-person phenomenon, consciousness. He aims to
explain in detail " h o w I could come...to be aware, to sense, and to remember" (Edelman
" It m i ^ t be argued that Deacon is aying that human biolc®' beyond the brain is 'almost incidental', but the brain cannot be
separated from the rest of the body. The brain runs the rest of the body. The 'mind' parts of the brain are inseparable from the 'rest of
the body'parts.
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1989:xvii) as the product of material, biological processes. When he began developing his
theory in the early 1970s, Edelman was virtually alone in taking a strictly biological approach
to the problem of consciousness. Edelman differentiates between "primary

consciousness"

(being aware of anything, which is present in other animals) and "higher-order consciousness"
(a much richer, harder-to-define capacity found in humans and possibly the great apes)
(ibid:16-17). Edelman's main target, however, is higher-order consdousness and its evolution,
and his main empirical source is human neurobiology. Note that Edelman is concerned with
global neurological processes, so his biological approach is not intrinsically reductionist or
'bottom-up'. Because Edelman is concerned with consciousness, a global mental phenomenon
linked to broad patterns of behaviour, his approach is also a good example of how the
psychological-biological

distinction

can

collapse

while

the

anthropogenic-biogenic

distinction still holds.

2.4 Anthropogenic origins of the cognitive revolution
I n this section I will argue that the inception of the cognitive revolution and the basic
commitments of the research framework it spawned—cognitivism, or the

computational-

representational theory of mind (CRTM)—are prime examples of an anthropogenic approach to
cognition. By 'basic commitments' I mean the conceptual framework adopted by the early
cognitivists, including their guiding metaphor, and the major tests and explanatory goals they
set for themselves. The argument provides the basis for extrapolating several principles that
serve as the anthropogenic 'family traits'.®" Family is employed here in two ways: biological and
philosophical. In biological classification, a family constitutes a cluster of several similar or
closely related genera, which in turn are comprised by a number of similar or closely related
species. Following Wittgenstein (1967), the philosophical meaning of family is a class of
phenomena that share one or more similarities to varying degrees (a resemblance) but which
elude definition in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions.
By claiming that the cognitive revolution began as an anthropogenic movement, I do not
wish to imply there was no biogenic hypothesizing in the early decades. In fact, there was a
surprising amount, including the ecological view of visual perception (Gibson 1 9 6 6 , 1979),
the autopoietic theory of cognition (Maturana 1970/1980; Maturana and Varela 1 9 7 3 / 1 9 8 0 ) ,
evolutionary epistemology (Campbell 1974; Popper 1965/1972), and an early progenitor of
evolutionary psychology (Goodson 1973). However, the dominant anthropogenic bias meant
that biogenic hypothesizing was marginal to the main cognitive science agenda for some time.
When a concerted challenge to the computational paradigm arose, in the late 1980s and early
1 9 9 0 s , its shape was largely (if not entirely) biogenic (Winograd and Flores 1 9 8 6 ; Dreyfus,
Dreyfus, and Athanasiou 1986; Beer 1990; Varela, Thompson, and Rosch 1991; Brooks 1991).
Again, whether an approach is anthropogenic or biogenic depends on the starting assumptions
defining the problem space, not the explanatory aim. However, in the case of the cognitive
revolution, as originally conceived and conducted for more than 30 years, human cognition
was both the starting point for theory and the ultimate explanatory aim. As this historical
ground is well trodden, I will refer to it only suffidently to make the necessary points.

I do not wish to suggest that they exhaust aH the possibilities. Cogrutivian is not the only anthropc^enic approach to cognition, and
another anthropogenic framework m i ^ t yield different traits. However, cognitivism has been the dominant approach to
underetanding cognition for tiie past 50yeais, and arguably remains so.
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Famously, the cognitive revolution's defining metaphor and model w a s — a n d , in a sense,
still i s — t h e computer, which served both as the tool and the test-bed of theory. Cognitivism
has often been regarded as a widely applicable paradigm for investigating cognition that does
not play favourites with respect to species, at least not intrinsically (Dretske 1988; Dennett
1978;

Sterelny

1990).

It

is worth

recalling, therefore, that the Turing

machine,

the

mathematical idealization upon which the von Neumann computer was based, was conceived
by its inventor

quite explicitly as the mechanization

of a distinctly

human

capacity,

mathematical computation (Turing 1936; Copeland 1996). At the time Alan Turing proposed
his hypothetical device, legions of men and women known as 'computers' were carrying out
complex mathematical calculations according to task-specific protocols all over the world, in a
wide variety of fields. The occupation was a venerable one; 'computers' produced the extensive
astronomical tables for calculating longitude at sea before introduction of the

Ham'son

chronometer. Turing was convinced, and many soon agreed, that his proposal captured the key
features of the intellectual procedure of calculation. Thus the Turing

machine was an

intrinsically anthropogenic construct. Even if a specific application of the Turing machine idea
might have nothing explicitly to do with human capacities, cognitive or otherwise, its
inspiration was a kind of behaviour then believed to be distinctively (very possibly exclusively)
human.
At its simplest, the Turing machine is a device to transform an input, some state of affairs
represented in symbolic form, into an output by virtue of a specified procedure or set of
instructions, typically referred to as a computational function

or algorithm. In the terminology

of behaviouristic psychology, the input can be conceived of as a stimulus condition, the
output a behavioural response, and the computational function the intervening variables,
including

previous conditioning, that specify the correct behavioural response given the

cun-ent state of the system and the type of stimulus involved. An early assumption was that any
calculation that could in principle be carried out manually in a finite number of steps by a
human

being—given

enough

paper, pencils and t i m e — c o u l d

also be performed by an

algorithm running on a computing machine (Turing 1950). Of course, the machine too had to
have sufficient (if finite) time and memory, or the capacity to store and retrieve information, a
function served by unlimited paper in the case of the human computer. This provides us with
the first anthropogenic family trait:
Memory: Cognition requires the capacity to store and retrieve information.
The earliest uses to which the Turing machine concept was put also explicitly involved
human capacities, for example, code-breaking during World War II. The McCulloch-Pitts model
of the neuron, which was directly inspired by Turing's work, suggested that neurons in the
human brain could act as 'logic gates' capable of manipulating symbols according to Boolean
functions (McCulloch and Pitts 1943). That the neurons in question were assumed to be in
human brains follows from the fact that McCulloch, whose early research was influenced by
logical

atomism,

conceived

of the symbols

propositions, at least in the beginning

of

linguistic

(Dupuy 2000). The artificial reasoning

being

processed as elements

machines

developed by Alan Newell and Herbert Simon beginning in the mid-1950s were also based on
human symbol use and problem-solving capacities. The Logic Theorist and the General Problem
Solver, two influential architectures, employed abstract rules and rules-of-thumb (heuristics)
believed to reflect those used by humans when they solve logical problems, practical problems,
or play logic-using games such as chess (Dreyfus 1972). Moreover, these and other artificial
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intelligence (AI) programs were tested mainly using problems typically faced by humans, such
as language learning or translation, ordering food in a restaurant, and understanding a story.
The Turing Test, long the grail of AI, was also construed in anthropogenic terms: A machine
could be said to be intelligent if in the course of an electronic conversation it could deceive a
human being into believing (s)he were conversing with another human being and not a
machine (Turing 1950). The goal of classical AI, which powerfully shaped cognitive science,
especially

in

the

early

decades,

was

unambiguously

anthropogenic

(and,

indeed,

anthropocentric): "to replicate human level intelligence in a machine" (Brooks 1991:139).
According to roboticist Rodney Brooks, this meant that when the over-arching problem of
'intelligence' was decomposed into specialized sub-problems (e.g., knowledge representation,
natural language understanding, vision, truth maintenance) areas were typically defined in
terms of, and system performance "benchmarked against the sorts of tasks humans do within
those areas" (ibid). The human case thus was the starting point for understanding cognition
and the inspiration for designing cognitive systems, hence the next anthropogenic family trait.
Intelligence: Cognition generates (oris evident in) intelligent, problem-solving behaviour.
Another significant contributor to the cognitive revolution and the formulation
cognitivism was Claude Shannon's mathematical theory of communication (Shannon

of
and

Weaver 1949; Shannon 1948), also known as information theory. Information theory—or,
rather, its terminology

(e.g. encoding,

decoding,

input,

output, signal

transduction,

transmitter, analogue, digital, noise)—is ubiquitous in the life sciences, particularly molecular
biology and genetics,®^ so its utility clearly transcends the human case. However, there is no
denying

that Shannon's

original mathematical theory was anthropogenic through

and

through. Shannon, an engineer and researcher at Bell Laboratories, was concerned with
measuring the efficiency of electronic signal transmission and quantifying information flows
within human communications systems (e.g., telephony, radio, television). While Shannon's
sender-message-channel-receiver model can be viewed in abstract terms of some generality—
and that is precisely how media specialist Wan-en Weaver regarded the theory—even Weaver
conceived of it as applying to human communication. Shannon's concept of information
famously was mute with respect to its biologically most salient feature: content, or meaning.
The fact that others have successfully applied information theory to the study of cognition
much more broadly than the human case (e.g., Dretske 1988; Godfrey-Smith 1991; Sterelny
2001)

does

not change the

presuppositions

underlying the theory. There is

nothing

implausible about a hypothesis derived from the human case applying to other species; human
beings are animals, after all. (However, given the complexity of the phenomena

usually

modelled from the human case and how little we understand them, it is arguably a much harder
path to tread.) Again, we are talking about starting point.
Information processing: Cognition involves the transfonnation of inputs (from within the
system or from the environment), leading to an output that is behaviourally overt or covert
(internal to the system), in accordance with one or more mathematical rules
(computational functions or algorithms).
The philosophical justification for equating

cognition

and computation,

mind

and

computer, arguably was provided by Hilary Putnam. Beginning in 1960, Putnam, started
developing a new approach to cognition that came to be known as functionalism
For a detailed critique of the use of the information concept in biology, see (Sailcar 1996)

or the
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'multiple realizability thesis' (Ben-Menahem 1 9 9 8 ) . Functionalism held that explanations of
mental phenomena could not be reduced to ' n o t h i n g - b u t ' explanations of physical processes,
as proposed by mind-brain identity theories (Place 1 9 5 6 ; Smart 2 0 0 4 ; Feigl 1 9 5 8 ) . What
matters in mentality, Putnam ( 1 9 7 5 ) claimed, is what a mental state does, what causal role it
o c c u p i e s in the system of which it is a part. If Putnam had stopped there, he w o u l d merely
have reintroduced psychological functionalism, for the emphasis on the contributory role of a
mental state is precisely what mattered to William James and J o h n Dewey, the

pragmatist

p h i l o s o p h e r - p s y c h o l o g i s t who founded the so-called Chicago S c h o o l of functionalism (Dewey
1 8 9 6 ) . But Putnam did not stop there, and the philosophical brand of functionalism he
i n t r o d u c e d was indeed new because it claimed that the causal role a mental state occupies is
really the only t h i n g that matters to the metaphysics of mind. A mental state is n o t h i n g over
a n d above a causal role. Unlike the Chicago S c h o o l functionalists, who assumed a b i o l o g i c a l
context a n d likened their method of understanding mental states to physiology ( A n g e l l 1 9 0 3 ) ,
P u t n a m claimed that the underlying substrate was secondary to the (unspecified) causal role of
mental states (Papineau 1 9 9 8 ) .
A l t h o u g h he invoked some biological examples—for example, the functional

(function^?)

similarity but structural difference of the eye of a human and an o c t o p u s — P u t n a m ' s " g u i d i n g
a n a l o g y " was the computer (Ben-Menahem 1 9 9 8 ) . What a computer does is determined not by
its hardware, which can differ physically from machine to machine, but by its software, the
program that determines its behaviour. So too, Putnam asserted, the various types of mental
states (e.g., pain-states, jealousy-states) can be realized (tokened) in different ways in different
physical systems, human or otherwise. On this highly influential account, which

Putnam

himself later forcefully critiqued and disavowed, it is perfectly legitimate to enquire a b o u t the
set of abstract relations that constitute the causal role occupied by a mental state w i t h o u t
refening to the actual physical mechanisms that 'realize' the role, except in the m o s t cursory
sense. What makes the approach anthropogenic is its tight linkage to computer science a n d A I
a n d the ubiquitous recourse in the commentarial literature to aspects of human experience
(e.g., pain states, believing, desiring) or its science fiction equivalents (e.g., Martian pain,
various states of affairs on Twin Earth, qualia-free zombies).
Dissodability:

The causal role that cognition occupies in a system is conceptually

and

theoretically dissociable from the physical system in which it operates.
The

psychology

of language

contributed

poweri'ully to the

cognitive

revolution

by

c h a l l e n g i n g the explanatory hegemony of Skinnerian behaviourism (see also Chapter 1) and
p r o p o s i n g causally efficacious mental mechanisms for language learning and use. While Noam
Chomsky became the leading figure in the development of psycholinguistics, he built on a
f o u n d a t i o n established in large part by George Miller, whose Language

and

Communication

(Miller 1 9 5 1 ) introduced the concepts of information theory to experimental and theoretical
psychology,

established

psycholinguistics

as an independent

field, and

suggested

the

Skinnerian model of learning, which dominated American psychology, could not a c c o u n t for
l a n g u a g e a c q u i s i t i o n — a n argument Chomsky ( 1 9 5 9 ) made in devastating detail in his famous
review of Skinner's Verbal Behavior.^'

Chomsky's proposal, bold for the time, was an innate

Mifler's satiinal work on short-term memory is one of the classics of the cognitive revolution (Miller 1956), as is Plans and the Structure
of Behavior, (1960). During the next decade the writings of Jean Piaget also began to appear in English translation, documenting his
groundbreaking woric on the stages of human cognitive development Althou^ Piaget's research provided a rich source of empirical
data for cognitive psychology, his biologically inspired 'genetic epistemolc©^ was not itself an example of computationalism (Raget
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mental ordering 'faculty' that provides the syntactic structure (conceived as a "universal
grammar") in virtue of which children rapidly acquire language, despite the poverty of the
stimuli with which they are presented (Chomsky 1957). In language learning, according to
Chomsky, the brain constructs a complex, internal system of (ultimately

communicable)

meaning with precious little to go on from outside the system. That language is learned so
quickly and reliably by normal humans everywhere, regardless of differences in the complexity
of particular languages (viz grammar, phonetics, etc.), is powerful evidence that the faculty is
part of the native human endowment. Again, while aspects of the framework and its subsequent
elaborations could be generalized to nonhuman species, the starting point (and indeed the
focus) was human cognition.
Complex traits: An adequate theory of cognition must explain complex behavioural traits
such as language, rationality and abstract thinking.
The idea that the human mind has intrinsic power to structure experience and can know
things prior to sensory experience is as old as the Greeks, but its modern champion was
Descartes, the classical exemplar of the anthropogenic approach. The fundamentally Cartesian
roots of cognitivism have been noted by many (Wheeler 2005; Bennett and Hacker 2003;
Dupuy 2 0 0 0 ; Gardner 1985; Sutton 1998; Fodor 1998). Gardner (1985) describes Descart:es as
"perhaps

the

prototypical antecedent

of cognitive science," citing

in addition

to

his

rationalism a "commitment to the centrality of mathematical thinking" and "his curiosity about
the operation of the sensory system, the nature of brain processes, and the automaton as a
possible

model of human

nature" (p.50). Although

cognitive scientists mostly

(if not

universally) condemn his substance dualism, Descart;es' speculation that the operation of the
body is entirely mechanical, including all but a very small part of the brain, sat very
comfortably with the goal of 'mechanizing the mind' implicit in A I (Dupuy 2000).
Most significant for cognitivism is Descart:es' view of what mentality crucially involves:
representation, or the mind's capacity for making objects within itself both of things-in-theworld and of things-never-before-seen-in-the-world. The idea of mental representation was not
Descartes' invention, but it was the "core feature" of his theory of mind and world (Wheeler
2 0 0 5 : 2 5 ) , and it became the core feature of what Fodor calls "the traditional cognitive sdence
program:
higher organisms act out of the content of their mental states. These mental states are
representational; indeed they are relations to mental representations. The scientific goal in
psychology is therefore to understand what mental representations are and to make explicit
the causal laws and processes that subsume them. Nothing about this has changed
really, since Descartes. (Fodor

much,

1998:vii)

Descartes conceived of intelligent human action as the outcome of mind {res

cogitans)

retrieving just those representations pertinent to the problem at hand, and manipulating or
transforming them in appropriate ways to enable effective action (Wheeler 2005:38). Wheeler
describes the Cartesian view of perceptually guided intelligent action as a series of cycles in
which some feature of the world is sensed, represented by the mind, the representation then
manipulated in the process we know as planning, and action initiated. This putative cycle of
sense-represent-plan-act was long the "generic organizing principle" of A I (Putnam 1 9 7 5 ) .
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Representation: A cognitive state has a representational content; it represents some
entity, property or event
Because cognitive states were supposed to have representational content, the nature of
that content and how it is acquired became the focus of considerable hypothesizing and
debate. Two aspects will serve to illustrate the anthropogenic bias of these explorations: the
role of inference, long considered an exclusively human preserve, and the concern with
intentionality. Inference, as used here, does not refer to deductive reasoning but, rather, to
various forms of ampliative (inductive and abductive) reasoning. Descartes suggested that an
epistemic gap exists in human cognition between sensory perception (of which animals are
capable) and the representation of the sensory object by the mind (which Descartes believed
only humans can do). This gap was believed to be filled by an act of judgment or intellect
"essentially

inferential

in

nature"

(Wheeler

2005:42).

Hermann

von

Helmholtz

put

psychophysical flesh on these Cartesian bones when he advanced the influential scientific
hypothesis that (human) visual perception is a constructive process whereby the properties of
objects are infen-ed on the basis of "premises" supplied by the retinal image and unconscious
"assumptions" built into the structure of the perceptual apparatus itself (for further discussion,
see

Rock 1983). The idea that mammalian behavioural outputs go beyond the information

contained in stimulus inputs was the basis of the 'knowledge state' postulated to intervene
between stimulus and response by behaviourists like Tolman, who described it explicitly as
"cognitive". (See Chapter 1, section 3.2, for a more detailed discussion.)
Inference: Cognition involves inferential processes that amplify the content of sensory or
other (mental) inputs via existing infonvation-bearing structures. The overt or covert
behaviour that results 'goes beyond' the information contained in the stimulus.
Although their interpretations were quite different (Crane 1998aa), philosophers in both
the A n g l o p h o n e analytic and European phenomenological traditions were in unaccustomed
agreement during much of the cognitive revolution about the distinguishing characteristic of
mentality (Dupuy 2000): intentionality, or "the mind's capacity to direct itself on t h i n g s "
(Crane 1998bb). The term originated with the medieval Scholastic philosophers and denoted
"concepts, notions or whatever it is before the mind in t h o u g h t " (Crane 1998bb). The French
psychologist Franz Brentano ( 1 8 7 4 ) resurrected the obscure term as the 'mark' o f ' m e n t a l acts'
in his influential Psychology from an Empincal Standpoint. For Brentano 'intentional inexistence'
was the signature of mental as against all other phenomena, refening not only to a mental act's
direction upon an object but also to the fact that mental phenomena are intrinsically
relational. Thinking is not possible without a content—an object'in(side)'thought, as it were.
A l t h o u g h intentionality remained important to European philosophising about the mind,
'Bretano's thesis' was introduced into the analytic tradition in the mid-20"' century by Roderick
M. Chisholm, an American philosopher who translated several of Brentano's works into English
(e.g., Brentano 1966; 1981). Chisholm (1952; 1954; 1957) argued that a behaviouristic
account of belief, such as the Descartes-bashing

Gilbert Ryle ( 1 9 4 9 / 1 9 8 4 )

proposed, is

impossible on the basis that verbs such as 'believing' and 'desiring' are intentional terms, and
intentionality is an irreducibly inner property that cannot be restated in terms of overt
behaviour (Benfield 1998). As the now-monumental literature regarding intentionality attests,
Chisholm's claims were taken quite seriously. The point is that, regardless of more liberal
applications (e.g., Dretske 1988; Lockery 1989; Millikan 1989b), intentionality as a concept is
anthropogenic;

it

originates

in

an

analysis

of

human

mentality,

and

uncontroversial applications (e.g., folk psychology) are in the human domain.

its

only

truly

J.*^
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Intentionality:

i

ii

.

...

Cognitive processes are directed toward (are about) some external or

internal state of affairs.
Although much work in artificial intelligence and the philosophical wing of cognitive
science proceeded in ignorance of the latest neuroscience, not all of it did. The McCulloch-Pitt
neuron, while an idealization, was presumed to correlate with actual physical structures in the
brain, after all. The work of Canadian neuroscientist Donald Hebb provided the theoretical and
empirical basis for the first biologically inspired challenge to the classical symbol-processing
approach to cognition typified by Fodor's language of thought hypothesis (Fodor 1975).
Hebb claimed not only that cognitive processing takes place in the brain between the
perception of a stimulus and the initiation of a response, he also suggested that "much of the
activity in the brain proceeds independently of the messages received via the senses, and that
the latter amplify the former" (Wade 1995:189)(my italics). This suggested a

possible

neuroscientific basis for Freud's hypothesis, based on observations of his human patients, that
a substantial portion of mental activity takes place below the threshold of consciousness.
Hebb proposed that memory and learning are instantiated in the firing activity of groups of
neurons, or 'cell assemblies' (Hebb 1949). When neuron A and neuron B fire together, Hebb
claimed, physical changes occur in the synapses of the nerve cells that increase firing efficiency
and the probability of their firing together in future. Memory thus is retained via the
strengthening of connections in a neural assembly recruited in a particular activity. Initial
attempts to simulate Hebb's learning rule on computer were unimpressive, but his theory
figured

prominently

in the subsequent

development

of parallel distributed

processing

(McClelland, Rumelhart:, and Group 1986), also known as connectionism.
Despite functionalism, the brain continued to carry philosophical importance as well. The
orthodox naturalism of analytic philosophy requires a physicalist or materialist metaphysics,
and demands an occasional gesture in the relevant ontological direction. Thus the brain could
be relied upon to provide the hook to the 'physical' for mentality abstractly considered as the
mere occupation of an (unspecified) causal role. For example, 'C-fibres firing' continues to
provide

naturalistic

cover

for

a

rational

philosophical

investigation

of

phenomenal

consciousness using pain as an example. However, this sort of abstraction provides a highly
distorted and, in the final analysis, fairly useless picture, so the conclusions derived from it are
at best dubious (see especially Hardcastle 1999bb).
The point is that when biology or neuroscience did figure in the design of computer
architectures

or theoretical

speculations

about

the

nature

of

mental

content,

what

neurosurgeon Frank Vertosick (2002) calls "brain chauvinism"(p.5), reliance on the human (or
mammalian) brain as the benchmark of cognition, was never far away. The bias, in a somewhat
weaker form, apparently dates to Lamarck (1809/1984) and was not seriously challenged until
relatively recently (Maturana 1970). As Gregory Bateson points out, Lamarck's postulates for a
comparative psychology "laid down the rule that no mental function shall be ascribed to an
organism for which the complexity of the nervous system of the organism in insufficient"
(Bateson 1979:93-94). Nearly 200 years later, Lamarck's criterion remains dogma.
Neural complexity: Cognition requires a complex nen^ous system and/or a brain.
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Figure 2.3 Principles of the ( c o g n i t i v i s t ) anthropogenic approach to
cognition
Memory

Cognition requires the capacity to store and retrieve information.

Intelligence

Cognition generates (oris exhibited by) intelligent, problem solving
behaviour.

Information
processing

Cognition involves the transformation of inputs (from within the
system or from the environment), leading to an output that is
behaviourally overt or covert (internal to the system), in accordance
with one or more mathematical rules (computational functions or
algorithms).

Dissodability

The causal role that cognition occupies in a system is conceptually
and theoretically dissociable from the physical system in which it
operates.

Complex traits

An adequate theory of cognition must explain complex behavioural
traits, such as language, rationality and abstract thinking.

Representation

A cognitive state has a representational content; it represents some
entity, property or event.

Inference

Cognition involves inference, which is encoded in memory as a
representation (concept).

Intentionality

Cognitive processes are directed toward (or about) some external or
internal state of affairs.

Neural complexity

Cognition requires a complex nervous system and/or a brain.

I n sum, the disciplines that contributed significantly to the emergence of cognitive
science

(e.g.,

artificial

intelligence,

linguistics,

psychology,

philosophy,

neuroscience,

anthropology) substantially assumed a human starting point. Cybernetics, or mathematical
control theory (Wiener 1951), whose homeostasis-like feedback principles were critical to the
project

of designing

a mind

(Ashby

1952), was neither biogenic

nor

unambiguously

anthropogenic; but it also was not especially influential in the formulation of cognitivism's
central tenets (Dupuy 2000; Bindra 1984).
The anthropogenic nature of cognitivism can also be seen in its would-be rivals, all of
which were biogenic. Gibson's ecological perspective put the requirements of making a living
as a biological system firmly in the driver's seat of perception. Gibson conceived of visual
perception as the direct 'pick-up' of information intrinsically available in ambient light and
interpreted by the organism in terms of 'affordances' for interaction with aspects of the
environment

(Gibson

1979).

Both

pick-up

capacity

and

perception-as-affordance

are

contingent upon an organism's individual and lineage history of interaction with an ecological
niche, which is determined in the first instance by its embodiment. Similarly, Campbell and
Popper's

evolutionary

intrinsically

concerned

epistemology

conceived

with

problems, via trial-and-error, within

solving

of

knowledge-generating

capacities

as

the

explicitly

biological context of survival, wellbeing and reproduction (Popper 1 9 6 5 / 1 9 7 2 ;

Campbell

1 9 7 4 ) . Indeed, Popper proposed a new conception of the organism, as a hierarchically
organized system

of plastic controls, specifically

as a vehicle for his special brand

of
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(Popper

1965/1972).®^

FinaUy, the

neurosdentist

Humberto

Maturana, who with his student Francisco Varela advanced the autopoietic theory of living
organization (Maturana and Varela 1 9 7 3 / 1 9 8 0 ) , developed his biological theories initially in
the context of cognition and two basic questions: What is cognition as a function?

What is

cognition as a process? His seminal Biology of Cognition (Maturana 1970/1980), which remained
unavailable in English for a decade, begins with the then-controversial proposition: "Cognition
is a biological phenomenon and can only be understood as such; any epistemological insight
into the domain of knowledge requires this understanding" (p.7).
We will discuss the biogenic approach to cognition in more detail in the next chapter. The
point here is that biogenic alternatives were available; they just weren't very popular because
they didn't fit the prevailing paradigm. For the most part, cognitive scientists ignored them
(Lyon 2 0 0 4 ) . The notable exception is Fodor and Pylyshyn's critique of Gibson's claim that
perception requires no mental representation as cognitivists then conceived it (Fodor and
Pylyshyn 1 9 8 1 ) . The attack was explicitly intended by the authors to dissuade "a substantial
minority of the cognitive science community" who were tempted by Gibson to stray from the
"Establishment theory" (p. 139). However, when cognitive science's "identity crisis" began in
the mid-1980s (Bechtel, Abrahamsen, and Graham 1998), the major assaults came from the
biogenic ballpark.
Despite its early promise, the symbol-processing approach of classical computationalism
was running into trouble by the mid-1980s (Dreyfus, Dreyfus, and Athanasiou 1986; Winograd
and Flores 1986; Brooks 1991). Problems relating to how representations acquire meaning,
how background information operates in ordinary reasoning, and how an agent's store of
representations is continually updated as circumstances change moment to moment, not least
in response to the agent's own actions, stubbornly refused solution. While machines could be
taught to play chess like a grand master, they could not match a child's performance in
understanding a simple story. Connectionism, a biologically inspired computing architecture
based initially on Hebb's learning rule, provided a compelling new tool for developing and
testing theories about both natural and artificial cognition. However, the new technology did
not at first appear to require a fundamental shift from key cognitivist commitments, for
example, to the idea of cognition as computation over representations.
By contrast, Winograd and Flores (1986) argued for "a new foundation" for cognitive
science by explicitly questioning the principle of dissociability, not only the functionalist
thesis that cognition

can

be abstracted from the embodied

agent

but the

additional

assumption that the cognising agent can be objectively detached from the environment with
which it interacts. Maturana and Varela's autopoietic framework, and the central concept of the
'structural coupling' of organism and environment in the biological process of cognition, was
enlisted to support their claims.®" Autopoiesis figured again a few years later in arguments by
Randall Beer (1990), who claimed that intelligence is more properly conceived and understood
in terms of adaptive behaviour within the context of an environment and a biological
endowment.

Varela, together

with

psychologist

Eleanor

Rosch

and

philosopher

Evan

" Popper never much liked the phrase 'evolutionary epistemology'. While he and CampbeE woti<ed die same ground in compatible
ways—Campbell's seminal essay appears in a collection commenting on Popper's wodc—diey did never did so yoked t o the same
plough, as it were.
" Varela, for one, was keenly interested in the artificial simulation of autopoietic organization and thus was instrumental in founding the
field ofartificiallife (McMullin2001).
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T h o m p s o n , then reframed and reintroduced the main principles of autopoiesis in the context of
enactivism (Varela, T h o m p s o n , and Rosch 1 9 9 1 ) .
The Embodied C o g n i t i o n movement gained additional momentum when Brooks

(1991)

advanced the heresy that intelligence does not require representation. For Brooks, the focus in
A I on human rationality and problem solving presented intractable engineering problems, not
least because " h u m a n level intelligence is t o o complex and little understood to be correctly
d e c o m p o s e d " (ibid:139). Brooks also worried that the introspectively derived assumptions
a b o u t the nature of the perceptual world, assumptions that were built into the machines, were
very possibly "completely misleading and quite different from what we really use" (ibid:144).
Returning to the drawing board. Brooks returned to basic principles—biological

principles.

First, it struck Brooks that "there is no clean division between perception (abstraction) and
reasoning in the real world" (ibid:143). Like Gibson, he noticed that problem s o l v i n g takes
place in a dynamic, c h a n g i n g environment in which the reasoner has to survive and reproduce,
not in an abstract world of highly simplified stimuli. Second, Brooks consulted history to see
"the way in which Earth-based biological evolution spent its time" constructing intelligence
(ibid:141). The lesson he drew was that the hard part of intelligence, the bit that t o o k the
most time, was "the
surroundings

to

ability to

move around

a degree sufficient to

in

a dynamic environment,

achieve the

necessary

maintenance

sensing

the

of life

and

reproduction" (ibid). I f the evolutionary record is anything to go by. Brooks concluded, once
the capacities to effectively navigate a c h a n g i n g and unpredictable environment are in place
"problem solving behaviour, language, expert knowledge and application, and reason, are all
pretty simple" (ibid).®'
Finally, the advocates
cognition

might

not

of dynamical systems theory suggested the unthinkable:

be computational after all (van Gelder 1995), a l t h o u g h

this

that
last

challenge was not mounted on the basis of a biogenic rationale. The ramifications of all these
developments are still being played out. Bechtel and colleagues say that it is too s o o n to tell
whether the information-processing
comprehensive

characterization

model "will turn out to be a c o m p o n e n t of a more

of cognition, or whether it will have been a false step"

(1998:92).

2.5 How starting assumptions manifest in debates
I f the distinction I am trying to draw is in any way plausible, the obvious question is, so
whati

Isn't it just another way, among the proliferating many, of carving up the c o g n i t i v e

territory? The a n t h r o p o g e n i c / b i o g e n i c distinction is only useful if it helps us to make sense of
current problems and s u g g e s t s possible solutions. Does it do that? I think it does, in two ways.
First, the a n t h r o p o g e n i c / b i o g e n i c distinction demonstrates how the choice of starting point
can influence the

description

and explanation

of the

mental capacities and

properties

identified in Chapter 1. These differences can lead to terminological and conceptual disputes
that are difficult, if not impossible, to resolve because they rest on very different assumptions.
Agreement will remain elusive, I believe, as long as a deep source of disagreement remains
invisible. Second, the distinction provides insight into why cognitivism ran a g r o u n d in a
number of areas. Some of these problems do not arise with a biogenic approach, while others
can be more sharply defined by employing a biogenic approach. We will address this issue in

I am not agreeing with Brooks, merfy stating his positioa I don't think the evolutionary timeline is anytfiing to go by in the sense that
Erodes intends it
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Chapter 3. Now, we will look at how the anthropogenic/biogenic distinction manifests in
debates. Two examples will serve: first, the still-running controversy in psychology over the
relation of cognition and emotions; and, second, the recent debate over whether fish feel pain.
Until Robert Zajonc deliberately opened the can of worms by raising the issue of affect in a
speech accompanying an APA award for his contribution to psychology, cognitive
psychologists may well have continued to "simply ignore" the subject once central to
psychology (Zajonc 1980:152, fn3). Chiefly, Zajonc questioned the then-dominant view that
emotion emerges at the end of a chain of otherwise purely cognitive information processing as
a sort of 'colouring' or 'charge' attached to a percept or thought. Zajonc mounted a detailed
argument for two claims: 1) affect comes early in the process of information encoding and
retrieval, an idea captured in the slogan "affect is primary"; and 2) emotion and cognition arise
from "parallel, separate, and partly independent system[s]" in the brain, and the affective
system is much older, in evolutionary terms, and functionally more basic than cognition
(ibid:154). According to Zajonc, cognition and affect both involve "information" and "energy"
(both undefined) but in different proportions: cognition is information-dense while affect is
energy-dense. On this account, affective reactions are so energetic as to be "inescapable" and
"in-evocable", and so automatic as to be independent of inference and separable from
representational content (ibid:156-160). While the two systems interact, they also operate
independently to a significant degree. This is appropriate, Zajonc concluded, because survival
often depends on an instantaneous response, and cognition would only slow things down. All
animals have affective systems—they require them—but only some animals are capable of
cognition.
Richard Lazarus attacked Zajonc's 'two-system' model as biologically implausible. "The most
serious mistake in Zajonc's analysis," according to Lazarus (1982:1020), is his continued
embrace of the cognitivist model of cognition even as he rejected the cognitivist view of
emotion. Zajonc assumes not only the independence of cognition from emotion, but that
cognition is linear, rational and comprised of elements (representations) that are conscious, or
immediately available, to the agent. What is missing from the information-processing model of
both emotion and cognition, according to Lazarus, is the biological context in which they
evolved. The idea that cognition, emotion and motivation are independent entities, which
Lazarus originally attributes to faculty psychology (Lazarus 1982) and later to Plato (Lazarus
1999), is a useful fiction for organizing intuitions and data but cannot be biologically true.
The reason that it cannot be true is because, "emotion is always a response to meaning"
(Lazarus 1999:8). Meaning, according to Lazarus, is constructed by an organism in an on-going
relationship with an environment; this relationship, in turn, is always mediated by a goal state,
which at its most basic is survival or wellbeing (ibid.:3). Because meaning involves goals, any
response to meaning intrinsically involves motivation. Moreover, affect influences motivation
by providing "new situational goals and intentions."(ibid.:10) The appraisal of meaning is also
inherently cognitive, because it is an interpretation or assessment of the significance of
circumstances—defined as "one's plight at any given moment" (Lazarus 1982:1019)—relative
to the goal of wellbeing. In Lazarus' 'cognitive appraisal' model, emotion is elicited in lower
animals by "evaluative perception" and in humans by "complex cognitive appraisal", but both
necessarily involve inferences regarding the significance of events to wellbeing (ibid.:1019). In
addition, both types of appraisal are automatic, non-deliberative, need not imply awareness,
and thus cannot be equated with calculative rationality (ibid.:1022). Emotions, on Lazarus'
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biogenic account, are the "result of an anticipated, experienced, or imagined outcome of an
adaptation ally relevant transaction between organism and environment" (ibid.:1023-1024).
The Zajonc-Lazarus debate, which resulted in dozens of articles, continues in a refined form
to the

present

day. However, recent research

provides mounting

evidence for

Lazarus'

integrated biogenic view (Craig 2003; Roseman and Evdokas 2004; Gray, Braver, and Raichle
2 0 0 2 ) . Cognition, emotion and motivation may be conceptually distinguishable, and some
aspects may be more or less related to definable brain structures, but the empirical evidence
suggests that, functionally, these processes are highly interdependent (Summers, Crowe, and
Ng 2 0 0 3 ; Johnson-Frey 2003; Tassinary et al. 1984; Dalgleish and Power 1999) and are not
dissociable

"in

the

course

of

normal

operations"

(Mcintosh,

Fitzpatrick,

and

Friston

2001:1233).®'
A second example of how an anthropogenic or a biogenic approach can influence the
characterization of mental capacities, leading to real or apparent impasse in a debate, is the
issue of whether fish feel pain. Pain is among a handful of classic philosophical examples of
phenomenal

awareness, what Damasio (1999)

calls 'the feeling

of what

happens'. The

International Association for the Study of Pain (lASP) defines pain as "an unpleasant sensory
and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described in
terms of such damage" (Merskey and Bogduk 2003). Studies of animal pain turn almost entirely
upon behaviour and, to some extent, analogy with human physiological processes because in
the absence of verbal report it is "impossible to truly know whether an animal has an emotion"
(Sneddon, Braithwaite, and Gentle 2003:1115-6). Three tests are necessary (if not sufficient) in
order to infer that an animal feels pain: 1) the animal is capable of perceiving a potentially
painful sensory stimulus; 2) it reacts physiologically and behaviourally to the stimulus; and 3)
it can learn to avoid the stimulus.
While the detection of tissue-damaging stimuli, or nociception, has been documented in
mammals and birds, its status in less neurally complex vertebrates is unclear. However, recent
research provides compelling evidence that teleost (bony) fishes, such as rainbow trout, have
nociceptors and feel pain. In the original study (Sneddon, Braithwaite, and Gentle 2 0 0 3 ) , four
groups

of

captive

rainbow

trout

were tested

for the

physiological

and

behavioural

consequences of exposure to noxious stimuli. In two groups substances known to be painful in

" Let me provide two examples from recent research First, a Washington Univeraty study using fiinctional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) demonstrates that the processing streams for memory and emotion fully integrate in the lateral prefrontal cortEx, a brain
region also associated with mediation of goal-oriented behaviour, or motivation (Gray, Braver, and Raichle 20CG). Brain activity was
recorded as subjects performed a demanding cognitive task involving verbal and nonverbal woridng memory after watching a video
designed to elidt an emotional response. Consistent with earlier studies, pleasant emotional states enhanced verbal woridng memory
but impaired spatial woridng memwy, while unpleasant emotional states evinced the opposite pattern. The fMRI revealed a aossover
interaction of the cognitive and emotional processing streams in die lateral prefrontal cortex, s u g ^ n g that "at some point of
processing, functional specialization is lost and emotion and cognition conjointly and equally contribute to the control of thought and
behaviour" (ibid.:4115). The degree of emotional engagement, confimied by self-report, predicted behavioural perfomiance "consistent
with a functional influence of emotion on h i ^ e r cognition" (ibid.:4118). The experiments must be replicated, but the proposed model
appeare to make adaptive sense. Emotional states "transiently enhance or impair" some cognitive ftrnctions, which "bias the overall
control of thought and behaviour" to more effectirely "meet the demands of the particular situation at hand" (ibid.:4115).
Humour, traditionally considered a purdy cognitive phenomenon given the necessary combination of thought and
communication for its successful operation, is another example of the mutual in-formation of cognition and emotion. Humour relies
on the c c ^ t i v e juxtaposition of different, usually unrelated, mental sets. Functional MRl imaging studies show that the cognitive
pathways involved in processing jokes differ accordir^ to content, namely, whether the joke is principally semantic or phonological (a
pun) (Goel and Dolan 2001). However, what appears to be common to all successful jokes, those that elidt the desired amused
response, is the affective component indicated by activity in a brain region assodated with reward processing. This is so regardless of the
modality-spedfic pathway activated by the cognitive aspect of the joke.
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humans and to stimulate nociceptive responses in mammals and frogs, bee venom and acetic
a d d , were injected into the fishes' lips. Saline solution was injected into the third group as a
neutral comparator for the injection procedure, which was performed under anaesthetic. The
fourth group, the control, was subjected only to handling stress.
As expected, all groups displayed a heightened physiological response in terms of gill beat
rate, equivalent to respiratory changes in mammals. In the control and saline groups, the
increases corresponded to increases previously seen by other researchers in stressed fishes. The
ventilation changes in the bee venom and acetic a d d groups, however, were dramatically
higher. I n addition, the bee venom and acetic a d d groups displayed "anomalous behaviours"
never before seen in fishes, including rocking behaviour "reminiscent of the stereotypical
rocking behaviour of primates that is believed to be an indicator of poor welfare and t h o u g h t
to be performed as comfort behaviour" (Sneddon, Braithwaite, and Gentle 2 0 0 3 : 1 1 1 9 ) . The
behaviour was observed only in the first hour and a half after injection, presumably the period
of greatest discomfort. The a d d group also rubbed their lips against the gravel on the bottom
of the tanks and on the side of the tanks in the period immediately following injection,
reminiscent of the way humans tend to rub injuries just after they are sustained. Finally,
whereas the saline and control groups resumed feeding after an hour, the venom and acid
groups took an average of three hours to resume feeding, and appeared to do so only after the
behavioural and physiological effects subsided. Based on the physiological and behavioural
effects displayed by the venom- and add-treated trout, together with existing data showing
that various types of fishes learn to avoid aversive noxious events such as electric shock, the
researchers concluded that the results of the study "fulfil[...] the criteria for animal pain"
(ibid..-1120).®'
James D. Rose, professor of zoology and physiology at the University of Wyoming,
challenged the assertion that fish feel pain on the basis that fish are not conscious

of pain

(Schiermeier 2003; Cowell 2003). I n an article that appeared a year before the study mentioned
above, Rose (2002) argued along two broad lines: first, that the behavioural responses to
noxious stimuli are separate from the (undefined) psychological experience of pain; and,
second, that (undefined) human consdousness and pain experience are assodated with certain
parts of the cerebral cortex, and fish brains do not have these regions nor their functional
equivalents. Central to Rose's argument is his belief that c o n s d o u s n e s s — i n this case, awareness
of being in a particular psychological state while in that state—is a necessary feature of the
experience of pain. Although experience is generally used synonymously with c o n s d o u s n e s s in
the philosophical literature on phenomenology, a biogenic construction is possible. For
example, experience can be defined as any perceptible environmental interaction or internal
state of affairs that has an impact on an organism, predpitating a change of state or behaviour.
Similarly, consdousness can be defined minimally in terms of attention and the ability to
attend to a stimulus (Farah 2 0 0 0 ) or more richly as metacognition (awareness that one is
aware), as Rose does. The latter is clearly anthropogenic; it is derived in the first instance from
the human case and confirmed in other humans through self-report:.
Since the original study, it has been shown that while trout may not have the same brain
structures as humans, they do have opioid receptors; morphine significantly reduces painAccording to Bshary, Wickler and Fricke (2002)., the literature on fish behaviour provides evidence that "most [cognitive] phenomena
of interest to primatologists are found in fish as wel" (p.l) These abilities include "social learning and traditioa cooperative
hunting, .spedal foraging skills, tool use, cognitive maps, memoiy, anti-predator behaviour, and the manipulation of the environment"
(ibid.)
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related behaviours and physiological responses and blocks avoidance learning
2 0 0 3 ) . While trout have fewer C-fibres than higher vertebrates, the

(Sneddon

electrophysiological

properties of fish nociceptors reportedly "are almost identical to those found in

higher

vertebrates[,] suggesting the evolution of these properties occurred before the emergence of
the fish groups" (Sneddon 2004:123). A recent review concludes that data from anatomical,
pharmacological and behavioural studies jointly support the view that "affective states of pain,
fear and stress are likely to be experienced by fish in similar ways as in tetrapods" (Chandroo,
Duncan, and Moccia 2004:225).
Yet Rose's objection still cannot be met. Just because fish responses to noxious stimuli
resemble pain behaviour in mammals does not mean they correlate with either the 'raw feel' of
human pain (although it's hard to see how nociception might induce such complex behaviours
without a qualitative aspect) or with meta-cognition. External resemblance among behaviours
may not be a reliable guide to inner experience;®® not infrequently it is an erroneous indicator
in human beings. The disjunction presents a problem. It suggests that while the experience of
pain may be a classic indicator of consciousness, in phylogenetically distant and structurally
divergent species some other proof of consciousness, like verbal report, is first necessary to
verify the experience of pain. Yet the problem of other minds suggests such proof may prove
impossible. The only reasonably reliable measure of inner experience we have besides external
behaviour is self-report, which requires language. Thus, as long as the anthropogenic criterion
of consciousness-as-we-know-it is the basis of the argument against fish pain, the debate has
nowhere to go.
The Zajonc-Lazarus debate and the issue of fish pain are not isolated examples. An
anthropogenic-biogenic

analysis

can

be

applied

in

many

debates

concerning

mental

capacities, including interpretations of the 'mirror test' of self-awareness; 'theory of mind'
experiments in non-human primates; and definitions of goal-oriented (as against goal-seeking
or

goal-directed)

behaviour.

However,

the

anthropogenic

and

biogenic

underlying such analyses remain largely invisible. An example of a strong

assumptions
anthropogenic

reading and a strong biogenic reading for each of the mental capacities and propertiies
discussed in Chapter 1 is presented in Figure 2.3 below. 'Strong' in each case means an
interpretation close to the respective starting point, which for the anthropogenic approach is a
rich interpretation of the human capacity and in the biogenic approach is more widely
applicable to biological systems and, therefore, minimal. The purpose is to show how, given
ordinary psychological terminology, radically different readings can be obtained with different
pre-theoretical suppositions. In the next chapter we will see how the 'family traits' of the two
approaches constrain explanation and the sorts of problems they present.

For a fascinating discussion of this issue in relation to the attribution to non-human primates of a 'theory of mind' see in particular
(Povinelli, Berii^ and Giambrone 2000; Povineffi et aL 1997; PovineDi and Vonk 2003).
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Figure 2.3 Anthropogenic & biogenic approaches to mental
capacities and properties

Awareness -

Reflexive awareness;
metacognition

Orienting response; ability to
selectively attend

Perception ^

Inferential or conceptually
mediated feature sensing

Feature sensing

Memory

Stored information decoupled
from the immediate stimulus
situation (e.g., episodic
memory, or access to retained
information about distant life
events)

Information retention (e.g.,
working memory, or quick access
to retained information brought
to bear on the execution of a
goal-directed behaviour)

Hedonic response plus
conditioned or unconditioned
cognition (e.g., love, pride,
jealousy, etc.)

Attraction, repulsion, neutrality
(hedonic response)

Motivation

Goal-driven striving; goals are
explicit (i.e., to agent)

Teleonomic striving; goals are
tacit (e.g., existential
conditions)

Discrimination
(choice, schema)

Ability to differentiate a state
of affairs as a particular state of
affairs and not another; having
a concept

Selectivity; differentiation of a
state of affairs from another state
of affairs

Decision-making

Rationality; understanding the
differences between possible
courses of action and selecting
the (logically) superior option

Selecting one behaviour over
another possible behaviour in a
given circumstance; adaptability

Sensorimotor
activity (initiation,
control)

'Voluntary' movement;
initiation or cessation of a
particular action for a reason

Movement initiated or halted as
a result of (external or internal)
sensory information

Error correction

Capacity to perceive that an
action has failed to bring about
the desired effect and to alter
behavioural strategy.

Capacity to detect the failure of
a behavioural interaction and to
attempt an alternative (sooner or
later)

Learning

Ability to change conditionals
or rules governing behaviour
(e.g., self-directed or languagedependent learning)

Experience-modulated behaviour
change

Self-reference

Self-awareness; concept of'self

Mechanism for distinguishing
'self from 'non-self

Language (symbolic)

Mechanism for initiating
purposive interaction (e.g., with
conspecifics)

Affect

:

V

Communication

~

Two a

PROPERTY
Intentionality
V
Normativily

^

a

//

Beliefs and desires (i.e.,
propositional attitudes)

Directedness toward an object

Value assignment based on
experience, convention

Behaviour aimed at facilitating
survival, wellbeing (homeostasis)
and reproduction

Conclusion
The starting point of inquiry makes a difference. When the explanatory target is cognition,
the choice appears to be either the human case, the most certain example of the phenomenon,
or the principles of the living state, from which arose every kind of cognition with which we are
familiar. The anthropogenic approach and the biogenic approach are both necessary for a
complete picture of mind, but to date the anthropogenic approach has clearly dominated. I
have argued that the failure to recognize the anthropogenic and biogenic assumptions
underlying the analysis of issues relating to cognition has led to debates that may be
impossible to resolve as long as these assumptions remain obscure. Responsibility for cognitive
science's failure to achieve anything like a rough approximation of what cognition is and what
cognition

does, despite half a century of cognitive revolution, must surely rest with the

'Establishment theory' that has guided research and dominated discussion during that period.
As we will see in the next chapter, there are good reasons for this failure.
A quarter century ago, Neisser (1976) concluded that cognitivism had yet to provide "a
conception of human nature" on a par with the approaches it had supplanted (p. 2-3).
Psychoanalysis and behaviourism both offered valid scientific insights not readily derived from
introspection that caught the public as well as the scientific imagination and shaped the way
we look at the world. Freud claimed that thought and behaviour are shaped significantly by
aspects of mentality beyond our conscious grasp. Watson and Skinner suggested that human
beings, like other animals, "are almost infinitely malleable" by virtue of conditioning (ibid.:4).
Ironically, given its anthropogenic roots, the information-processing model had failed, in
Neisser's view, to commit "to any conception of human nature that could apply beyond the
confines of the laboratory" (ibid:6). We are still waiting. There was a time when, arguably, we
had little effective choice but to take the human case as the starting point for investigating
cognition, which forms the basis of our conception of human nature. That time is now well and
truly past. There can be no harm, and may be great benefit, in trying the alternative, the
biogenic approach to cognition, to which we will now turn.

The biogenic family of cognitive explanation*

The mind had to be first about the body, or it could
not have been.
— Antonio Damasio (1995:xvi)

Introduction
In the last chapter the distinction was drawn between the anthropogenic and biogenic
approaches to cognition. Anthropogenic approaches begin with and generalize from the
features of human cognition derived from introspective experience, observation of human
behaviour, and/or the neuroscience of the human brain. Anthropogenic approaches may enlist
biological principles for explanatory purposes, and generally must do to some degree for
scientific plausibility, but in this family of explanation the questions assume human
psychological attributes, decompose them into tractable units of analysis, and ask what sort of
biological story might account for them. By contrast, biogenic approaches begin with general
principles of biological organization and functioning and proceed from those prindples to a
theory of mind. Biogenic approaches ask psychological questions as if they were biological
ones. For example, what is it that biological systems do such that they might require
cognition?
Anthropogenic approaches have dominated cognitive inquiry throughout history, for
obvious reasons: we have introspective access to the contents of our own minds and can
communicate these contents to others. In the last chapter I extracted from the dominant
paradigm—cognitivism or computationalism—a set of'family traits', or guiding principles, for
contemporary anthropogenic approaches to cognition. Family traits typically serve as
constraints on identification (e.g., he has the Morgan chin, she has the Foltz nose). Here they
also serve as explanatory constraints, parameters to be accommodated to some degree or other

' A vetaon of this chapter appears in (Lyon 2006). The material isreprintedwith the land permison of Springer-Veriag (Heiddberg).
Portions of this chapter also appear in {Lyon 200}-) and are reprinted with kind pemiission of Imprint Academic (Thcxveiton).
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in an adequate account of cognition within the particular family. In different species of
explanation these traits may be explicit or implicit, one trait may be emphasized at the expense
of another, but they cannot be ignored.
I n this chapter I will sketch the traits of the biogenic family of cognitive explanation, of
which I identify 14. The characteristics are derived from the biogenic genera, which on my
current reckoning are principally three: self-organizing complex systems (SOCS), autopoiesis,
and biosemiotics. The latter shows promise but its formulation remains rather vague at this
stage. The genera differ from one another in their points of departure or emphasis. Artificial Life
is not counted separately because research conducted under this rubric usually falls within one
or more of the frameworks listed. Within each genus are species of explanation, specific
hypotheses or conceptual frameworks that also differ subtly from one another. Collectively, the
biogenic family traits provide a rather hefty set of constraints on any explanation of cognition
pursued within this approach. This set of empirical constraints is the major strength of biogenic
approaches

to

cognition

generally,

particularly

when

compared

to

the

traits

of

the

anthropogenic family. For this reason, I argue, the biogenic approach is better equipped to
address foundational issues such as what cognition is and what cognition does.
The chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the anthropogenic family traits and
argues that, collectively, they not only constrain cognitive explanations very little but also
generate a number of problems. Section 3 describes the different biogenic genera and is
divided into three subsections corresponding to them. Self-organizing complex systems, as the
dominant approach and most populous genus, is described in greatest detail. The principles
that constitute the biogenic family traits are infened at relevant points in the discussion.
Section 4 compares the anthropogenic and biogenic sets of constraints and discusses the
advantages of the biogenic approach for developing a theory of natural cognition.
Before we proceed, however, let me briefly distinguish biogenic approaches from Embodied
Cognition

(EC). Embodied Cognition is the philosophical movement associated with the

belated recognition that knowledge-generating
embodied

in

an

organism

(human

mechanisms (such as we know them) are

or otherwise) that is situated

or embedded in

an

environment with which it must continually contend and which, in doing so, it also modifies
(Varela, Thompson, and Rosch 1991; Clark 1997aa). Additionally, EC recognizes that the
mechanisms of cognition have evolved to assist the organism in its interaction with an
environment (see especially. Beer 1990; Godfrey-Smith 1996; Sterelny 2003). EC thus holds
that

cognition

cannot

be explained

adequately if divorced from consideration

of the

environment with which an organism is coupled. As a trend within cognitive science, EC is
better seen as a necessary philosophical readjustment—one might say the acknowledgement of
the bleeding obvious—rather than a research program with particular characteristics, such as
classical computationalism. By acknowledging that the only cognitive mechanisms

about

which we are certain are those that have evolved in biological systems constantly e n g a g e d in
body-world

interactions,

EC exhorts

us

to

take

prevailing

biological

knowledge

and

evolutionary theory seriously. But biology can be taken seriously in all sorts of ways. One need
not begin with the principles of biology to ensure at a minimum that one's theory of mind does
not contravene those principles.
This is illustrated by the fact that some prominent advocates of evolved and embodied
cognition,

who

take a highly

conceptual frameworks

biological approach

grounded in the cognitivist

to the subject, nevert;heless
paradigm, which

I

retain

have argued

is

anthropogenic. These include, for example, Clark (1997ab), Dennett (1996), Dretske (2000),
and Sterelny (2003). All emphasize the importance of the body-world relation in explaining
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cognition and were part of the necessary attitudinal readjustment in cognitive science of
which EC is the flag-bearer, but all have conceptual frameworks grounded more or less in
intentional (belief-desire) psychology. Even the relentlessly biological and phylogenetically
egalitarian philosophies of Ruth Garrett Millikan (1984; 1989b) and Peter Godfrey-Smith
(1996) work from the ground cleared by cognitivism. See, for example, Godfrey-Smith's
characterization of "a basic cognitive tool-kit, enabling perception, the formation of beliefs or
belief-like representational states, their interaction with motivational states, and behaviour"
(ibid:13)(my emphasis).
I n sum, while a biogenic approach to cognition is intrinsically embodied, an embodied
approach need not be biogenic. One can take a biogenic approach to beliefs and desires as
psychological phenomena requiring explanation, for example, without assuming first (as do
some anthropogenic approaches) that beliefs and desires are hallmarks of cognition. No matter
how biological the terms in which the argument is pressed, the assumption that propositional
attitudes are essential features of natural cognition has its origin in the human case and any
approach adopting this stance is anthropogenic. Again, the anthropogenic/biogenic
distinction relates to starting assumptions about the problem space, not how 'biological' a
proposal is. It is also important to remember that one approach is not intrinsically superior to
the other. Both are important and necessary for a complete picture of cognition. However, it is
wise to select horses for courses. The main claim of this chapter is that the biogenic approach is
better suited to tackling foundational issues relating to cognition.

3.1 The anthropogenic family traits and their weaknesses
relative to the foundational project
To put the discussion of the biogenic approach in some context, in this section I will revisit
the anthropogenic family traits derived in Chapter 2, show how little they constrain cognitive
explanation and outline some of the problems to which they give rise.
Information processing: Cognition involves the transfonnation of inputs (from within the
system or from the environment), leading to an output that is behaviourally overt or covert
(internal to the system), in accordance with one or more mathematical rules

(computational

functions or algorithms).
Thermostats and guided missiles famously meet this criterion, but apparently so does just
about everything. "[I]nformational concepts are so powerful," observes Luciano Floridi (2004),
"that, given the right level of analysis, anything can be presented as an information[processing] system" (p.566). The claim that computation is ubiquitous—first advanced by
Searle (1992) and Putnam ( 1 9 8 8 ) — t u r n s on the claim that any sufficiently complex object
can be described as implementing a computational program (Scheutz 1998). The pattern of
molecular movements in an office wall, for example, can be described (theoretically at least) as
isomorphic with the formal structure of a word-processing program (Searle 1992). Whether this
particular argument is plausible does not concern us, but, rather, the fact that it trades
substantially on two persistent weaknesses in computationalism: "the recalcitrant notion[...]
of computation" and the related issue of implementation (Scheutz 2002a:16), both of which
remain the subject of considerable debate (Clark 2001; Bechtel, Abrahamsen, and Graham
1998). The implementation issue, although important, also does not concern us; the
conceptual issue does.
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Brian CantweLL Smith, whose 30-year investigation into the foundations of cognitive
science are to be published by MIT Press in a seven-volume series/' proposes that there are at
Least seven different "construals" of computation currently in use in the computer sciences,
artificial intelligence, artifidal life and the cognitive sciences

(Smith

2 0 0 2 : 2 8 ) . ' ° Smith

c o n c l u d e s that all seven notions fail, individually and collectively, on two counts. First, they
fail to explain "the full range of computational practice" within the various disciplines, what
Smith calls the empirical criterion. Second, they fail to "provide an intelligible f o u n d a t i o n for
the c o m p u t a t i o n a l theory of mind" (pp. 24, 31), the cognitive criterion. Smith argues that
despite a large and impressive body of practice associated with them, computers " d o

not

constitute a distinct, delineated subject matter" (ibid:52). As the empirical criterion fails, so
must the cognitive criterion because "computationalism's fundamental t h e s i s — t h a t the mind
is computational...claims that people (i.e., us) are computers in whatever way that computers
(i.e., those t h i n g s over there) are computers, or at least in whatever way some of those t h i n g s
are computers" (ibid:27). The upshot is that no comprehensive theory of c o m p u t i n g can be
expected to provide the requisite foundation for a computational theory of mind. This is bad
news for the traditional ambitions of cognitive science, but. Smith claims, "exciting

and

t r i u m p h a l " news in other respects (ibid:52). Whether Smith is correct in his more speculative
c o n c l u s i o n s I cannot say. The point is that, given problems with the various n o t i o n s of
computation,

the

information-processing

criterion

cannot

be

expected

to

constrain

explanations of c o g n i t i o n very effectively.
Chomsky ( 1 9 9 7 ; 2 0 0 0 ) suggests another reason why computationalism failed to shed much
l i g h t on what cognitive capacities actually do, namely, because it proceeded as no other
natural science ever has. Instead of using (computer) simulations as models to shed light on
how the natural p h e n o m e n o n really w o r k s — a s did Jacques de Vaucanson, the great mechanical
artificer of Descartes' day, with his clockwork d u c k — C h o m s k y

points out that

cognitive

scientists have tended to construct automata principally to satisfy performance criteria, where
success is measured by how well the simulation performs on a target behaviour (e.g., l a n g u a g e
translation, l a n g u a g e comprehension, chess playing, expert decision making). To the natural
scientist, simulations merit attention to the extent that they provide insight into how natural
systems actually do what they do. Were a peri'ormance test devised for 'digestion' or 'flying',
Chomsky writes, "the natural scientist would simply disregard it, unless it somehow s h e d some
light on actual existing systems that are under investigation" (Chomsky 1 9 9 7 : 2 8 ) . Yet some
cognitive scientists have extolled the virtues of this "departure from the natural sciences" on
g r o u n d s it offers the promise of a theory sufficiently general to apply to human a n d artificial
c o g n i t i o n ( p . 2 9 - 3 0 ) , a goal that today looks ever more elusive.

" The chapter by Smith dted here is purportedly the introduction to the forthcoming series, The Age ofSignijkance An Essay on the
Origins of Computation andlntentionality (Cambridge, MA; MIT Press).
Smith's seven "construals of computing" are: "1) formal symbol manipulation (FSM): the idea, derivative from a century's woik in
formal logic and metamathematics, of a machine manipulating symbolic or (at least potentially) meaningful expressions without regard
to their interpretation or semantic content effecthv computability (EC): what can be done, and how hard it is to do it, mechanically, as
it were, by an abstraa analc^e of a 'mere machine'; execution of an algorithm (ALG) or rukfoUowing (RF): what is involved, and what
behaviour is thereby produced, in following a set of rules or instructions, such as when making dessert; calculation of a fiinction (FUN):
the behaviour, when given as input an argument to a mathematicalfiinction,of producing as output the value of that function applied
to that argument digital state machine (D SM): the idea of an automaton with afinite,disjoint set of internally homogeneous machine
states—as parodied in the 'dunk, dunk, dunk' gait of a igsffs cartoon robot; information processing (IP): what is involved in storing,
manipulating, displaying, and otherwise trafficking in information, whatever information might be; and physical symbol systems (PSS):
die idea, made femous by Newell and Simon...that somehow or other, computers interact with, and perhaps also are made of,
symbols in a way that depends on their mutual physical embodiment" (Smith 200228-29) In another version of this chapter. Smith
proposes 'additional construals' of computation now widespread: dynamics, interactive agents, and self-organiang or complex adaptive
systems.
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As we saw in Chapter 2, computationalism has been under growing challenge for the past
15 years (e.g., Varela, Thompson, and

Rosch

1 9 9 1 ; Dreyfus 1972; Dreyfus, Dreyfus, and

A t h a n a s i o u 1 9 8 6 ; Searle 1 9 9 2 ; van Gelder 1 9 9 5 ; J o h n s o n and Erneling 1 9 9 7 ) . " Its death knell
has already been s o u n d e d by some (Bringsjord 1 9 9 8 ) , while others actively contemplate the
shape of a post-cognitivist future (Potter 2 0 0 0 ) . Only time will tell if these notices are
premature. However, traditionally strong advocates of computationalism take seriously the
need to reform and revitalize the paradigm and to address some of the foundational flaws
(Scheutz 2 0 0 2 b ; Fodor 2 0 0 0 ; Clark 2 0 0 1 ; Bechtel, Abrahamsen, and Graham 1 9 9 8 ) . As one of
its

foremost

proponents

laments,

computationalism's

most

significant

contribution

to

understanding mind so far has been "mostly to throw some light on how much dark there is"
(Fodor 2 0 0 0 : 1 0 0 ) . The bottom line, from our perspective, is that computationalism as a
paradigm

and

computation

as

understanding of what cognition

a

principle

have

is and what cognition

brought

us

no

closer to

a

genuine

does despite five decades of singularly

concentrated effort.
Intelligence:

Cognition generates

(oris evident in) inteUigent, problem-solving

behaviour.

Complex traits: An adequate theory of cognition must explain complex behavioural
such as language, rationality and abstract

traits

thinking.

These two principles are linked, a n d almost every significant term is problematic. At its
most basic, behaviour \s a manner of acting, a pattern of change in response to c h a n g e . I n this
sense, the molecules in a gas 'behave'; the branches of a tree tossed by the wind 'behave'; a leg
jerking up in response to a tap on the patella 'behaves'. Famously, there is n o t h i n g cognitive
a b o u t behaviour per se. The debate has always been about what sort of behaviour qualifies as
cognitive, and the proposals are many. The problem-solving

qualifier narrows the field, but not

by much. While ruling out molecules in a gas, wind-tossed branches and patellar reflexes, it
nevertheless admits every organism on the planet. As Popper ( 1 9 9 9 ) compellingly argues, All
life is problem solving:

"All organisms are inventors and technicians, good or not s o g o o d ,

successful or not so successful, in solving technical problems" presented by the environment or
the state of their own bodies (p. 100). As we will see in Chapter 5, even bacteria inhabit
extremely complex, highly dynamic environments filled with competitors, predators and prey,
as well as potential allies and symbionts. One gram of soil in a temperate z o n e — a
fluctuating

environment

whose

biodiversity

has been likened to a rainforest—has

rapidly
been

estimated to "harbour up to 10 billion microorganisms of possibly thousands of different
species" (Torsvik and 0vreas 2 0 0 2 : 2 4 0 ) , in addition to fungi; eukaryotes such as amoeba,
protists, nematodes and other invertebrates that prey on bacteria; as well as the roots of plants
that may be targets for (mutualistic or pathogenic) interaction. Because successful a d a p t a t i o n
to an ecological niche by any organism demands appropriate solutions to a set of existential
problems, neurosurgeon Frank Vertosick ( 2 0 0 2 ) is among a growing number of thinkers arguing
for acknowledgement of "the intelligence of every living t h i n g " (but see also Ben-Oacob et al.
2 0 0 4 ; Humphrey 1 9 9 2 ; Margulis and Sagan 2 0 0 0 ; Margulis 2 0 0 1 ) .
However, intelligence, too, is a highly fraught notion for which "no...conceptualisation has
yet answered all the important questions and none commands universal assent," such that
when "two dozen prominent theorists" were asked to define intelligence, "they gave two dozen
somewhat

different

definitions"

(Neisser et al. 1 9 9 6 : 7 7 ) .

Unusual among

psychological

constructs, intelligence has been burdened with a host of complex political associations, at
least since Plato suggested intellect as a means of demarcating social class (Richardson 1 9 9 9 ) .

" For an interesting example of the debates, see the extensive commentary inresponseto (Searie 2001).
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Largely due to this highly charged political b a g g a g e , " the American Psychological Association
deputed

a blue-ribbon

task force to

provide "an

authoritative

report on

[the]

issues"

surrounding intelligence that "all sides could use as a basis for discussion" (Neisser et al.
1 9 9 6 : 7 7 ) . The g r o u p concluded that "concepts of 'intelligence' are attempts to clarify and
organize" not a single phenomenon but a complex set of phenomena involving differences in
i n d i v i d u a l s ' abilities to do a variety of things, including "to understand complex ideas, to
adapt effectively to the environment, to learn from experience, to e n g a g e in various forms of
reasoning, [and] to overcome obstacles by taking t h o u g h t " (ibid). Leading
theories advance the idea of multiple forms of intelligence, of which

contemporary

psychometric tests

measure but one (e.g., Gardner 1 9 8 3 ; Sternberg 1985).
In

his

survey

of the concept

of intelligence,

psychologist

Ken

Richardson

(1999)

c o n c l u d e s that "knowledge representation and reasoning are acknowledged to be the core
processes" involved

(p. 1 6 - 1 7 ) . According

to

Richardson, Darwin believed that "a

little

dose...of j u d g e m e n t and reason, often comes into play, even in animals very low in the scale of
nature," and his disciple George Romanes attempted to give this notion more substantial form
with his i n t r o d u c t i o n of a "phylogenetic scale of intelligence" ( i b i d : 1 0 ) — i d e a s that we saw in
Chapter 2 are allied to the n o w - o u t m o d e d Scala Naturae view of evolution. Again, however,
there is no agreement about the meaning of the relevant constructs, including
(Alavi

and

Leidner

1999)

and

rationality

(e.g., Cherniak

1986),

but

knowledge

also the

complex

behavioural traits associated with human intelligence, such as language (e.g., Dennett 1 9 8 9 ;
Prete 2 0 0 4 ) ; consciousness (e.g., Hardcastle 2 0 0 1 ) ; and culture (e.g.de Waal 2 0 0 1 ; Byrne et al.
2004).
The complexity

requirement also aims to narrow the field but encounters problems of its

own. How many variables, parameters or degrees of freedom are required for a mental capacity
to be considered complex? As best I can ascertain, the principal attempts in p s y c h o l o g y t o
operationalize the notion of 'cognitive complexity' relate to the differentiation of 'person
constructs' relevant to social communication (O'Keefe and Sypher 1 9 8 1 ) , which have limited
utility for investigating the foundations of cognition as a biological function. So-called 'basic
behaviour', classically displayed by invertebrates such as the parasitic wasp Sphex

ichneumonea

a n d l o n g dismissed as reflexive and relatively easy to explain, turns out to be more flexible,
complex and harder to account for than anticipated (Keijzer 2 0 0 1 ) . Moreover, the same can be
said of that standard example of rigid, pinball-like behaviour, bacterial chemotaxis, as we will
see in Chapter 5.
Representation:

A cognitive state has a representational

content; it represents

some

entity, property or event.
Inference:

Cognition involves inference, which is encoded in memory as a

representation

(concept).
Intentionality:

Cognitive processes are directed toward (or about) some external or internal

state of affairs.
These three principles are also related. I f cognitive states are about states of affairs, and
that is clearly how they seem to us, they have a content of some kind. C o n t e n t , " in turn, bears
some relation (e.g., co-variation, isomorphism, 'standing in') to the states of affairs a b o u t

The proximate cause was the publication in of Hemnstein and Murray's The Bell Curve (1994) and their controversial (widdy
reported) conclusions about racial differences in performance on psychometric tests.
" O'Brien and Opie (1999; 2001) demonstrate, convincingly in my view, that it is the physical vehicle or carrier of content tiiat bears the
relation to the represented state of af&irs, but their stnictural view is not yet widely accepted.
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which it is content by definition. This (unspecified) relation is commonly conceived of as
representational. As a concept, representation is just as heterogeneous as

computation

(Auyang

meaning

2000;

representation

Haugeland
ranges

from

1991;

Clapin, Staines, and Slezak

meaningful

co-variation

2004). The

of cognitive

states with

of

changing

conditions, the kind of correspondence of which a mechanical device such as a Watt governor
is capable (Bechtel 1998), to digitally encoded symbols comprising the atoms of a 'language
of t h o u g h t ' (Fodor 1975), to yet richer, analogue notions of structural resemblance (O'Brien
and Opie 2004). While we may label as representations the distributed patterns of neural
activity elicited in response to a stimulus—patterns that experimental evidence suggests will
differ, given the same stimulus, from one individual to the next and also will differ, in the same
individual, from one experience of the same stimulus to the next (Freeman 1 9 9 9 ) — i t is unclear
what this label really purchases.
Continuing debates about representation include the sorts of mental representation that
exist (Haugeland 1991; Pylyshyn 2003; Pylyshyn 2003; Slezak 2002); how mental
representations can be causally efficacious given a physicalist ontology (Kim 1 9 9 8 ; Hamad
2 0 0 0 ) ; how representations acquire content (Millikan 1984; 1989b; O'Brien and Opie 2004;
Bickhard and Terveen 1995; Dretske 1995; Sterelny 1990; Cummins 1996); how a physical state
comes to 'stand in' for something in the world, also known as the 'symbol-grounding problem'
(Searle 1980; Hamad 2001); and how the myriad representations that constitute a frame of
reference are continually and coherently updated as circumstances change in real time (the
'frame problem'), because at every moment some potentially relevant feature of the world
changes, including as a result of one's own actions, and it is impossible to predict how
(Hamad 1993).
Despite broad consensus for the past half century that representation is a signature of
mentality, to say nothing of the ubiquity of the term in the neuroscientific literature, a
growing number of thinkers are sceptical about the necessity of representation as a theoretical
construct, either for building intelligent machines or for understanding cognition

(Brooks

1 9 9 1 ; Freeman 1999; Bennett and Hacker 2003; van Gelder 1998; Cliff and Noble

1997;

Haselager, de Groot, and van Rappard 2003). Representation may yet prove to be theoretically
and empirically useful, or it may prove to be, as Bennett and Hacker (2003) put it, "a weed in
the neuroscientific garden, not a t o o l — a n d the sooner it is uprooted the better" ( p . l 4 3 ) . The
jury is still out. The point, for our purposes, is that the concept of representation has served to
constrain theorizing about cognition very little. This is not entirely surprising, given its
slippery nature.
The principles of intentionality and inference have also proved to be flimsy constraints on
cognitive explanation. Notoriously, intentionality is a property exhibited by thermostats
(Dennett 1975), unicellular organisms (Millikan 1989b), and biological macromolecules such
as signalling proteins and ONA (Matthen and Levy 1986; Pattee 1969). A substantial literature
has grown up around the attempt to draw a principled distinction between intentionality per
se (if such a thing exists) and the sort of intentionality that qualifies for admission to what
Lockery (1989) calls "the psychological club" (but see also, Fodor 1986; Dennett

1987;

Dretske 1988; Montefiore and Noble 1989; Sterelny 1998).''' Inference, too, has many faces and
potential instantiations. Inference rests on a variety of relations; for example,

constant

conjunction and similarity/dissimilarity, to name but two. Judgments based on

constant

conjunction and similarity/dissimilarity both rely on memory and comparison of the present

It should be noted that the analytic philosophical notion of intentionality as a property of entities is an (unargued) extension of
Brentano's thesis, which relates to a property of certain kinds of acts.
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instance with previous experience. However, empirical evidence suggests that the behaviour of
a wide range of organisms, including bacteria (Macnab and Koshland 1972), and indeed some
macromolecuLes (Stewart 1993), also rely on processes of comparison involving memory and
assessment of the value of the current stimulus.
To reiterate, the critique presented here of these three anthropogenic family

traits-

representation, inference and intentionality—relates solely to the extent to which they served
to constrain hypothesizing about cognition during the period of the cognitive revolution,
which I have argued was not much. This doesn't mean that there is anything 'wrong' with these
traits perse, simply that they are not especially useful as foundational postulates. As we w/ill see
in Chapters 3 and 4, variants of these traits can be derived on the biogenic approach, but they
emerge from biological imperatives and, because of this, suggest somewhat different accounts
of these cognitive features.
Dissodability:

The causal role that cognition occupies in a system is conceptually

and

theoretically dissociable from the physical system in which it operates.
As

we

saw

in

Chapter

2, the

dissociability

principle

derives

from

philosophical

functionalism, which provided the rationale for equating cognition in biological systems with
cognition in machines and regarding them as somehow 'functionally' identical. Although
multiple realizability is regarded by many as philosophical functionalism's chief virtue (Ramsey
2 0 0 6 ) , the question, "the function

of cognition

is to X" went largely unasked, and thus

unanswered, during the decades of functionalism's ascendancy (Shapiro 2000; 2 0 0 4 ) . " Thanks
to the high level of abstraction encouraged by this peculiar brand of functionalism, for a long
time

the

empirical

ballast for

much

theorizing

about

cognition—especially,

but

not

exclusively, within p h i l o s o p h y — w a s highly selective and decidedly light. That the Embodied
Cognition movement did not get legs until the fifth decade of the cognitive revolution is
testimony to this fact. Science-fiction t h o u g h t experiments—involving Martian pain, brains in
vats, inverted spectra, zombies, swampmen. Twin Earth, colour-deprived colour scientists,
etc.—were prominently employed until very recently to pump intuitions about cognition, as
much or more than the findings of neurobiology
consensus

now

seems

to

be

forming

that

these

or experimental psychology. A
imaginative

constructions

rough

advanced

understanding of little more than our (or somebody's) hunches about mental phenomena (Hull
2 0 0 1 ; Ramsey 2006; Wilson 1999; Putnam 1997). In short:, they left the natural phenomena
virtually untouched. Philosophical functionalism today is increasingly conceded to be "a mess"
(Polger 2004:71; See also, Foss 1995; Churchland 2005; Ramsey 2006). Among the first to
resile from his creation was Putnam himself (Putnam 1988; 1997).
Neural complexity: Cognition requires a complex nervous system and/or a brain.
Arguably the cornerstone of the modern program for'naturalizing'the mind, this principle
is intended to ground theorizing about cognition in a natural, physical system. As we saw in
Chapter 2, this does not mean that an anthropogenic hypothesis in, say, philosophy or
computer science, need make explicit reference to neurobiological data, but, rather, that at
some point in the artiiculation of a general claim about cognition a gesture in the direction of
this literature is considered good practice. In philosophical discussions the base-covering
locution often takes the form of something like 'whatever our best [name the science] tells us
about [x, y, z]'. In some philosophical accounts (e.g., Kim 1998) it appears to serve principally
as a 'sign of the cross' to ward off substance dualism. Needless to say, a cursory reliance on
neurobiology constrains very little. Moreover, the brain and central nervous system (CNS) are

Godfrey-Smith's (1996) is a notable exceptioa

B i o g e n i c f a m i l y of c o g n i t i v e

explanation

i n v o l v e d in far more than cognition, however it is construed, and two-way causal influence
between

cognition

(whatever

it is)

and

the

autonomic

nervous

system

(ANS)

is

well

established, if poorly understood. The brain controls just about all of the body's f u n c t i o n i n g , ' '
a n d a high degree of functional linkage makes it difficult to tease out the purely cognitive
from the

putatively n o n - c o g n i t i v e aspects of brain function. The reality of this

linkage

underpins a major US government research initiative into the placebo effect (NIH 2 0 0 1 ) .
More importantly, as we also saw in Chapter 2, the principle rests on Lamarck's criterion, a
200-year-old, h i g h l y a m b i g u o u s requirement that behaviour s h o u l d only be construed as
c o g n i t i v e in the presence of a sufficiently complex nervous system. It is not a criterion that
Darwin endorsed

(Darwin

1 8 7 4 / 1 9 0 9 ; Crist 2 0 0 2 ) , and the fast-accumulating

weight

of

b i o l o g i c a l evidence raises serious doubts about a possible physiological basis. For example, the
h u m b l e nematode Caenorhabditis

eiegans possesses a mere 3 0 2 neurons and yet (like rats and

h u m a n infants) can distinguish between highly nutritious food that is optimal for growth and
the worm equivalent of j u n k food (Shtonda and Avery 2 0 0 6 ) . Further (unlike

non-infant

h u m a n s , at least) the nematode will abandon junk food, even if it is plentiful, to seek out food
of better nutritional quality, even t h o u g h a source may not be immediately to hand. A l t h o u g h
the complexity of the nematode 'brain' is decidedly minimal, the large number of different
types of neuronal ion channels, ligand-gated receptors and G-protein coupled receptors, which
play a significant role in mammalian cognition, mean that the "combinatorial possibilities are
staggering

for a nervous system with only

302

neurons" (Koch and

Laurent

1999:97).

Moreover, the neurotransmitter/neuromodulator serotonin has been implicated in food-related
associative learning in C. eiegans (Nuttley, Atkinson-Leadbeater, and van der Kooy 2 0 0 2 ) , just
as it has been implicated in motivated consummatory behaviours, including feeding, in rats
a n d humans (Amit, Smith, and Gill 1 9 9 1 ; Ashley 1985; Blundell 1 9 8 6 ) .
Here's another example. What is believed to be the simplest metazoan visual system yet
f o u n d was recently characterized in the Larvae of a type of jellyfish, Tipedalia
(Nordstrom

et al. 2 0 0 3 ) . The larval visual system does not rely on

neurons

cystophora
or

axonal

c o n n e c t i o n s ; in short, there does not appear to be a mechanism for the e x c h a n g e
information

between cell and tissue types characteristic of animals with nervous

of

systems.

Nevertheless, the behaviour of the non-neuronal larvae is indistinguishable from that of related
cnidarians

possessing

neuron-based vision. The adult form of another, highly

venomous

jellyfish species, Chironex fleckerii, "an active, visual hunter" of fish and crustaceans

and

sometimes-fatal scourge of swimmers off the northeast coast of Australia, has neuronal clusters
but (unlike C. eiegans)

a mere two layers of somatic tissue (Seymour, Can-ette, and Sutherland

2 0 0 4 ) . Nevertheless, like many predatory vertebrates, the box jellyfish has an extraordinarily
sophisticated visual s y s t e m — u p to 24 eyes of three different types, including

an

image-

forming eye that has a lens and retina. The box jellyfish is capable of surprisingly complex
differential behaviour, including powerful bursts of speed and manoeuverability in pursuit of
prey, deployment of different venoms for vertebrates and invertebrates, and a period of diurnal
inactivity that appears very much like sleep (Seymour, Can-ette, and Sutherland 2 0 0 4 ) .
As Koch and Laurent ( 1 9 9 9 ) point out, "nervous system complexity remains hard t o define
quantitatively or meaningfully" (p.98) on a wide variety of physiological measures, i n c l u d i n g
neuronal firing dynamics, dendritic branching, mechanisms such as glutamate receptors and
voltage-

and

neurotransmitter-gated

ionic

channels, even

brain-to-body-mass

ratio

and

neocortex size. We can declare by fiat that n o t h i n g without a brain or a sufficiently complex

" The enteric nervous system, the bod/s 'second brain' that governs imponant processes invdved in intestinal motility and the
absorption of nutrients, operates independentiy of the brain and the CNS to a s u r p r i ^ degree.
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nervous system (whatever that means) can be genuinely cognitive, but whereas this claim
previously could be made without argument, I suggest this is no longer the case. I t certainly
c a n n o t be assumed in the absence of a general theory of cognition. A l t h o u g h it restricts (o
prion) where cognition is putatively to be found phylogenetically, Lamarck's criterion certainly
g o e s no distance at all toward addressing what cognition is and what cognition

does.

Memory: Cognition requires the capacity to store and retrieve information.
As we will see in the remainder of this chapter, the anthropogenic approach shares this
principle, or a version of it, with the biogenic approach to cognition. Again, by itself memory
is a weak constraint on cognitive explanation. The fact that bacteria and plants have a form of
memory is now firmly established (see Chapter 5), as is the concept of molecular memory in
b o t h the immune system (Stewart 1 9 9 3 ) and genomic imprinting, the process by which the
parental origin of a gene influences its later expression (Bartolomei and Tilghman 1 9 9 7 ) .
I n sum, given the problems associated with the principles guiding the d o m i n a n t approach
to c o g n i t i o n for the past half-century, it is hardly surprising that it has failed to produce even
a r o u g h characterization of what cognition

is and what cognition

does. The weaknesses of the

family traits s u g g e s t that the cognitivist version of the anthropogenic approach is not a
particularly promising candidate for answering these foundational questions. We will now turn
to the alternative.

3.2 Biogenic genera
Whereas

the

anthropogenic

family traits

are derived

explicitly from

assumptions

or

observations about c o g n i t i o n — c o g n i t i o n requires or involves X, Y, Z — t h e biogenic approach
proceeds somewhat differently. Remember, we are asking psychological questions as if they are
b i o l o g i c a l questions. The chief consideration, to begin with, is: What is it that
systems do such that they might require cognition?

biological

The biogenic family traits are thus biological

traits, not explicitly cognitive ones. They relate to features of biological reality that throw light
on what cognition

is and what cognition does. Or so I hope to show.

While biogenic approaches to c o g n i t i o n have their roots in the philosophy of Aristotle,
they did n o t truly begin to develop until the birtih of biology as a science in the early 19"^
century (Lamarck 1 8 0 9 / 1 9 8 4 ) . Moreover, they did not begin to take shape in any systematic
way until the late 20''' century, and even then only with some difficulty (Lyon 2 0 0 4 ) . W i t h o u t
widespread scientific acceptance of the evolutionary continuity of human beings with other
animals, there is no g o o d reason to presume a biogenic approach would be of any use
whatsoever in explaining c o g n i t i o n . I n the Cart:esian view and theological interpretations of
the Scala Naturae, c o g n i t i o n is what sets humankind apart from the rest of the natural world.
A n t h r o p o g e n i c approaches to c o g n i t i o n may proceed, and indeed have for millennia, in the
absence

of evolutionary

theory. Thus

anthropogenic

approaches factor

in e v o l u t i o n

for

scientific plausibility. This factoring can be t h o r o u g h - g o i n g and highly biological (Dretske
1 9 8 8 ; Hurley 1 9 9 8 ; Sterelny 2 0 0 1 ; Dennett 1 9 9 1 ) or relatively desultory (e.g., Putnam 1 9 8 8 ;
Chalmers 1 9 9 6 ) . The point is that the anthropogenic explanatory agenda is determined by
considerations that may or may not be biological in nature. I n biogenic approaches

to

c o g n i t i o n , by contrast, biology determines how inquiry proceeds to explanation. E v o l u t i o n by
natural selection, the over-arching ordering principle of contemporary biology, t h u s is the
f o u n d a t i o n of the modern biogenic approach to cognition and provides us with the first two
b i o g e n i c family traits.
Evolution: All organisms are products of evolution by natural

selection.
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Continuity: Ail complex biological functions have evolved from simpler forms of biological
function.
The most obvious characteristic of living things, despite their evolution from a common
ancestor, is their diversity and the fact that they make a living in an astonishing variety of
ways—what

Elsasser (1975)

refen-ed to as their "radical inhomogeneity"

(p.227). These

differences manifest not only morphologically but also in observable patterns of change in
response to changes in the environment. Certain flowers open their petals with the morning
sun and close at dusk. The bees that feed on their nectar live in colonies established around a
queen and in which the necessary tasks to keep the hive a going concern are divided among
specialized workers. Gazelles graze on plants and travel in large herds, whereas the lions that
hunt them live in much smaller groups in which the females do most of the work. Darwin cast
this sort of differential behaviour in terms of an organism's continuing struggle to adapt to the
conditions in which it finds itself in order to survive and reproduce, as well as the history of the
evolutionary

lineage

of which

the

organism

is a vanguard. Adaptability

to

changing

circumstances (as distinct from adaptedness to a niche)—namely, the capacity for flexible,
appropriate, not-wholly-predictable responses—is now widely considered to be the hallmark of
intelligent behaviour (Richardson 1999; Geary 2005; Macphail and Bolhuis 2001).
Adaptive behaviour: To persist, grow, thrive or reproduce, an organism must

continually

adapt to its surrounding medium by altering its internal structure and/or its (spatial
and/or interactive) relation to features of that medium.
Another obvious characteristic of all living things is that they store and use information.
Although the application of information concepts to biology is not without strong critics (see
in particular Sarkar 1996), it is hard to think of an idea—aside from evolution—more central to
contemporary biology than information (Maynard Smith 2000; but see also, von Bertalanffy
1968; Orgel 1973; Rosen 1985; Kiippers 1990; Eigen 1995; Barham 1996; Corning and Kline
1 9 9 8 b ; Kampfner 1998; Weinberger 2 0 0 2 ) — a l t h o u g h , as we have seen, the concept is itself
quite slippery (Floridi 2004). Szathmary and Maynard Smith (1995) claim that changes in the
way organisms store and transmit information are responsible for the 'major transitions' in the
evolution of biological complexity, one of eight current 'live hypotheses' for explaining trends
in organismal evolution at the largest scale (McShea 1998).
Information figures in biology in two ways, one that relates to inheritance and another
that relates to behaviour, from macromolecules to whole organisms. The theory of evolution by
natural selection rests on the fact that information about species traits is retained over time
and transmitted, relatively faithfully but also with variation, to the next generation. Theoretical
physicist Erwin Schrodinger, whose ground-breaking What Is Life? ( 1 9 4 4 / 1 9 6 7 ) influenced a
generation

of

molecular

biologists,

put

the

mechanisms

of inheritance

in

explicitly

informational terms when he described the chromosome as an "aperiodic crystal" containing
"some kind of code-script" (p. 22). Thus from the standpoint of evolution and population
biology, genetic information is the most important sort. Understanding

how

organisms

function now, however, requires understanding how some feature of the organism's internal or
external environment acts as a signal that triggers a change, either in the organism's structure
or in its orientation relative to its environment. Examples of this sort of information-dependent
behaviour include sensory stimuli that trigger an organism's actions to evade a predator;
neuronal responses to the presence or absence of dopamine following an action in a novel
situation; and the response of the immune system to a foreign substance (antigen) based on
the molecular memory (antibodies) of a past encounter.
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The difficulty, notoriously, is arriving at a useful definition of information suited t o the
multi-faceted biological context (Allen and Hauser 1 9 9 2 ) . Meanings derived from S h a n n o n a n d
Weaver's

classical

mathematical

theory

of information

include

"variance"

(Miller

1956);

"differences that make a difference" (Bateson 1 9 7 9 : 9 9 ) ; "covariation between a s i g n a l and its
source" (Sterelny 2 0 0 0 : 1 9 6 ) ; and "reduction of uncertainty among a number of alternative
o u t c o m e s when one of them occurs" (Tononi 2004:42.2). The need for a definition that
encompasses the semantic content of information has long

been recognized

(Krebs

and

Dawkins 1 9 8 4 ) , not least because only a definition that includes semantic content can make
sense of "talk of error or misrepresentation" (Sterelny and Griffiths 1 9 9 9 : 1 0 4 ) .
Maynard Smith ( 2 0 0 0 ) proposes a notion of biological information in which semantic value
('aboutness') results from an arbitrary association, like the meaning of a symbol, where the
association is the result of natural selection, not conventional usage. The genetic code carries
information in this sense, Maynard Smith argues, because there is no apparent chemical reason'''
for the relation between the triplet c o d o n s (nucleic acids) and the amino acids they specify.
Because of this, mistranslation is possible. 'Arbitrariness' has been described as a "useful if
elusive c o n c e p t "

(Godfrey-Smith

2 0 0 0 : 2 0 5 ) . A l t h o u g h it privileges one

kind of

content

g r o u n d i n g over others based on a putative similarity to human symbol use'®—arguably a
questionable stance for a biogenic approach—arbitrariness does seem to capture s o m e t h i n g
important (if hard to make precise) about many biological processes, such as the contextd e p e n d e n t regulatory functions of many biological molecules. One of the difficulties in c o m i n g
to grips with protein complexes within cells, for example, is their dynamic variability and
context sensitivity. "They shuttle from one cellular compartment to another, they

adopt

different s u b u n i t s under different conditions and even change shape while g o i n g a b o u t their
daily b u s i n e s s " (Aloy, Pichaud, and Russell 2 0 0 5 : 2 0 ) . At the organism level, hormones are
classic examples of multi-tasking

molecules that perform different functions

in

different

locations or contexts. I n s u l i n signalling is involved in glucose uptake in muscle and fat, the
p r o d u c t i o n of glucose from non-carbohydrate sources, the production of fatty acids, energy
storage, appetite control, and islet cell growth and survival in the pancreas

(Taniguchi,

Emanuelli, and Kahn 2 0 0 6 ) . ATP is ubiquitous across all phyla for its role as a molecular energy
source, but in mice it also m o o n l i g h t s as a neurotransmitter, carrying signals from the taste
b u d s to the central nervous system (Finger et al. 2 0 0 5 ) . Phyletic differences in behavioural
response to identical phenomena and behavioural differences among members of a species in
response to the same stimulus also seem to reflect a degree of arbitrariness, namely, they are
n o t fully determined by the physical or chemical characteristics of the stimulus but, rather, by
patterns of interaction, either over the evolutionary history of a lineage or within the lifespan
of an individual.
I

will

not

attempt

to

adjudicate

among

the

various

possible

usages

of the

term

'information' in biological discourse, much less Sarkar's sceptical response, but will instead
simply take information to be import:ant to an understanding

of biotic systems. For the

purposes of this discussion, biological information is defined as a state of affairs (or a property of
a state of affairs) that triggers a change in an organism, wherein the association between the
state of affairs and the triggered change is not wholly determined by the structure or chemical
properties of the stimulus. For example, the A I - 2 quorum-sensing molecule, which is believed
to be a kind of "bacterial Esperanto" (Bassler 1 9 9 9 : 5 8 4 ) used for communication by a wide

" Althou^ a thermodynamic logic has recendy been proposed. Seefli.Shen, and Zhang 2005)
" I n Peircean sign theory, for instance, there are many different types of content-grounding relation, of which the symbolic is but one.
See section 33.
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variety of microbes, is structurally identical, yet may signify different things for two bacteria of
different types sharing the same environment; moreover, for the same bacterium it may signify
different states of affairs in different contexts.
Information-dependence: Adaptive behaviour is dependent upon information. A state of
affairs that stimulates an organism to adaptive behaviour (i.e., alteration of its internal
structure and/or its interactive relation to environmental features) conveys information for
that organism.
I n the next three subsections we will look at the two main branches of the biogenic family,
as well as a third potential contender, from which we will derive the remaining family traits.
Each branch of the biogenic family derives its distinctive character from the aspect of biology it
emphasizes. The first concentrates on the physics of organisms as complex, dynamic, selforganizing and thermodynamically open systems. The second focuses on the biology of biology,
the distinctive self-producing organization of living systems. The third, biosemiotics, stresses
what could be termed the intentionality of biology, the fact that, to paraphrase Howard Pattee
(1969), biological molecules are often 'messages'; they relay information about their own state,
the state of the environment, or the state of the system.
Species of explanation within each genus, that is, specific proposals relating to cognition,
can be cashed out in weak and strong versions. The key difference is constitutive. In weak
versions, cognition is seen to have an important role in the elaborated feature; it is
contributory. In strong versions, cognition is that feature; it is constitutive. The virtue of the
strong version is the relative ease of explicating the concept for operational use, but it may be
purchased at the cost of precision. The weak version involves delineation of a boundary, which
may be drawn in a principled way but requires argument more or less case-by-case, frameworkby-framework.

3.2.1 Self-organizing complex systems (SOCS)
The most populous genus of the biogenic family, as well as the dominant approach to Alife (Boden 1996), is what I will call self-organizing complex systems (SOCS). A system is complex
if it features a large number of interacting components (agents, processes, etc.) whose
aggregate activity is nonlinear, that is, not derivable from the summation of the activity of
individual components. A system is self-organizing if its internal organization increases
automatically without being guided or managed by an external source.
The general thrust of the SOCS approach in relation to cognition is neatly captured in the
aphorism coined by La Cera and Bingham (2002): The first tow of psychology is the second lavi/
of thermodynamics. With respect to the Second Law it is wise to keep in mind two things that
make it unusual in the canon of physical law. First, the Second Law is "easily the most difficult
and most misunderstood of the concepts of classical physics" (Trefil 2003:399), not least
because it is rather more ambiguous than is generally thought good for a physical law to be, as
is the concept of entropy at its heart. Corning and Kline (1998a) claim to have uncovered "at
least a dozen definitions" of entropy, classically a measure of disorder, while Mario Bunge
reportedly claimed to have turned up "at least 20 different renderings of the Second Law" two
decades ago (p.274). The Second Law is also unusual because it has 'directionality' (Trefil
2003), the processes it describes are in-eversible. Most physical laws are reversible; they do not
have an arrow of time. Indeed, according to Prigogine (1996), "the classical ideal of science
[is] a world without time, memory and history" (p.l54). In living systems, however, time's
arrow is widely manifest and it points ever toward the future. Every selection among alternatives
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by an o r g a n i s m — a bifurcation event, in the language of dynamical systems t h e o r y — h a s
consequences that persist and may become the basis for subsequent evolution. The futuredirectedness of in-eversible processes is the necessary precondition of knowledge, Prigogine
claims: "A time reversible world would be an unknowable world. Knowledge presupposes...that
there is an interaction between the knower and the known, and that this interaction creates a
difference between past and future. Becoming is the sine qua non of science, and indeed, of
knowledge itself." (ibid:153)
Future orientation: Although past events ajfect their behaviour, organisms are oriented
primarily toward what happens next.
The Second Law holds that closed physical processes tend toward a state of "increasing
[statistical]

probability and decreasing order" (one fairly standard rendering of entropy),

leading ultimately to thermodynamic equilibrium (von Bertalanffy 1968:150). Organisms, by
contrast, "maintain themselves in a state of high statistical improbability, of order and
organization," far from thermodynamic equilibrium (ibid.). Organisms do this by importing
'order' from the environment in the form of matter (e.g., food) and energy (e.g., light, heat
energy), chemically transforming it for the synthesis of biologically important molecules, and
exporting 'disorder' in the form of waste products of various sorts. This continual exchange of
matter and energy makes organisms thermodynamically open systems.^^ This exchange takes
place within an environment of constantly shifting parameters: temperature; weather; the
availability of food, water, shelter; the chemical profile of the atmosphere; the presence or
absence of predators and parasites; the presence or absence of toxic substances. Organisms
adapt to changing circumstance as best they can. With luck, they survive and reproduce.
Thermodynamic openness: Organisms maintain themselves far from

thermodynamic

equilibrium by impori:ing 'order'from their surroundings in the form of matter and energy,
chemically transforming it to do work, and exporting 'disorder" in the form of waste products
of various sorts.
Interaction:

Organisms must establish causal relations with features of their

surroundings

that lead to exchanges of matter and energy, which are essential to the organism's
persistence in the fi'rst instance.
The most important feature of an open system is the attainment of the steady state, which
is maintained "at a distance from true equilibrium'""' despite continuous and in-eversible
processes of construction and degeneration (von Bertalanffy 1968:149). Among the remarkable
characteristics of the processes that maintain an open system in a steady state far from
thermodynamic equilibrium is that they are capable of performing work, a feature recently
elaborated upon by Kauffman (2000). Another is that the steady state is determined by system
parameters (i.e., rates of reaction and transport) rather than initial conditions. The steady state
can be reached from different initial conditions (within a range) and regained after disturbance
"

Erwin Schrodiner is commonly aedited with pointir^ out the peculiarity of organisms relative to the laws of classical

thermodynamics, which ultimately led to die development of nonclassical elaborations such as dissipative structures. In reality, the
German theoretical biologist Ludwig von Bertalanffy proposed die idea of a therniodynamicaHy open system in 1940, which forced
physicists (and chemists such as Prigogine) to take note. Ironically, Bertalanffy proposed the open system concept as a counter to
metaphysical vitalism, only to have his own general system dieory taned with the vitalist bmsh by reductionists such as Jacques Monod.
It has recently been proposed that an or^nism's efficiency in lowering its rate of entropy production may be "the fimess airow of
biological evolution." See (Sabater2005)
" " T m e equilibrium' here refers to themiodynamic equilibrium, or total molecular disorder, which is death for a Hving system The
phonemic similarity but conceptual antonymity of themiodynamic equilibrium and metabofc balance maintained by homeostasis,
which is often referred to in terms of equilibrium, is an unfortunate fact of interdisdplinaiy history and is an object lesson in the
problems of overiapping terminologies.
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(again, within a range). I n biological systems maintenance of the steady state is commonly
identified

with

important

macromolecules

homeostasis, the continual, feedback-controlled
that simultaneously

synthesis of

constitute the system

and

biologically

carry

out

its

metabolic processes.
Homeostasis:
mechanisms,

Organisms are constituted by a wide variety of control and regulatory
including multiple kinds offeedbaci< mechanism,

which maintain

the steady

state of the system.
Homeostasis is defined as, "The regulation by an organism of the chemical composition of
its body fluids and other aspects of its internal environment so that physiological processes
can proceed at optimum rates" (Martin and Mine 2 0 0 0 : 2 9 5 - 2 9 6 ) . 'Optimum' indicates the
functional aspect of biological processes, the fact that they contribute to the

continued

operation

functional

of a superordinate system. I n the case of biological systems, what

processes contribute to are the organism's persistence (survival), wellbeing (thriving, growth)
and/or reproduction. Because biological activities that have functions contribute to the
existential "project" of persistence, wellbeing and reproduction, they are teleonomic
directed activities ( M o n o d

1 9 7 2 : 9 ) . Teleonomic

or goal-

processes are "particularly important"

in

behaviour, development, and physiology (Mayr 1982:49). Homeostatic regulation is a classic
example of teleonomy because it involves biotic activity within a range, beyond the upper or
lower limit of which the existential project is jeopardized. All organisms, therefore, have means
of " m o n i t o r i n g changes in the external and internal environments by means of receptors and
adjusting the composition of the body fluids [and other physical parameters] accordingly"
(Martin and Mine 2 0 0 0 : 2 9 6 ) . Examples include regulation of the body's acid-base balance,
osmolarity, oxygen level, energetic status, and temperature. According to Ernst Mayr ( 1 9 8 2 ) ,
the "truly characteristic aspect of teleonomic behaviour" is the existence of mechanisms that
"initiate o r ' c a u s e ' t h i s goal-seeking behaviour" (p.48-49), of which there are many even in the
simplest single-celled

organism.'"^ Even individual cells in a multicellular organism

have

homeostatic mechanisms, such as membrane-spanning ion channels (Kirschner and Gerhart
1998).
Functional

norms: Biological activities that have functions

(e.g., homeostatic

processes)

operate within a range of values outside of which the organism's persistence, wellbeing or
reproduction are threatened.
All biological processes that contribute to an organism's persistence or w e l l b e i n g — a l l
functions (/unct/on,)—contribute directly or indirectly to homeostatic regulation. Via its effect
on

adaptive

behaviour

c o g n i t i o n is such a process. The "behavioural

manifestations

of

adaptability," wnth which c o g n i t i o n is typically associated, ramify at the molecular level to
regulatory and metabolic pathways that subserve non-cognitive functions, such as energetic
status and fluid balance (Koshland 2 0 0 2 : 2 2 1 6 ) . Capacities normally parsed as separate—for
example, perception, attention, motivation, affect, learning, memory, and so o n — a r e thus
likely to be "all dynamically and perpetually interdependent" not only with each other but also
with other physiological processes that maintain balance within the organism

(Goodson

2 0 0 3 : 5 6 ) . They don't just "shade off' into one another, as Godfrey-Smith ( 2 0 0 3 ) puts it; they
function interdependently. Despite the obvious value of lesion studies, there is ample empirical
evidence to bear this out.
Kirschner and Gerhart: ( 1 9 9 8 ) refer to the biological propert;y of connection

between

organismal activities and functions as "linkage", which can be 'strong' or'weak'. Strong linkage

' Fonowing ttie current consensus, I do not indude viruses or prions among sin^frcded organisms.
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occurs when two or more components or processes are coupled in such a way that the first
provides the substrate of, or necessary precondition for the second, as in a metabolic pathway.
An activity or process is weakly linked with other components or processes if the dependence is
minimal and thus more flexible. Strongly linked processes are highly constrained. A change to
a structural component that affects the function of a particular biotic activity—for example, a
change in amino acid sequence due to a genetic mutation that changes a protein's catalytic
properties—is more likely to be harmful. In evolutionary terms, Kirschner and Gerhart argue,
"conservation of function rather than sequence [stmcture] is the main issue because only
function is selectable," due to its contribution to survival and reproduction (ibid:8421).
Molecular pathways that directly contribute to the various functions associated with
homeostasis, for example, tend to be highly conserved.^" Strongly linked processes thus are
less "evolvable" than weakly linked processes, which are better able to accommodate novelty.
According to Kirschner and Gerhart, "information transfer (regulatory) pathways, e.g., signal
transduction, neural relays, or transcriptional control circuits," are classic examples of weakly
linked processes because the components "often have a switch-like capacity to exist
alternatively in active or inactive states, and signals just release the innate activity" of other
components; signals are not intrinsically instructional (ibid:8421-8422). For example, the
basic logic of the two-component signal transduction mechanism detailed in relation to
bacterial chemotaxis—whereby a chemical group is added to one or more sites on a protein by
one enzyme and then removed by another, a process called phosphorylation, methylation,
acetylation, or ubiquitination, depending on the chemical 'tag' added or removed—is
widespread in nature, involving functionally diverse targets (i.e., proteins, nucleic acids) and
activities (e.g. signal transduction, regulation of gene expression, activating or inhibiting
metabolic activity) (see, for example, Koshland 1993; Vafai and Stock 2002; Gfeller and Farmer
2004).
Functional linkage: All biological functions essential to an organism's persistence,
wellbeing or reproduction are linked, directly or indirectly, strongly or weakly.
Functional linkage and the evolutionary conservation

of adaptive components

and

functions relate to another key characteristic of biological systems: robustness, or the ability to
maintain

performance in the face of perturbation (Kitano

2002; Stelling et al.

2004).

Robustness is a necessary property of biological systems because (outside of a laboratory)
organisms exist in a constantly fluctuating milieu, and every unexpected variation in their
surroundings is a potential source of system disruption and threat to persistence. No organism
is capable of apprehending or anticipating every change in its environment because the
number of properties and their potential configurations are countless. Moreover, proliferating
sensory capacities and mechanisms for integrating information are energetically costly. Thus all
organisms exist in a state of some uncertainty, the degree of which varies with the organism,
with circumstance and overtime.
Biological systems have a number of mechanisms for resisting the effects of environmental
fluctuation of varying magnitude. These include structural/functional redundancy; networks of
connected processes that can continue operating if part of the system fails; and plasticity
(Kitano 2002). Koch and Laurent (1999) provide a simple yet fascinating example of biotic
plasticity. Cultured neurons treated with a substance to block expression of a natural dynamic
behaviour nevertiheless circumvent this radical perturbation by "rapidly modify[ing] their
molecular makeup [to] revert to their original activity pattern" (p. 97). Although he could not
D o u ^ and colleagues (2005) observe that molecular pathways involved in nutrient-related homeostasis "are conserved across the
animal kingdom," from insects to mammals (p.650).
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have known about the remarkable behaviour of neurons, William James (1890a, Vol. 1)
considered this sort of plastidty—"the pursuance of...ends and the choice of means for their
attainment"—as the "the mark and criterion of the presence of mentality in a phenomenon" (p.

8).
I n their evolvability hypothesis, Kirschner and Gerhart (1998) propose that organisms (at
least multicellular eukaryotes)'"" possess a core set of highly conserved "deconstraining
processes" that facilitate the generation of selectable variation, which enables organisms to
adapt successfully to changing conditions. The deconstraining processes are: 1) 'weak linkage'
(discussed above); 2) highly versatile molecular mechanisms for inhibiting the activity of other
components that are capable of regulating different targets in different contexts (e.g.,
calmodulin); 3) a grab-bag category that includes "redundancy, robustness, and flexibility"
(ibid:8423); and 4) exploratory mechanisms.
Exploratory mechanisms have two key characteristics. First, they are weakly linked, their
requirements for "effective function" are relatively few in terms of exact conditions and other
components. Second, and this appears to be their unique property, exploratory mechanisms
"generate a large number of configurations or states from which other components select the
single functional outcome" (Kirschner and Gerhart 1998:8422). Examples of exploratory
mechanisms—what West-Eberhard (1998) describes as the "seemingly wasteful overproduction
of variants, followed by persistence, multiplication, or...'selection' of those appropriately
located, rewarded, or used" (p. 8418)—include the proliferation of different T-cell receptors in
adaptive immunity followed by their selection in appropriate contexts; the polymerisation of
microtubules followed by their selection by stabilization in functionally effective orientations
for chromosome segregation; the genesis of neuronal connections via excessive axonal growth
followed by pruning; and certain aspects of vertebrate embryonic development, such as limb
formation (cell growth followed by selective cell death) and the proliferation, migration and
differentiation of neural crest cells. Neural crest cells are believed to be associated with the
evolution of such widely divergent structures as the dentine armour of an early jawless fish;
teeth, gill arches and jaw in later fishes; the huge head shield of the dinosaur Triceratops; and
the majestic antlers of the extinct Irish elk (Kirschner and Gerhart 1998:8423).
While Kirschner and Gerhart resist the temptation, in her commentary on their proposal
West-Eberhard draws an explicit comparison between exploratory mechanisms at the molecular
level and exploratory behaviour, "such phenomena as [the] search behaviour of animals, the
search-like movements of growing plants that Darwin called 'circumnutation,' and even trialand-error learning" (West-Eberhard 1998:8418). Exploratory behaviour is a means by which
organisms probe their environment, which in organisms capable of learning is useful for
reducing the impact of random fluctuations. What is novel or unfamiliar is also potentially
threatening. A successful encounter with a novel state of affairs thus may provide a basis for
subsequent

interaction

in similar drcumstances. In

laboratory

mice differences in

the

propensity for exploration are strongly correlated with differences in general learning abilities:
the greater the propensity for exploration, the greater the general learning ability (Matzel et al.
2003).
Variability: Because the features of its surrounding medium are constantly changing at
varying time scales, an organism must have one or more mechanisms for reducing or
managing the impact of environmental variability on its functioning.

I am meidy reporting their exclusion of prokaryotes from their hypothesis. I think Kirschner and Gerhart's characterization of
bacteria as "slowly changing generalist^' in comparison to dynamically evolving metazoans (p.84aO) is patentiy mistakea (See Chapter 5.)
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Clearly, maintenance of the steady state characteristic of biological systems comes at a
cost. Energy is constantly expended and must be replenished. The energetic costs of even the
simplest biological system are, by any standard, enormous. The amount of "sheer [physical]
manipulation" that a single bacterium peri'orms in the course of synthesizing its body mass is
nothing short of staggering. The task, which takes 20-30 minutes, has been compared to
1,000 human beings stringing beads at a rate of one every five seconds, eight hours a day, five
days a week, for 35 years (Cairns-Smith 1985:19). But the bacterium is not only stringing the
beads but manufacturing them as well. At the metazoan level, a shrew must consume roughly
three times its body weight every day or starve (Olson 1997:127).
While organisms live in a kaleidoscope of shifting electromagnetic and thermodynamic
energies and a vast number of configurations of matter, they can sense and exploit only a very
limited number. The more complex the organism, the wider the range, but the patterns of
energy and matter an organism is capable of sensing are always far fewer than those actually
occurring. As Neisser (1976) points out, "The information in any real situation is indefinitely
rich. There is always more to see than anyone sees, and more to know than anyone knows"
(p.79). It's not that extraneous information is filtered out but, rather, that the organism's
equipment is limited in what it can detect. "Perceivers pick up only what they have schemata
for, and willy-nilly ignore the rest" (ibid:80). Humans are capable of sensing three colours, but
not the ultraviolet spectrum that bees use. The Eart;h's magnetic field lines are essential
environmental cues for a red-spotted newt foraging for food far from the home nest (Fischer et
al. 2001), but not for a wandering human hunter-gatherer.
The patterns of energy and matter an organism is capable of sensing and exploiting
depends on its history of selection and development. There is nothing especially
straightforward about how some things and not others become energy sources for an organism,
for example. Lactose is something to be sought and ingested for an E. coli but not normally for
Geobacter sulfurreducens, a mineral-munching strain of bacteria. Canines have been part of the
Chinese diet for centuries, but the idea of eating a dog is abhorrent to many Europeans. Female
red-backed salamanders squash and inspect pellets of their conspecifics' faeces to ascertain the
availability of prey, but male red-backed salamanders do not; rather, they exploit the female
pellet-squashing behaviour to lure potential mates (Karuzas, Maerz, and Madison 2004). An
organism's individual history of interaction with an environment also has import:ant
consequences for the sorts of interactions of which it is capable. So-called 'feral children' raised
in the company of animals or with minimal human contact apparently find it very hard to learn
language and do not adapt especially well to human social life (Candland 1993). An E. coli
grown in a medium of fucose will express receptors for galactose, a common food source,
whereas a sister cell grown in a galactose-containing medium will not express galactose
receptors and thus will be incapable of detecting the 'brain sugar' (Koshland 1980:19-20).
Differentiation: An organism is capable of interacting profitably with some, but not all,
features of its environment as a result of its evolutionary and individual interactive history.
Not every state of affairs is information for that organism.
The capacity to differentiate among states of affairs is of no use if it does not contribute to
adaptive behaviour, and the information thus gained is of no use in generating adaptive
behaviour if it is not retained for some period of time. Even the simplest organism needs a
memory, apparently. Take, for example, the chemotactic behaviour of E. coli toward a food
source. The cell is powered by a flagellum, the rotation of which is modulated by information
about environmental conditions detected by receptors embedded in the cell membrane. This
deceptively simple coupling of perception and action depends upon memory (Koshland 1980;
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Macnab and KoshLand 1972; Adler and Tso 1974). Information must be retained, however
briefly, to mobilize the appropriate response. Even the simplest gradient sampling has a
temporal dimension. Property detections are disjunctive, not continuous; they are intrinsically
comparative. For a comparison to be instrumentally useful, there has to be s o m e t h i n g — s o m e
detected propert;y, some c o n t e n t — t o be compared (Koshland 1980). For a comparison to
occur at all, there has to be some benchmark against which the new information is calibrated.
That requires recall, however transient, of what has gone before, even just immediately before. A
bacterium may not remember much for long, but it must remember, if only for a few s e c o n d s —
which may be, relatively speaking, a long time for a microbe. Thus the memory criterion in the
biogenic approach arises not simply from the observation of human and animal memory but
from the ubiquity of information-storing and information-using mechanisms in biological
systems, which make life possible.
Memory: Organisms must retain information to use it. Dijferentiation among states of
affairs involves the comparison of what is happening now relative to what was happening
at some moment in the past.
The Argentinian pioneer of biological psychology Jose Ingenieros described memory as
"the ability to conserve a structural modification as a consequence of a preceding energy
disequilibrium" (Triarhou and Cerro:9), a definition that applies to bacteria. In actual fact,
memory-based bacterial behaviour is vastly more complex, flexible and adaptive (not merely
adapted) than is generally appreciated, but a detailed exposition is not possible or necessary
here. (See Chapter 5.) Suffice to say that an individual bacterium's decision to follow a nutrient
gradient depends on the integration of a number of factors (Souijik 2004), including, for
example, the nature and concentration of the attractant, whether the organism is nourished or
starved, the relative presence or absence of oxygen, the number of conspecifics present and
whether collective behaviours are being initiated, and so on.
Whatever the organism's sensory capacities, information inputs must be distinguishable
from one another. They must be capable of being prioritised according to the immediate needs
of the organism. Those needs, in turn, do not carry equal weight. As theoretical psychologist
Felix Goodson ( 2 0 0 3 ) puts it, pain is more intolerable than thirst or hunger because "body
trauma is more immediately critical for survival than either fluid or energy requirements" (p. 91);
fluid requirements likewise trump energy needs in an organism deprived of both. This is as true
of a bacterium as it is of vert:ebrate: a gradient of abundant nutrients is of little value if the
ambient oxygen level is too low; in aerobic microbes the need for oxygen, without which cell
respiration is impossible, trumps nutritional needs (Taylor and Zhulin 1998). I n the affective
domain fear trumps recognition of other emotions even in the absence of awareness, according
to a recent study with a patient suffering from blindsight, a condition in which a person has
no conscious visual perception in one field of vision but nevertheless can ascertain features of
objects presented to that field to a degree above chance (de Gelder, Monis, and Dolan 2005).
fMRI showed heightened activity in the subject's right amygdala, a brain region typically
associated with fear, when fearful expressions were presented to the blind, n o n - c o n s c i o u s field
and happy expressions simultaneously presented to the intact, conscious field—even when a
recording of a happy emotional voice was played at the same time. The results confirmed that
recognition of fear, which signals immediate danger to wellbeing or survival, "is mandatory and
independent of awareness" (de Gelder, Morris, and Dolan 2 0 0 5 : 1 8 6 8 2 ) , a finding consistent
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with earlier studies. What is so compelling about these results is that the fear response
d o m i n a t e d even when two perceptual modalities (sight and hearing) were presented with
reinforcing stimuli that conflicted with the masked fear-generating stimulus.
Valence: Based on its evolutionary and interactive history and current needs, an

organism

responds to different states of affairs according to an internal projection of value relative to
its own persistence,

vifellbeing or reproduction.

I n sum, SOCS approaches to c o g n i t i o n assume that the key to describing and explaining
c o g n i t i o n as a biological function is its role in the energetic economy of an organism, what
Corning and Kline ( 1 9 9 8 b b ) dub the "thermoeconomics" of living systems. This economy is
grounded,

first

and

foremost,

in

the

system's

continued

self-maintenance

far

from

thermodynamic equilibrium via the importation of exogenous sources of fuel to carry out
metabolic and synthetic tasks, and, ultimately, to reproduce. The implications

of SOCS

approaches to the study of cognition are many but chief among them is the importance of
energy acquisition. Cognition enters the biological picture naturally at the 'front e n d ' of the
homeostatic process, with energy importation. Cognitive capacities thus must be u n d e r s t o o d
first in terms of their role in securing an organism's homeostatic needs and overcoming the
difficulties

posed

by

the

environment,

including

eluding

predators

and/or

competitors. While sexual selection doubtless had an important role in shaping

besting
cognitive

capacities (see Miller 2 0 0 0 , for further discussion), organisms must survive before they can
reproduce. To survive, organisms must eat.
Energy-acquiring a c t i v i t i e s — i n c l u d i n g foraging, food storage and retrieval, patch usage,
stealing and concealing f o o d — h a v e long been central to understanding complex behaviour in
behavioural e c o l o g y and cognitive ethology. I n those disciplines, food-focused

activities

(e.g., a m o n g birds) have been important to the project of extracting general principles relating
to cognitive function, such as the evaluation of predation risk against nutritive reward in
foraging

(Gray 1 9 9 4 ) ; stealing

and

concealing

behaviour; and, more recently, t o o l

use

(Tebbich and Bshary 2 0 0 4 ) . Studies of food-storing birds revealed the correlation between
increased volume of the hippocampus and greater spatial memory (Hampton et al. 1 9 9 5 )
before it was confirmed in studies of London taxi-drivers (Maguire et al. 2 0 0 0 ) .
By contrast, the cognitive neurosciences have largely given short shrift to the implications
of energy intake for investigating c o g n i t i o n , neglect that SOCS-based approaches s u g g e s t is
short-sighted

indeed.

Food-related

activity

engages

and

integrates

a

wide

range

of

motivational, cognitive and emotional processes of both a basic biological and a culturally
conditioned
Sokolowski

character
2005).

Dawson-Scully,

and

Psychologist Mortien L. Kringelbach ( 2 0 0 4 ) argues, for the most

(Santos,

Hauser, and

Spelke

2001;

Douglas,

part

c o n v i n c i n g l y , that even the most highly complex human cognitive capacities evolved t o
support "the sustained food intake needed" to maintain human life (p.815). The location,
identification

and

evaluation

of food

sources for desirability and appropriateness

(at a

minimum, non-toxicity) involves the integration of multiple channels of perception (visual,
olfactory,

gustatory,

sensual)

as well as memory, learning,

planning

and

prediction.^"®

A l t h o u g h sex usually takes top billing in matters hedonic, much of life's p l e a s u r e — n o t merely

Kringelbach points out that relatively slow metabolic processes, in humans at least, means that internal system changes do not swiftly
trade food intake, thus regulation of eating behaviour requires "sophisticated [neural] mechanians to learn to predict in advance when a
meal should be initiated and terminated" (p.808).
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for humans but for all mammals, and possibly all animals—is food related. In mammals at least,
food intake involves the subtle interaction between homeostatic regulation and

hedonic

sensory pleasure, the qualia (phenomenal qualities) associated with food."®
A host of social behaviours—widely

held to be a (if not the) major factor in the

development of complex cognition—evolved to support food intake. Foremost among these
energy-related social behaviours are cooperative foraging and hunting and associated food
preparation, which in the human case involved the development of tools, the use of fire, and,
very possibly, language. For thousands of years human technological advances largely tracked
concern

with

sustenance,

beginning

with

the

development

of

agriculture

and

the

domestication of animals. Ritual practices developed around planting, harvesting, feasting,
food purity and taboos (Levi-Strauss 1969), which in turn fuelled art and religion, from the
cave paintings of Lascaux to the monumental architecture of Meso-America. Surplus production
provided the basis for systems of social and economic exchange that led not only to
development of more complex forms of settlement (Holmes 2004), from villages and towns to
sprawling cities (Lawton 2004), but also to symbolic tools like writing and mathematics.
Warfare, too, has a food-related dimension, from conflicts over hunting and foraging territories
and arable land to slaving campaigns to obtain workers. The development of ever-moresophisticated forms of armed conflict provided a major fuel—according to

evolutionary

anthropologist Paul Bingham (2000), the most important fuel—for the evolution of human
knowledge and culture.
The food-related picture of cognitive evolution sketched by Kringelbach suggests that
energetic concerns should be important in the development of social behaviour generally, not
just in humans. This implicit prediction is dramatically—and unexpectedly—supported by a
recent comparative study of 'worker policing' of reproduction in a large number of species of
Hymenoptera, which includes colonial ants, bees and wasps (Hammond and Keller 2 0 0 4 ) . The
study aimed to test the generally accepted hypothesis that relatedness (kin selection) is the
critical factor in worker policing, an important mechanism for maintaining social harmony in
group-living species by suppressing selfish behaviour by individuals, in this case, reproduction
by workers resulting in male offspring. Egg laying by colony members other than the queen is
discouraged by non-laying workers, who eat or remove eggs from the nest and

behave

aggressively toward egg layers.
According to the relatedness hypotheses, worker policing should occur only where workers
are more closely related to male eggs produced by the colony's queen than they are to male
eggs produced by fellow workers. Comparative analysis of data from 50 species of social
Hymenoptera showed that "self-restraint and worker-policing" are indeed "widespread and
powerful mechanisms" regulating colonial reproduction (Hammond and Keller 2 0 0 4 : 0 0 0 7 ;
ibid.:0001). Unexpectedly, however, the analysis provided little or no support for relatedness
as the general explanation. Instead, the results tended to support the "largely ignored"
ejficiency hypothesis,

namely, that reproduction by individual workers is suppressed because

the energetic costs to the colony are too high. Time and effort normally used for foraging and

For this reason Kringelbach su^ests tfiat food intake in nonhuman mammals may provide good model systems for investigating the
neurobiology of phenomenal expeiience.
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brood rearing on behalf of the colony is spent instead laying eggs and in wasteful dominance
and protective interactions.
While kin selection is not an unimportant factor in the development of social behaviour,
the study demonstrates that it is inadequate to explain the degree of social harmony or the
complexity of reproductive regulation found in these colonies. Energetic efficiency alone is
also unlikely to offer a complete explanation of complex social behaviour such as worker
policing. However, even researchers who responded with caution to Hammond and Keller's
findings agree the study clearly demonstrates that energetic efficiency deserves a much higher
priority than it has been accorded heretofore in theorizing about the evolution of sociality and
the cognitive capacities that subserve it (Atkinson 2004).
Because biological functions are products of evolution by natural selection, and complex
biological functions have evolved from simpler forms of biological function, similarities across
phyla are to be expected. Douglas and colleagues (2005) observe that the molecular pathways
involved in nutrient-related homeostasis "are conserved across the animal kingdom," including
invertebrates as well as vertebrates (p.650). In addition, a recent study of short-term changes
in

patterns

{Caenorhabditis

of

metabolic
elegans)

mammals, which

gene

expression

in

nutrient-deprived

(fasting)

nematodes

not only revealed a mechanism consistent with that found

in

converts fat stores to energy, but also illuminated "many changes

in

metabolic gene expression not previously associated with a fasting response," which may be
found in other metazoans as a part of adaptive strategies for surviving changes in food
availability (van Gilst, Hadjivassiliou, and Yamamoto 2005:13501). At the behavioural level,
similar changes in eating behaviour in response to chronic psychosocial stress have been found
in rats (Moles et al. 2006) and in humans (Dallman et al. 2003; Dallman, Pecoraro, and la Fleur
2 0 0 5 ) . Shoaling minnows will risk predation in favour of large food rewards (Pitcher, Lang, and
Turner 1988), and now it appears that plants, too, will down-regulate their defences against
predators if threatened by competition for energy resources (Izaguirre et al. 2006). I n other
words, in some kinds of fish and some kinds of plants, maintaining energetic needs trumps
threats from predators.

Before we move on to the next biogenic genus, let us pause for a moment to note how very
different biological systems are from other sorts of self-organizing, complex physical systems.
Organisms are not systems that merely self-organize, like a hurricane or a Bernard cell, but
systems that actively maintain themselves far from thermodynamic equilibrium by interacting
with certain features of their environment and avoiding others. They do not merely resist
perturbation by fluctuations in their environment, like a tornado weaving from one pocket of
air pressure to another; rather, their entire structure is organized in many ways on multiple
levels to do precisely that. They do not merely cease activity when fuel is exhausted, like a
Zhabotinsky-Belousov reaction, but modify their structure—sometimes dramatically as in the
case of bacterial sporulation—to secure new sources of energy. This is merely to point out that
there is a problem with SOCS approaches to cognition, a subtle form of question b e g g i n g that
assumes what requires explanation. A kind of slip routinely occurs in the SOCS literature
between talk of self-organizing, physico-chemical systems and talk of biological systems that
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suggests the broad explanatory features of both are, in some important way, similar, if not
identical. They are not.
A difference of many magnitudes exists—even at the molecular level—between the order
displayed by a self-organizing physical system, such as a hurricane or a Zhabotinsky-Belousov
reaction, and the feedback-controlled functional

organization characteristic of all biological

systems (Corning and Kline 1998a,b; Harold 2001). Biological organization is a sustained,
regulated, locally replicating and globally replicable kind of order that performs work in the
service of its own persistence and replication, while simultaneously resisting

perturbation

within a relatively wide range of variation compared to most non-biological, self-organizing
system. The suspicion is growing that thermodynamics alone cannot get us from physical order
to biological organization (Corning and Kline 1998a,b), not even with the expanded principles
of dissipative structures and related theoretical constructs, such as hypercycles (Eigen and
Schuster 1979), and self-organized criticality (Bak 1996).
Kauffman's recent proposals regarding the "the adjacent possible" are an attempt to enrich
the S O G

picture still further, but even he must assume self-preserving and

enhancing

behaviour as a more or less brute fact (Kauffman 2000, see in particular Chapter 3). Somehow
certain types of self-organizing physical system came to value their own persistence to the
extent that they began to seek out resources to preserve their existence. Maynard Smith and
Szathmary notwithstanding, the origin of exploratory, 'selfish' behaviour is perhaps the first
truly "major transition" in the evolution of life, the thing that really makes living things
different from replicating crystals and self-catalyzing reactions. There are no theories—not even
g o o d guesses—as to how actively self-preserving behaviour emerged (Silver 1998).
Interaction

driven by existential n e e d — n o t

merely thermodynamic

openness—carries

biological systems further from the sort of understanding we have come to expect from the
well-defined factors and effects found in the physical sciences. This is because an organism's
interaction with its surroundings is entirely dependent on context, which includes both its
own state and the state of its niche, which in natural environments may involve a large,
possibly an immense number of contributory factors. As Gunter Wagner (2004) puts it, "unlike
a cannonball's trajectory, which can be understood as resulting from the combined effects of
gravity, air friction, propulsive forces, and inertia...Interaction means that the effect of a factor
depends on many other so-called factors, and this dependency on context ensures that the
explanatory currency drawn from measuring the effects of causal factors is very limited" (p.
1405).
Also anomalous in comparison with other physical systems is organisms"'limited autonomy
from local energy potentials" and their ability to "vary their rate of energy consumption
independently of variations in local gradients" (Barham 1996:238). Remember, we're not
comparing organisms with human artefacts but with other natural physical systems. Organisms
have this limited autonomy from local energy gradients because they have their own on-board
energy supply in the form of adenosine triphosphate (ATP). In Barham's view, however, it is an
organism's "ability to use low-energy fluxes from a distal source in order to detect high-energy
potentials before it becomes thermodynamically coupled with t h e m " — t h e ability to sense a
source of nutrients before it is capable of consuming them, in other words—that is the truly
odd trick in thermodynamic terms (ibid:239). This capacity is odd, in Barham's view, because it
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is contingent upon the system's ability to "distinguish between those conditions external to
itself that will support its continued oscillation, and those which will not" (ibid:238). An
extreme example of this is when bacteria 'roll the dice' in existential terms, betting the
equivalent of the energetic mortgage on sporulation. Under starvation conditions, certain
species of bacteria will induce dramatic, global changes in cell state to hunker

down

indefinitely until conditions improve (Marahiel and Zuber 1999). Sporulation is highly energy
intensive and, in some cases, in-eversible to the extent that the bacterium cannot 'change its
mind' halfway through the process. The sporulation option is thus a last resort and involves a
calculated risk regarding the extent to which conditions at a later time might support
"continued oscillation."
Filling in these gaps is not a problem for cognitive scientists to solve, but theorists
building an approach to cognition on the SOCS approach to life should be aware of them. In
short, while the SOCS-based

approach to

cognition

provides several biologically

well-

characterized empirical constraints on theory, important gaps remain at the heart: of the
biological back-story. Unfortunately, the zones of terra incognita in the biological story often
lie precisely at the point where explanations of animate organization and explanations of
behaviour and cognition intersect. This observation should

not be read as a vitalistic

presentiment, merely a signpost to theorists.

3.2.2 Autopoiesis""
The theory of cognition advanced by the Chilean neurobiologists Humbert;o Maturana and
Francisco Varela (1980) is inseparable from the theory of animate organization they call
autopoiesis, which addresses some of the shortcomings of the SOCS approach descriptively even
as it fails to explain them. I have argued elsewhere that the autopoietic theory of cognition
was the first truly biogenic theory of cognition since Aristotle (Lyon 2004). The key insight of
autopoiesis is that biological organization is self-producing, not merely self-organizing.
Organisms are continually produced by a network of components, which are themselves being
continually produced by networks of components. For a Boeing 747 to be autopoietic, for
example, it would have to be capable of synthesizing the machinery that manufactures the vast
array of components that make up the aircraft, and simultaneously produce those components,
white in flight.

This continuous cycle of self-synthesis, by networks within networks that

simultaneously produce work, produce themselves and interact with an environment, is what
biological systems are, no more, no less. The emphasis on continual self-production and its
maintenance is what distinguishes autopoiesis from SOCS approaches to life and cognition.
Self-production

(autopoiesis):

Organisms are continually being produced by a network of

components, which are themselves being continually produced by networks of components;
at the same time, the organism as a whole—and
interacting with a surrounding

its constituent

components—are

medium.

"" This section is a summary of a longer, more detailed presentation in (Lyon, 2004). Please note that Maturana has consistently
declined to characterize as a 'theory' the framewori< he developed in partnership with Varela and others, and indeed it has been
critidzed for not being a proper theory. (See especially, (Scheper and Scheper 1996)) As autopoiesis constitutes a coherent conceptual
structure that provides explanations and makes predictions, 'theory' is an appropriate label, in my view.
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A l t h o u g h modified versions have been developed since (Varela, Thompson, and Rosch
1 9 9 1 ; Beer 1990), the original autopoietic theory of cognition is as strong as a biogenic
approach gets. I t can be stated thus: Cognition is the domain of interactions of a system with its
surroundings
Cognition

by which the system maintains autopoiesis. As Maturana puts it in The Biology of

( 1 9 7 0 / 1 9 8 0 ) : "Living systems are cognitive systems, and living as a process is a

process of cognition" (p.13). John Stewart (1996) abbreviates the view as "life=cognition".
The equation is saved from being a meaningless tautology'"® by the detailed account of how
and why the equation holds and its implications for more complex elaborations of cognition,
including
interaction

language.'"' The autopoietic model of cognition rests on four principles:
necessitated

by

circular

causation;

2)

operational

closure, which

1)

supports

autonomy and self-reference; 3) structural determinism; and 4) structural coupling.
A system that is self-producing far fi-om thermodynamic equilibrium necessarily involves
patterns of change whose causal flow is intrinsically circular, from organism to environment to
organism to environment. Circular causation

is not merely a matter of feedback-mediated

processes but of a dynamic cycle of mutual formation that continues until autopoiesis ceases.
Varela visualized the causal cycle in terms of the mythic ouroboros, a snake swallowing its tail.
Homeostasis is a good example. The organism's interaction with its surroundings leads to
genetic transcription and translation, which produces macromolecules that induce changes (or
cascades of changes) that induce further gene expression that lead to another interactive
behaviour that keeps the cycle going.
Circular

causation

refers to

the

fact that

every

organism

must

interact

with

its

s u r r o u n d i n g s " " or self-production ceases, moreover, every interaction triggers a structural
change within the organism that sets in train another interaction. Organism and niche are
reciprocally bound in the cycle of interaction. If a living system ceases to interact with its
surroundings it dies; it can no longer produce the components that sustain its organization. I f
it interacts inadequately with its surroundings it also dies. Everything an organism does is
aimed at maintaining the particular sort of organization that makes it a member of the class it
is. Different phyla, genera and species maintain autopoiesis in different ways, but they all
maintain autopoiesis. Class specific autopoietic organization thus determines the types of
interaction of which the system is capable. Organization on this picture does not equate writh
structure. A system's material structure (the components that comprise the system) continually
changes; its organization (how the components fit together and interact with one another)
does not and cannot without risk to system persistence. Autopoietic organization is what
sustains the system's vitality; if it ceases, the system is no more.
As already noted, the medium with which an organism interacts is heterogeneous and
contains many more elements than affect system maintenance. Interaction adequate to survival

The theory of evolution by natural selection has been criticized for being similariy tautolc^cal (Richards 1987): The fittest are fit
because diey survive, and they survive because they are fit
It is beyond the scope of this paper to show how autopoietic theory accounts for complex cognitive phenomena such as language
use. Suffice to say that the theory recendy has proven as influential in disciplines related to education, business systems, management
and nursing as it has in relation to c c ^ t i o a
' Maturana and Varela in their early work resiled fi-om using the word environment' on the basis that it was observer-dependent and
encompassed a broader view than which the system itself was capable. The observer/system distinction is critical to the autopoietic
model
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and reproduction, therefore, requires the capacity to differentiate relevant from in-elevant states.
A living system's "domain of interactions"—the sphere in which a system responds differentially
to maintain autopoiesis—is, therefore, its "domain of cognition", or knowing

(Maturana

1 9 7 0 / 1 9 8 0 ) . Because all organisms necessarily have a domain of interaction, they also have a
domain of cognition. On this account, therefore, it is a mistake to equate cognition with
possession of a nervous system. A nervous system does not create cognition but, rather,
expands an organism's sphere of possible interactions. For every living system, possessed of a
nervous system or not, cognition consists in the generation of adaptive, interactive behaviour.
I n his early work, Maturana suggested that the domain of interaction is also cognitive because
it involves an implicit prediction that certain classes of interaction wnll occur again. A l t h o u g h
Maturana later resiled from this position, on the basis that organisms interact in a continuous
present, I believe his original view captures something important about the

nature

of

cognition and the temporal directedness of biological systems more generally, which other
thinkers have developed in detail elsewhere (Rosen 1985).
While

sees

approaches

emphasize thermodynamic

openness, autopoiesis

emphasizes

systemic closure, but of a particular sort. Although a living system is open to matter and
energy, it is not open to every form of matter and energy. What can or cannot pass through an
organism is determined by the boundary of its organization, which also determines the outer
limit of its processes of self-production. No organism exists, therefore, without

operational

closure. Operational closure provides living systems with autonomy, which, minimally, is the
capacity to robustly sustain processes relevant to system maintenance despite changes in the
surrounding medium. Autopoiesis—indeed, homeostasis of any k i n d — i s impossible without
operational closure, or boundedness (see also Rosen 2000:184).
Operational closure: Organisms are operationally closed as well as open to flows of matter
and energy; the activities that produce and maintain an organism take place within a
semi-permeable boundary, which is the basis of its autonomy.
Operational closure influences an organism's cognitive domain primarily in two ways. First,
operational closure defines the organism's domain of interactions. The sort of objects and
events an organism is capable of encountering depends on its structure, including its sensory
capacities, but the capacity for sense perception itself depends upon the sort of organism it is,
which in turn is determined by operational closure. Organisms cannot enter into interactions
that are not specified by their organization, which in turn specifies the processes necessary for
continued autopoiesis. Second, operational closure provides the reference point for 'self and
the distinction of 'non-self, which forms the basis of defence mechanisms and affective
response (see Damasio 1999, for a discussion of the latter). All components wfithin the system
boundary that interact to maintain autopoiesis constitute 'self.' The manner in which a system
differentiates self may be mimicked, as by some parasites, or masked, as in the case of
endogenous retroviruses that trigger an autoimmune response. Some living systems may also
regard some or all of the products of their activity as 'self. But the reference point for such
attributions, as well as mimicking and masking, is the operational closure of the affected or
attributing system. Self-reference is also central to several species of biogenic explanation
based on SOCS, including Goodson's homeostatic equilibrium theory of cognition (Goodson
2 0 0 3 ) , Damasio's biogenic somatic marker hypothesis of consciousness (Damasio 1 9 9 9 ) , and La
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Cerra and B i n g h a m ' s 'bioLogicaL marketplace' hypothesis of the origin of mind (La Cen-a a n d
Bingham 2002).
Self-reference:

Because they are operationally closed systems, organisms have

far differentiating

mechanisms

states of affairs that belong or are permissible within the boundary

from other phenomena

(self)

(non-self).

The autopoietic account of life and c o g n i t i o n differs from other SOCS approaches due to its
emphasis on the molecular level of biotic activity. Interactions are implemented, on t h i s view,
by the molecular and macro-molecular components that support the organism's class-specific
organization. Thus, autopoiesis occurs and is maintained at the molecular level, where every
interaction effects an immediate change in the system (Maturana and Varela 1 9 7 3 / 1 9 8 0 ) . This
feature, which organisms share with inanimate systems capable of interaction, is
determinism

structural

(Maturana and Varela 1 9 9 2 : 9 6 ) . ' "

Structural
determinism

determinism
suggests

is

not

deterministic

is that "every

in

a

clockwork

sense.

What

structural

perturbation, every experience, every internal

event

c h a n g e s the structure of the network that constitutes the organism" and t h u s influences,
strongly

or

weakly,

its

interactions

(von

Glasersfeld

2003:para25).

Each

response

to

perturbation can form new pathways for interaction or activate and reinforce existing ones. The
weight each c h a n g e carries within the e c o n o m y of the system varies from moment to moment,
a n d an incomprehensible multitude of changes are occurring at every instant. Structural
determinism runs in two directions, from the bottom up and from the t o p down. The effects of
molecular interactions ramify and amplify into behaviour at the macro-molecular level, up t o
the organism level; likewise, how an organism behaves ramifies to all its internal molecular
dynamics.
A central claim of autopoietic theory, unusual given the behaviourism d o m i n a n t at the
time it was advanced, is that the effect on the organism of an interaction with its s u r r o u n d i n g s
is not determined by a stimulus external to the organism. All an external stimulus can do is
trigger a structural change within the organism. Only the organism's aggregate state at a given
moment

can

determine

what

happens

next."^

Herein

lies the implication

of

structural

determinism for c o g n i t i o n , in the adequacy or inadequacy of an interaction, or b e h a v i o u r . " ^
The only t h i n g that matters to the autopoietic system is, does the interaction work! Given this
interaction, are autopoiesis and adaptation conserved?
Finally, an autopoietic system does not and cannot exist apart from its

surrounding

medium, or its niche. The niche is defined by the interactions into which an o r g a n i s m may
" ' Robert Rosen came to a similar conclusion regirding 'state detemiinism' in his biolc^cal rendering of dynamical systems theory. "In a
nutshell, a system which is both [thermodynamically] open and autonomous...must have the property diat the flows from
environment to system, and from system to environment, are determined by what is inside the system" (Rosen 2000:183){author's
emphasis)
I have nig^ng doubts about this claim. If a shaik eats afish,autopoiesis will cease and the fish wiH die. Granted, the cessation of
autopoiesis is the immediate cause of death, but surely the shark is more than a mere 'trig^r' for change.
Here also lies the difference in perspective between the organian and the observer of the organian that is of crudal importance to
the autopoietic account From die perspective of an observer, the assesarent of adequacy depends on the observer's interests in
making the observation of the interaction, which in turn is shaped by the conceptual fimiework from which the observation is made.
The criterion of adequacy thus wiH differ, sometimes subtly, sometimes greatly, fi«m observer to observer. This, in my view, provides a
plausible explanation for the huge differences among investigators in their ascriptions of cognitioa Adequacy from die perspective of
the interacting system, on the other hand, is more stiai^tforward and pragmatic does the interaction work?
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enter and thus constitutes the organism's "cognitive reality" (Maturana

1970/1980:12)—a

notion that roughly equates with von LiexkuU's notion of an organism's Umwett. Trivially, a
niche also cannot be understood separately from the system whose interactions with it bring
the niche into existence by definition. Structural coupling denotes the interdependence of
organism and niche such that a change in one brings about a change in the other (Maturana
and Varela

1973/1980;

Maturana

2003). Structural coupling

is the

conjoint

result

of

thermodynamic openness, which allows the flow of matter and energy through the organism,
and operational closure, which enables autopoiesis and homeostasis. As the interface of
interaction between organism and niche, the domain of structural coupling

defines the

organism's cognitive domain. For this reason, the model could just as easily be called the
'structural coupling theory of cognition' as it could the 'autopoietic theory of cognition'.
In sum, the autopoietic approach to cognition emphasizes not the

thermodynamic

conditions in which cognition takes places, as does the SOCS approach, but, rather, the
distinctive form of organization in which it arises. Autopoietic systems are simultaneously selfproducing

and interactive. Both characteristics depend on the organism being

coupled

structurally to its surroundings in a dynamic, mutually influencing cycle. Autopoietic systems
are thermodynamically open yet operationally closed (bounded), which provides the locus for
the designation of a 'self. Although autopoiesis does not fill the gaps identified in the SOCS
approach, it seems to me that the framework throws light on important facets of biological
reality for which SOCS approaches alone cannot easily account, even descriptively.

3.2.3

Biosemiotics"^

The fundamental insight of biosemiotics is that biological phenomena at every level of
description, from molecules to organisms, are controlled by 'information', at least in a vague
Batesonian sense of "a difference that makes a difference" (Bateson 1979:99). As agents of
change—initiators, promoters, or intermediate participants in cascades of response—biological
macromolecules function as both vehicles and users of information. They are, in some as-yetobscure and controversial sense, 'directed toward', 'indicative of, possibly even 'about' some
state of affairs. Given immediate circumstances they function to bring the process of which
they are a component to one state rather than another, frequently exhibiting causal patterns
that are nonlinear and selectionist. On the biosemiotic perspective, information usage is not
only intrinsic to the process by which organisms adapt, both internally and externally, it is very
probably the distinguishing feature of life (Balazs 2004; Hoffmeyer and Emmeche

1991;

Emmeche 1998). Hence advocates sense its potential as a paradigm capable of integrating data
and unifying theory on "a vast array of biological phenomena" (Eder and Rembold 1 9 9 2 : 6 3 ) .
Even more ambitiously, biosemiotics has been proposed as a bridge between the humanities
and the sciences (Sebeok 1996; von Uexkull 2001bb).

' " Biosemiotics should not be conflated with biosemantics, with which it is congenial but not identical Biosemantics is Milikan's (in my
view successful) attempt at a rdendessly biological rendering of intentionaHty within the content of ongoing anthropogenic debates
(Millikan 1989b). Biosemiotics, by contrast, is grounded in Jacob von UexkOlTs biological theory of meaning, Kercean sign dieory and
contemporary molecular biology—its leading advocates are, in feet, biologists—and does not engage witii analytic philosophical
debates.
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Biosemiotics is relevant to the study of cognition chiefly via the central place o c c u p i e d by
two

distinct

but resonant frameworks regarding the natural generation

of meaning

and

reference. First is Jacob v o n Uexkull's biological concept of Umweit (von Uexkiill 1 9 8 2 ) , the
life-world of an organism (any organism) that is determined by its manifold interactions with a
niche, which in turn is necessitated by the imperatives and affordances of the organism's
peculiar form of embodiment. I n this respect the concept of Umweit has a kinship with the
autopoietic ' d o m a i n of interaction/cognition'; it is constituted by the set of relations the
organism constructs with its surroundings via its species-specific sensory characteristics and its
capacities for interaction. However, von Uexkiill puts a stronger emphasis on the qualitative
aspect of an Umweit as a phenomenal, subjective, experiential world ( C u n n i n g h a m

1998).

W i t h o u t precisely defining his terms, von Uexkull points instead to the fact that the same
'environment'

provides

radically

different

Umwelten

for different

creatures, and

different

possibilities of interaction and experience:
Every object becomes something

completely different on entering a different Umweit. A

flower stem that in our Umweit is a support for the flower, becomes a pipe full of liquid for
the meadow spittlebug

fPhilaenus spumariusj who sucks out the liquid to build its foamy

nest. The same flower stem becomes an upward path for the ant, connecting
its hunting

its nest with

ground in the flower. For the grazing cow the flower stem becomes part of a

tasty morsel of food for her to chew in her big mouth, (von Uexkull

2001aa:108)

Charles Sanders Peirce's general theory of signs, which puts the semiosis in biosemiosis, is
the second key conceptual framework that bears directly on c o g n i t i o n . A l t h o u g h

Peirce's

theory is notoriously complex, having been developed and enriched over many years of
t h i n k i n g a n d writing, I will attempt a thumbnail summary here because of its relevance to the
remaining

chapters."^ The essence of the theory is commonly, if somewhat

misleadingly,

summarized as a triadic relation between a sign; an object in the world that the sign represents
in some way (e.g., via likeness, shared physical properties, or imputation); and an

interpretant,

for which the sign has meaning (von Eckardt 1 9 9 3 : 1 4 5 ; C u n n i n g h a m 1 9 9 8 ) . While the objectsign-interpretant view is certainly not mistaken—Peirce's own words provide ample a u t h o r i t y —
it obscures somewhat not only much that Peirce believed crucial to understanding his theory
but also precisely those aspects that biosemiotidans, many of whom are biologists, have f o u n d
compelling. The general theory of signs is at once a metaphysical theory of universal categories
by which the manifold of experience is ordered, in the tradition of Aristotle and Kant; a theory
of c o g n i t i o n a n d the contents of t h o u g h t ; and the f o u n d a t i o n of what Peirce called "the
normative sciences": logic, ethics and aesthetics.
Pierce distinguishes three kinds of sign according to the way they are related to their
representanda: 1) icons, or likenesses that represent by imitation (i.e., a portrait); 2)

indices

(signs), indications of a physical connection (i.e., a weathervane that moves with t h e wind);
a n d 3) symbols

(general signs), an imputed meaning that becomes associated by usage (i.e.,

words). At each level an enrichment of information is possible, such that a symbol can c o n v e y

The summary is derived from the following works published in the two-volume The Essential Peirce Selected Philosophical
Writings: "A new list of categories," the seminal woik on the triadic system, and "Questions concerning certain feculties daimed for
man," both published in 1868 (Vol 1, pp. 1-10& 11-27); "What is a sign," composed in 1894- (Vol Z pp. 4-10); "The categories defended,"
(19C8) (Vol 2. pp. 160-178); and a letter to Lady Welby dated 25 December, 1908 (VoL 2, p. 484-).
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more information than a likeness. We may "think only in signs," but "these mental signs are of
mixed nature...In all reasoning, we have to use a mixture of likenesses, indices, and
(Peirce

1867/1998:10).

Moreoever,

a

single

sign

may

partake

of

more

symbols"

than

one

representational relation. A map, for example, is simultaneously a likeness and an index.
Obviously, a representation or sign need not be a mental phenomenon.
Every cognitive act, on Peirce's theory, involves representation (Peirce 1 8 6 8 / 1 9 9 8 : 2 1 ) , but
this emphatically does not mean that every cognitive act involves a representation in the sense
that

cognitive

science

uses that term. It

merely indicates

an

act

of comparison,

or

differentiation — a n interpretant. The act of comparison is the interpretant, a term that does
not necessarily refer to a person or organism as ordinarily understood. Indeed, the interpretant
is any effect of semiosis (Cunningham 1998). This is one reason why Peircean sign theory is of
interest to biosemioticians; an enzyme such as protein kinase D (PKD) can be considered an
interpretant

because it performs its biological role on the basis of a comparison,

an

interpretation of what is happening now, in this context, given these factors. A multi-purpose
enzyme activated by antigen receptors in a type of white blood cell (lymphocytes), PKD
functions very differently according to its location in the cell (Marklund, Lightfoot, and
Cantrell 2003). At the plasma membrane, the partially permeable layer that constitutes the
outer limit of the cell, PKD will stimulate expression of (upregulate) certain co-receptors but
not when located in the cytosol, the semifluid soluble part of the cytoplasm in which the cell's
organelles are suspended. By contrast, in the cytosol PKD suppresses (down-regulates) the
reaaangement of chemical chains and prevents their expression. In short, the activity of PKD is
modified according to the signs present at the two different locations.
Based on his triadic model Peirce characterized three modes of apprehension by a subject or
an object's manner of presentation. It is worth noting that while the Peircean terminology is
grounded in human practice, biosemioticians have interpreted the model phylogenetically
more broadly. The first mode of apprehension is what Peirce calls feeling, the sensing that
something is present; it relates to the presentation of things merely as they appear (Peirce
1 9 0 6 / 1 9 9 8 : 4 8 4 ) . Second mode of apprehension is reaction, "the sense of acting and being
acted on;" it relates to an object that "brutely compel[s] attention" (ibid:484). The third mode
is thinking

or representation

(literally, re-presentation), which involves learning and " g o i n g

through a process by which a phenomenon is found to be governed by a rule, or has a general
knowable way of behaving" (Peirce 1894/1998:4), which can involve either reasoning or
"habitude" (Peirce 1 9 0 6 / 1 9 9 8 : 4 8 4 ) . Finally, Peirce differentiates cognition, which implies an
interpretant and a representational content, from "the act of attention," which he says "has no
connotation at all," but is simply the bare power to be directed toward an object (Peirce
1867/1998:1).
While this is intriguingly suggestive, my gut feeling is that the key constructs underwriting
biosemiotics remain insufficiently developed to evaluate its usefulness as an approach for
theorizing about cognition. Cunningham (1998) attempts a model of "cognition as semiosis"
based on Peircean sign theory and von Uexkull's Umwelt concept, but he does so chiefly by
explaining the various principles involved in both approaches and showing how they might
apply to learning and "hunting-and-gathering" for information on the internet, rather than
providing an actual model of cognition. As an education theorist, Cunningham's main aim
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seems to be to present a compelling alternative to (fairly crudely characterized) computational
models (ibid). While claiming that semiosis is "an organizing principle for the study of mind
that rivals mechanics in the physical realm and the homeostatic adaptation of the natural
realm," Cunningham does not really show how this is so. Biosemiotics promises to provide an
important piece of the cognitive puzzle, but among the outstanding challenges is clarification
and refinement of its central concept, information, and explication of the notion of semiosis
such that it can perform useful empirical and theoretical labour.
The biological principles that constrain biogenic approaches to cognition are summarized
in Figure 3.1 below. The species of biogenic cognitive explanation—the various hypotheses,
models and frameworks for understanding cognition or aspects of cognition— of which I am
aware are summarized in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.1 Principles of the biogenic approach to cognition
Evolution

Organisms are products of evolution by natural selection.

Thermodynamic
openness

Organisms maintain themselves far from thermodynamic equilibrium by
imporiiing 'order' from their surroundings in the form of matter and energy,
chemically transforming it to do work, and export:ing 'disorder' in the form
of waste products of various sort;s.

Interaction

Organisms must establish causal relations with features of their
sun-oundings that lead to exchanges of matter and energy, which are
essential to the organism's persistence in the first instance.

Self'production
.(autopoiesis)

Organisms are continually being produced by a network of components,
which are themselves being continually produced by networks of
components; at the same time, the organism as a whole—as well as its
constituent components—are interacting with a surrounding medium.

\

-

Homeostasis

Organisms are constituted by a wide variety of control and regulatory
mechanisms, including multiple kinds of feedback mechanism, which
maintain the steady state of the system.

Functional
norms

Biological activities that have functions (e.g., homeostatic processes)
operate within a range of values outside of which the organism's
persistence, wellbeing or reproduction are threatened.

Functional
linkage

Functions essential to an organism's persistence, wellbeing or
reproduction are linked, directly or indirectly, strongly or weakly.

Continuity

All complex biological functions have evolved from simpler forms of
biological function.

Variability

Because the features of its surrounding medium are constantly changing
at varying time scales, an organism must have one or more mechanisms for
reducing or managing the impact of environmental variability on its
functioning.

Adaptive
behaviour

To persist, grow, thrive or reproduce, an organism must continually adapt
to its surrounding medium by altering its internal structure and/or its
interactive relation to features of that medium.
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Informationdependence

Adaptive behaviour is dependent upon information. A state of affairs that
stimulates an organism to adaptive behaviour (i.e., alteration of its
internal structure and/or its interactive relation to environmental features)
conveys information for that organism.

Differentiation

An organism is capable of interacting profitably with some, but not all,
features of its environment as a result of its evolutionary and individual
interactive history. Not every state of affairs is information for that
organism.

Memory

Organisms must retain information to use it. Differentiation among states
of affairs involves the comparison of what is happening now relative to
what was happening at some moment in the past.

Valence

Operational
closure

Self-reference

Futureorientation

^

Based on its evolutionary and interactive history and current needs, an
organism responds to different states of affairs according to an internal
projection of value relative to its own persistence, wellbeing or
reproduction.
Organisms are operationally closed as well as open to flows of matter and
energy; the activities that produce and maintain an organism take place
within a semi-permeable boundary, which is the basis of its autonomy.
As operationally closed (bounded) entities, organisms differentiate states
of affairs that are permissible or belong within the boundary (self) from
other phenomena (non-self).
Although past events affect their adaptive behaviour, organisms are
intrinsically oriented toward what happens next.

Figure 3.2 Species of biogenic explanation
SELF-ORGANIZING COMPLEX SYSTEMS

Genetic epistemoLogy (Piaget 1970)
Evolutionary epistemology (Popper 1965/1972; Campbell 1974)
Ecological approach to perception (Gibson 1979)
Interactivism (Bickhard 1980; Bickhard and Terveen 1995)
Anticipatory systems model (Rosen 1985)
Intelligence without representation (mobotics) (Brooks 1991)
Embodied information model (Barham 1996)
Somatic marker hypothesis (Damasio 1999)
Self-directed autonomy model (Christensen and Hooker 2000; Chtistensen 2004)
Intelligent network model (Vertosick 2002)
Evolutionary energetic (EN) model (La Cerra and Bingham 2002)
Homeostatic equilibrium theory (Goodson 2003)

s.®. ? j p. .^^T.'.^y.ii
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4. Horses for courses
In comparison to the anthropogenic family traits, the principles that constrain biogenic
theorizing about cognition are not only more numerous, they also have stronger empirical
support; and theoretical solidity, that is, they connect more directly to other theories within
the domain of explanation. Unlike those in the anthropogenic traits, the key concepts in the
biogenic family traits enjoy a high degree of interdisciplinary agreement, enabling meaningful
comparison of results between studies and experiments with different aims. As the knowledge
base of the life sciences develops and grows, conceivably the list of biogenic principles will
grow, too. With anthropogenic theoretical approaches, on the other hand, incommensurability
between frameworks is not uncommon, the meaning of key terms require elaboration more or
less on a case-by-case basis, and it is hard to see from what source new principles could
emerge.
Needless to say, there is nothing to prevent an investigator who adopts an anthropogenic
approach to a particular cognitive issue (in, say, an experiment involving self report of episodic
memory) from taking biogenic family traits on board to good effect. Likewise, there is no
reason that a species of biogenic explanation could not incorporate some or all of the
anthropogenic family traits. Goodson's theory, which draws on information processing and
representationalist principles, is a case in point. It is import:ant to stress that the two
approaches are not mutually exclusive."' We must understand what cognition is and what it
does as a natural phenomenon, but we also have to understand human psychological
experience. The traits outlined here are what currently are required of an explanation in the
particular family.
Because natural cognition is a biological function, the empirical strength and relative
conceptual clarity of its principles would seem to make the biogenic approach the logical
choice for attempting a general theory that generates testable empirical generalizations.
Another attractive feature is that the biogenic family traits provide a principled natural

' " The ways in wiiich anthropogenic and biogenic approaches m ^ t fruitiully be combined could be a subject of future research.
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scientific basis for approaching the mental capacities outlined in Chapters 1 & 2 without the
necessity of explicit reference to the features of a single species. As we will see in the next
chapter, all but one of the mental capacities identified in Chapter 1 (communication) and
both of the properties associated with mentality can be derived from the biogenic family traits.
This means that behavioural, genomic and molecular data from a wider, more diverse range of
empirical sources can be incorporated into explanations of cognition without

tortuous

justification.
Because they are grounded in primary existential goals, biogenic approaches also have
g o o d reason to presume, without the need for abstract conceptual argument, that cognition is
intrinsically active, pragmatic, motivated and constructive; perception is structured not only
by the sensory mechanisms of an organism but also by species-specific and individually
conditioned capacities for evaluating stimuli relative to existential norms such as survival,
wellbeing and reproduction. As Walter Freeman's research with olfaction in rabbits has shown,
no two exposures to the same stimulus elicit the same pattern of neural response (Freeman
1 9 9 9 ) . A biogenic approach such as homeostatic equilibrium theory suggests why this is so:
The organism is an aggregation of a multitude of dynamic processes constantly in flux, and
part of what is changing is the organism's relationship not only to an environment but also to
itself.
Despite their shortcomings biogenic approaches have the virtue of throwing light on
important aspects of the biology of cognition. The SOCS approach stresses the role of
cognition in maintaining the energetic balance of the organism and the intrinsic normativity
of homeostasis. Autopoiesis emphasizes the self-referential nature of biological organization
and the inseparability of organism and niche, despite the self-determined nature of an
organism's interaction with its surrounding

medium. Biosemiotics, although still diffuse,

highlights the fundamental importance of selectivity and meaning at every level of living
organization. Synthetic approaches—such as Fred Keijzer's behavioural systems theory, which
incorporates elements of SOCS and autopoiesis (Keijzer 2 0 0 1 ) — s h o w promise as a means of
incorporating the strengths and avoiding the weaknesses of a single genus. Real gaps exist in
the biological story, but these are effectively invisible to anthropogenic approaches.
Significantly, the biological principles that constrain the biogenic approach s u g g e s t that
agency, the capacity to adaptively change (act, interact) relative to an environment, and the
capacity to opt to do this rather than that in the present circumstances, given present needs,
are the basis of cognition, and possibly the foundation of all of the processes THAT the
anthropogenic tradition tells us pertain to mind. To enable successful action and interaction
within a niche is arguably what cognition is for. The capacity to infer relations between
external circumstance and internal need to facilitate agency may be, to a first approximation,
what cognition is. In my view, this is the direction in which a general theory lies. The next
chapter presents a preliminary attempt at a biogenic framework that addresses, roughly and to
a first approximation, what cognition is and what it does.

The agentive framework: a biogenic example

H'e [humans] may be um'que, but paradoxically
those properties that define our uniqueness can still
be inherent in the evolutionary process.
— Simon Conway Morris (2003:196)

Introduction
In the Last chapter I argued that natural cognition is best approached as a biological function
in which biological principles take precedence over intuitions derived from human experience.
In this chapter I will provide an example of how this might be done. The framework is
presented not as the theory we've all been waiting for, but as an exercise in biogenic thinking
about the problem of cognition, a preliminary sketch of the logic of the function. The
framework is an inductive conjecture based on evidence, an attempt to elaborate the notion of
cognition as a scientific-philosophical theoretical construct so that it may "eventually hold its
ground in the experimental'tribunal of experience'" (Charland 2005:93, following Quine). It is,
in short, a preliminary stab at answering what cognition is and what cognition does.
The chapter is structured as three series of inductions based upon features of biological
organization that, in my view, give rise to cognition. Roughly speaking, I conclude that an
organism must be capable of doing three things to be considered cognitive: 1) relating
information about what is happening outside of it to what is happening inside; 2) valuing a
state of affairs, which can be simple or highly complex, relative to its own wellbeing; and 3)
mobilizing a response based on such an evaluation. I have structured the chapter this way not
only to assist my own thinking but also so that the premises upon which my conclusions rest
are as clear as I can make them. Any missteps I make should therefore be relatively easy for
others to spot. The structure also helps to make explicit the connection between the steps of
the framework and the biogenic principles, virt:ually all of which serve as premises within the
framework. Where the empirical support for a premise has been presented elsewhere, I will refer
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the reader to the relevant section and thus will spend valuable space amplifying what has not
already been covered. I will draw out the implications of the framework, and outline some of its
predictions, in the thesis conclusion.
Although

not a theory in the

proper sense, the framework falls into the

category,

elucidated separately but almost identically by Lorentz and Einstein, of a "principle theory"
(Frisch 2 0 0 5 ) . Principle theories generalize from characteristics discovered about a natural
phenomenon with the aim of providing some insight; they unify phenomena in some way
without providing the details of underlying mechanisms. By contrast, 'constructive theories'^"
advance "some physical picture or 'model' of an underlying process," which in physics is often
accomplished by building up a picture of a more complex phenomenon "out of the materials of
a relatively simply formal scheme from which they start out" (ibid:667). Constructive theories,
preferred by both Einstein and Lorentz, are more daring and speculative because they "embody
the hope of uncovering hidden, underlying realities in a way that principle-theories do not,"
and thus tend to open up new fields of inquiry (ibid:667). In physics, the empirically derived
laws of thermodynamics are examples of principle theories;"^ the kinetic theory of gases, which
was based on the hypothesized motion of molecules (whose empirical verification lay in the
future), is an example of a constructive theory. In biological terms, Darwin's theory of evolution
by natural selection is arguably a principle theory, while his theory of the mechanism of
inheritance (pangenesis) is an example of a (demonstrably false) constructive theory.
Theories of either sort face two kinds of problems (Frisch 2005:664). First is the problem of
empirical adequacy, or how well the theory is supported by the available evidence and how well
it accounts for anomalies. Second is the problem of foundations, or how well the phenomena at
the centre of the project are accounted for. This can be done both by postulation and by
appeal to evidence. For example, those in the late IQ'^ century who believed electromagnetic
theory would provide a 'world picture' required a satisfactory model of the electron. One
(mistaken) solution was to postulate that electrons are perfectly rigid, spherical objects with
certiain properties.
Accounting for phenomena at the centre of a theory requires, in the first instance, a clear
articulation of the concepts involved. For a scientific concept to be adequate within its
domain of application, it must have certain features. According to Hull (1999), an adequate
scientific concept must have theoretical significance, that is, it must connect to other theories
within the domain. The relevant domain of application in this case is, first, biology and,
second, various empirical cognitive sciences, such as the neurosciences, sundry branches of
psychology, and cognitive ethology. To be considered adequate a scientific concept not only
must successfully recover the phenomenon (applicability), it also must be empirically testable, at
a secondary if not a primary level of description. Finally, it must be general e n o u g h

to

This is Einstein's labeL Lorentz caEed them (rather confusing) "mechanistic theories", not because they posit an underlying
mechanism per se, which principle theories can do—in biology, espedally-but because they suggest s o m e t o g deep about the
'mechanism' underiying appearances. Due to this potential confusion, we will stick to Einstein's temiinology.
"Mt might be objected that natural laws are not theories, but see Giere (1999) for an alternative view. Here I am following Einstein's and
Lorenz's lead in regarding the laws of thermodynamics as an example of a 'principle theor/. James Trefil (2008) observes that wellverified natural regularities troop under many names in science (e.g., 'effects', 'prindfjes', 'theories', laws'), and examples exist of theories
that are better confirmed than sooBed laws.

encompass

all those

phenomena that fall under it, yet precise enough

to exclude all

phenomena that do not fall under it.
Very often in the life sciences, Bechtel and Abrahamsen (2005) point out, "the quest for
explanation is the quest for a specification of the appropriate mechanism," rather than for
nomological generalizations (p. 422; fn 3). This suggests something of a problem in the quest
for an explanation of cognition, because in biology the identification of a phenomenon
generally precedes, and thus invites, explanation; moreover, tests of an explanation are "likely
to be diagnostic of the operation" (p.439). As we have seen, what the cognitive sciences lack
is precisely a means of identifying the phenomenon we wish to explain. That said, the
following presentation attempts to approach the issue of identification at least partially via an
elucidation of mechanisms.
Mechanism

is defined here in two ways. First, and most broadly, the concept of a

mechanism is "used to explain change" (Howe, Rabinowitz, and Grant 1 9 9 3 : 7 3 7 ) . Two
successful postulations of mechanisms are the Hebbian notion that chemical changes at
neuronal synapses are a mechanism of memory, and Koshland's hypothesis that ligand-receptor
and other types of cellular binding aren't solely (or even often) a lock-and-key affair, as long
supposed, but involve a change in conformation, an 'induced fit' (Koshland 2 0 0 4 ) . Second,
and more stringently, mechanisms are "entities and activities organized such that they are
productive of regular changes from start or set-up to finish or termination

conditions"

(Machamer, Darden, and Craver 2000:3). Examples include the elaboration of how chemical
neurotransmitters change the electrical firing properties of neurons and how particular domains
of proteins in a signalling pathway induce a conformational switch (from relaxed to tensed or
vice versa). Thus, mechanisms can be addressed in both functional and structural terms. The
general thrust of the immediate presentation is functional, where a feature T (a structure or
network of processes) has a function F in organism 0 if it contributes to the persistence and/or
wellbeing

of 0

(see Introduction,

section

on

background

assumptions).

Consequently,

references to particular physiological structures and/or processes are intended to illustrate the
general logic of the function rather than to provide necessary structural conditions for
cognition. Examples will be drawn from widely differing biological systems, from bacteria to
humans, and from the molecular, physiological and behavioural levels.
Now, to work.

1. Autopoiesis, interaction &synexenosis
The first inductive series reprises and extends the biogenic principles as premises of an
argument that leads to the first capacity (function^) that an organism must have for cognition
in the agentive framework. I call this capacity synexenos/s, which will be explained shortly. The
biogenic principles are thus shown to be the foundation of the framework. Chapter 3 showed
several (but by no means all) of the ways in which organisms differ dramatically from nonbiological, self-organizing, complex physical systems. I will not reprise that argument here, but
direct the reader to Section 3.2 and in particular subsections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. For those who
still think that the behaviour of a bacterium, say, is more like the behaviour of a hurricane or
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Bernard cell than that of a human, additional evidence will be provided in Chapter 5 that
s h o u l d convince y o u otherwise. This series thus assumes that even simple organisms such as
bacteria are radically

more complex than and qualitatively different from

non-biological

systems. This is not to s u g g e s t anything remotely vitalistic, in the metaphysical sense, about
b i o l o g i c a l systems. I t is simply a fact, one for which ( I trust) science one day will account.
A l t h o u g h viruses and prions are biological entities, they are not organisms. Debate over the
vital status of viruses heated up recently with discovery of the mimivirus, a colossus whose
genetic material includes protein-coding genes that appear related to metabolic f u n c t i o n s (La
Scola et al. 2 0 0 3 ) . For the moment, however, the consensus remains that viruses, often called
viral particles, are not alive (Deresinski 2 0 0 5 ) .
Premise 1.1: Organisms maintain

themselves far from thermodynamic

'order'from their surroundings

equilibrium by

in the form of matter and energy,

importing

chemically

transforming it to do work, and exporting 'disorder' in the form of waste products

of

various sorts.
This premise relates to organisms as self-organizing

complex systems. (See Chapter 3,

subsection 3.2.1.) I n The Origin of Minds, Peggy La Cen-a and Paul Bingham ( 2 0 0 2 ) argue
( c o n v i n c i n g l y , in my view)

that thermodynamic openness and the continual need to secure

sources of energy for self-maintenance provide "the foundational logic" of biological forms of
intelligence, from

humans and rats to hummingbirds and butterflies—even bacteria (p. 8).

"Energy management drove the foundational adaptive design of all ancestral intelligence
systems," La Cen-a and B i n g h a m write. "And all subsequent design features evolved as integrated
a u g m e n t a t i o n s of this core s y s t e m — i n c l u d i n g the part that ultimately gives rise to y o u r m i n d "
(ibid:4).

Other thinkers who have taken self-maintenance far from thermodynamic equilibrium

as the basis of cognition or some of its features include Karl Popper ( 1 9 6 5 / 1 9 7 2 ) , Donald T.
Campbell ( 1 9 7 4 ) , Mark Bickhard ( 1 9 8 0 ; Bickhard and Terveen 1 9 9 5 ) , Robert Rosen ( 1 9 8 5 ) , and
Wayne Christensen and Cliff Hooker ( 2 0 0 0 ; Christensen 2 0 0 4 ) .
Premise 1.2: Organisms must establish causal relations with features of their surroundings
lead to exchanges of matter and energy, which are essential to the

that

organism's

persistence in the first instance.
This premise relates to the fact that organisms must interact with their s u r r o u n d i n g s to
maintain themselves. (See Chapter 3, subsection 3.2.1.) Interaction

is defined here as a relation

between two (or more) entities whereby a change in one entity induces a c h a n g e in the
other(s), especially where the change in the second (third, etc.) entity becomes a s t i m u l u s for
further change in the first entity. Biological interactions occur on the macroscopic scale of
whole organisms interacting with features of their environment, including other organisms; at
the level of parts of organisms; and on the molecular scale. Interactions between different types
of organism currently tend to be classified in terms of effect (e.g., mutualism, commensalism,
predation) or in terms of mechanism (e.g., competition, symbiosis). At the molecular scale,
roughly 1 0 , 0 0 0 different forms of interaction are predicted to exist, of which about 2 , 0 0 0 are
currently known (Aloy, Pichaud, and Russell 2 0 0 5 ) .
Premise 1.3: Organisms are continually

being produced by a network of components,

themselves being continually

which are

produced by networks of components; at the same

time.
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the organism as a whole—as
with a surrounding

_

well as its constituent components—are

interacting

medium.

This premise relates to the fact that organisms are autopoietic systems. (See Chapter 3,
subsection 3.2.2.) As Damasio ( 1 9 9 9 ) puts it in another context: "The entire biological
edifice...is held alive by the constant execution of construction plans, always on the brink of
partial or complete collapse should the process of rebuilding and renewal break down" (p.l45).
Premise 1.4: Organisms are operationally closed as well as open to flows of matter and energy; the
activities that produce and maintain an organism take place within a semi-penveable
boundary, which is the basis of its autonomy.
The premise relates to another feature of organisms as autopoietic systems. (See Chapter 3,
subsection 3.2.2.) The notion of a boundary is often rendered in terms of a cell wall (e.g.,
unicellular organisms), skin (e.g., animals), or outer membrane (e.g., plants) (Moreno, Umerez,
and Ibanez 1997). To say that an organism is bounded, however, is to commit neither to its
individuality—a famously fraught issue in biology (see in particular Wilson 1 9 9 9 ) — o r to the
limits of its effective reach into a niche (see, for example, Clark and Chalmers 1998). However,
activities

at

the

boundaries

of

an

organism's

self-producing

activity

(autopoietic

organization)—for example, membrane-bound receptors involved in sensing the state of the
surrounding

medium and ion channels that modulate membrane potential—tend to be

crucially important to biological functioning.
As we saw in Chapter 3, operational closure is the basis for the construction of an Umwelt,
the set of relations an organism has with its sun-oundings that constitute the world to which it
is sensitive and with which it interacts (von Uexkiill 2001aa) It is also the basis for the
construction of a self. As operationally closed entities, organisms differentiate states of affairs
that are permissible or belong within the boundary (self) from other phenomena (non-self).
Premise 1.5: Organisms are constituted by a wide variety of control and regulatory

mechanisms,

including multiple kinds of feedback mechanism, which maintain the steady state of
the system.
This premise relates to the way that organisms maintain themselves via homeostasis. (See
Chapter 3, subsection 3.2.1.) Positive and negative feedback mechanisms are characteristic not
only of homeostatic regulation but also of just about every functional molecular process in
biological systems. Neurons maintain cellular homeostasis via feedback-regulated modifications
to their membrane potential, while their signal-transduction properties rely, among

other

things, on the activation and inhibition of neurotransmitter secretion and uptake. Bacterial
chemotaxis relies on the activation and inhibition of various protein-coding genes relative to
the concentrations of other proteins in the cell to control locomotion. Many human artefacts
incorporate

feedback

mechanisms

to

modulate

or regulate

a system's

dynamics

(e.g.,

thermostats, anti-aircraft missiles). In Nature, as far as I can tell, no non-biological physical
systems feature regulatory mechanisms. Biological systems, on the other hand, cannot exist
without controls, which are made possible by the system's operational closure. If the organism
was not operationally closed, control would be impossible.

Premise 1.6: Because patterns of interaction are essential far system persistence, the processes
that facilitate an organism's interaction with its surroundings will be connected,
directly or indirectly, with its other homeostatic processes.
This

premise relates to functional

linkage. (See Chapter

3, subsection

3.2.1.)

implication is that core organismic functions normally parsed as separate—for

The

example,

perception, attention, motivation, affect, learning, memory, etc.—are thus likely to be "all
dynamically and perpetually interdependent" (Goodson 2003:56), not only with each other
but also with other physiological processes that maintain balance within the organism, such as
cardiac function, respiration, vasoconstriction, digestion, elimination, etc. They don't just
"shade off' into one another, as Godfrey-Smith (2003) puts it; they function interdependently
in important ways.
I n a bacterium it is relatively easy to see how the systems that facilitate interaction with an
environment (e.g., chemical sensing and motility) are directly connected to systems

of

metabolic regulation; it is perhaps less obvious in more complex animals. Nevertheless, they are
so linked. A recent analysis of the protein profile in hippocampal neurons in male rats exposed
to repeated psychosocial stress, in this case defeat in dominance interactions, revealed
significant changes in 2 1 proteins, the pattern of which was quantitatively and qualitatively
different from rats exposed to a single stressful event (Carboni et al. 2006). Notably, some of
the affected proteins were involved in basic cellular functions such as energy metabolism and
cytoskeleton regulation.
In humans, the hypothalamus, a hormone-secreting region of the brain, controls body
temperature, hunger, thirst and circadian rhythms but also is involved in emotional responses
(including

bonding

between

mating

pairs and

between

parents and offspring),

sexual

behaviour, reproduction, arousal, reward, defensive behaviour and movement (Shepherd 2 0 0 6 ) .
Moreover, research has shown that c o g n i t i o n — t h e basis of most human interactions with the
w o r l d — c a n profoundly affect such automatic processes as the subjective experience of pain
(Koyama et al. 2005); the severity of heart: attack (Theorell et al. 2005); and the course of
physiological disturbances such as irritable bowel syndrome (Boyce et al. 2000), in addition to
well-established links to heart: rate, respiration, skin conductance and immune function.
Premise 1.7: To persist, grow, thrive or reproduce, an organism must continually adapt to its
surrounding medium by altering its internal structure and/or its interactive relation
to faatures of that medium.
That all biological systems have characteristic behaviours—patterns of change in their own
structure in response to change in circumstance—is well established in plants and unicellular
organisms (prokaryotic and eukaryotic), as well as in animals. Behaviour may be overt (e.g., a
change in movement, the production of chemicals for defence or communication) or covert:
(e.g., a change in belief or motivational state). Structural and/or behavioural change in
response to environmental fluctuation that promotes the organism's persistence, wellbeing and
reproduction is commonly refen-ed to as adaptation. Mobility expands the repert:oire of adaptive
behaviour but is not necessary to adaptation, nor is it liability-free (Merker 2005). Interaction
is both a biological necessity, to facilitate flows of energy and matter, and a means of
adaptation to changes in sun-oundings. Adaptation presupposes interaction and c a n n o t take
place without it.

Premise 1.8: Adaptive behaviour is dependent upon information. A state of affairs that

stimulates

an organism to adaptive behaviour (i.e., alteration of its internal structure and/or its
interactive relation to its sunoundings)

conveys information for that organism.

(See the introduction of section 3.2 of Chapter 3.)
CONCLUSION L.L: Because they are thermodynamically open, autopoietic systems, every organism
requires a means of ascertaining the interactive potential of its immediate
surroundings. Every organism thus requires a means of external

monitoring.

Organisms are necessarily outwardly oriented, or exteroceptive. This is the basis of all
sensory systems that are receptive to features of an organism's suROundings. The orienting
response, the 'what-is-it' reflex first described by Pavlov, is described as "a specific behavioural
act directed towards extraction of information from the environment" (Sokolov 1 9 9 0 : 1 4 2 ) . The
orienting response is well documented in mammals and includes head and eye movements but
also autonomic changes in blood flow, EEG and event-related potentials consistent with the
allocation of information processing resources (Dawson, Filion, and Schell 1989), notably
attention (Filion, Dawson, and Schell 1994). However, the orienting response has also been
identified in cultured endothelial cells (Naruse, Yamada, and Sokabe 1998) and is present in
bacteria (see Chapter 5).
The orienting response arguably provides a basis for awareness, at least in the sense of
wakefulness. Canadian research in the mid-1960s on chemotaxis in leukocytes, white blood
cells that engulf and digest bacterial and fungal invaders, suggests that these cells can be
'anaesthetized'. In a series of experiments designed to ascertain whether leukocyte motility is
passive (as was then supposed) or active (as it proved to be), medical researcher Bruce
Can-uthers (1966; 1967) exposed populations of cells to a wide variety of substances,
including iodoacetate, an inhibitor of glycolysis."' Unexpectedly, treatment with iodoacetate
caused a complete cessation of motility and other overt activity in the leukocytes (Can-uthers
1 9 6 6 ) . Carruthers (personal communication) likened the effect to that of an anaesthetic. The
chemical totally knocked the cells out for a period of time, after which they slowly recovered
their normal, oriented behaviour.
CONCLUSION 1.2: Every organism requires a means of ascertaining its own status, its level of
functioning

(e.g., homeostasis, metabolic equilibrium), relative to continued

autopoiesis. Every organism thus requires a means of internal

monitoring.

Organisms are necessarily inwardly oriented, or interoceptive. Sherrington gave the name
'interoceptor' to hypothetical sensory nerve receptors for stimuli that originate within the
body. Studies with Pavlovian conditioning established beyond doubt that a visceral sensory
system exists (Cameron 2001; 2002; Fowler 2003). In an elegantly designed experiment with
rats, which required isolating interoceptive signals from a host of confounding

variables,

Davidson (1993) confirmed what had long been assumed but until then had n o t been

' " Glycolysis is a series of biochemical reactions by which ^ucose is oxidized to two molecules of pymvic add. One of the most universal
metaboUc processes known, glycolysis is the initial process of many pathways of carbohydrate catabolism and serves two principal
functions: generation of high-energy molecules (e.g, ATP) and production of a variety of carbon-based intermediate metabdites
(Thain and Hickman 2000).
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demonstrated: that deprivation states (in this case, hunger) produce salient interoceptive
signals which can themselves serve as stimuli for conditioned associations.
The mechanisms of i n t e r o c e p t i o n — w h i c h

provide information about the

physiological

state of the body, as against its spatial orientation and kinetics (proprioception)—are poorly
understood, particularly in comparison to the processes underlying perception of the external
world. However, converging evidence suggests that primates, at least, have a "distinct cortical
image of homeostatic afferent activity that reflects all aspects of the physiological c o n d i t i o n of
all tissues of the b o d y " (Craig 2 0 0 3 : 5 0 0 ) . Interoception, which is also distinct from cutaneous
pressure sensing, is associated with autonomic motor activity and represents muscular and
visceral sensations, vasomotor activity, hunger, thirst, and 'air hunger' as well as bodily feelings
of pain, temperature, itch, and sensual touch.
CONCLUSION 1.3: To persist all organisms require a means of relating infonvation

about

internal

states to infonvation about external states.
The processes in a biological system that serve to relate exogenous and
information I will ca[[ synexenosis,

endogenous

or synexenotic processes. (The literal meaning of synexenosis,

from the Greek, would be the action of uniting what is outside with what is within, or the
c o n d i t i o n of what is outside being united with what is within.)'^"
An account that turns on something

like synexenosis is Lazarus' appraisal theory

of

emotion. Affective response, on Lazarus' theory, is always the physiological "achievement of
relational

meaning

t h r o u g h the process of appraisal," which is a cognitive process (Lazarus

1 9 9 3 : 1 2 ) ( a u t h o r ' s italics). Appraisal, according to Lazarus, is "a universal process in which
people (and other animals) constantly evaluate the significance" for their personal wellbeing of
what is happening n o w — t h a t is, the current relationship between the organism a n d the
environment (ibid:7).
A l t h o u g h Lazarus probably does not have bacteria in mind, studies of bacteria nevertheless
bear out the notion of synexenotic processes, as do studies in more complex animals. MartinezAntonio

and

classification

colleagues
of sensing

(2006)

recently

conducted

the

first

large-scale

analysis

systems and genetic transcriptional responses in f. coli. I n

and
all

b i o l o g i c a l systems, from the simplest to the most complex, behaviour is mediated by c h a n g e s
in gene expression and protein synthesis.^^' The bacterial sensing systems were classified on the
basis of whether they received external (exogenous) signals, internal ( e n d o g e n o u s ) signals, or
a combination of the two (hybrid). Exogenous signals can be metabolites produced by other

The neologism comes from the Greek as follows: syn- (preposition and adverb: 'with'; 'in company with'; later us^es associated with
'union') + ex (preposition: 'out of, 'without'; the ec- form coming before a vowel) + en (preposition: 'within') + -osis (a verbal noun of
action or condition). Synexenotic makes the adjectival fomi (e.g„ synexenotic processes, a synexenotic system). In the modem Gred<,
the noun sunenosis means union, junctioa meeting, joining (KyWcotis 1957). According to Liddel and Scott(1996), a similar verb fomi
wasfiretused by a philosopher, Aristophanes Byzantinus, in about 200 BCE (p. 1708), Thus I assume the relation of union to be an
internal one given the essentialism of tiie time (Bickhard 2003), hence the en. Once again, I have Jon Opie to thank for suggesting a
neologian and Richard Bradshaw for providing one.
This is so even in animals with complex nervous systems, where neuralfiringcould be considered the main engine of behaviour. In
rats, for example, transcription in hippocampal CAl neurons of Arc RNA, which is essential for long-term learning, is not fully
determined by current neuronalfiringactivity but is dynamicaSy dependent on recent (in conttast to remote) behavioural history. In
other words, eledrophysiological activity in neurons is not by itself a predictor of gene transcription for long-term memory formation.
Moreover, transcriptional activation appears to be "a cefl specific and cdl-wide phenomenon, and not synapse spedfic" (GuzowsH et aL
2005:1061).
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cells; by-products secreted or excreted by other organisms; chemical elements (e.g., minerals,
oxygen, protons, and other ions); or changes in temperature or osmotic pressure. E n d o g e n o u s
signals are metabolites produced by the bacterium in response to environmental c h a n g e s and
may be related to replication, energy metabolism, enzyme catalysis, or the onset of stress
(alarmones).
The analysis found that E. coli displays "clear compartmentalization and integration of the
regulatory network of the cell to sense and respond to external and internal

conditions"

(ibid:26). Extensive co-regulation by external and internal sensing systems of cellular functions
such

as

metabolism,

molecular

transport,

defence

and

cell-to-cell

communication

was

apparent, a l t h o u g h the division of.labour appears to be heavily weighted in favour of internalsensing mechanisms, which ensure "the integrity of the basal machinery, cell structure and
genetic information" (ibid).
CONCLUSION 1.4: Thefunction^

of synexenosis

is to facilitate interaction (generate behaviour)

in

order to maintain autopoiesis, without which the system cannot persist.
I n E.coli, for example, the integration of external and internal cues results in different
behaviours, fi-om flagellar rotation (running or tumbling); production of secondary metabolites
for virulence or cell-to-cell communication; cell division; genetic exchange via c o n j u g a t i o n
(sex); participation in the formation of biofilms (complex social aggregates); and/or the
initiation of stress response (e.g., sporulation).

2. Norms, goals & agency
This section establishes the basis for the second capadty necessary for c o g n i t i o n in the
agentive framework, a mechanism for valuing

(evaluating) states of affairs relative to the

organism's persistence, wellbeing and reproduction. This capadty for evaluation, which rests
o n synexenotic processes, modulates the organism's interaction with its surroundings.
Premise 2.1: Biological activities that have functions

(e.g., homeostatic processes) operate

an upper and lower range of value (norms) beyond which the organism's

within

persistence

and wellbeing are threatened.
The premise relates to the fact that the biological functions of an organism are intrinsically
governed by norms. Organisms are able to persist and thrive within a relatively narrow range of
values. Each existentially salient parameter—for example, hydration; body temperature; the
level of individual nutrients, such as salt, amino a d d s , sugars, caldum, vitamin C; osmolarity;
oxygen level; and so o n — i s governed by a different pair of set-points, or upper and lower
limits.
Premise 2.2: System persistence is the state toward which the self-generating,
activities of autopoiesis are organized, both as a result of their own

self-maintaining
intrinsic

dynamics and as a result of natural selection.
The existence of homeostatic mechanisms presupposes the existential norms of persistence
and wellbeing, without which reproduction is impossible.
maintenance

of autopoiesis far from thermodynamic

Persistence is defined here as the

equilibrium. A biological system

at
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.....l^A.

thermodynamic (in contrast to metabolic) equilibrium is dead. Bacterial spores, which can
remain dormant for centuries (if not millennia) are metabolically quiescent, not totally inert
(Marahiel and Zuber 1 9 9 9 ) ; they are not at thermodynamic equilibrium. All biological systems
seek to persist, or behave in a way such that they do persist, by one means or another.
Reproduction can be seen as another form of persistence. With each replication, whether
t h r o u g h asexual or sexual means, a new entity comes into being. Nevertheless, part of the
parent persists in the new organism by virtue of transmitted genetic and epigenetic factors,
which

make

self-generation

possible.

Wellbeing

is defined

both

as a state

of

optimal

f u n c t i o n i n g and as the absence of a threat to which the organism is compelled to respond.
See also Chapter 3, Section 3.2 as well as the inductive sequence in Section 1 above.
Premise 2.3: The state toward which the activities of a system tend is a purpose or goal of the
system. Goals, by defim'tion, set standards or establish values.
Kick a stone, and the stone will respond according to the laws of dynamics with the kinetic
energy transmitted by the mass and momentum of your foot. Kick a dog, and the d o g responds
not as an equal and opposite reaction to the push of your foot against its flanks but rather
with energy supplied from and mobilized by its own metabolism (Bateson 1 9 7 9 ) . The d o g can
use this energy to shift position, slink away or lunge at your throat. Which of these o p t i o n s the
d o g selects is contingent upon its (more or less instantaneous) estimation of its interactive
potential. The appraisal depends on at least three factors (Forman 1 9 9 8 ) : 1) the situation at
hand (e.g., how dangerous an adversary you appear to be); 2) the dog's developmental history
(e.g., the presence or absence of genetic or epigenetic accidents that might bias its responses);
a n d 3) its prior experience in similar or related situations. This apparently is as true of a
Paramecium as it is of a d o g . ^ " This is not true of a stone, the self-organizing

quantum

behaviour of cesium atoms in a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) at near zero degrees Kelvin, or
the self-maintaining physico-chemical reaction of a Bernard cell.
The difference lies in the directedness, or orientation, of the response to perturbation. How
the atoms in a stone respond to a kick, a BEC to a significant change in temperature, and a
Bernard cell to the depletion of chemical supplies is determined by the laws of physics and
chemistry but is wholly undirected. No outcome is preferred. By contrast, the d o g ' s response
(shift position, slink away, attack), while constrained by physical and chemical laws, is
nevertheless directed (however it is determined) by virtue of energy generated from a n d
modulated by the dog's own internal processes. A preference exists (re-establish trajectory,
avoid further perturbation by withdrawing, retaliate to defend or assert dominance), a l t h o u g h
the nature of the preference may not be apparent either to the d o g or to the observer of the
d o g . Clearly, where there are preferences and directedness, so too there are purposes and goals.
I n the modern era James (1890a) linked this sort of directedness explicitly to c o g n i t i o n , ^ "
a l t h o u g h the linkage appears to originate with Aristotle.

All organisms generate and store energy. Considerable evidence suggests that the responses of parameda are conditioned by
experience (Coming, Dyal, and Willows 1973; Gelber 1952; Hennessey, Ruder, and McDiaimid 1979). Parameda also have been
observed to engage in predator avoidance behaviours Qennings 1905/1962).
James conduded that "the maik and criterion of the presence of mentality" in a phenomenon is "the pursuance of future ends and
the choice of meansfor their attainment" {]&mes 1890aft authors italics). His emphasis was sli^tly differentfromdiat of the kidced-dog
problem, however. James noted that animate systems, when perturbed in the disdwge of an activity, will attempt to alter conditions to
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As we saw in Chapter 3, Monod (1972) describes as teleonomic "objects endowed with a
purpose or project, which at the same time they exhibit in their structure and carry out
t h r o u g h their performance" (p.9). An anti-vitalist, Monod introduced the term as an alternative
to the Aristotelian concept of teleology, or final cause, which sometimes was construed in
terms of an ultimate effect exerting a (backward) causal influence on the events that precede it
and sometimes as the signature in living things of a vital essence or the handiwork of a creative
deity. Neither of these constructions (backward causation, metaphysical vitalism) is entailed by
the notion

of 'purpose or project' encompassed by teleonomy, although some

(many?)

contemporary philosophers still shy away from the notion of goals and purposes applying to
n o n h u m a n organisms. As Barham (1996) puts it, ' I t is this preference of one state over
another, this striving for continued existence in that state...that is so hard to reconcile with
the rest of our scientific worldview" (p.237).
A goal is defined here as an end or project toward the achievement of which an organism
organizes its behaviour. I recognize that this is a more minimal criterion for goal-directedness
than many contemporary accounts propose (McFarland 1989; Dickinson and Balleine 2 0 0 0 ;
Bishop 1989). Dickinson and Balleine's requirement that goal-directed action be "mediat[ed]
by an action-outcome representation with causal content" and that "the action must be
controlled at the time of its execution by a representation of the value of the outcome for the
agent" is illustrative (Dickinson and Balleine 2000:186). While I understand the urge to
differentiate the more complex, experimentally manipulable varieties of behaviour from those
varieties often dismissed as 'mere behaviour'--and Dickinson and Balleine's proposal is certainly
one principled way to do i t — t h i s sort of distinction does not arise naturally from, and is much
harder to justify within a biogenic approach. The representational criterion, and criteria like it,
have more the flavour of a prescription based on the anthropogenic preferences of cognitivism
than something arrived at through primary attention to biological considerations. Moreover,
the requirement for the right sort of representation poses its own problems (Cliff and Noble
1 9 9 7 ; Haselager, de Groot, and van Rappard 2003).
Premise 2.4: Persistence (continued autopoiesis, reproduction) and wellbeing (thriving,

growth)

are the universal 'default'goals of biological systems.
This is a basic tenet of evolutionary theory (Darwin 1998). Sometimes, however, the goals
of persistence and wellbeing may conflict. Drug addiction is a classic case. I n studies where rats
have

unlimited

access to intravenous

injections

of cocaine

by

pressing

a lever, self-

administration has continued until starvation and death (Bozartih and Wise 1985). The goals of
persistence-as-survival and persistence-as-reproduction may also conflict, as in the case of
species that die in the process of mating (e.g., many varieties of spider) or spawning (e.g..
Pacific salmon). In some instances, both individual persistence goals may be overridden, such
as when members of a species sacrifice themselves so that others may live and reproduce (e.g.,
mass suicide among most sporulating Myxococcus xanthus; cells that form the non-reproductive
stalk in the cellular slime mold Dictyostelium discoideum). In the absence of a compelling rival,
however, persistence and wellbeing remain the primary existential goals of all organisms.

complete the task. Altering the conditions may change the system's activity but not the task, which is the achievement of a particular
result Inanimate systems, including dissipative structures, do not do this.
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Members of any species must first attend to their own survival and weLlbeing before they are
mature e n o u g h to mate, spawn, or engage in coordinated social behaviour.
Notice that the goals toward which an organism's activities tend are, in the first instance,
existential, what it takes to persist, thrive and reproduce. With a biogenic approach, then,
goals need not be explicit to, or explicitly represented by the goal-possessing system.
Premise 2.5: The goals of a biological system are generated internally, that is, by changes of the
organism's structure in response to the demands of both its environment and its own
(autopoietic)

organization.

This premise is derived from the theory of autopoiesis (Maturana and Varela

1980),

although Maturana in particular resiled from teleonomic language (Lyon 2004). The premise in
no way discounts the importance of the triggering effects of environmental stimuli in the
generation of goals or conditioning regimes used by one organism to modify the behaviour of
another, either in experimental or natural settings. It is merely to point out that goal-seeking
behaviour is always instantiated by structural modifications within the goal-seeking system.
Even when an organism adopts the goals of another as its o w n — a s a sheepdog does a
pastoralist's, or an employee an employer's—it is arguably on the basis of benefit to itself or
fear of harm in the event of non-acceptance. The goal structure involved in altruistic behaviour
is more complicated, but clearly there are cases of human beings who explicitly or implicitly
adopt the goal of promoting the benefit of others.
Premise 2.6: Organisms are products of evolution by natural selection. All else being equal,
genotypic features with phenotypic effects with advantageous effects in prevailing
environmental conditions tend to be maintained across generations

(positive

selection), whereas harmful traits tend to be winnowed.
This is arguably the fundamental tenet of the theory of evolution by natural selection (Mayr
1997; Darwin 1998). The principle is generally articulated in terms of advantageous traits that
enable the organism to produce viable offspring. However, as has been stated, an organism
must first survive before it can reproduce. Advantage is here defined as whatever differentially
promotes an organism's persistence or wellbeing; it is synonymous with benefit.

Harm is

anything that differentially threatens an organism's persistence or wellbeing. Natural selection
favours reproducing systems whose capacities for interaction succeed in maximizing advantage
and minimizing harm.
Premise 2.7: Advantage and harm are normative constraints.
For a trait to be advantageous or harmful (under prevailing environmental conditions)
entails a value to the system that is positive, negative or neutral. Parameters for the assessment
of advantage and harm are implied. Homeostatic mechanisms, for example operate within a
range of fluctuating values. Values within the range promote persistence and wellbeing; values
outside the range threaten the integrity of the system. What constitutes value is relative,
however, and depends not only upon an organism's particular embodiment and its state at a
given moment but also, frequently, upon context. A corpse is a health hazard and a reminder of
mortality for a human community but a nutritious meal for vultures and a host of other
scavengers. A bacterium may be in a gradient of rich nutrients but declining oxygen, and the
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density of conspecifics may s u g g e s t that nowhere d o s e is g o i n g to be any b e t t e r / " so that
sporulation, a colLective behaviour involving drastic changes in cell structure, m i g h t be the
best survival option.
I n Looking for Spinoza

( 2 0 0 3 ) , Damasio is inspired by a quote by the

century Dutch

philosopher that explicitly links virtue, the ultimate human moral norm, with the most basic
b i o l o g i c a l urge, to preserve being. Spinoza writes in the Ethics: "...the foundation of virtue is
this very striving to preserve one's own being, and that happiness consists in a man's being
able to preserve his being" (Spinoza 1 9 9 4 : 2 0 9 ) . Damasio notes that Spinoza's use of the Latin
virtutis refers " n o t just to its traditional moral meaning, but also to power, the ability to act"
(Damasio 2 0 0 3 : 1 7 0 ) . The ability to act in the interests of self-preservation links back to the
traditional moral meaning of virtue, Damasio argues (convincingly, in my view), because of the
" b i o l o g i c a l reality of self-preservation," namely, that all organisms are dependent on
organisms

to

survive.

Interdependence

means

that

self-preservation

involves

other

acting—

consciously or unconsciously, voluntarily or i n v o l u n t a r i l y — i n the interests of other organisms.
For example, bacterial respiration helped to provide this planet with an oxygen atmosphere;
the microbes didn't 'mean' to do it, but their doing it allowed the proliferation of terrestrial
life. I n the case of social species, self-preservation means acting more directly in the interests of
others. Whether or not this extension of the argument is correct, clearly a plausible case can be
made that the source of norms, generally speaking, are the requirements of life."®
Premise 2.8: As a result of natural selection an organism's pattern of interaction with its
surroundings

generally tends to maximize advantage and minimize ham) to the

extent possible.
This premise is the basis of evolutionary game theory (Lewontin 1 9 6 1 ; Maynard Smith
1 9 8 2 ) , which is used to explain and predict the interactions of two or more agents in terms of
benefit, risk and payoff. An agent is defined here as a system that has the capacity to act to
further internally

generated

goals. I n

game theory

what I

call a d v a n t a g e — u t i l i t y '

in

e c o n o m i c s — i s generally expressed in terms of fitness. Mainly due to o n g o i n g debates over the
principal level on which natural selection acts (gene, organism or group), fitness has been
described

as

"perhaps

the

1992:112).

In

general,

adaptation

to

environmental

most

contentious

concept

however, fitness refers to
challenge

such

that

in

evolutionary

continued
similarly

biology"

viability t h r o u g h

(Paul

effective

viable, fertile, adaptive

(or

adaptable) offspring are produced. I n biological systems advantage and harm are assessed, in
the first instance, in relation to the primary goal of system persistence or wellbeing

via

c o n t i n u e d autopoiesis. As such, maximizing advantage and minimizing harm are arguably
higher-order goals.
Because of the complexities attendant on fitness as a theoretical construct, I prefer the
concept of advantage, part:icularly in relation to cognition. Again, the goals of maximizing
advantage and minimizing harm may conflict, particularly in species where dominance displays
to gain access to mates or defend foraging territory involve aggression and fighting. Moreover,
I am indebted to Kim Sterelny for diis observation.
It is worth noting tfiat a 'biocentrist' movement has emerged in recent yeare in thiat most normative (prescriptive) of philosophical
endeavours, ethics, viWch has attempted to establish a basis for "a single moral cun-ency of intrinsic value" based on biological
teleonomy ( A ^ 1997:151; but see also, Goodpaster 1978; Taylor 1981; Johnson 1991; Vamer 199a Agar 2301).
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there are many situations in which maximizing advantage (e.g., establishing dominance in
males, giving birth in females) may mean pain, injury or death.
Systems that maximize advantage and minimize harm are, by definition, normative

systems.

To say that a system is normative—that advantage and harm are construed relative to the
system's c o n s t i t u t i o n — i s quite different from saying a system (consciously or unconsciously)
possesses or acts in accordance with norms, which can be imposed externally. This also in no
way entails that only biological individuals are normative systems. Aggregates of individuals
(e.g., colonies, societies, economies) and certain subsystems of organisms (e.g., the immune
system) can also be normative systems. Many artefacts assign value to property detections and
thus are normative systems. However, artefacts (so far) do not internally generate the goalstates that determine the parameters of advantage and harm, so they are not normative agents
in the way that organisms are.
Premise 2.9: As nonmative agents, organisms require one or more mechanism(s)
(advantage/harm),

for assessing value

namely, how the organism is faring in the immediate

circumstance relative to an implicit or explicit goal.
The meaning of assessing value, or valuing, adopted here refers to an organism's affective
(attractive, aversive, indifferent) reaction to the various states of its environment, both that of
the external world and that of the physiological conditions of its own body. The definition is a
biogenic revision of one provided by the Austrian economist Ludwig von Mises, who referred
instead to 'man' (Schwartz and Begley 2002:87). The alteration, I believe, does not stretch the
concept out of its "home use," to enlist a Dennettian phrase (Dennett 1996:27). Ajfective
reaction typically refers to emotion, but this loaded anthropogenic term can also be stripped to
its fighting weight for more general biological employment, as we will see shortly.
As operationally closed (bounded) entities, organisms assess value relative to the state of
activity within the boundary (self). How self is delimited is, to an extent, arbitrary, particularly
in

human

beings

(Belk

1988;

Macy

1991).

However, the

boundaries

of

autopoietic

organization (e.g., skin, membrane), which contain and constrain the processes of selfproduction, delimit the space in which the "internal state" of the organism is monitored
interoceptively. It is against the current state of this internal environment that the value of
presently occurring external stimuli is assessed. Food has a higher value for a food-deprived
organism than for a sated one. Degree of satiety is a measure of the internal state of the
organism. Generally speaking, what is happening inside the boundary—as Damasio ( 1 9 9 9 ) puts
it, "the urge inside the boundary that circumscribes an organism" (p. 1 3 9 ) — i s the measure of
what is okay and what is not-okay for the system. Results of recent experiments designed to
reveal the mechanisms of disgust, the affective response that protects the organism from
contamination, suggest that "the outer/inner dichotomy is a fundamental feature of the
relationship between the body and the s e l f (Fesslerand Haley 2006:3).
Premise 2.10: The organism's set of internally generated goals provides an organism with its
motivation, the impetus that moves the organism toward achievement of a goal via
adaptive, interactive behaviour.
Here we confront another term that has no agreed meaning in the psychological literature:
motivation. As noted in the Introduction, Kleinginna and Kleinginna ( 1 9 8 1 b ) unearthed 102
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different theoretical categories. Some

of the theoretical

constructs

associated with motivation include homeostasis (e.g., deprived/nondeprived states), settling
points, drives, appetitive and aversive behaviours, incentive, opponent processes, hedonic
reactions,

reinforcement

(reward/punishment),

intrinsic

and

extrinsic

regulation, and liking versus wanting (Nader, Bechara, and Kooy

motivation,

1997; Berridge

self2004).

Motivation concepts have been used in psychology for more than a century to explain why
organisms do what they do, when they do it, which according to psychologist Kent Berridge
involve two main features of behaviour:
First is the variability of an individual's behaviour over time in the face of constant

stimuli.

That is, why do individuals choose to do different things at different times? ...Second is the
short-term stability and directedness of behaviour as an individual seeks to obtain a goal or
avoid a threat. That is, why do individuab seek out specific things at particular times? And
why do they react as they do to affectively important stimuli encountered in the same
way? (Berridge

2004:180)

Homeostasis and drive, the most venerable concepts of motivation in scientific psychology,
remain the primary concepts used in behavioural neuroscience (Carter and Smith Pasqualini
2 0 0 4 ; Damasio 1999; Berridge 2004). Behaviour thus is organized to satisfy motivation, which
is experienced as disequilibrium (McShea 1999). The goal structure that constitutes the
organism's motivation necessarily includes existential goals (e.g., persistence, wellbeing) as
well as acquired goals.
Motivation is defined here as an impetus arising from an organism's existential condition
that induces it to respond to a stimulus or pattern of stimuli.
Premise 2.11: Based on its evolutionary and interactive history and current needs, an organism
responds to different states of affairs according to an internal projection of value
(valence) relative to its own persistence, wellbeing or reproduction.
The value of a stimulus or a behaviour to an organism and the type of response it sets in
train are commonly described in the psychological and biological literature in terms of
dichotomies:

positive/negative,

pleasant/unpleasant,

pleasure/pain,

approach/avoidance,

appetitive/aversive,

reward/punishment,

gain/loss, activation/inhibition

(Barrett

2006;

Schultz, Dayan, and Montague 1997; Gray 1971). A basic psychological principle, the Law of
Effect (Thorndike 1898), holds that responses to stimuli that produce a pleasant or satisfying
effect in a given situation are more likely to recur when the situation, or something very similar,
arises again. Conversely, responses to stimuli that produce an unpleasant or discomforting
effect are less likely to recur in the same circumstances. Although these sets of opposites
suggest mirror images, Damasio argues, correctly I think, that they are not. While the example
he uses is pleasure and pain, the point he makes arguably extends to the other pairs. Pleasure
and pain, he says, "are different and asymmetrical physiological states, which underlie different
perceptual qualities destined to help with the solution of very different problems" (Damasio
1999:77).
Pleasure is typically initiated by the detection of an (often homeostatic) imbalance, such
as low blood sugar or high osmolarity. The problem thus is how to "goad the organism to seek
the stimuli that will address its basic survival" (Kelley 2004:162). The imbalance results in the
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motivational states of hunger or thirst, which in turn stimulate behaviours to correct the
disequilibrium. As Damasio (1999) points out, pleasure may begin with the anticipation of
achieving the goal (food, drink) and increases as the goal is achieved. If the search is too long,
thwarted or unsuccessful, however, the imbalance will not be corrected and other, more
discomforting signals will arise (e.g., frustration or anger in humans).
Pain, on the other hand, signals "the loss of integrity of living tissue as a result of injury,
be it internally caused by natural disease or externally induced by the attack of a predator or by
an accident" (ibid:77). Generally speaking, pain is part of the organism's coping response to a
system disruption that has already occurred, or is just about to occur. Evidence now suggests
that in repetitive strain injury in humans, the body starts releasing cytokines, proteins related
to

inflammation

that

induce

'sickness

behaviour'

(e.g.,

fatigue,

lethargy,

sometimes

depression), before diagnosable tissue damage occurs, sometimes weeks before. Similarly, many
types of bacteria synthesize 'alarmones' in response to environmental conditions that may lead
to lethal stress but are not yet highly dangerous (Lengeler and Postma 1999).
Generally speaking, stimuli associated with pleasure, satisfaction or benefit are appetitive
and result in approach behaviours, which open up or activate the organism relative to its
environment. Stimuli associated with pain, discomfort or threat are aversive and result in
avoidance, withdrawal or freezing responses, which 'close down' or inhibit the organism relative
to its environment. As Dickinson and Balleine (1995)

put it (albeit in the context

of

instrumental conditioning), the primary function of pleasure and pain may well be "to ground
the assignment of incentive value on a motivationally sensitive and biologically relevant
response" (p.166). What pleasure-states and pain-states have in common is that they signal
that something must be done to maintain or restore system functioning; they are valenced.
Valence is a construct with a chequered history and pragmatics, used slightly differently in
chemistry, physics, linguistics and psychology (Colombetti 2005). In chemistry the valence of
an atom can be positive or negative, depending on the relative number of its constituent
(negatively charged) electrons and (positively charged) protons; thus, the term is typically
construed in psychology as polarity, positive or negative (Barrett 2006). Tolman apparently
introduced the concept in 1932 as a synonym of 'charge', which he believed an appropriate
English translation for Kurt Lewin's Aujforderungscharakter, literally a property that invites one
to do something, an idea more akin to the notion of affordance introduced decades later by
Gibson (1966). Giovanna Colombetti notes that the etymology of 'valence', the Latin n o u n
valentia and verb valeo, refers not at all to polarity but to 'poweK or 'competence'; the modern
Italian (valenza) also refers to "the significance or value of a situation" (Colombetti 2 0 0 5 : 1 0 4 ) .
Valence thus arises out of motivation and goal structure and is a directional impetus of the
organism—toward or away from some state of affairs—typically in the context of action. The
terminology often associated with valence in the psychological literature (e.g., pleasure/pain,
pleasant/unpleasant,
reinforcement

reward/punishment),

learning, is

extremely

part;icularly

loaded,

the

literature

however. It implies

a

on

emotion

phenomenology

and
of

experience, a 'feeling' response, which cannot be applied to organisms generally without
inviting controversy because of the problem of other minds (see Chapter 1).
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For this reason, I define biological valence as a directional impetus (toward or away from)
relative to a state of affairs that arises from the organism's assessment of stimulus value relative
to system functioning. The axis on which value is assessed, and the initial directional impetus
generated, is whether the state of affairs is okay (OK) for the system, not-okay (nOK) for the
system, or irrelevant to the system.
This may seem a rather loose vernacular counter to positive and negative. The point I wish
to make with the OK/nOK distinction is that the basis for assessment is the state of the system
itself: Will the stimulus restore homeostatic balance and maintain normal functioning (OK) or
not (nOK)? I t is sometimes the case that a state of affairs assessed as OK for the system is quite
unpleasant, damaging e v e n — t h e mating practices of some species, for example, an addiction
to a toxin that produces wanting but not liking, or a forced decision among difficult (i.e.,
negative) options. I t is also the case, at least in humans, that putatively 'hard-wired' aversive
responses, for example to snakes or spiders, can be dramatically altered. OK implies an
assessment of value that could be anything from barely acceptable to fantastic; nOK could be
anything from mildly discomforting to intolerable. The distinction will make more sense, I
believe, as the argument develops and it is applied in other biological contexts, notably
arousal.
However, it is important to emphasize that OK/nOK is not intended as a strict dichotomy by
which stimuli and/or the behavioural responses to them can be neatly categorized, but, rather,
a general rule of thumb (heuristic) by which the organism ascertains biological valence. Thus
the heuristic is itself dependent upon the organism's immediate context and its state of
functioning at the moment in its history that the heuristic operates.
Premise 2.12: Organisms respond differentially to internal and external stimuli wholly or in part
according to their assessments of (probable, relative) value. How an organism
interacts with its surroundings is significantly (if not wholly) determined by the
valence of the states of affairs with which it is confronted.
Because valence is a projection of value by the organism onto a state of affairs, and
valence is determined by the internal state of the organism, which is constantly changing, the
valence of a particular state of affairs also changes. An interesting line of recent evidence
provides support for this premise. The study examined food choices by capuchin

monkeys

under

test

different

conditions

of familiarity and

novelty that were designed

to

the

behaviouristic model of associative learning that has shaped standard models of economic
choice

(Padoa-Schioppa,

Jandolo,

and

Visalberghi

2006).

In

three

different

sets

of

experiments, the monkeys were offered prefenred and non-prefen-ed foods familiar to them,
novel foods, and combinations of familiar foods and novel foods in differing amounts and
combinations. According to the standard model, economic choices entail a learned association
between a stimulus (the offer) and a response (the choice), based on the physical attributes of
the stimulus. Instead, the results suggest that the monkeys made their choices based on a twostage process of value-assignment followed by decision-making. The assignment of value was
based chiefly on a combination of the qualitative attributes of the food (preference) and the
quantity of food. At a cert;ain point of numerical difference, non-prefenred foods in greater
quantity

trumped

prefen-ed

foods;

moreover,

the

value

assessment

metric

transfen-ed

immediately to choices among novel foods, contrary to the standard-model prediction that
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food value has to be Learned gradually via trial and error. When offered foods were "close in
value" (relative to preference or quantity) response times and en-ors—instances where the
monkey attempted to grab both offerings simultaneously or picked up one, then put it down
and picked up the o t h e r — b o t h increased (ibid:B12). The "internal state of the animal" also
appeared to be a factor in some choices, accounting for fluctuations in the relative value of
two foods across sessions for any individual ( i b i d : B l l ) .
The assignment of value to a set of properties is often refen-ed to as affective valence (Baxter
and Murray 2002:565). Thus, to put the popular philosophical example in more biological
terms, whether or not I go to the fridge to get a beer depends on the beverage's affective
valence, which depends on my internal state, including my preferences and goal structure. I
will go to the fridge for a beer, assuming I have a wan-anted belief that beer is there, because of
homeostatic imbalance (a well-earned thirst, addiction, hangover); habit ( I always have a beer
after work or when I watch TV); or as a means of social exchange (a friend dropped in). I will
not go to the fridge for a beer because of a hedonic preference ( I prefer Corona and there's only
VB), or other goals (cutting back on carbohydrates, weekly alcohol-free day).
Premise 2.13: Because the information content of a state of affairs for an organism is constituted
both by the physical attributes of the state of affairs and the system's own projection
of value, enor is possible.
The importance of error detection to the evolution of biological cognition has long been
recognized (Popper 1 9 6 5 / 1 9 7 2 ; Campbell 1956a; Bickhard 1980). The dynamic control of
behaviour "by task monitoring, error detection, and compensatory behavioural alteration" is
regarded by some as "one of the most intriguing challenges faced by modern

cognitive

neuroscience" (Caravan et al. 2002:1820). All organisms continually face challenges presented
by their external circumstances and their own internal dynamics. Solutions to

problems

necessarily involve behavioural gambits that can succeed or fail. En-or is a normative construct
and can be defined in terms of goal non-attainment or deviation from a norm, which can be
internal or external (Blavier et al. 2005). Errors can arise in information acquisition, storage or
application; in the initiation of behavioural responses; and in the actual execution

of

behavioural sequences.
Each behavioural gambit can make the organism more or less 'fit' in a given circumstance
and thus is subject to selection, an observation that formed the basis of the evolutionary
approach to epistemology proposed independently by Karl Popper ( 1 9 6 5 / 1 9 7 2 ) and Donald T.
Campbell (1956a; 1974; 1960; 1959; 1956b). In the course of grappling with the problems
posed by its environment, "new reactions, new forms, new organs, new modes of behaviour,
new hypotheses, are tentatively put forward and controlled" by the organism t h r o u g h the
detection and elimination of error (Popper 1 9 6 5 / 1 9 7 2 : 2 4 2 ) . Natural selection is the winnow.
Errors are eliminated through "the (tentative) evolution of controls which modify or suppress"
unsuccessful structural changes or forms of behaviour (ibid).
Thus every organism simultaneously embodies not only the set of control strategies evolved
by the species of which it is a member but also acts as a vanguard of lineage evolution, "itself a
tentative solution, probing into new environmental niches, choosing an environment and
modifying it" (Popper 1 9 6 5 / 1 9 7 2 : 2 4 3 ) . Campbell proposed the concept of vicarious selectors

as evolved forms of error-elimination. Vicarious selectors are processes that operate as receptorsat-a-distance or otherwise substitute for risky trial-and-error gambits based on l o c o m o t i o n a n d
'bumping i
nto things''^^ (Campbell 1 9 5 6 a ) . Examples include visual, auditory a n d olfactory
perception, short- and long-term memory, cognitive mapping, and so on.
CONCLUSION 2.1:

All organisms are normative agents. They are capable of acting to further
internally generated

goals.

An organism must be a normative agent; it must be capable of interacting

with its

s u r r o u n d i n g s to promote its existential goals (persistence, wellbeing and reproduction). A n
organism's capacities for adaptive interaction with its surroundings are the basis of its agency.
The various means by which organisms facilitate their persistence (including

reproduction)

t h u s are intrinsically motivated. The behaviour of even the simplest organism is, therefore,
n o t h i n g like billiard balls knocking about (unless, of course, the panpsychists are r i g h t ) . ^ "
CONCLUSION 2.2:

All organisms have some mechanism (s) for assessing
system and what is not okay (nOK), given cunent

what is okay (OK) for the
circumstances.

The idea that all organisms, as normative agents, must have a mechanism of a s s i g n i n g value
relative to its own functioning (OK/nOK) is not to s u g g e s t that, in assigning value

and

selecting one behaviour over another in a given circumstance, all organisms do s o with the
same degrees of freedom. A Paramecium is not a capuchin monkey. It is simply to say that all
organisms must have a mechanism for assigning value that depends, in the first instance, on its
current level of functioning (Damasio 1 9 9 9 ; Kelley 2 0 0 4 ; see, for example, Allman

1999).

Mechanisms for assessing OK/nOK are necessarily synexenotic because they involve relating
e x o g e n o u s and e n d o g e n o u s information as well as assigning value.

3. Cognition
The third series amplifies aspects of the OK/nOK valuing process, introduces the issue of
environmental variability and organism interaction under conditions of epistemic uncert:ainty,
a n d thereby links synexenosis and goal-oriented agency with problem-solving a n d d e c i s i o n making behaviour.
Premise 3.1: States ofajfairs have no intrinsic biological infomiation

content.

I n Chapter 3, subsection 3.2, biological information was defined as a state of affairs (or a
property of a state of affairs) that triggers a change in an organism, wherein the association
between the state of affairs and the triggered change is not wholly determined by physical
and/or chemical propertnes but also by a history of interaction and association, either via
natural selection

or learning. A state of affairs that stimulates an organism to

adaptive

b e h a v i o u r — n a m e l y , an alteration of its internal structure and/or its interactive relation to its
s u r r o u n d i n g s — c o n v e y s information for that organism. What a state of affairs signifies,
information content, is thus always relative to a consumer of that information. I n

its

Peircean

I am indebted to Gerard O'Brien and Jon Opie for this handy locution. While Popper's account includes something like vicarious
selectors, Campbell gave them a name and suggested they went beyond mere error elimination to include the probing elements of
engaging in trials.
This is a base<overing move, not an endorsement
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terms, a sign is always relative both to a representandum and to an interpretant for which it
signifies some state of affairs. The relation is in-educibly triadic.
Premise 3.2: An organism is capable of interacting profitably with some, but not all, features of its
environment as a result of its evolutionary and individual interactive history. Not
every state of affairs is information for that organism.
This premise relates to the fact that organisms differentiate among states of affairs. As we
saw in Chapter 3, subsection 3.2.1, any art of detection or discrimination involves an implicit
or explicit comparison of the immediate experience with previous experience, so it involves
memory. Peirce argues that what is happening now is a discrimination that has salience for an
interpreting system only in comparison with what has happened and what the system is already
familiar with. Comparison is both what an interpretant of signs does and the action that
renders possible the idea of an interpretant at all. Comparison of this with that is the linchpin
of sign artion of any kind (Peirce 1867/1998:6). In the biological context, the detection or
discrimination of stimuli always functions to influence what happens

next relative to the

generation of (observable or unobservable) behaviour. Continuous comparison of what is
happening now and what has gone before is necessary, therefore, because all organisms are
intrinsically future-oriented. Unlike many chemical and physical phenomena, all biological
phenomena have an arrow of time that points to the future; they are in-eversible dissipative
structures (Prigogine 1996).
Premise 3.3: States of affairs become biological information—they
meaning—in

acquire significance or

relation to an agent that interprets and assigns value to them in an

interactive context.
Although the first lexical definitions of meaning in the Oxford English Dictionary relate to
'purpose' and 'significance', both of which suggest value, the concept of meaning in cognitive
science is traditionally

associated with representational content, not with valence

and

salience.'^® As Millikan (2004) puts it: "What a sign means...is not usually described as its
purpose, but rather as what it represents or signifies" (p. ix). If the argument for the agentive
framework developed so far is at all plausible, it is hard to see how a sharp distinction between
content and valence/salience could be justified. Organisms behave adaptively, they expend
energy to alter their own structure on the basis of biological imperatives, which as we have
seen are governed

by functional norms and existential goals. To accept the

cognitive scientific distinction, therefore, is to smuggle in an anthropogenic

traditional
assumption

whose place here is open to question. Millikan argues that signification and what she calls
'purpose' not only intersect but that "intentional s i g n s " — t h o s e that exhibit intentionality in
Brentano's

sense

and

which

can

be false or mistaken—"have

purposes

essentially,"

or

intrinsically (ibid:x). Intentional signs are purposeful because they relate to "securing what we
need in an inclement world," and all organisms—not just humans and other animals—are
embraced by Millikan's use of the first-person plural in this instance (ibid:33). These are large
issues that cannot be adjudicated here; nevertheless, there is plenty of empirical support for
such a position.
Studies of reinforcement learning generally support: the claim that states of affairs and their
properties

have "no

inherent

ability to

modify

behaviour"

I am indebted to Jon Opie for making dear the content/valence distinction to me.

(Nader, Bechara,

and

Kooy
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1 9 9 7 : 1 0 1 ) . Reactions to taste, for example, vary with physiological state and with previous
associations. Changes in patterns of taste reactivity to the same stimulus under

different

c o n d i t i o n s is "evidence that the responses are evaluative" (ibid:96). As Damasio ( 1 9 9 9 ) puts it,
"There is no such t h i n g as a pure perception of an object within a sensory c h a n n e l " because
perception requires " b o t h specialized sensory signals and signals from the adjustment of the
b o d y " ( p . l 4 7 ) . By the latter Damasio does not refer merely to the muscles that adjust, say, the
focus of the eye or the inclination of the head relative to a source of s o u n d but, rather, to the
myriad p h y s i o l o g i c a l processes that provide the organism's hedonic response to the object,
which on the somatic marker hypothesis is grounded in homeostasis. " D e p e n d i n g
[perceived]

object, there may be different proportions of musculoskeletal and

on the

[affective]

a c c o m p a n i m e n t , but both are always present" (ibid).
P s y c h o l o g i s t Donald A. Norman ( 1 9 8 8 ) proposed a substantial modification of Gibson's
ecological n o t i o n of a perceptual affordance to take account of the admixture of sensory and
teleonomic inputs that combine in a perceptual event. Gibson ( 1 9 6 6 ) introduced the idea of
affordance to describe the properties of an object or a feature of an organism's s u r r o u n d i n g s
that offer the organism the possibility of interaction. As he later developed t h e

concept,

Gibson ( 1 9 7 9 ) conceived of affordances as objective, measurable properties latent in the
environment (e.g., ambient electromagnetic radiation) independent of the organism's ability
t o perceive them.^" Noting that the objective properties of quite different objects afford the
same interaction possibilities (e.g., sitting upon, throwing), Norman suggested it was more
appropriate to refer to perceived affordances, making the concept dependent not o n l y u p o n the
objective properties of the environment and the perceptual faculties of the organism but also
u p o n the organism's motivation and goal structure. On this view, the state of the organism
determines, wholly or in part, the salience of a state of affairs in a given context.
S u p p o r t for this view comes from converging evidence in the neurobiology of primate
visual attention, which suggests that " b o t t o m - u p sensory information" is integrated with " t o p d o w n influences that represent the internal state of the organism" and modulate attention
such that "relevant information is continuously favoured, emphasized and ultimately analysed
at the expense of information deemed to have lesser relevance" (Treue 2 0 0 3 : 4 2 8 ) . Moreover,
the integration of sensory information with salience assessment appears to occur in t h e earliest
stages of visual processing in primates. To say that 'sensory information' is integrated with
'salience assessment' is merely to say something a b o u t neural activation patterns in different
regions of the brain on varying timescales; it is not to make a positive claim a b o u t the
functional (furiction^) dissociability of content and valence. Rather, early integration s u g g e s t s
that under normal circumstances content and valence/salience are fused.
Premise 3.4: Synexenosis

(relating exogenous with endogenous

information)

and assessing

involve forms of inference. They are means by which an organism reduces or
the impact of environmental

variability on its

value
manages

functioning.

As noted in Chapter 2, inferential processes amplify the content of sensory or other
(mental) inputs; the overt or covert behaviour that results 'goes beyond' the information
contained

in the stimulus. For example, an E. coli detects the level of o x y g e n

in

its

Fodor and Pyiyshyn's (1981) critique of Gibson's ecological account of direct perception is perhaps the best known, but their
objections ane not espedally gemiane to a biogenic approach and so are not cited here.
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s u r r o u n d i n g s by virtue of the Aer receptor, which influences directional motility (aerotaxis).
However, Aer does not detect oxygen directly (Grebe and Stock 1 9 9 8 ) . Rather, the receptor's
sensing d o m a i n binds to flavin, a nucleotide coenzyme inside the organism derived from
riboflavin

(vitamin B2). I t is the redox state of the flavin molecule, which provides a measure of

intracellular oxidation-reduction stress, which signifies the level of oxygen in the organism's
s u r r o u n d i n g s . The Tsr receptor is also known to participate in responses to o x y g e n , a n d it, too,
appears to respond to indirect cues, possibly intracellular pH or oxygen-reduced c h a n g e s in
the proton gradients of transmembrane proteins.
As we saw in Chapter 2, Helmholz hypothesized that (human) visual perception is a
constructive process whereby the properties of objects are infen-ed on the basis of "premises"
supplied by the retinal image and u n c o n s c i o u s "assumptions" built into the structure of the
perceptual apparatus. I n the case of oxygen sensing in E.coli, the sensory premise is the flavin
molecule and the inbuilt assumption is the redox state threshold that triggers

adaptive

behaviour when the flavin molecule has certain characteristics. Campbell and Popper argued
i n d e p e n d e n t l y that every increase in 'fit' between organism and environment is an " i n d u c t i v e
achievement" (Campbell 1 9 7 4 : 4 2 1 ) for precisely this reason: knowledge of or familiarity with
e c o l o g i c a l regularities
selection.

Biological

becomes built into an organism's structure as a result of
adaptation

thus

involves

knowledge,

according

to

natural

evolutionary

epistemology, because every adaptation involves familiarity with, or the ability to recognize,
certain regularities in the environment encountered by members of a species in the normal
course of making a l i v i n g . " "
I n d u c t i o n is predominantly associated with probability theory (Cooper 2 0 0 1 ) , and it is
easy to see how probabilistic inference of a variety of kinds plays an important role in the life of
organisms.

Because

organisms

are

intrinsically

future-oriented,

every

regularity

in

its

surroundings that an organism is capable of differentiating becomes a source for a 'best guess'
a b o u t what to do next, given how t h i n g s are. As noted in Chapter 3, the features of an
organism's surroundings are highly variable. The physical, chemical and biological features of
natural environments are constantly in flux at all biologically relevant scales, from micro t o
macro. Some environmental features are relatively stable (e.g., daily circadian cycle, lunar cycle,
seasonal cycles); some are unstable but regular (e.g., fluctuations in ambient temperature,
behavioural patterns of other organisms). Other features change in regular ways

but

on

timescales beyond the calculation of most organisms; the 17-year hatching cycle of North
American cicadas, for example, is very likely too long for a species of bird to take special
advantage. Finally, some fluctuations are entirely random.
Millikan ( 2 0 0 4 ) argues, compellingly I think, that "a theory of natural information t h a t will
help to explain how real animals manage to obtain useful information will need t o i n t r o d u c e
statistical considerations about the environment in some controlled way" (p.34). All sources of
variability in the environment are potential sources of system disruption, a n d the n u m b e r of
This is.not to suggest that the organism is aware of theregularitiesto which it is adapted as regularities, or that its repertoire for
rec(^nizing states of affeire is particulariy lai^. However, it is to suggest that an organism's entire develqjmental endowment, not just
those mechanisms traditionallyregsrdedas subserving cognition, is the product of knowledge generation in a non-trivial sense It reflects
a species' history of becomingfemiliarwith an environmental niche, a history of probing an environment under varying conditions,
responding to what is encountered, and selectivelyretaining(in some manner or oti:ier, insofar as possible) a record of those trials and
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them is literally c o u n t l e s s . " ' To the extent that an organism can make use of the regularities in
its surroundings it stands a g o o d chance of modulating the effects of variability on its own
f u n c t i o n i n g , a l t h o u g h even predictable variations are potentially hazardous if the degree of
fluctuation is sufficiently dramatic.
Logician William S. Cooper takes the core of Millikan's idea and extends it much further,
boldly

arguing

interaction

with

that just
its

as the "reasonableness"

surroundings

"is

relative

(logical soundness)

to

evolutionary

of an

organism's

considerations"

(Cooper

2 0 0 1 : 1 6 ) — w h i c h begin with persistence and wellbeing and lead to r e p r o d u c t i o n — s o , too,
the "underlying rules of reasoning are themselves recodifications of the properties of the
processes" involved in natural selection (p. 18). Cooper writes:
Behaviour is the fulcrum over which the evolutionary forces extend their leverage into the
realm of logic. Viewed through the lens of biology, the behaviour in question is
evolutionarily fit behaviour. Through the lens of logic it is rational decision

behaviour.

(ibid:8)
Indeed, Cooper makes the stronger claim that " l o g i c is so biological" that the classical laws of
logic could literally be "stumbled upon...simply by drawing out the consequences of standard
evolutionary models and processes" (ibid:12). While his account has been criticized for being
" t o o quick to hitch norms of all kinds directly to [evolutionary] fitness" (Casebeer 2 0 0 3 : 3 0 4 )
Cooper's case nevertiheless is plausible.
Premise 3.5: Organisms undertake many (most?)
uncertainty,

adaptive behaviours with a degree of

which necessitates a decision.

No organism is capable of apprehending or predicting the fluctuation of every feature or
propert;y in its surroundings. No organism is in perfect possession of all the information in its
surroundings

relevant to its own

persistence and wellbeing, much

less all the

possible

consequences of its interactions. An organism's response to any state of affairs thus is executed
with a degree of uncertainty. As environmental conditions change and the number of salient
variables multiply, so does the degree of uncertainty under which the organism interacts with
its surroundings (Cooper 1 9 8 1 ) . Some states of affairs are highly familiar, so their interactive
potential is predictable with a reasonable degree of certiainty by virt:ue of the

organism's

sensory apparatus or its previous history of interaction with similar states of affairs. Other states
of affairs are not so clear cut.
I n their attempt to uncover the molecular con-elates of various types of decision behaviour,
Angela Yu and Peter Dayan ( 2 0 0 5 ) describe and test the behavioural responses of rats under
two

conditions

of

epistemic

unceri:ainty

that

prove

to

be

correlated

with

different

neuromodulators. The first condition they call 'expected uncertainty'. Some states of the
environment are sufficiently irregular to stimulate uncertiainty in the organism, but still have
roughly predictable features so that they are also relatively 'expected'. I n such cases,

the

organism may persist with a particular response on the basis that, in the past, this response

''' Some examples indude various aspects of electromagnetism (eg, ambient l i ^ t magnetic effects, electrostatic effects); temperature
(affectir^ the kinetics of molecular motion); pressure (e^, osmotic, atmospheric); sonic vibration; weather, chemical profile (e,g., the
presence, absence or concentration of oxygen, water, nutrients, toxins); the presence or absence of conspedfics, predatory prey spedes,
parasites, disease vectors and so on and o a
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pattern had a better than even chance of success in situations with roughly these sorts of
features; persistence in the behaviour ultimately should pay off. The second condition is
described as 'unexpected uncertainty'. This is an unfamiliar situation with novel features that
actually calls for a change in strategy. However, the organism may not recognize just how
novel the situation is until a behaviour has been tried unsuccessfully, perhaps many times. This
distinction might be called the Epistemic Rumsfeld Doctrine, because a version of it was
famously articulated by US Secretary of Defence Donald Rumsfeld:
As we know, there are known knowns. There are things we know we know, ^e also know
there are known unknowns.

That is to say, we know there are some things we do not

know. But there are also unknown unknowns, the ones we don't know we don't know.
(Seely

2006)

Environmental change that is not, or cannot be, anticipated is experienced

by the

organism as random (in the first instance) and, possibly, novel. In natural environments, as
against laboratory conditions, there are always more than one biologically relevant variable of
which to take account. Although in some situations the existential priority may be clear, most
situations are probably not that straightforward even for the simplest organisms, as we will see
in the next chapter.
Premise 3.6: The most basic discrimination any normative agent can make is between
that is familiar (known by, or reasonably certain to the organism) and
that is novel (unknown

something
something

and therefore uncertain).

The range of possible states compatible with life is quite narrow."^ Put another way, the
range of states that potentially endanger an organism's integrity is quite wide, far wider than
the range that sustains life. How many possible states of affairs an organism is capable of
detecting varies widely among taxa and depends upon its embodiment, which in turn depends
upon its environmental niche and its lineage's history of natural selection. However many
possible states of affairs these may b e — a n d in human beings, whose perceptual reach has been
magnified spectacularly beyond natural endowment by sophisticated tools, they are surely
numerous beyond all other species—knowable states of affairs are still limited relative to the
possible. Moreover, the capacity to detect does not always entail certainty or the capacity to
predict. Thus, the possibility of lethal system disruption due to unforeseen or unforeseeable
events is ever-present for all organisms everywhere. Random perturbation—and the condition
of uncertainty that accompanies i t — i s always potentially dangerous. Deciding what to do
next, then, turns crucially on triangulating familiarity, what is known, based on memory. If
something is not familiar, it must be made familiar, insofar as the organism is capable of doing
so, either by a process of comparison along multiple dimensions of similarity or resemblance to
things already encountered or by learning. The triangulation of an unfamiliar stimulus on the
basis of similarity is the foundation of the prototype theory of categorization (Rosch 1 9 7 8 ) .
We might expect that what is familiar, because it is more certain, should generally be more
positively valenced (OK), except in cases when negative (nOK) valence is certain, as when a
squin-el spots a snake. Ample experimental evidence indicates this is the case. The mere exposure

The range of possible states compatible with the maintenance of non-biological self-otganizing complex systems is much narrower
stil
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effect (MEE) is an extremely reliable, robust, well-studied'" psychological phenomenon that
has been demonstrated "across cultures, species [e.g., rats, chicks, prenatal chicks], and diverse
stimulus domains" (Zajonc 2001:224), including auditory stimuli and visual stimuli presented
as ideographs, words (nonsense and meaningful), drawings, photographs, geometric figures,
real objects and real persons (Bornstein 1989). Reported first by Fechner in 1 8 7 6 but only
actively studied since the seminal work of Zajonc (1968), the MEE is typically summarized as
'familiarity breeds liking'. Subjects briefly exposed to a stimulus, perceptible or subliminal,
subsequently rate the 'familiar' (if unrecognised) stimulus more positively than they rate other
stimuli to which they have not been exposed (Bornstein 1989). Interestingly, the exposureaffect relationship is actually stronger with subliminal as against consciously recognizable cues
(Kunst-Wilson and Zajonc 1980). Indeed, exposure experiments with subliminal stimuli were
among the first to provide hard evidence that considerable learning may take place "without
conscious
1989:281),

awareness, deliberate effort, or higher
which

ultimately

level cognitive

gave rise to research into

implicit

processing"
and

(Bornstein

explicit

memory

(Whittlesea and Price 2001).
Recent evidence suggests the MEE also works in reverse: positivity signals familiarity.
Results of experiments using three different paradigms converge on the idea that positively
valenced stimuli tend to be regarded as more familiar, "perhaps because the experience of
familiarity is typically positive" (Garcia-Marques et al. 2004:585). Smiling faces were more likely
to be incorrectly judged as familiar—what might be termed the haven't-I-seen-you-somewherebefore effect—and subliminally presented cues associated with positive affect led to false
recognition of novel words as familiar.
By contrast, unfamiliar (novel) stimuli tend to be rated more negatively (unpleasant) (Phaf
and Rotteveel 2005). Similarly, stimuli judged as 'old', and thus more familiar, are typically
preferred over those judged as 'new' (Lee 2001). In the food experiments with monkeys (see
Premise 2.16), for example, the value metric for making economic choices was transitive in the
case of novel foods, but the monkeys were tentative in tasting the new foods. Familiarization
was necessary. This is consistent with the dominant functional and evolutionary explanations
of the exposure effect, which emphasize the reduction of uncertainty (and thereby potential
threat) via mechanisms of habituation, which "serve to protect the organism by reducing
interaction with unfamiliar substances or creatures until there is some evidence that they are
not dangerous" (Bornstein 1 9 8 9 : 2 8 2 ) . " "
The association of novel stimuli with negative hedonic response may seem somewhat
puzzling, given the obvious importance of exploratory behaviour to many mammals, i n c l u d i n g
humans. Converging evidence from human and nonhuman animal studies strongly suggests a
link between stimulus-rich, novel environments and increased cognitive capacity, at the
behavioural level, including memory, and at the physiological level, for example, increased
dendritic growth and neurogenesis. One possible explanation of exploratory behaviour in the

' ' ' According to Bornstein, in the two decades after Zajonc's seminal paper, "over 130 articles reporting more than 200 separate
experiments assessing the exposure-affect relationship appears in the psychological literature" (Bornstein 1989366).
Currently there are two leading explanations of why exposiuie generates positive affect the two-fector uncertainty reduction model
and the perceptual fluency model (familiarity yields perceptual fluency, which feels good, hence a halo effect). Most of the studies I
have read seem to support the uncertainty reduction model, but a critical experiment to decide the issue awaits, it seems.
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face of negative hedonic responses to novel stimuli is that the nervous system dynamics of
many mammalian species require not only a continuous stream of exteroceptive information
but also "something like an optimum amount of...complexity, change, or variety"—regardless
of its biological salience—in order to function properly (Berlyne 1966). A state of internal
stimulus starvation could, on this account, generate specific exploratory responses or more
generalized diversive exploratory behaviours (which might explain why the television over the
bar is almost impossible not to watch). Whether this explanation actually accounts for it,
however, the association of novel stimuli with negative hedonic response is well established.
The assessment of familiarity is obviously

prone to error, and the more rapidly

an

environment fluctuates, and the greater the number and variety of stimuli present, the more
probable error becomes. I will assume, therefore, that except in exceptional circumstances (e.g.,
laboratory situations in which single variables are modified) most organisms operate on
something like a familiarity metric to provide a rough gauge of their certainty/uncertainty in
the current environment. The use of the singular (familiarity metric) suggests n o t h i n g about
the nature of the underlying mechanism.
Premise 3.7: In the biological realm the most basic value that can be projected onto a state of
affairs by an organism is whether it is okay or not-okay for the system.
Support for this premise comes from research demonstrating that conditioning to fearrelevant (nOK) stimuli—for example, spiders and snakes, angry or fearful facial expressions, faces
of other social g r o u p s — c a n be acquired nonconsciously and thus more 'automatically' (Ohman
and Soares 1993; Olsson et al. 2005). Subliminal fear conditioning is believed to underlie the
generation of fear and anxiety in the absence of awareness (LaBar and Cabeza 2 0 0 6 ) . I n
addition, there appears to be growing interest in valence as the basis of affect (Barrett 2006;
Varela and Depraz 2005; Charland 2005), which increasingly is viewed as the core system
involved in biologically relevant evaluation (Russell and Barrett 1999; LaBar and Cabeza 2006;
Kelley 2004; Panksepp 2005).
Premise 3.8: Familiarity-valence determines arousal, which in turn determines whether

additional

processing is required to better situate the stimulus infonvation within the
organism's experience before interaction is initiated.
Arousal refers to the organism's level of physiological activation, its readiness to respond.
I n animals, arousal is measured in a range of bodily changes, such as brain electrical activity
and/or blood flow; electrical and thermal properties of the skin (i.e., skin conductance);
muscular

tension

(e.g., in

the

face); circulation

(i.e., vaso-constriction

or

-dilation);

respiration; heart rate; hormone levels in the blood or urine; and pupil dilation (Berlyne 1 9 6 6 ;
Damasio 1999). Although the term is not usually used in relation to microbes, the bacterial
equivalent of arousal might be construed as the proportion of the genome undergoing change
(expression) as a result of a particular change in environmental conditions. The more global
the response, the more aroused the cell. While arousal is highly correlated with hedonic tone or
valence, the two are difficult to tease apart (Kern et al. 2005). They are not invariably
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correlated (Russell and Barrett 1999; Kuhnen and Knutson

2005), which

has led some

researchers to consider valence the more basic to affective valuation (Barrett 2006)."®
According to dual-process theories/" what I call familiarity-valence influences arousal,
which, by virtue of this influence, determines how information is processed (Phaf and Rotteveel
2 0 0 5 ; Whittlesea and Price 2001; see, for example, Garcia-Marques and Mackie 2 0 0 1 ) . Generally,
the greater the degree of uncertainty (nOK), the higher the level of arousal and the more
'analytic' the processing mode will be; that is, the more the organism will seek specific
informational cues to triangulate stimulus information rather than relying on heuristic cues
(Phaf and Rotteveel 2005; Spering, Wagener, and Funke 2005). Separate lines of evidence
suggest that stimuli detected as familiar-OK produce a low state of arousal, which is more
relaxed

(inattentive),

less

controlled

(yet

higher

perceived

control),

more

heuristic

(nonanalytic) and more energetically conservative, but also more prone to error (Phaf and
Rotteveel 2005; Garcia-Marques and Mackie 2001). Familiar-nOK and novel stimuli, on the
other hand, produce higher arousal, which is more vigilant (attentive), cautious, controlled
(yet iower perceived control), more analytic (less heuristic), and more energetically costly, but
also more precise and less en^or-prone.
The fact that novel stimuli in all sensory modalities are highly effective in attracting and
focusing attention is well confirmed. Additional support comes from the recent discovery of
novelty-detecting

neurons in the inferior colliculus of the mammalian

midbrain

(Perez-

Gonzalez, Malmierca, and Covey 2005). The neurons fire selectively in the presence of new,
unfamiliar sounds or changes in sound pattern, which suggests they may act as an interruption
signal to redirect attention. The "novelty neurons" stop firing if a sound or sound pattern is
repeated "but briefly recover their excitability when some stimulus parameter is changed"
(ibid:2879). Similar 'novelty units' report:edly were found in frogs several years ago, which
suggests they may be found widely in vertebrates.
Another recent line of evidence in support of dual-process theory, albeit indirect, comes
from

the

neurobiology

of reinforcement

learning,

specifically,

"the

trade-off

between

exploitation and exploration"—when to persist with a known strategy and when to innovate
(Cohen and Aston-Jones 2005:471). According to Yu and Dayan's (2005) promising

new

neuromodulatory model of how the mammalian brain copes with different types of uncertainty,
expected uncertainty, which entails a degree of familiarity, is modulated by acetylcholine and
unexpected

uncertainty by noradrenaline (norepinephrine). Although

both molecules are

capable of activating or suppressing activity in different contexts, the import:ant point here is
their more general functions in the body. Noradrenaline, the proposed modulator of unexpected
uncertainty, is a catecholamine produced by the adrenal gland and is generally associated with
stress

and

arousal

of the

energy-activating

sympathetic

nervous

system.

By

contrast,

acetylcholine, associated with expected uncert:ainty, is the principal neurotransmitter of the

At least in humans, valence has also shown to be separate from the assesanent of the magnitude of a neward (Yeung and Sanfey
20M).~ This makes evolutionary sense, in my view, because the amount of biolc^caBy rewarding stimulus is really only relevant to
organisms with very h i ^ energetic needs, such as mammals.
Dual-process theories postulate separate physiological pathvrays that serially or jointly contribute to a cognitive function. The
dominant model of r e c c ^ t i o n memory, for example, hypothesizes that two separate processes, called recollection and femiliarity,
combine to produce the phenomenon.

parasympathetic

nervous system, which

slows

heart rate, relaxes the sphincters

of the

gastrointestinal tract and generally acts to normalize functioning and conserve energy.
Yet a third line of evidence, not so recent, indicates that arousal inversely influences
familiar/novel preferences in reinforcement learning, suggesting a balancing mechanism might
be at work. Rats housed in a noisy environment, which kept them in a higher-than-normal
state of arousal, bar-pressed more often for rewards of familiar stimuli, whereas rats kept in a
quiet room and at a normal (low) level of arousal found novel stimuli more rewarding (Berlyne
1 9 6 6 ) . Similarly, rats drugged with methamphetamine, which induces a high state of arousal,
were much more responsive to a familiar reinforcing stimulus, whereas animals injected with
saline solution were more responsive to a novel reward. This suggests, as per Goodson ( 2 0 0 3 ) ,
that cognitive behaviour—in this case, preference-driven bar-pressing—is an equilibriumtending function.
Dual-process theorists appear to interpret the results

of their increasingly

complex

exposure-based experiments as breaking down, rather than reinforcing, certiain long-standing
conceptual distinctions, for example, between affective and non-affective (i.e., cognitive,
motivational) processing (Garcia-Marques et al. 2004; Phaf and Rotteveel 2 0 0 5 ) and implicit
and explicit memory (Whittlesea and Price 2001).
Premise 3.9: Interaction is initiated on the basis of valence, familiarity, arousal and, where
necessary, additional processing.
Although the actual sequence of actions can take many forms, depending

on

the

capabilities of the organism, interactions with the environment are generally classified in terms
of a directional dichotomy: toward or away from, approach or avoid. Approach behaviour can
be appetitive (e.g., food, drink, mates, shelter, conditioned 'reward') or aggressive (fight).
Avoidance

behaviour

includes

wnthdrawal, fleeing

and

freezing. Generally

speaking,

if

familiarity-valence is high-OK and arousal low, appetitive approach follows. If familiarityvalence is low-OK and arousal moderate, additional processing may indicate avoid rather than
approach. Conversely, if familiarity-valence is high-nOK and arousal high, avoidance will follow.
If familiarity-valence is nOK-novel and arousal high, additional processing may indicate
approach is wan-anted (on the basis of similarity with something familiar or the absence of any
other nOK cues), or not.
Premise 3.10: The outcome of the interaction modifies the structure of the organism and thus
influences the next round of information processing and behaviour.
As neuroscientists increasingly do, Montague and Berns (2002) render the gist of this
premise in economic terms:
...[T]he

way that mobile creatures value their internal states, sensory experience, and

behavioural output influences directly how they will invest their time and

energy...By

economic evaluation, we refer to the problems that an individual nervous system faces
when making rapid, moment-to-moment decisions possessing real costs and potential
future payoffs (good and bad). The central feature of this problem is the need far an
internal cunency that can be used as a common scale to value diverse behavioural acts and
sensory stimuli. (Montague and Bems

2002:265)
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Although they refer specifically to "mobile creatures" with "nervous s y s t e m s " — t h e article
appears in Neuron, after a l l — I see no principled reason to restrict its application. Indeed, the
assertion that an "internal currency", presumably species-specific, is needed to value sensory
information and possible responses appears to apply more or less universally. (See Chapter 5 for
a detailed examination in the case of bacteria.)
I will refer to the processes that comprise an organism's internal currency as its response
regulator. The idea of the response regulator is inspired by, yet is quite different from, the
concept introduced by Koshland (1977) to suggest the mechanism at work in

bacterial

chemotaxis and which is now ubiquitous in cellular signalling research. Koshland's construct
refen-ed to a hypothetical mechanism (i.e., a protein) that regulates the outcome of a particular
signal transduction pathway, be it the rotation of a flagellar motor or the activation or
suppression of gene expression. Here the concept of a response regulator refers to an abstract
but potentially quite large number of information processes—instantiated in a brain, a neural
network or an interactive complex of receptors on the surface of a cell—the products of which
are integrated to produce an overt or covert behavioural response. The response regulator's role
in cognition is to integrate sensory information and interoceptive information (which includes
the outcome of the previous behaviour) with memory of past experience and goal structure to
generate the next behaviour. The idea is somewhat similar to neurosdentist Jeffrey Gray's
comparator model (Gray 1995), although his psychological target is explicitly consciousness.
Structurally, the response regulator may be distributed, localized, or both (e.g., a structural
locus that is massively connected to other nodes of the network).
I n line with the increasingly popular reinforcement learning model, behavioural outcomes
are often conceived in the contemporary neuroscientific and behavioural literature in terms of
'rewards' (appetitive or positive reinforcers) or 'punishments' (aversive or negative reinforcers,
often conceived as predictive errors). Originally introduced as a class of problems in machine
learning (Kaelbling, Littman, and Moore 1996; Sutton and Barto 1998), reinforcement

learning

provides the framework for much neurobiological research into the mechanisms of action
selection and incentive learning (Dayan and Balleine 2002; Yu and Dayan 2005; M o n t a g u e and
Berns 2002; Glimcher 2002; Glimcher and Rustichini 2004)—especially since the midbrain
dopamine system was postulated as the possible modulator of reward prediction, reinforcement
and error detection (Schultz, Dayan, and Montague 1997), an hypothesis that has spawned a
burgeoning

field.

Because, once

again, the terminology

is somewhat

loaded

(reward,

punishment) in terms of its application in species less complex than rats or mice, I will use the
OK-nOK nomenclature where possible."'
The reinforcement learning model postulates five basic elements:"® 1) an agent;
environment,

2) an

which the agent explores, sensing various propert;ies; 3) a behaviour, which the

agent undertakes based on a value function,

in essence, a prediction by the agent about its

interactive potential and the potential payoff(s) given current sensory information, the agent's
internal state, previous experience, goal structure, and so on; 4) a reward function, the positive
or negative value the agent ascribes to the behavioural act, object or physical state which

™ JaakPanksepp (2005), for example, prefersajtt^fectiow and iiscomj&rt to the idiom of reinforcement theory.
1 am merely stating the elements of the reinforcement learning model to provide some context for the empirical findings dted from
this literature; I am not endorsing the model as biologically plausible in all its assumptions or its details.
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results from the behaviour; which in turns shapes the development of 5) a policy, an algorithm
(heuristic, schema) for maximizing reward and minimizing punishment, such as the trade-off
between exploitation and exploration (Sutton and Barto 1998).
Despite its growing application, however, considerable debate exists about the theoretical
underpinnings

of reinforcement

learning, for example, how goal-directed

behaviour is

organized and controlled by motivation (Dayan and Balleine 2002), and what sort of
behavioural theory (e.g., animal learning theories, microeconomic optimality theories) best
account for the different effects of rewards on behaviour (Schultz 2006). For example, given a
choice between immediate gratification and a larger payoff at a later time, humans and other
animals tend to take what's on offer now, even though delayed gratification presents the
greater reward. Whether it is pigeons with food (Chung and Herrnstein 1967) or humans with
money or other commodities (Raineri and Rachlin 1993), evidence strongly suggest that birds
and people both engage in hyperbolic discounting in making such choices, despite being
separated by 286 million years of evolution (Stuphorn 2005). Single-neural recordings in the
brains of pigeons trained to choose between small, immediate rewards and larger, delayed
rewards suggest that anticipated reward is calculated based on a combination of the length of
delay and the amount of reward (Kalenscher et al. 2 0 0 5 ) . " ' However, it remains unclear what
sort of mechanism underpins impulsive choices: competition between expected reward signals,
competition between putatively different neuronal systems supporting impulsive choices and
rational choices, or the reward function of reinforcement learning (Stuphorn 2005).
In short, what I can say here with any confidence about how any of this works is actually
quite limited. There are a few points I wish to make, however. First is that the outcome of
behaviour feeds back to the processes of perception and familiarity-valence; the outcome of
behaviour thus dynamically alters the way states of affairs are subsequently sensed and
evaluated, which takes place against the background of the organism's current needs. The fact
that "value and need" can be "organizing factors in perception" has been known for more than
half a century, since

Bruner and Goodman

(1947)

demonstrated that

poor

children

overestimated the size of coins much more than rich children. Electrophysiological studies of
the neural processes related to evaluation of environmental feedback (i.e., information from
environmental changes resulting from a behavioural interaction) suggest that the earliest
appraisal of feedback involves binary (OK-nOK) valence assessments (Hajcak et al. 2006). The
strengthening effect of high arousal and nOK-valence on learning, which shapes the familiarity
metric, is well established (LaBar and Cabeza 2006). Indeed, recent research shows that memory
of nOK-stimuli is unaffected if attention is divided between competing targets at the time of
learning, whereas memory of neutral and OK-stimuli is impaired by divided attention (Kern et
al. 2005).
Second, the

processes

of sensing, familiarity-valence, arousal, response

behavioural activation and outcome evaluation/feedback are circular and

regulation,
continuously

At the time the thesis was being finalized, Stewart, Chater and Brown (2006) published their interesting new theory of "decision by
sannffin^, which they claim accounts for 'concave utility functions' (e^, hyperbolic temporal discounting, losses looming larger than
gains, the overestimation of small probabilities and underestimation of lar^ probabities) diat are difficult to explain with traditional
variants of decision theory. Decision by sampling tiieory assumes "only the most simple cognitive processes—ordinal comparison and
fi-equency accumulation" {p3). These basic processes evaluate 'attribute values' (e.g., monetary amounts, probabities, delays) based on
the immediate decision context and memcdes of previously encountered attribute values.
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iterated. Thus, the perception of a state of affairs assessed as unfamiliar and inducing high
arousal might first result in avoidance, a hesitancy or drawing back, which given a benign
outcome might immediately lead to a tentative approach, which given a benign outcome
might lead to a more confident approach, which given a benign outcome might be evaluated
not merely as OK but 0K+ (rewarding), a boost to perceived control or agency. Third, these
cycles of sensing, familiarity-valence, arousal, response regulation and interaction may result
(in organisms with sufficient memory capacity) in response profiles, such as reward sensitivity,
which in mammals is associated with impulsivity and extraversion, and punishment sensitivity,
associated with anxiety, behavioural inhibition and neuroticism (Gray 1971; Seifert et al. 2006;
McNaughton and Corr 2004; Corr 2004).
Premise 3.11 : Information processing, en-or detection, inference, categorization, semiosis,
discrimination offamiliarity, evaluation and decision making are well-established
characteristics of cognition.
(See Chapter 1.)
Premise 3.12 : Cognition, affect and motivation classically have been associated with mentality,
for which 'cognition' is sometimes used (rightly or wrongly) as a synonym.
(See Chapter 1, Section 3.1.) Valence implies affect and motivation, which both rely on
perception, memory, learning and appraisal. Perception, learning, ecological problem solving
and decision making, likewise, are dependent upon affect and motivation. Although they are
conceptually dissociable—and in some animals may be experimentally dissociable—affect,
motivation and cognition are systemically inseparable.
CONCLUSION 3.1: All organisms are motivated, value-projecting systems able to recognize and
interact with features of their surroundings. All organisms are cognitive
systems.
Cognition links synexenosis, goal-oriented agency, decision-making and interactive
behaviour. To say that all organisms are cognitive in this sense is quite different from saying all
organisms have specialized systems to implement cognition.
What cognition is: The capacity of an autopoietic-interactive system to relate (internal
and/or external) states of affairs and value information relative to system functioning.
What cognition does: Cognition enables a system to act to achieve internally generated
goals. Cognition enables agency.
CONCLUSION 3.2:

Cognition is a core systemic function without which an organism cannot
naturally persist.

This suggests that 'proto' prefixes are not appropriate in relation to cert:ain kinds of
biological function, as Godfrey-Smith (2002) has suggested for the 'proto-cognitive' capacities
of, say, bacteria. Once life is up and running, 'proto' is entirely appropriate for structural
features, as 'proto-feathers' (Xu et al. 2004) or 'proto-limbs' or 'proto-hearts', but it is not so
appropriate for global functions. Of what would 'proto-respiration' consist? Proto-digestion?
Proto-elimination? Respiration, digestion and elimination occur or they do not. An organism
digests or dies, eliminates or dies, respires or dies. In this view, it cognizes or dies.
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CONCLUSION 3.3: Because it is cognitive, every biological system constitutes a subject of experience
with a particular perspective.
Being the subject of experience is not necessarily the same as being the subject of
phenomenal experience (i.e., 'what it is like to be', 'the feeling of what happens'). I t is only to
say that things happen to an organism that are salient and evaluable whether or not the event
is accompanied by a 'raw feel' of the kind humans experience. Every organism constructs a web
of relations with its surroundings, an Umwelt. Although it will overlap and intersect with the
Umwelten of other organisms, the Umwelt of an individual organism exists only in relation to
that organism.

4. The framework in a nutshell
1.

Biological cognition is the (synexenotic) capacity of an organism to relate (internal and
external) states of affairs and value information relative to system functioning.

2.

Cognition enables a system to act to achieve internally generated goals; it facilitates
agency.

3.

The most fundamental discrimination any cognitive system makes in relation to a stimulus
or pattern of stimuli is, effectively, an assessment of is this okay? Does the state of affairs
promote the system's existential and/or other g o a l s — o r at least not threaten them?

4.

The current state of the organism is the reference point for the assessment of OK/nOK
value.

5.

OK/nOK values fall along a gradient from weak to strong, for example, barely acceptable to
fantastic (OK) or mildly discomfiting to intolerable (nOK).

6.

For any stimulus detected by the organism, a rapid preliminary assessment of OK/nOK is
made on the basis of valence and a crude metric of familiarity, which are interdependent.

7.

This preliminary assessment of familiarity-valence determines the organism's arousal, or
readiness to respond. Generally speaking, the higher the organism's degree of uncertainty
or level of threat, the higher the level of arousal.

8.

The initial stages of cognition (sensing^(valence+familiarity)^arousal)

are automatic

and

awareness

non-conscious,

even

in

organisms

capable

of

phenomenal

or

metacognition. They are subject to conditioning in many (perhaps all) species, however.
9.

Arousal level determines whether additional processing is required before initiating action.
Generally speaking, the higher the uncertainty or nOK-valence, the greater the necessity
for additional processing.

10. Additional processing occurs via a response regulator, which integrates interoceptive and
exteroceptive signals with the outcomes of (recent and/or remote) behaviour, memory,
goal structure, and response profile.
11. The response regulator is linked to the mechanisms by which the preliminary assessment is
made, although the two processes (preliminary assessment, detailed assessment) may be
experimentally dissociable.
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12. Based on familiarity-valence, arousal and, possibly, additional processing by the response
regulator, a behaviour is initiated.
13. The

behaviour

either

succeeds

(reinforcement-OK)

or fails

(reinforcement-nOK,

error

detected).
14. Reinforcement and error detection feed back into the response regulator, sensory systems,
valence and the familiarity metric.
15. Relative to memory capacity organisms will develop a response profile—e.g., rewardsensitivity/impulsivity/novelty-seeking,

punishment-sensitivity/anxiety/risk

averse—that

will bias perception, valence, the familiarity metric, arousal, and behaviour.

Figure 4.1 Agentive framework

States of affairs in the world are sensed through one or more sensory channels and assessed at various
stages relative to system wellbeing (OK, nOK), indicated by the horizontal dotted line. Exteroceptive
information feeds into the processes of initial assessment, which are sensitive to the current internal
state of the system. Valence (including salience and hedonic tone) and a crude familiarity metric
combine to produce a value in OK-nOK space. This value determines the level of physiological arousal,
which is also a point within a state space from low/relaxed/heuristic/error-prone
to
high/vigilant/information-seeking/more controlled/more precise. Where uncertainty is low or nOKvalence high, arousal alone determines behavioural activation. Where uncertainty is moderate to high,
additional processing is required, which takes place within the response regulator. Based on an
appraisal of interactive potential and possible payoff, behaviour is generated. The outcome of the
behaviour (OK, nOK, error) feeds back into the response regulator and tunes the sensitivities of the
sensory channels and the mechanisms of assessing familiarity-valence. The cycle is more or less
continuously iterated. (Graphic produced by Nicole Kaiyan)

The advantages of the framework, in my view, are several: 1) the key concepts are relatively
clear and connect with one another; 2) the key concepts and the premises connect with a large
body

of theory

and

empirical evidence in

a number

of areas, including

biology

and
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psychology; 3) the concepts can be operationalized; 4) many of the premises and all of the
predictions can be tested; and 5) new data from diverse sources appear to be capable of
explanation with reference to it.'""
There may be many objections to the framework as proposed, but a likely one is this: Isn't it
trivializing

to

assert that all organisms are cognitive?

On what

basis

can

meaningful

distinctions be made, and if meaningful distinctions can't be made aren't we basically back in
the same leaky boat in which we started out? I will return to these issues in the conclusion.
First, I will examine a simple model of biological cognition: bacteria. I hope to show that
microbial behaviour is sufficiently complex and flexible that is it possible to see the outline of
many (perhaps most) human mental capacities in the humble bacterium, regardless of whether
the agentive framework is adopted or not.

An example: Research into the mental-state decoding abilities of mildly depressed undergraduates compared to controls produced
an unexpected finding the dysphoric subjects' attributions of emotional states to photographs of eyes were consistently more accurate,
su^esting an increased sensitivity to subde social cues necessary to make theory-of-mind judgments (Harkness et aL 2005). The result
was puzzling because difficulty in sodal functioning is a major feature of clinical depression According to the agentive fiwiewoik
however, depresion is an nOK state sensitive to nOK outcomes and thus should be accompanied by h i ^ e r arousal, which is more
vigilant information seeking and less eiror prone than low arousal (normal) states.

The cognitive cell: a bacterial model

A modern molecular biologist might paraphrase
the
poet [Alexander] Pope by saying. The proper study of
mankind is the bacterium.
—Daniel

Andyes,

E. Koshland

Jr.

(1977:1055)

there really is something strange going
—

Dennis Bray

on.

(2002:7)

Introduction
The idea that bacteria display cognition—that they know their world, not merely bump
into it—is controversial. While largely agreeing with Konrad Lorenz that the 'higher' cognitive
forms of behaviour are "fundamentally and exclusively understandable only in terms of the
simpler forerunners that were prerequisite for its emergence" (Lorenz 1996:xxv), contemporary
cognitive theorists appear, by and large, disinclined to reach so low in their search for
phylogenetic origins. On the contrary, bacteria and other single-celled organisms tend to be
given as examples of mindless automatons that respond to properties in their environment in
rigidly mechanistic, pre-programmed, law-like ways (e.g., Dennett 1996; Sterelny 2001; Fodor
1986; Heil 1998; Guttenplan 2000). While most will concede that a bacterium, as a living
entity, is more physically complex than, say, a Boeing 747, the concession rarely extends to
intelligence (leaving aside the lack of consensus about what that is"'). Compared to Myococcus
xanthus the automatic pilot of the aircraft would be regarded by most, I think, as the smarter
'machine'.

' For an excellent introduction to the ambiguities surrounding the concept of 'intelligence,' see Richardson (1999).
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Chemotaxis, the capacity of a bacterium to move toward an attractive chemical stimulus
and away from a noxious one, can be seen, on the one hand, as roughly a n a l o g o u s in the
science of behaviour to the trajectory of a cannon ball in physics: a simple instance of a
potentially complex general phenomenon. However, if the general phenomenon at issue is
cognition,

defined implicitly or explicitly as a special type of behaviour, bacterial chemotaxis is

not regarded as particularly instructive. Bacteria have provided, and continue t o
profound i n s i g h t into an impressive number of fundamental biological

provide,

processes"^—and

indeed remain the "bellwether of [sensory] signal transduction" research (Bray 2 0 0 2 : 9 ) , the
bedrock of biological information processing. Nevert:heless, there seems to be general (if not
exactly explicit) consensus among cognitive scientists that single-celled organisms c a n n o t tell
us a n y t h i n g especially illuminating about the sort of "fiilly fledged"^"^ cognitive behaviour that
we're really interested in. That is because cognition is still regarded tacitly as s o m e t h i n g rather
extraordinary: a biological function that arises fi-om life processes but is somehow unnecessary
to living organization."" A l t h o u g h no agreement exists about what c o g n i t i o n is, agreement
does appear to exist that certain biological systems can get on just fine without it.
Since the earliest days of scientific psychology there have been those who f o u n d the case
compelling for cognition in unicellular organisms, including scientists who study microbial
behaviour (e.g., Koshland 1 9 8 0 ; I n s i n n a 1 9 9 8 ; Norris 1 9 9 8 ; Lengeler, Miiller, and di Primio
2 0 0 0 ; Ben-Jacob 1 9 9 7 ; J e n n i n g s 1 9 0 5 / 1 9 6 2 ; Margulis 2 0 0 1 ) ; psychologists (Washburn 1 9 3 6 ;
Spencer 1 8 5 5 ; Owings 2 0 0 2 ; e.g., Humphrey 1 9 9 2 ) ; biological theorists (Maturana a n d Varela
1 9 8 0 ; Rosen 2 0 0 0 ; Pattee 1 9 8 2 ) ; and philosophers (e.g., Millikan 1 9 8 9 b ; van Duijn, Keijzer,
and Franken in press; Popper 1 9 9 4 / 1 9 9 9 ) .
Often, however, those sympathetically disposed toward finding cognition widely dispersed
in the animal world usually consider a nervous system to be a prerequisite, a view first advanced
by

Lamarck

nearly two

unquestioned
cognition

centuries ago

(Bateson

since. Thus, in a recent

(Bekoff, Allen,

and

Burghardt

1979;

multidisciplinary
2002),

Lamarck

1809/1984)

collection

earthworms

of essays

were the

and
on

simplest

largely
animal
systems

contemplated (Crist 2 0 0 2 ) . 'Morgan's C a n o n ' " ^ is often cited as the naturalistic warrant for
seeking

cognition

higher on the

complexity scale. More often than

not, however,

the

possibility of cognition in bacteria is dismissed by appeals to intuition for which little or no
argument is deemed necessary. Current knowledge about bacterial behaviour is not even
acknowledged, much less detailed and then dismissed.
A passage in an essay by Peter Godfrey-Smith serves to illustrate the point, n o t least
because he tends to be an otherwise liberal thinker in these matters. Godfrey-Smith

(2002)

observes: " B y any normal standard, plants and bacteria (for example) do not have minds a n d do
Bacteria) models,femously,have been crucial to our understanding of molecular genetics. This includes knowledge of DNA as the
molecule of inheritance; the structure of DNA; the difference between exonic DNA (genes) and intronic DNA {popularly and
erroneously referred to as 'junk"); how genes and their protein products operate in concert (e^., operons) and in hierarchies of
regulatory control (e.g, regulons, modulons); and now also the mechanisms of DNA repair. Bacterial models have also provided the
foundations for understanding biological signal transduction, light processing based on variants of the rhodopsin molecule (the basis of
vtson), and the molecules of motility and structure (actin, miaotubules)— and the list goes o a
To enlist a Dennettian phrase (Dennett 199630).
Unnecessary, needless to say, except to those organisms that have evolved cognitive capacities.
The "basal principle" for comparing cognitive stjdes across spedes was set out by Conwy Lloyd Morgan in his original (1891) edition
of An Introduction to Comparative Psychology, which he amended in the revised 1903 editioa The latter is quoted here: "In no case is
an animal activity to be interpreted in temis of higher psychological processes if it can be &itiy interpreted in terms of processes which
stand lower in the scale of psycholc^cal evolution and development" (Morgan 190359) It is arguably not only the most quoted but
also the most misrepresented and misunderstood statement in compaiatiw psycholc^, accordir^ to (Thomas 1998).
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not exhibit cognition." (p.135-136) The context of the statement is generous, in fact.
Godfrey-Smith is arguing

not only for the evolutionary continuity

of human

capacities with those of non-human animals, but also for the continuity

cognitive

of

cognitive

capacities with "a wider class of'protocognitive' mechanisms" that enable organisms "to adapt
to changing problems and opportunities in their environments" (p.l35)(ibid.:135). GodfreySmith asserts, as Dennett and others have before h i m , ' " that there "is no point in trying to
draw an absolute line" between cognition and "other kinds of biological processes," such as
those modifying development and metabolism, because cognition "shades off' into those
other processes (p. 136). On Godfrey-Smith's definition, protocognitive capacities are those
"cases of adaptive flexibility in behaviour, development, or metabolism that are controlled by a
fixed response to a simple environmental

cue" (p. 136; my italics). Plants and bacteria, he

suggests, display protocognitive behaviour as against genuine cognition, which

remains

undefined but is by implication more flexible.
Godfrey-Smith's model of behavioural plasticity and its associated costs and payoffs (see in
particular, Godfrey-Smith 1996: Chapters 7 & 8) reflects, even if it does not explidtly articulate,
three common

arguments against the occurrence of cognition

in

bacteria. First is the

assumption that bacterial responses are rigid and unmodifiable; they aren't plastic or flexible
enough

to

count as cognitive

behaviour. Although

their response repertoire is clearly

adaptive—bacteria are by far the most numerous kingdom on the planet (Gould 1 9 9 6 ) — t h e i r
adaptability, or capacity to respond successfully to novel circumstances, is assumed to be
extremely limited. In the common view, changes to the bacterial repertoire crucially depend on
fortuitous but random genetic mutations rather than on the modulation of behaviour. I call
this the flexibility argument. Second, it is widely believed that bacterial behaviour is not
complex e n o u g h to warrant the attribution of cognition. I call this the complexity

argument.

Finally, it is claimed that bacterial responses to environmental stimuli are direct and proximal;
they lack the multiplicity of intervening steps necessary for genuine cognition. I call this the
distality argument.
I n the last chapter I argued that all organisms, bacteria included, could plausibly be
regarded

as

cognitive

systems. In

this

chapter I

will draw

on

the

results

of

recent

microbiological research to show that individual and collective bacterial behaviour is far more
complex and adaptable than most cognitive scientists and philosophers of mind

would

generally credit. Moreover, it is adaptable and multi-faceted for the same reasons widely
believed to have shaped the evolution of human cognition: 1) survival in unpredictable, often
hostile environments that are frequently epistemically "polluted" by signals designed to
impede or deceive (Sterelny 2003); 2) genetic recombination via sex; and 3) the complex
demands of group living. As they are in human life, sex and cooperative sociality are also
facilitated, mediated and modulated in bacteria by systems of communication.
If all this sounds far removed from "the conventional wisdom about bacteria as isolated,
primitive organisms with a limited repertoire of automatic responses to changing c o n d i t i o n s "
(Shapiro 1997:44), it certainly is. Consensus is growing among microbiologists that their
science is undergoing a revolution of paradigmatic proportions (Dworkin 1997:3; but see also,
Ochman and Moran 2001; Winans and Bassler 2002). Startling new discoveries about bacterial

In 1906 comparative psychologist R S . Jennin^ noted that "Behaviour is merely a coliective name for the most obvious and most
easily studied of the processes of the organian, and it is dear that these processes are closely connected with, and are indeed outgrowths
from, the more recondite internal processes." (Jennings 1905/1962339) By the end of the 19^ century, Jacques Loeb already had done
much to reduce the behavioural (or "psychical") to the physiolc^caL
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behaviour have been facilitated, particularly in the last two decades, by the

increasing

sophistication of techniques used to probe the life-world of the very small in its natural,
animate state, including monitoring individual bacteria in the process of going about their
business. At the same time, microbiologists have had to face the fact that the (understandable)
methodological decisions made by IQ"" century pioneers nevertheless obscured essential facts.
The experimental preference for 'pure' cultures of single bacterial strains over the multi-strain
cultures widely found in N a t u r e " ' — w h i l e necessary for scientific progress in many w a y s — c o u l d
not easily reveal the phenotypic plasticity of bacteria, the sophistication of the mechanisms by
which they sense and respond to changing conditions in their environment, and their apparent
preference for cooperative living (Dworkin 1985; Shapiro and Dworkin 1997; Brown

and

Williams 1985). James Shapiro writes:
Taken together, all aspects of bacterial research combine... to generate a new paradigm in
prol<aryotic biology: a picture of bacteria as sensitive, communicative, decisive organisms
integrating information from their environment and from their neighbours in order to cany
out the complex tasks of reproduction and sunrival in organized multicellular
(Shapiro

populations.

1997:44)

Most of the behaviours outlined in this chapter represented anomalies not so long ago. By
detailing the complex—as well as surprisingly flexible and adaptable—individual and social
behaviour of bacteria, I hope to show that microbial behaviour can be considered cognitive in
a non-trivial sense. This is not to say that bacterial cognition and human cognition are
equivalent. Clearly, "by any normal standard" they are not. Rather, the claim is that bacterial
behaviour is precisely what must be understood in order to comprehend how more complex and
specialized forms of cognition evolved and now function. In short, taking bacterial cognition
seriously implies that cognition is appropriately viewed as a core system function

necessary for

life, not an optional add-on.
The present chapter is structured as follows. The first section gives a brief account of
chemotaxis. Even more than bacterial sodality, this phenomenon provides the basis for recent
attributions of 'minimal cognition' to bacteria by thinkers in a number of fields, including the
biological and computer sciences (di Primio, Muller, and Lengeler 2000; di Primio and Kilian
2 0 0 1 ; Lengeler, Miiller, and di Primio 2000); philosophy (van Duijn, Keijzer, and Franken in
press); and artificial life (Bedau 1998). The second section addresses the flexibility

argument

and outlines several features of bacterial chemotaxis that show it to be anything but
determined, including

behavioural variations

rigidly

between individual bacteria resulting

from

different life experience. The third section briefly surveys the world of bacterial sociality, which
counters the complexity argument by demonstrating how communication-enabled cooperation
provides bacteria with a degree of behavioural sophistication unavailable to individuals, just as
it does in more complex animals. In the final section I address the distality argument, which is
shown to be biologically unmotivated and therefore does not arise in a biogenic approach.

Dworidn (1997) points out that the 19^ century controversy over pleonnorphism (mixed cultures) and monomorphism (pure
cultures) was ri^tiy resolved in favour of the 'pure culture' paradigm advanced by Robert Koch, the founder of bacteriology, who was
concerned with infectious disease. Unfortunately, as so often happens, this mediodological decision then hardened into dcgma. T h e
need to eliminate as many variables as possible from die t a n ^ web of events that led to infectious disease made pure culture
microbicJc©' an absolute necessity," writes Dworida "It was die fidd of miaobiology itsdf that subsequently oveneacted to Koch's
necessary overamplifications and reified them into disciplinary dogma." (p. 5) Ironically, a recent study questions whether laboratory
reference sQains can ever be expected to "min-or 'real worid' parthenc^enesis" because they adapt so rapidly to artificial conditions (Fux,
ShirtliffetaL2005).
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Although the details of the argument presented here are, I believe, original, the general
thrust is not. Scientists have argued for over a century that there is, in evolutionary terms, a
continuous line of meaningful descent,"® both conceptual and mechanistic, between the
behaviour of unicellular organisms and the cognitive behaviour of human beings (Loeb 1899;
Koshland 1 9 8 0 ; Jennings 1905/1962; Adler 1966; Maturana and Varela 1980; Lengeler, Miiller,
and di Primio 2000; Washburn 1936). This intuition has never had greater empirical warrant
than it does today.

5.1 Chemotaxis: what it is and (roughly) how it works
Chemotaxis is the individual behaviour most readily associated with unicellular organisms,
both prokaryotes (bacteria, archaea) and eukaryotes (e.g., yeasts, protists), although many cells
that form part of complex multicellular organisms (e.g., leucocytes, neurons, glia) also exhibit
chemotactic migration. C/?emotaxis is the movement of a cell in response to a chemical
stimulus. It is one of many different types of oriented cellular movement (taxis) in relation to
stimuli, which may take the form of oxygen (aerotaxis), light (phototaxis), temperature
(thermotaxis), mechanical stimulation (thigmotaxis), electric current (galvanotaxis), osmolarity
(osmotaxis), and magnetic fields (magnetotaxis) (Lengeler and Postma 1999:514). Taxes can
be positive/attractive (toward the stimulus) or negative/aversive (away fi-om the stimulus).
The means of bacterial motility are several. They include one or more simple or complex
flagella, whip-like filaments that operate like a ship's screw propeller, rotating in one direction
to move one way and in the reverse direction to come to a halt; gtiding, an individual or group
form of locomotion which involves sliding over a slime track secreted onto a solid surface;
swarming, a collective form of movement that depends on a layer of differentiated (hyperflagellated, elongated) individuals that enables the spreading of a population over a solid
surface; and the kinetics of phase variation, a snake-like mode used by spirochetes (ibid:515).
Amazingly, genomic sequencing confirms that, despite the substantial differences in the way
they go about it, "virtually all motile prokaryotes use essentially the same mechanism to
regulate their motility"—be it the flagellated common enteric bacterium Escherichia coli or the
highly complex, soil-dwelling Myxococcus xanthus,

which "have no flagella and move by a

poorly understood gliding mechanism" (Stock, Levit, and Wolanin 2002:1).
In the philosophical literature bacterial chemotaxis is still sometimes equated with tropism
(e.g., Heil 1998), a term that means 'movement toward.' Now rarely used in psychology, the
concept stems from a radically externalist theory of behaviour advanced by Jacques Loeb in the
late ig'*" century that is said to have greatly influenced John Watson, the founder of
behaviourism (Gussin 1963; Wozniak 1993). A 'tropism,' by Loeb's account, is a reaction by a
whole organism to an external stimulus, in contrast to a 'reflex' that involves only part of the
organism. 'Instincts' were thought to be more complicated responses comprised of tropisms

According to standard readings of evolutionary dneory, all complex multicellular life is descended from unicellular organisms.
'Descent', in this sense, is trivially true to all but anti-evolutionists. 'A line of meaningfii descent' thus is meant to denote the
conservation of a fianction/mechanism over evolutionary time. For example, biolc^sts do not ordinarily compare the legs and tail of a
salamander with the flagella of a bacterium. Miaobial flagela and the legs-and-tail arrangement of the salamander ane both used for
motility, but they function in very different ways, involve very different mechanisms and have different evolutionary histories. There is
no line of meaningfiil descent' involved. On the other hand, while die fomis of eyes among metazoans and unicellular eyespots may be
the result of convergent evolution, there is arguably a line of meaningful descent because they aH use variations of the rhodopsin
molecule for sensing photons.
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a n d reflex chains, but

Loeb

151_

believed all three—tropisms, reflexes, and i n s t i n c t s — t o

mechanistic and/i//(y determined

be

by stimulus conditions. Although tropism theory has long

been d i s c r e d i t e d , " ' and even so-called reflex behaviours in more complex organisms are now
k n o w n to be far from simple (Rosenzweig, Leiman, and Breedlove 1 9 9 6 ; Keijzer 2 0 0 1 ) , the
impression lingers that the concept accurately captures something important a b o u t bacteria.
Call

it

the

central

dogma

of

microbial

behaviour

(held

microbiologists): one cue, one response—reliable and

rigid

by

everyone

except

as clockwork, no

modern

assessment

required. According to this view, a bacterium is propelled by the mechanics of its structure in a
law-like manner from one stimulus situation to another, much like a pinball b o u n c e s from one
flipper to another, propelled by the laws of physics. (See Fodor 1 9 8 6 , for a well-known version
of this view.) Despite its persistence, this picture has been known to be false for 30 y e a r s . " "
Chemotaxis in f. coli is the most studied and best understood in the microbial world (Bren
a n d Eisenbach 2 0 0 0 ) . The molecular details are fascinating but need not detain us here. The
picture at its most abstract is of a sensorimotor complex that includes: 1) a sensor (receptor)
that interacts with stimuli from the external environment; 2) a means of propagating a signal
t h r o u g h the intracellular cytoplasm; 3) a link to the genetic apparatus that modulates the
state of the cell via gene expression and transcription for protein synthesis; and 4) a link to a
motor apparatus, which effects an overt: behaviour.
Figure 5.1 (below) presents a simple schematic of the response regulator model of s i g n a l
transduction, albeit modified to take account of recent findings. Originally postulated

by

K o s h l a n d ( 1 9 7 7 ) , whose research group at the University of California, Berkeley, has d o n e much
to elucidate the molecular details, the regulator response model is now a well-confirmed
mechanism. Two t h i n g s are important to note about this widely used model. First is the
presence of multiple stimuli and multiple signal transduction pathways (processing systems).
S e c o n d is the abstract similarity of the model to the sensory systems of higher vertiebrates.
Twenty-five years ago Koshland suggested that, "[BJacterial sensing is organized in c o n c e p t u a l
outline rather similarly to the organization of higher species" (Koshland 1 9 8 0 : 6 ) . The signal
transduction pathways of his model could just as easily be the visual, auditory, olfactory,
gustatory and tactile pathways of higher vertebrates. The sequencing of the E. coli

genome

appears to have confirmed Koshland's intuition:
Humans

use five senses to obtain information about their environment and plan

their

actions. Now... it is clear that biology's best understood bug sports the same number

of

chemotaxis receptors: Trg, fi)r ribose and galactose; Tar, for aspartate; Tsr, for serine; Tap, for
peptides; and the newly discovered Aer, which may be a redox detector. (Grebe and Stoci<
1998:R154)
This doesn't mean that E. coli only has five signal transduction pathways that affect its
b e h a v i o u r — i n d e e d , it appears to have dozens (Yamamoto et al. 2 0 0 5 ) — m e r e l y that this
part:icular sort of bacterium has five sensors directly related to rotating its flagella."^ Nor does it

Tropism theory was in feet seriously challer^ed in Loeb's day by KS. lennings, who argued that it could not account for the
behaviour of parameda, much less anything more complex.
For an excellent account of the persistence of a scientifically suspect iDustratbn of reflexive behaviour in cognitive science, the oftrepeated anecdote about the Sphex wasp, see Keijzer (200122-24).
' ' ' A n individual £ coli has essentially two options for locomotive response inrelationto a stimulus: 1) smooth swimming, or running
(e.g., the synchronized counter-clockwise rotation of theflagella),used to move toward an inaeasing gradient of attractant or, in some
cases, to speed away from an inaeasing gradient of repellent; and 2) tumbling (e.g., sudden clockwise rotation to stop smooth
swimming, followed by uncoordinated movement of theflagella),which brings about a random change of direction of approximatdy
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mean that E. coli's five chemotactic sensors operate separately or that the relationship between
stimulus and response is linear and discernible; they don't and it isn't. As we will see in a
moment, there is growing evidence that the receptors process information as a network.
Bacterial chemotaxis bears other similarities to the sensory systems of higher vertebrates
because it involves adaptation to stimulus intensity, signal amplification and the integration
of multiple cues, both internal and external. Bacterial chemosensing thus is context-sensitive
to a degree previously unimagined.

Environmental stimuH (i.e., chemicals, s o u n d , light, etc.) modify receptors at the cell boundary that are specific
for one or more stimuli. Some stimuli interfere with or modify the effects of other stimuli (2-3). For example, the
presence of glucose represses the pathway associated with lactose usage (carbon catabolite repression). Upon
b i n d i n g , the receptor changes shape, which activates or inhibits its associated signal-processing

pathway,

depending on its current state. Clustered receptors may also interact with one another (1-2, 3-4,5) in a kind of
network, which would increase the combinatorial complexity of information processing, perhaps greatly (Stock,
Levit & Wolanin 2 0 0 2 ; MeUo & Tu 2005). Generally speaking, receptors are associated with particular signalling
pathways, although more than one type of receptor may transmit into the same signalling pathway (4,5). Recent
evidence suggests cross-talk may take place between some two-component systems (IH-IV) (Yamamoto et al
2 0 0 5 ) . How information inputs from multiple signalling pathways are integrated to generate a behavioural
response is unknown. Some response regulators (RRs) directly affect behaviour (e.g., flagellar rotation), while
other RRs determine behaviour via gene expression. (This is a version of Figure 2 in Koshland ( 1 9 8 0 : 7 ) . The
chart has been modified to represent recent developments.)

60P. In die absence of a compeUirg stimulant an £ coli wiJl probe its environment by alternating between running and tumbling, a
s t r a t a that produces an unbiased three-dimensional random walk that research has shown to be h i ^ energy efficient With each
one-second run about ICOO protons pass throu^ theflagellarmotor and the bacterium advances about ten body lengths, roughly in a
straight line (Brownian motion being an ever-present perturbing factor). With each tumble, on average once a second, the bacterium
changes course. Much of chemotaxis involves regulation of the rate of tumbling The bacterium proceeds in this way until its receptors
pick up something relevant to its current situatioa (See (Lengeler and Postma 1999515).)
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The two-component signal transduction system (TCST) is the best-understood in the
bacterial kingdom (Bren and Eisenbach 2000). It is called a 'two-component' system because
signal transduction involves a 'sensor' component and a 'response regulator'

component

(Lengeler and Postma 1 9 9 9 : 5 1 0 - 5 1 1 ) . (This doesn't mean that only two proteins are involved,
however; many may be.) The sensor component is comprised of a receptor and a 'transmitter'.
The receptors are embedded in the periplasm of the bacterial cell wall—that is, the aqueous
layer beneath the net-like, outermost portion of the membrane—or in the non-porous inner
membrane below the periplasm (Koshland 1980:22), so they are in more or less direct contact
with the organism's sun-oundings. Each type of receptor responds to a partiicular stimulus
(ligand), or a limited range of stimuli.
TCSTs, which are not limited to chemotaxis, work roughly like this."^ Something from the
organism's surroundings binds to a receptor. The classic analogy of ligand-receptor binding
was a lock and key; one key opened the lock. This picture has largely been superceded by
Koshland's 'induced fit' m o d e l . " ' Upon binding with a ligand, the receptor undergoes a
change in shape (Falke and Koshland 1987), from tensed to relaxed or vice versa. The
conformational change is detected by another protein, the 'transmitter', which activates the
signal transduction flow within the cell. The transmitter, an enzyme called a kinase,

then

commences a process of attaching chemical'tags', either to another protein (phosphorylation)
or to itself (autophosphorylation). Because phosphorylation usually takes place on a histidine
residue, a site found on many sensor proteins, the sensor is often called a histidine kinase (HK).
These chemical tags are later removed by the structures involved in the response regulator (RR)
component, which in turn activates or inhibits the expression of genes involved in behaviour
or directly influences a structure, such as a flagellum.
The tagging and removal process—which is used in many different pathways in widely
divergent phyla with different targets (e.g., proteins, nucleic a c i d s ) — i s called (de)methylation,
(de)phosphorylation, (de)acetylation and so forth, depending

upon the chemical

group

i n v o l v e d . ' " In bacteria, proteins that accept these tags are often called methyl-accepting
chemotaxis proteins (MCPs), even though they may be phosphorylated; this may be because
methylation

(the replacement of a hydrogen atom with a methyl group)

was the first

biochemical system for modifying protein or nucleic acid activity discovered.
Phosphorylation takes place at a particular rate of speed and relatively rapidly. I n sensory
systems where more than one site on the sensor is tagged, the rates may vary. For example, the
aspart;ate'" sensor in E. coli is methylated at four sites. The methylation rates at three of the
sites are fractions (1/2, 1/10,1/50) of the rate of the site most rapidly methylated (Shapiro,
Chakrabarti, and Koshland 1995). Another enzyme, an esterase, then removes (hydrolyzes) the
chemical tags from the sensor, but at a slower rate(s). The number and location of the attached
chemical groups constitute information about conditions of the environment at a particular
point in time. The tag removal process (dephosphorylation, demethylation) 'cancels' the

The following account is extracted from a number of sources, including: (Koshland 198Q 1977; Adler 1969; Lengder and Postma
1999; DeFranco and Koshland 198a Adler 1966; Adler and Tso 1974) In this general explication 1 will provide specific references only for
quantitative facts. I am indebted to Marc van Duijn for drawing my attention to the importance of the details of the two-component
system.
Koshland's once-heretical 'induced fit' theory of receptor interaction replaced the traditional lock-and-ke/ model (Koshland 2004).
A variety of molecular tagging systems involved in cellular signalling have been discovered. The 2004 Nobel Prize for Medicine was
awarded for tfie discovery of the ubiquitin system
Aspartate is an amino add involved in the synthesis of pyradmidines, a group of bases that occur in nucleic adds and nudeotides,
making it essential to cdl division and DMA repair as well as to protein synthesis (Thain & Hickman 2000).
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original message so that the cell is poised to respond to any new change in environmental
conditions.
The message cancellation process, which resets the sensory mechanism to a new baseline, is
equivalent to sensory habituation, a process common in complex animals, including humans
(Rubik and Koshland 1978). The technical term for this physiological process is

adaptation.

Adaptation allows the sensory system to adjust to changes in stimulus intensity, rather than to
absolute stimulus values. One example is the adjustment of your eyes to intense sunlight when
y o u walk outdoors from a building where the ambient light is less intense. At first the higher
intensity of the outdoor light is blinding, but very quickly it becomes the baseline against
which subsequent changes in intensity (e.g., patches of light and shadow) are detected. This is
sensory adaptation.
The bacterium retains information for the period between the tagging process, which marks
the time the stimulus is detected, and tag removal, which marks the organism's adaptation. The
period between detection and adaptation thus constitutes the bacterium's response
Depending

memory.

on various conditions and the pathway involved, information is retained for

seconds to minutes, up to 15 minutes by one account (Lengeler and Postma 1999:519)."® A
recent study simply reported that response memory in some f. coli TCST systems was retained for
"long periods" (Yamamoto et al. 2005:1453).
Bacterial sensing involves the comparison of samples taken over time, which correlate with
the organism's movement through space, the result of which induces changes both in the
motor apparatus and in patterns of gene expression that affect the production of chemotactic
and other proteins. By means of TCST across multiple receptors the bacterium detects relative
values, or changes in concentration of attractants or repellents, so any locomotion induced is
relative to an increase, decrease or no change in the concentration of a chemical g r a d i e n t . " ' It
has been estimated that about half of the methyl-accepting proteins in the organism will be
methylated or 'tagged' in the presence of no stimulus or an evenly diffused stimulus, more than
half will be tagged with an increasing concentration (positive gradient), and less than half will
be tagged with a negative gradient (Lengeler and Postma 1999:519). Cross-regulation
talk),

where

a

phosphorylation

response
by its

regulator

is

controlled

by

a signal

partner (cognate) sensor, also occurs

that

does

under certain

not

(crossinvolve

conditions.

Researchers suspect that the function of cross-regulation "might be the coordination

of

different, but directly linked systems" of global import:ance to the cell (ibid:511).
In the next section we will take a look at several features that increase the flexibility of
bacterial chemotactic behaviour, some of which demonstrate conceptual, functional

and

mechanistic kinship with aspects of human sensorimotor cognition. These include: 1) the
ability to integrate multiple, sometimes conflicting, environmental cues; 2) the linkage of
sensory systems to global as well as to local regulatory networks that modulate a wide variety
of physiological responses, not merely locomotion; 3) the modification of behaviour by
experience; 4) the already-mentioned capacity to adapt rapidly to environmental cues, which

' ' ' T w o points: First, I am indebted to Marc van Duijn for pointing out this feet to me and thereby directing me t o this valuable
reference. Second, it is very difficult to detemiine just how long bacterial memory is in different variants and in different situations.
Hence, throughout this section I have recourse to phrases like 'relativdy rapidl/ and 'relatively slovidy' because I frankly cannot find data
to till in the gaps more predsdy.
This interesting fact was discovered by Koshland and colleagues, who found diat E coli increased tumbling when the concentration
of an attractant was uniformly dispersed, even if it was uniformly high, but instigated smooth swimming toward even a small increase in
concentration. (Macnab and Koshland 19*72).
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sensitizes the organism to even very small changes; 5) the development of individual-specific
"hierarchies of value" (Koshland 1980:148); and 6) the ability to amplify environmental cues,
sometimes greatly.

5.2 The flexibility argument: not exactly pinball behaviour
William James appears to have introduced flexibility as a criterion of mentality. "[T]he mark
and criterion of the presence of mentality" is "the pursuance of future ends and the choice of
means for their attainment"

(James 1890a:8)(author's italics). James' criterion is minimal and

non-prescriptive. Choice of means requires only that there be more than one avenue for action,
and that seems more than fair. Even so, it could be argued that on the evidence presented thus
far the 'one cue-one response' dogma is not under threat. No matter how complex the pathway,
and bacterial memory notwithstanding, we are still talking about a single, rigidly determined
response (swim, tumble) to a single environmental cue, right? Wrong. Although the motor
responses

available

to

an

individual

bacterium

are,

admittedly,

extremely

limited,"®

microbiologists are univocal in observing that there is a surprising flexibility and c o m p l e x i t y —
even "sophistication" (Stock 1 9 9 9 ) — i n v o l v e d in chemotactic behaviour. In this section we
will look at three actual and potential mechanisms for increasing the behavioural flexibility of
individual bacteria: the integration of multiple cues; signal amplification; and developmental
influences.

5.2.1 Integration of multiple cues & the 'nanobrain'
According to the first-ever functional characterization of all TCSTs found in the venerable
workhorse E. coli, this bacterium has a total of 30 different sensor protein histidine kinases
(HKs) and 34 response regulators (RRs) (Yamamoto et al. 2005). The cognate (normally paired)
HK-RR

combinations

were

classified

into

four

groups

based

on

the

level

of

(auto)phosphorylation activity and the speed at which (auto)phosphorylation takes place.
Dephosphorylation

rates

also

differed,

with

some

HK-RR

pairs

maintaining

stable

phosphorylation—and memory—for "long periods", while others rapidly dephosphorylated.
Cross-talk (cross-regulation) was demonstrated in 19-22 combinations of cognate pairs and
also between about 3 % of the non-cognate HK-RR pairs, suggesting the possibility of an
interference

mechanism.

Interaction

between

pathways

considerably

increases

the

combinatorial complexity of signal transduction, a point we will return to in a moment.
Although the best-understood, the two-component system is not the only form of signal
transduction found in bacteria (Lengeler, Drews, and Schlegel 1 9 9 9 ) . " ' A recent analysis of
protein sequences (domains) in 145 bacterial genomes suggests that, contrary to long-held
belief, TCSTs are not the primary mode of sensory signal transduction in bacteria (Ulrich,
Koonin, and Zhulin 2005). One-component systems appear to be much more common. Simpler
and possibly evolutionarily older, one-component signal transduction combines i n p u t and
output domains in a single protein, the chemical propert:ies of which are transformed by

Some strains of bacteria can alter the velocity at which their flagellar motor turns, thus increasng or decreasir^ swimming speed
(called chemokine^), while others cannot (Lengeler& Postma 1999).
I would like to thank Marc van Duijn for drawing to my attention the differences between two-component signal transduction
systems and other sorts.
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various means, including electron transport (Alexandre and Zhulin 2001). In both types of
system the major input and output activities are the same—binding small molecules (input)
and regulating gene expression at the level of transcription (output). They appear to differ
mainly in the specificity of their repertoire, their prevalence and sensor location. Onecomponent systems are more specific, more diverse, more abundant and more variable between
bacterial isolates (Ulrich, Koonin, and Zhulin 2005). The receptors in TCSTs are at the cell
boundary in direct contact with the environment—an import;ant adaptive innovation (see also
Chapter 4)—whereas one-component receptors reside in the cytoplasm and respond

to

diffusible molecules. Still other signal transduction systems are hybrids of the two-component
and one-component types (Miller and Bassler 2001).
Whether free-living or communal, E. coli dwells in a complex, information-dense, everchanging environment. Given such a rich sensory endowment, it is hardly surprising that
information from different stimuli occasionally conflict, necessitating selections between or
among alternatives. 'Decision-making' in bacteria has been extensively documented since the
early 1970s. I t is not a straightforward affair. A response in the presence of two cues is not
always the simple sum of two components (Rubik and Koshland 1978). In some experiments
the combined response to similar attractants is less than the sum of the responses to individual
stimuli (similar to desensitisation), whereas in some mutants the response to the combined
stimuli is greater—sometimes much greater—than the sum of the two individual stimuli, a
phenomenon similar to potentiation (Koshland 1980:98).'®° In short, experiments have clearly
established that there is no "simple relationship between stimulatory ligand binding

to

receptors and the motor output of the chemotaxis system" (Stock, Levit, and Wolanin 2 0 0 2 : 2 ) .
I n the classic case described by Adler and Tso (1974), which tested microbial responses to the
simultaneous presence of increasing gradients of attractant and repellent, E.coli appeared to
weigh the opposing signals and act on an assessment of the 'effectiveness' of the positive
(often nutritive) cue and the negative (often toxic) cue. The cells were forced to decide
whether there was enough of the attractant to enhance their functioning (benefit) or e n o u g h
of the repellent to impair their functioning (harm). How a bacterium responds apparently
depends on its own current state (e.g., nourished and reproductive or nutrient deprived) and
the nature of the chemicals involved. Some repellents are non-toxic, while some attractants are
non-nutritive.
Two other lines of evidence complicate the information-processing picture still further. First
is the discovery that methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins (MCPs) duster together at one pole
of the

cell, forming

what

appears to

be a functional

"signal-transduction

organelle"

(Stock, Levit, and Wolanin 2002:1). An individual E. coli has an estimated 10,000 MCPs of the
five types mentioned. Each MCP has at least four sites at which it can be modified. Second,
whether methylation and demethylation takes place is not solely dependent upon

ligand

binding but also upon the activation state of each of the MCP's neighbours. The possibility of
receptor dusters behaving as information-processing arrays, and the abstract similarity to
neural activity, are dear. In a series of articles beginning six years ago, Jeffry Stock and
colleagues

at

Princeton

began

explicitly

connecting

the

dots, first

postulating

then

"" In Koshland's view, potentiation "does not have great survival value" for bacteria and had not been observed in wild-type cdls, at
least by 1980. However, he finds it "intriguing" that "a simple modification of the chemotactic machinery can produce the kind of
potentiation that is observed in more complex systems," such as die neurons of die human braia This suggests to Koshland that
"potentiation arises from the biochemistry of the celular response, and can even occur in a sin^e ceL" Advances in imagir^ methods
confirm single-neuron responses to stimuli in die human and primate brain
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investigating the possibility of a bacterial 'nanobrain' (Stock and Levit 2000; WoLanin and
Stock 2004; Webre, WoLanin, and Stock 2004; Stock, Levit, and Wolanin 2002). While the
nanobrain

label has yet to gain currency, research into the

processing implications

of

heterogeneous receptor complexes is picking up pace (Mello and Tu 2005; Kollmann et al.
2 0 0 5 ) . The following passage provides a glimpse of just how complex the picture may be:
Assuming a rate of impact of information on each MCP of roughly 10" per second
(conesponding

to the estimated maximum rate of serine binding), the total rate of

information coming into an E.coli [nano]brain

is roughly l(f bits per second. Because an

E. coli can change direction at most once every A [seconds], the decision-making
of the [nano]brain

output

is about 10 bps. According to these calculations, the [nano]brain

has

the capacity to take l(f bps of information and reduce it to 10 bps. (Stock, Levit, and
Wolanin

2002:2)

I n short, an E. coli does not respond rigidly—responding in one way in the presence of a
particular stimulant, be it attractant or repellent, the response to which dominates over all
o t h e r s — n o r does it act ambivalently, being neither attracted nor repelled. Instead, an E.coli
appears to act on an evaluation of the quality of the available environmental cues and its own
internal state, what Godfrey-Smith (2002) calls a flex strategy.'" How different TCSTs are
integrated is unclear, much less how two-component pathways are integrated with

one-

component pathways.'" Signal amplification—or ' g a i n ' — o n l y adds to the complexity.

5.2.2 Signal amplification
"For humans," Stock (1999) notes, "the sine gua non of sensing is sensitivity. We are proud
of our eye's ability to detect a single photon" (p. 3-4). It seems that bacterial sensing is just as
sensitive, at least in some variants. Recognized for three decades but still little understood,
amplification is one means by which bacteria appear to 'tune' environmental cues, thereby
increasing the range and flexibility of the response repertoire (3asuja et al. 1999).
In chemotactic adaptation, the molecular mechanisms of which are well understood, the
relation between the stimulus (the occupancy of sensor receptors by molecules of attractant or
repellent) and the adaptation response (calculated by researchers on the basis of motility) is
linear and invariant. In chemotactic amplification, however, the relation between gain and
receptor occupancy is non-linear and "not invariant...Rather, [motility] responses increase
logarithmically with stimulus strength." (Stock 1999:10946) As fewer molecules bind to cell
suri^ce receptors (decreasing occupancy), the signal is amplified in transmission (judging from
cell motility), which extends the bacterium's chemotactic responses over a greater stimulus
r a n g e — i n some cases, much greater. E. coli sensing a gradient of aspartate, a key nutrient with
a high degree of physiological salience, have been shown to respond to changes in receptor
occupancy of as little as one-tenth of 1 percent. Bray explains what this means:
On the other hand, there appears to be bacterial evidence to support Godfrey-Smith's thesis that the function of cognition is to
help an organism adapt to environmental complexity. For example, the marine cyanobacterium Trichocksmium erythraeum and the
soil proteobacterium Sinorhizobium melihU have genomes of comparable size and similar numbers of two-component signal
transduction systems (35 and 40 respectively) (Ulrich, Koonin, and Zhulin 2005). However, the difference between the two spedes in
the number of one-component systems is staik 69 compared to 390. This appears to reflect differences in lifest)de and the d ^ e e of
environmental challenge to which each is subjected. The soil-dwelling bacterium has a more complex life cyde and is exposed to greater
fluctuations in a larger number of environmental properties (e.g, soil, rhizosphere, plant root interior) relevant to its continued
wellbeing.
In aichaea phototaxis and chemotaxis are integrated sensory systems (Lengeler and Postma 1999).
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A bacterium responding to a change in [receptor] occupancy of 0.1% is therefore sensing
concentrations of aspartate of a few nanomolar. And yet we know from decades of
observations that the same bacterium is also capable of responding to gradients ofaspart:ate
that extend up to l[micromolar]. Somehow, E. coli is able to sense aspartate over a range
of at least 5 orders of magnitude [10^] in concentration by using just one molecular
species of receptor! (Bray

2002:7)

The ecological advantages of such ultra-sensitivity are puzzling to some. On the one hand.
Stock asks, if a bacterium is sensitive to very low levels of an attractant, how can it also be
attuned to nutritionally relevant concentrations (Stock 1 9 9 9 : 4 ) ? On the other hand, this sort
of gain mechanism is important to sensory systems in more complex animals generally; a greater
range of sensitivity means the organism is much better at finding f o o d / " I n addition to
sensitivity

amplification ("the percentage change in a response compared to the percentage

change in the stimulus"), two other types of amplification
magnitude

have also been

identified:

amplication ("whenever the output molecules are produced in far greater numbers

than the stimulus molecules") and hyperbolic amplification ("depend[ing] on the range over
which the stimulus-response ratio is observed") (Koshland, Goldbeter, and Stock 1 9 8 2 : 2 2 1 ) .
Many questions remain about the mechanisms of amplification and its prevalence in the
microbial world. One thing is certain, however. Signal amplification provides bacteria with a
previously unappreciated degree of flexibility in their ability to respond over a much wider
range of conditions.
On the other hand, couldn't it be argued that all of this apparent sophistication is still
hard-wired and otherwise closed to modifications by life experience? Leaving aside the myriad
conceptual confusions attendant on the notions of 'hard wiring' and 'pre-programming' (see
especially Keller 2000; Oyama 1985; Moss 2003), apparently not.

5.2.3 Developmental complexity
That bacteria have a life cycle to speak of beyond growth, replication and accidental death
might strike some as odd, and not just non-specialists. As Francois Jacob drily observed: "One
bacterium, one amoeba...what destiny could they have other than to form two bacteria, two
amoeba...?" (Dworkin, 1985:1) The common view is that bacteria are clonal reproducers that
just keep knocking out copies of themselves, at whatever pace the nutrient supply will a l l o w —
each daughter cell a more or less exact replica of its parent except for en-ors induced during
replication, each endowed with an equal share of the garbage and the good s t u f f — u n t i l some
change in environmental circumstance overwhelms the organism's limited, rigidly programmed
repertoire of adaptive moves.
Advances in imaging techniques enabling the observation of individual living bacteria are
rapidly undermining this picture. Indeed, microbiologists are beginning to realize that they
face on a micro scale a conundrum long familiar to investigators of human b e h a v i o u r — t h e
nature-nurture debate (Kolter 2005).
In the past, significant debate has surrounded the relative contributions of genetic
determinants versus environmental conditions to certain types of human behaviour. While
this debates goes on, it is with a certain degree of irony that microbiologists

I am indebted to Jon Opie for diis observation.

studying
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aspects of bacterial community behaviour [now] face the same question. (Parsek and
Greenberg 2005:27)
Techniques to quantify the behaviour of single cells at the molecular level are relatively
new. In

the

populations

past microbiologists
to venture

had to rely on averaging the responses

generalizations

about

chemotactic

behaviour

of

and its

bacterial
molecular

mechanisms, a method that necessarily obscured individual differences. Thus a recent study
found that the mathematical characteristics of chemotactic adaptation, long established in the
scientific literature by measuring populations, "are not conserved at the single-cell level"
(Korobkova et al. 2004:574). The researchers found that the properties of signalling networks
infen-ed from population measures—in this case, the role of 'noise,' or random

molecular

fluctuation, in signal transduction—masked

individual

significantly

larger-than-expected

temporal variations in behaviour.
It is increasingly clear that individual bacteria respond differently to similar configurations
of cues in their surroundings not only on the basis of genetic endowment but also on the basis
of their specific life experience, including the conditions in which the cell develops (Spudich
and Koshland 1976; Brown and Williams 1985); its sexual history; and the stage of its life cycle
(Nystrom 2 0 0 2 ; Ackermann, Stearns, and Jenal 2003; Stewart: et al. 2005). Thus, not only does
each bacterial species have its own phylogenetically

constrained matrix of salience—or

"hierarchy of value" (Koshland 1 9 8 0 : 1 4 8 ) — t h a t shapes the way a member of the group will
respond, but each individual bacterium will also have its own hierarchy of value, given its
history, which will distinguish it from its fellows to a lesser or greater extent.
Differences between individual microbes arise from three sources: 1) environmental factors
during early growth; 2) the acquisition of exogenous DNA; and 3) the stage of the life cycle,
including cellular differentiation. Environmental factors during early growth are known to affect
the physical propert;ies of the bacterial envelope (cell wall) and the cell's complement of
receptors, both of which play a crucial role in mediating the organism's interaction with its
environment and in facilitating responses to change. Factors shown to influence envelope
properties

include

available

nutrients;

osmolarity;

temperature;

pH;

sub-inhibitory

concentrations of antibiotics; and the prevailing rate of growth (e.g., exponential, substationary phase) (Brown and Williams 1985). This is one of the major reasons that the
virulence propert;ies and antibiotic susceptibility of bacteria grown in the luxurious conditions
of the laboratory can differ so markedly from those growing inside a human or animal host.
Growth conditions also affect sensory capacities, at least in some bacterial isolates. Sensory
receptors come in two types, constitutive and induced. Constitutive receptors are present in all
normal (non-mutant) individuals of a species, regardless of the conditions in which they are
grown. Induced receptors, by contrast, are present only in some individuals. An E. coli grown in
a medium of fucose, for example, will express galactose receptors, whereas a sister cell grown in
a galactose-containing medium will not express galactose receptors and thus will be incapable
of detecting galactose (Koshland 1980:19-20). The distribution of constitutive and induced
receptors makes sense in terms of the energetic economy of the cell. Receptors for amino acids
(e.g., serine, aspart:ate), which are key sources of both carbon and nitrogen, tend to be
constitutive, whereas receptors for various forms of sugars, which are sources of carbon only, are
more likely to be induced (ibid:22). Constitutive receptors, therefore, tend to be for molecules
that provide more 'bang' for the metabolic 'buck'. There is also evidence that the ability of
some bacteria to synthesize extracellular signals to coordinate collective behaviour may also be
affected by the conditions in which they develop (Fuqua and Greenberg 1998).
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Individual cells may also gain new persistence-relevant competencies—for example, the
genetic resources to produce a new chemical weapon against microbial competitors; a novel
way of penetrating host defences; or a means of'eavesdropping' on other bacterial s p e c i e s —
through the acquisition of DNA from other bacteria. Lateral gene transfer (LGT) is the process by
which the genes of one bacterium are passed into another without the tiresome courtship
displays and dodgy mating scenarios of many metazoans. The process is called 'lateral' or
'horizontal' because the transmission relation is not from parent to offspring.
Three methods of LGT have been identified: 1) conjugation, or bacterial sex ('sex-duction'
is the term used historically); 2) transformation, the direct uptake of foreign DNA from the
environment; and 3) transduction, genes spread by temperate bacteriophages"" (Lanka and
Pansegrau 1999:386). A bacterium capable of successfully incorporating foreign (exogenous)
genetic material is said to be competent.

All three transfer processes, individually

and

collectively, provide microbes with a h i g h — s o m e might say unfortunate—degree of genetic
and behavioural flexibility. Genetic material passed from one bacterium to another may confer
'know-how' vital to both individual and group survival.
The acquisition of exogenous DNA, especially via conjugation, is an important adaptive
process believed to be widespread, if not ubiquitous, among bacteria (Ochman and Moran
2 0 0 1 ) . It is a means by which microbes can rapidly adapt to new ecological niches, in almost
made-to-order fashion, without relying on random mutations to provide the variation upon
which natural selection acts. It is now widely recognized that LGT is the means by which
antibiotic resistance, and in particular resistance to multiple drugs, spread so rapidly among
diverse bacterial species colonizing a wide range of human habitats (Hastings, Rosenberg, and
Slack 2 0 0 4 ) . Several plasmids, which are circular bits of mobile DNA separate from the
chromosome,

have

been identified that confer resistance to

multiple drugs, a sort

of

'compilation tape' of antibiotic resistance that can be passed around to any c o n s e n t i n g " ^
recipient (Levy et al. 1985; Tosini et al. 1998). A phylogenetic analysis of the quorum sensing
regulators in 76 bacterial strains suggests that various cell-cell signalling mechanisms have
been widely shared, both within and between species (Gray and Garey 2001).
I n short, LGT is not just a useful source of variation for bacteria both individually and as a
group, it is an essential source, which a gathering consensus holds to be more important than
random genetic mutation in microbial adaptation and diversification (Ochman and Moran
2001). I n the case of pathogens and symbionts, in particular, gene acquisition and gene loss
appear to be "the major events" underwriting the emergence and evolution
(ibid:1096). Genetic transfers may have been important in the evolution

of species

of integrated

regulatory hierarchies (e.g., regulons, modulons) (Gray and Garey 2001). As a behaviour that
has potentially heritable consequences, LGT is a means by which bacteria can, metaphorically
speaking and within limits, exert some control over their own evolution and the evolution of
their collective progeny. Through the transmission of new behavioural capacities, LGT increases
the ability of microbes to adapt to unpredictable and threatening environmental fluctuations
within

the lifetime of the organism—ar\6

that is something normally attributed only to

cognitive beings.

A temperate bacteriophage is a virus that invades bacteria. Temperate phages reproduce in two ways: by direct transmission from the
bacterial host to a d a u ^ t e r cell (the 'temperate' aspect), or by establishing an infection within the cell, lysing its host (hence the name
'phage,' which means 'eat'), and then invading a neighbouring cell (Dworkin 1985). Phages have been associated with the fusion,
transposition, inveision, and deletion of s^ments of host DNA.
'Consenting' is not an exaggeration. Transfers are not automatic and would be easy to disrupt

^ bacterial model
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But aren't we talking a b o u t essentially random events, the luck of the draw? Apparently
not. Conjugative transfers often are not random (Ragan 2 0 0 1 ) . Shared sequences related t o
vital metabolic functions, otherwise known as 'housekeeping genes', do not appear to be
transfen-ed, a l t h o u g h they can be l o s t ^ " following the establishment of an
s y m b i o t i c relationship in which the

host now

advantageous

provides biochemical resources

previously

synthesized by the bacterium. I n other words, a bacterial donor appears able to determine
(more or less) which genes, or cassettes of genes, it has in common with the r e c i p i e n t — t h e s e
d o n ' t need to be transfen-ed—and which novel bits of DNA are missing from the beneficiary of
its largesse. Importantly, these novel bits of DNA enhance the survival of the

recipient,

apparently mostly by expanding its repertoire of cooperative behaviours.
As it is in more complex organisms, development in bacteria is also associated with cellular
differentiation. Development in bacteria is described as "a strategy such that the organism,
rather than consisting of one essential cell type that deals less than optimally wnth a wide
variety

of environmental

circumstances, consists of multiple

cells types each

limited

in

versatility but highly adapted to particular circumstance" (Dworkin 1 9 8 5 : 3 ) . The transition
from one cell type to another is a group-mediated behaviour.
Because

bacteria are not obliged

multicellular
inevitable.

organisms
They

to aggregate in the way that replicating

are, their collectively

involve

decisions

biochemical activities (Shapiro

about

enabled

when

to

1998:83)—including

developmental sequences
coordinate

growth,

cells
are

movement

aggregation and sporulation, to

in
not
and
say

n o t h i n g of sex. These decisions appear to be shaped as much or more by a web of c o n t i n g e n t
circumstance as they are by a 'hard-wired program.' Theoretically, each stage in the process of
development offers opportunities for the production of differences between i n d i v i d u a l bacteria
that

could

have implications, of varying

degrees of significance, for their survival

and

reproduction and the survival and perpetuation of the group.
The main

processes of bacterial development are cell division, movement,

adhesion,

differentiation a n d death (Dworkin 1 9 8 5 : 1 8 5 ) . As Dworkin describes it, a "branch p o i n t " is
reached in the natural life cycle of the cell or as a result of changes in

environmental

circumstances that necessitate "a choice," a behavioural selection (e.g., to divide, move,
adhere, differentiate, die). The selection initiates a chain of genetic and biochemical events
that result in a substantial change in the cell's form and function. Morphogenesis
form) and differentiation

( c h a n g e s in

(changes in function) may be triggered by many factors and may have

different characteristics in different settings and within different strains. Changes may be lifecycle dependent or independent, for example, and determined by exogenous c o n d i t i o n s such
as nutrients, oxygen levels and temperature. They may be transient, as with sporulation, or
permanent, such as 'developmentally doomed' cells forming part of the n o n - s p o r u l a t i n g stalk
of a multicellular structure. They may occur at the level of the i n d i v i d u a l — f o r example, in the
differentiation

of a vegetative Bacillus

into both a sporangium, a specialized organ

that

produces endospores, and an e n d o s p o r e — o r at the level of the population. A simple example
of differentiation at the population level is the development (e.g., in Proteus mirabilis) by some
individuals—but

not most colony m e m b e r s — o f large numbers of flagella. These bristling,

hyper-flagellated individuals enable the entire group to collectively swarm over a solid surface.

Loss of beneficial genes in symbionts or commensal bacteriaresultsfi-omthe accumulation of deleterious mutations, deletions
during replication, and shrinkage or degradation due to the lack of positive selection pressure (Ochman and Moran 2001:1098). It
should be noted that the first instance of genomic reduction in afi-ee-iiving,non-symbiotic prokaryote recently was reported
(Dufresne, Garczardc, and Partensky2005), so gene loss may be more widespread than previously thought.

I t is t o o s o o n t o telL how significant a factor development is as a source of selectable
variation in i n d i v i d u a l bacteria and the extent to which this may affect behaviour. The
scientific understanding of the bacterial life cycle is relatively poor. Rapidly evolving o p i n i o n
regarding bacterial ageing is a case in point. Senescence is defined as the decline with age of
an

individual's

fitness,

such

as

increasing

vulnerability

to

environmental

insult

and

reproduction of fewer or less fit offspring (Martinez and Levinton 1 9 9 2 ) . Until very recently, the
d o g m a was that bacteria were functionally (if not actually) immortial (Stewart et al. 2 0 0 5 ) .
Bacteria were t h o u g h t to be t o o simple to age,"^ and microscopy was not sophisticated
e n o u g h to contradict this belief. Thus bacterial ageing was not even actively investigated until
o n l y very recently (Dukan and Nystrom 1 9 9 8 , 1 9 9 9 ; Nystrom 1999)."® Now, it is

being

s u g g e s t e d that E. coli "provides an excellent genetic platform for studying the fundamental
mechanisms of cellular ageing, and may provide insight into the costs and evolutionary roots
of repair, maintenance, and l o n g e v i t y " (Stewart et al. 2 0 0 5 : 0 0 0 5 ) .
The point of this example is not merely that the received wisdom a b o u t prokaryotes is
u n d e r g o i n g seismic revision but that the range of 'higher' biological processes for which
bacterial models are believed relevant is also expanding. For example, growing appreciation of
the wide range of prokaryotic collective behaviours has led some researchers to advocate
bacterial models for investigating social evolution (Crespi 2 0 0 1 a ; Dao, Kessin, and Ennis 2 0 0 0 ;
Travisano a n d Velicer 2 0 0 4 ; Velicer 2 0 0 3 ; Velicer, Kroos, and Lenski 2 0 0 0 ; Vulic a n d Kolter
2 0 0 1 ) . As impressive as the capacities of individual microbes are, bacteria "act far more
efficiently" and flexibly as a coordinated collective than ever they could as a u t o n o m o u s agents
(Shapiro 1 9 9 8 : 9 7 ) . Moreover, in nature they function as part of communities more often than
they act alone (Shapiro and Dworkin 1 9 9 7 ) .
The key to multicellular behaviour in bacteria, Shapiro points out, is "the ability of each
individual cell to receive, interpret, and respond to information from its n e i g h b o u r s " (Shapiro
1998:97),

namely,

the

capacity

to

communicate.

Communication

and

cooperation

are

mutually constructive and sustaining in the microbial world, just as they are in cooperative
development of all kinds, from the ontogenesis of multicellular organisms to the f u n c t i o n i n g
of societies, whether composed of Hymenoptera

or Homo. As it does in these aggregates,

cooperation facilitates complexity in bacterial behaviour, an issue we will turn to next.
I n sum, while on the anthropogenic approach to cognition it was easy to dismiss microbial
behaviour as inflexible, rigid and pinball-like, the empirical evidence from m i c r o b i o l o g y over
the past two decades paints a very different picture. I n this section we reviewed several
mechanisms that increase the behavioural flexibility of individual bacteria that have a n a l o g u e s
in more complex animals, including humans. These mechanisms include the integration of

Since Weismann's time it has been widely accepted that senescence arose in evolution with a degree of physiological complexity,
notably when the soma and geim line were segregated. Later, Williams (1957) suggested—despite experimental evidence of senescence
in the asexualyreproducingflatwormStenostomum incaudatum—\hit senescence is an evolved characteristic of the soma spedficaly
(Sonnebom 1930). Experiments in die eariy 1990s undemiined the gemiline sequestration theory by confirming the Stenostomum
findings in a different aseicuallyreproducingmetazoan, prompting the thesis that asymmetric reproduction is the necessary condition
for senescence (Martinez and Levinton 1992). A proposal that the accumulation of deleterious mutations with later age causes
senescence also giined cumency (Partridge and Barton 1993).
First it was suggested that bacterial senescence resultsfi-omweaknesses imposed by a feulty developmental transition from frie
stationary phase to active reproduction, a process Nystrom (20CE) calls "stasis-induced senescence". Now senescence totally unrelated to
stasis has been demonstrated not only in an asymmetrically dividing bacterium, Caulobacter aescentus (Ackemnann, Steams, and )enai
2008), but also in the symmetrically dividing workhorse, £ mli (Stewart et al 2005).
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Information from multiple environmental cues and acute sensitivity to environmental changes
by sensory adaptation and gain.

5.3 Bacterial sociality and the complexity argument
True story: One night, on a trip to the toilet, I noticed in the darkened kitchen the cat's
food bowl glowing greenish-blue. I picked it up and looked closer. Sure enough, the pieces of
'seafood salad' I'd tossed on top of the usual tinned stuff were glowing in patches of uneven
intensity. Here, in the wee hours, in my very own kitchen, was an example of bacteria engaging
in a collective behaviour scientists say is the result of microbes t a l k i n g " ' to one another. I
don't know if they were Vibrio fscheri, V. harveyi or another bioluminescent marine species, but
they obviously had the numbers to do what they were doing, which was jointly coordinating
the expression of genes to induce synthesis of luciferin, a light-emitting molecule. I n the sea
bioluminescent bacteria develop symbiotic relationships with some types of squid and fish,
exchanging light for nutrients and shelter. The marine melange compressed into the fake crab
pieces at which the cat had (wisely) turned up his nose very likely included such a host,
probably squid.
In the 1970s research into the light-generating capacities of V.Jischeri led to the discovery
of the chemical form of communication that bacteria use to coordinate their actions, called
quorum sensing—as

in 'is there a quorum for effective action' (Taga and Bassler 2 0 0 3 ) . Initially

regarded as an anomalous curiosity specific to bioluminescent bacteria, quorum sensing is now
viewed as "the rule rather than the exception" in the microbial realm (Kolter 2005). Similarly,
the multicellular behaviour of bacteria is now recognized as so widespread as to be ubiquitous
and may even, in retrospect, prove to be one of the "most remarkable characteristics" about
bacteria (Costerton et al. 1987:437). The economic consequences of collective

microbial

action on watery suri^ces from teeth to sewage treatment systems, together with the growing
recognition that intractable infections are often caused by multiple species acting in concert,
has helped to shift attention away from bacteria grown as broth suspensions or colonies on
agar to the myriad cooperative behaviours that predominate in nature.
In this section we will look at some of these collective behaviours with a view to
defeating the second standard argument against bacterial cognition, that the behaviour isn't
complex enough to warrant this attribution. As they do in human societies, collective
behaviours in microbes serve a number of adaptive purposes (see in particular Shapiro 1998;
Shapiro and Dworkin 1997). First and foremost, community living optimises survival and
reproduction by enabling the division of labour, which provides access to resources and niches
that individual cells cannot effectively obtain or utilize on their own. Second, collective
behaviour

provides

defence

against

both

predators

and

unpredictable

changes

in

environmental conditions, including the presence of antibiotics and host immune responses.
Third, group living facilitates genetic exchange, which as we have seen provides bacteria with
more or less 'tailor-made' solutions to problems posed by changing environmental conditions
(Ochman and Moran 2001). For these reasons sociality is a highly import:ant—perhaps even the
pre-eminent—facet of microbial life.

Quorum-sensingresearchers(Bassler 1999; Henke and Bassler200te; Miller and Bassler2001; Winans and Bassler 2002; 2002) use this
locution without scare quotes,so I will, too. See also the QS site athtcp:/;^^wv.n(lttingh3m3Cutoquomlrl^^h.^tTT^ail^.ht^n.

C^ognJ^tive c e l l : a b a c t e r i a l model

As it is in complex animals, communication is the basis of coordinated behaviour in
bacteria. Intercellular signalling, the basis of bacterial communication, is the ability of one
cell, or a group of cells, to regulate the physiology (via gene expression) and influence the
behaviour

of other

cells

by any actively

or passively transported

bacterial

product.''"

Phylogenetic comparisons suggest that quorum sensing systems are not recent innovations
but, rather, "originated very early in the evolution of the Gram-negative Proteobacteria" (von
Bodman, Bauer, and Coplin 2003:471).
Quorum

sensing

may not

be the

only form of intercellular signalling

involved

in

cooperative prokaryotic behaviour, but appears to be the linchpin. Because it allows groups of
bacteria, including groups of mixed bacteria, to behave effectively as a multicellular organism,
intercellular signalling is considered by a growing number of researchers to be a key to
understanding the transition from unicellular to multicellular life (Miller and Bassler 2001;
Dworkin 1996; Shapiro 1998; Costerton et al. 1987).
By and large, I will let the examples in this section speak for themselves. 'Complexity' is
another problematic, polysemic term. Its definition is unsettled, and its connotations are
many: large numbers, interaction, heterogeneity, non-linearity, dynamism, emergent properties,
mutual constitution and constraint, and so on (Lewin 1999). Each of the collective behaviours
sketched below answer not merely to some, but to all of these descriptors. They are complex
phenomena by any standard. They may not be as complex as some vertebrate behaviour,
including human behaviour, but that is a different issue.

5.3.1 Quorum sensing: communication, for better or worse
Here are some of the collective behaviours in which quorum sensing has been implicated:
1.
2.

certain forms of motility, such as swarming (Daniels, Vanderleyden, and Michiels 2 0 0 4 ) ;
production of secondary metabolites, such as virulence factors, bacteriocins,"' toxins,
bioluminescence, degradative enzymes, exopolysaccharides, and pigments (Miller and
Bassler 2001; von Bodman, Bauer, and Coplin 2003);

3.

global changes of cell state, such as the transition (in some species) from exponential
growth to the metabolically and reproductively quiescent 'stationary phase' (Lazazzera
2000),

and

(in others) the initiation

of chromosomal replication

(Withers

and

Nordstrom 1998);
4.

multicellular developmental stages, such as the fruiting bodies of M. xanthus

(Shimkets

1999);
5.

acquisition of foreign genetic material, including transformation and bacterial sex (Lanka
and Pansegrau 1999);

6.

bioflm formation, maturation and dispersal (Kjelleberg and Molin 2002; Costerton et al.
1987);

7.

symbiotic mutualism (Visick and McFall-Ngai 2000) and its flip side,

8.

pathogenic infection {Donahed^an

2003).

"" This definition of intercellular signalling combines dements of definitions proposed by Shimkets (199^528) and Watnick and Kolter
(23002676).
Bacteriodns are chemical weapons bacteria deploy against other miaoorganisms. They are frequently refen^i to as antibiotics, but
this usage can be confiising in discussions that refer to human-made antibiotic drugs.
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The technical term for quorum sensing (QS) is autoinduction, so-named because the
organism produces a class of molecule (autoinducers) that brings about a change in genetic
expression in itself (Miller and Bassler 2001). The change in genetic expression may result in
the production of another class of molecule that performs some function—the bioluminescent
molecule luciferin is in this category, as are virulence factors—or may result in a complex
regulatory cascade that leads to a transformation of the whole cell, as in sporulation. The name
'quorum sensing' came later, when it became apparent that the 'induction' part of
autoinduction only occurs at threshold concentrations of the molecules, which predominantly
depends on population density."^ The important thing to notice is that the bacterium itself
produces a chemical entity, which it then uses to gather information about the world. There is
nothing intrinsically informative about the molecules employed in quorum sensing—in
contrast to nutrient sensing, aerotaxis, osmotaxis, phototaxis, and so on—and only in a
particular context do they bear any meaningful information at all. A key characteristic of
autoinducers, which define them as signal molecules, is the fact that the cellular response they
stimulate "extends beyond the physiological changes required to metabolise or detoxify
[them]" (Winzer, Hardie, and Williams 2002:216).

Figure 5.2 Gathering a (bacterial) quorum
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At least five different types of quorum sensing system have been identified to date (von
Bodman, Bauer, and Coplin 2003; Deziel et al. 2004; Miller and Bassler 2001). While the
molecular details differ, the key functional components of quorum s e n s i n g — s i g n a l generation,
signal perception and signal transduction (Zhang 2 0 0 3 ) — a p p e a r to be the same t h r o u g h o u t
the prokaryotic world, as does its biological function, namely, as a "mechanism for census
taking" to coordinate gene expression for behaviours that are unproductive when undertaken
by one or just a few individuals (Bassler 2002:421). The "overall mechanism""^ among the
various systems also appears to be roughly similar:
...a swall surfactant-like molecule (the 'signal'or autoinducer) is produced which,
depending on the bacterium, is either freely dijfusible or must be transported outside the
cell. These molecules are constitutively produced and exported from the cell. In most
environments, they diffuse away from the cell and, having only a moderate half-life, do not
build up in the environment. However, when bacterial concentrations are high

enough

these signalling molecules reach some threshold value and begin to effectively bind with a
receptor protein. The inducer, in its activated form... allows transcription of a number of
genes. (Pasmoreand Costerton 2003:410)
The five types of quorum sensing system are worth looking at in a bit more detail not only
because they provide the means for increasingly complex bacterial behaviours but also because
they drive the stake further into the heart: of the one-cue/one-response dogma. Of the five
systems, three can be regarded as "archetypal" (Bassler 2002:421), to the extent that one can
speak of archetypes in a field so young.
The first two types cluster roughly on either side of the Gram staining divide.^^^ Gramnegative bacteria generally employ acylated homoserine

lactones

(AHLs)

as autoinducers.

Usually denoted as A M , because they were the first class of autoinducers to be described,
AHLs are associated with the lux family of genetic pathways, and A M specifically with luxl and
luxR (Whitehead et al. 2001). Gram-negative species appear to use the basic

luxI/luxR

mechanism and incorporate additional regulators, which permits development of a "designer"
system precisely adapted "to the specialized needs of an individual bacterial species residing in
a unique niche" (Winans and Bassler 2002:877). Most AHLs seem to diffuse passively across the
cell membrane so that their concentration is the same inside and outside the cell. Grampositive bacteria, by contrast, tend to use modified oligopeptides, called autoinducing peptides
(AIPs) (Bassler 1999). AIPs represent a more diverse autoinduction class; in some instances
they diffuse across the cell membrane while in others the peptide binds to a receptor to elicit
the physiological response (Lazazzera and Grossman 1998:288, 293).
Cert:ain types of bacteria produce species-specific QS signals by attaching acyl side-chains
of a cert:ain length and saturation to the homoserine lactone ring (hence the name acylated
homoserine lactones), or by using cert:ain peptides. That way cells can differentiate the
customized QS signals of their own species from those of another. However, this is not a perfect

'OveraD mechanism' does not here refer to structure but to the way something woite. Structurally, quorum-sensing systems come in
one-component and two-component forms of signal transduction, and hybrids of the two. Quorum-sensing mechanisms appear to
function broadly similaiiy, r ^ d l e s s of their structural details.
"" The difference between Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria is whether they retain the crystal violet-based stain devised by C.
Gram in 18&1 (Thain and Hickman 2000287). While the two broad types of bacteria may be otherwise morphdc^cally similar, the
constituent structure of their bacterial envelope—specifically, the amount and ease of access of peptido^can—is different Grampositive strains, which have a thicker peptidc^ycan coat, retain the stain; Gram-n^ative strains, which have a second lipoprotein
membrane, do n o t
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solution because most variants produce a number of different QS signals, about which more in
a moment, and those overlap with QS signals produced by other species."^

Figure 5.3 Two /.ux-based quorum-sensing systems in Vibrio harveyi
O

A

The model demonstrates how Gram-negative V. harveyi uses both an AHL ( A M , hexagons) and a novel signal (AI2, triangles) as autoinducers to regulate quorum sensing. V. harveyi has two parallel TCST circuits. LuxN is the
hybrid sensor kinase for A M (synthesized by LuxLM), and LuxQ senses and responds to AI-2 (synthesized by
LuxS). At low cell density and low autoinducer concentration, LuxN and LuxQ autophosphorylate and initiate
phosphoryl flow through LuxU to the response regulator, LuxO. When LuxO is phosphorylated, luxCDABE is not
transcribed and the bacteria make no light. Conversely, at high cell density and high autoinducer concentration,
the sensor kinases switch from being kinases to phosphatases, which results in the draining of phosphate out
of the system. When LuxO is dephosphorylated, luxCDABE is transcribed and the bacteria make light. The
transcriptional activator LuxR is also required for the transcription of luxCDABE. The oval represents a bacterium,
H: Histidine, D: Aspartic Acid. The P in the circle represents the phosphorylation cascade. (Reproduced with
permission of Bonnie L. Bassler.)

While most QS molecules are species specific, enabling intraspecies communication, the
third archetypal autoinduction system is found in many Gram-negative and Gram-positive
species and has been postulated to be a 'universal'system for communication between species,
a sort of "bacterial Esperanto" (Bassler 1999:584). (See Figure 5.3 above.) Generically denoted
as AI-2 because it was discovered as a second autoinduction system of V. harveyi (Bassler,
Wright, and Silverman 1994), the third type of system is associated with the luxS gene and its
conserved homologues, and in some species employs an unusual''^ boron-containing molecule
(Chen et al. 2002). I n many (most?) bacterial species that express AI-2, synthesis

and

transcriptional activity is related to reproduction, peaking in the mid- to late stage of
exponential growth and declining "precipitously" in the stationary phase (Xavier and Bassler
2 0 0 3 ) . As the only species-general autoinducer, AI-2 plays various roles in the microbes that
synthesize it. Besides bioluminescence, AI-2 has been implicated in virulence, iron acquisition,
bacteriocin

production, motility, and mixed-species biofilm formation (Taga and

Bassler

2 0 0 3 : 1 4 5 5 2 ) . A chemically distinct form of the AI-2 signalling molecule was discovered

I am indebted to Ulrike Mathesius for this trenchant observation.
The Al-2 molecule, a furanosyl borate diester, is unusual because while boron is an element required by a number of organians, the
reasons why it is needed and how it is used have remained obscure (Chen et al 2002).

C_ojnitive c e l l : a b a c t e r i a l m o d e l

recently in S. typhimurium

(Miller et al. 2004). Although the S. typhimurium variant binds to

the same protein as the more pervasive form of AI-2 and is derived from the same chemical
precursor, the molecular differences nevertheless suggest that, in reality, the 'AI-2' generic label
encompasses "a mixture of inter-convertible molecules, more than one of which is important for
interspecies signalling" (ibid:684).

Figure 5.4 General model for Gram-positive quorum sensing

I n Gram-positive bacteria, the autoinducer is a peptide signal that is processed from a larger precursor peptide.
The peptide signal precursor locus is translated into a precursor protein, which is subsequently cleaved [split
apart] to produce the signal. I n most cases, the peptide signal is transported out of the cell. As the bacterial
population grows, the peptide signal accumulates extracellularly, where the signal can then be detected by a
TCST. Following interaction with the peptide signal, the sensor kinase protein of the TCST autophosphorylates
on a conserved histidine residue (H). This autophosphorylation event initiates a phospho-relay cascade that
results in phosphorylation of the cognate response regulator protein on a conserved aspartic acid residue (D).
The phosphorylated response regulator activates the transcription of the target gene(s). (Reproduced

with

permission of Bonnie L. Bassler.)

The fourth autoinduction system—A-factor signalling—employs yet another
structure and apparently is found uniquely in M. xanthus

chemical

(Miller and Bassler 2001), a highly

social predatory bacterium we will discuss in greater detail in section 5.4.3.
Now a fifth QS system with unusual "conversational" properties has been discovered in
Pseudomonas

aeruginosa

(Deziel et al. 2004), the ubiquitous, quintessentially opportunistic

pathogen that infects a wide range of hosts, from plants to humans. Two AHL-based systems
(AM

and AI-2) were already known to operate in P. aeruginosa. In contrast to the Vibrio

systems, these two systems act sequentially, rather than in parallel, to express different
virulence factors at different times, presumably at different stages of the infection process (Taga
and Bassler 2003). The novel system in P. aeruginosa

uses quinoline-based

compounds,

normally associated with antimicrobial activity, as signalling molecules. The quinoline-based
system has all the hallmarks of a QS circuit, but with intriguing differences. As in other QS
systems, P. aeruginosa

releases the quinoline-based signalling molecules into extracellular

space, the concentration rises during exponential growfth, the molecules are taken up again by
the cell at a critical threshold, and gene transcription is activated (Deziel et al. 2004). Where it
differs from other QS systems is not only in the type of messenger but also the fact that the
complete signalling circuit involves the conversion of one sort of quinoline, HHQ (4-hydroxy-2-

."H P."! ® j-..

... J A ? .

heptylquinoline), into another sort, PQS (3,4-dihydroxy-2-heptylquinoLine). The transformed
molecule is then re-released into the extracellular milieu, thus expanding not only the amount
of information that can be carried by the system, but also the potential for updating. HHQ and
PQS are part of a larger family of compounds known for their antimicrobial activity—HAQs (4hydroxy-2 alkylquinolines)—so the presence of HHQ and PQS also indicate production levels of
HAQs more generally, of which P. aeruginosa synthesizes five distinct classes.
Here's roughly how it works. At a certain stage of growth the bacteria release HHQ, which
acts as a messenger to other cells, which take it up and convert it to PQS, which activates
genetic transcription. The cell then exports the PQS to the extracellular space, where other cells
take it up at high density. The researchers describe this as "a 'conversational' cell-to-cell
communication pathway" and suggest the additional complexity has major advantages in
terms of information carrying capacity:
Cells in a bacterial community need to tell each other about their different properties,
including their density, growth state, and production levels of extracellular compounds,
such as antibiotics and virulence factors, to coordinate their activity. Presumably, different
signals are required to convey this different infonnation...For instance, although HHQ is
the precursor of PQS, these two molecules could convey different infomiation: HHQ reflects
the extracellular levels ofHAQ, including antimicrobial and cytochrome inhibitory
functions....whereas

PQS reflects...the state of the AHL-based QS system in population

growth regulation. Also, that HAQ and PQS levels peak at different times suggests

that

PQS-mediated signalling reflects HAQ levels at one growth stage and PQS levels at another.
(Deziel et ai

2004:1344)

The existence of multiple QS systems employing different autoinducers and sensors in a
single type of bacteria makes the cellular communication picture complex indeed. Many species
appear to operate two autoinduction systems. If, as Bassler hypothesizes, AI-2 is a 'universal'
communication molecule, it may be that microbes with A I - 1 and AI-2 systems can modulate
their behaviour depending on whether they comprise a majority or minority of the population.
"A distinct response to each signal, or a response that is based on a combinatorial sampling of
a variety of signals, could enable bacteria to continuously modulate behaviour depending on
the species present in a consortium." (Bassler 2002:424) However, an increasing number of
bacteria, like P. aeruginosa, have been found to use not two but three systems, and there is no
reason to suppose that three is the limit. In V. cholerae and V. harveyi, for example, the three
systems appear to operate in parallel to jointly regulate genes activating synthesis of secondary
metabolites, such as virulence factors and bioluminescence (Henke and Bassler 2 0 0 4 b ) . The
three-autoinducer systems, believed to operate as a "three-way coincidence detector," allow
these Vibrio species to differentiate among a greater number of states than microbes with only
one or even two systems (Henke and Bassler 2004b:6902). Another autoinduction system, the
mechanism of which remains unclear, has been found in the microbe responsible for outbreaks
of bloody diarrhoea in several countries, enterohaemorrhagic E. coli serotype 0 1 5 7 : H 7 , which
brings its QS complement to three. Researchers believe it may enable the pathogen t o "fine
tune" transcription of virulence genes "at different stages of infection and/or in different sites
of the gastrointestinal tract" (Sperandio et al. 2003:8956).
That some species (e.g., V. cholerae and V. harveyi) use parallel quorum sensing systems to
jointly regulate expression of a single set of genes has seemed to some rather puzzling,
although multiple systems would appear to confer a degree of genetic plasticity (Taga and

ba^cterial model
Bassler 2003). On the other hand, it has been suggested that a parallel multiple-autoinducer
system may reduce vulnerability to deception and manipulation, much like multiple signatories
on a bank account. There is more than enough evidence to suggest that such insurance is
needed in the microbial world, whether or not that is the evolved function of multiple QS
systems. As the key mediator of bacterial collective behaviour both within and between
species, quorum sensing is a target for both friends and foes in the prokaryotic and eukaryotic
domains, among both unicellular and multicellular organisms (Bauer and Robinson 2002;
Dong et al. 2000; Givskov et al. 1996; Manefield et al. 2002; Zhang 2003; Teplitski et al. 2004;
Teplitski, Robinson, and Bauer 2000; Bauer and Teplitski 2001; Mathesius et al. 2003).
Bacterial interi'erence with quorum sensing takes a number of forms, including altering or
removing signals, and/or inhibiting their synthesis. The reasons postulated for these microbegenerated forms of disruption range from securing competitive advantage within an ecological
niche to self-defence against another species' virulence factors or bacteriocins (Taga and Bassler
2003). Signal alteration—also • called quorum quenching (Dong et al. 2001)—has been
detected principally in connection with AHL-based systems (Zhang 2003), and within this
class mainly in A M (rather than AI-2) type autoinducers."' Only one case of interference
involving autoinducing peptides (AIPs) appears to have been identified (Taga and Bassler
2003:14553). Staphylococcus aureus, the scourge of hospitals, uses AIP signalling to establish
and maintain a beachhead of infection, simultaneously stimulating its own virulence while
inhibiting QS-mediated virulence in all other strains, effectively preventing them from gaining a
foothold. This apparently is not as hard as it sounds. All AIP signalling shares a common
chemical element, a thiolactone ring. What makes each signal molecule strain specific is the
sequence of peptides attached to this ring. In 5. aureus, at least, the thiolactone ring appears
to act as "a universal inhibitor" of AIP signalling by other strains (ibid:14550).
It has been suggested that the gut pathogen S. typhimurium may provide an example of a
microbe physically removing QS molecules from the environment to inhibit or 'eavesdrop' on
the activities of other bacteria. In 5. typhimurium AI-2 apparently controls only a single operon
consisting of seven genes, four of which function solely to promote internalisation of AI-2,
which indicates that the function of AI-2 in this species may be different from classic quorum
sensing (ibid:14552). According to von Bodman and colleagues (2003:456), the capacity to
take up AI-2 secreted by other microbes would allow S. typhimurium to detect the signalling
activity of nearby bacteria—effectively to listen in on their communication—and respond
appropriately.
Travisano and Velicer (2004) suggest, from the standpoint of evolutionary theory, that
quorum sensing could provide'cooperators' with an advantage over'cheaters', provided quorum
sensing is tightly coupled with a beneficial collective activity, such that those individuals
incapable or unwilling to synthesize autoinducers cannot reap the benefits of the cooperative
activity. No empirical examples are offered in support of this speculation. While I have serious
reservations about applying concepts derived from kin selection theory to bacteria, given the
ubiquity of lateral gene transfer, I can think of one example in which quorum sensing appears
to figure in a cheater-control strategy and another in which it might facilitate cheating. Both
involve sporulation, an irreversible process induced by nutrient restriction in which bacteria
undergo a drastic change, from a metabolically and reproductively active state to a quiescent

To my knowledge, only one Al-2 disrupter has been identified (Gao et al 2003), aldiou^ Taga and Basder (2003) suspect that AI-2
cycling in S. typhimurium may be an inference mechaniarL
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state highly resistant to environmental insult. First, the cheater control strategy. As we will see
in section 5.3.3, the transition to stationary phase in M. xanthus is more dramatic and complex
than in most bacteria and involves the collective suicide of a large proportion of a population.
To ensure this sudden largesse is not used for further growth instead of developmental
transition—after all, nutrient starvation is the reason for the cycle to commence, and autolysis
provides an instant banquet—QS-mediated mechanisms inhibit the expression of growthrelated genes in the remaining cells (Shimkets 1999).
Sporulation in Bacillus subtilis is also a QS-mediated activity. The morphological and
functional transformation to stationary phase is so energetically costly to B. subtilis that a
choice to sporulate based on inadequate assessment of the prevailing conditions could be fatal
(Miller and Bassler 2001). As an indicator of cell density, quorum sensing is also a gauge of
competition for nutrients; the greater the cell density, the greater the competition. This gauge
is a potential target for exploitation, because conspecifics can also be a source of food, as we
have seen. Some individuals within populations of B. subtilis have been shown to use the
sequence set in train by quorum sensing not only to delay their own transformation but also to
release antibiotics to kill their sisters, whose lysed remains they then cannibalise (GonzalezPastor, Hobbs, and Losick 2003). In such a case, quorum sensing in conjunction

with

starvation sensing may provide the stimulus for developmental cheating.
Bacteria aren't the only epistemic polluters of bacterial communication, however. Not
surprisingly, given the importance of microbes as both pathogens and symbionts, many plants
have evolved strategies for disrupting or manipulating quorum sensing. A QS 'mimic' was first
discovered

in

the

Australian

seaweed

Delisea

puichra,

which

secretes

a collection

of

halogenated furanones to prevent bacterial swarming and colonization of the fronds (Givskov
et al. 1996). At first it was thought that the furanones occupied AHL receptors, preventing
both AHL binding and stimulation of the physiological response to enable swarming or biofilm
formation. However, more recent evidence suggests that it is not merely a matter of receptor
occupancy. The furanones bind with the luxR protein and appear to catalyze rapid degradation
of the furanone-Zux/? complex, thereby destroying the cellular component responsible for
reception of and response to AHLs (Manefield et al. 2002).
Whereas D. puichra produces dozens of AHL mimics, all of which are inhibitory, other
organisms (e.g., the unicellular alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii) produce mimics that stimulate
bacterial QS-related activities (Teplitski et al. 2004), while still others (e.g., the legume
Medicago truncatula)

produce both stimulatory and inhibitory mimics (Gao et aL

2003).

Indeed, the expression patterns of over 150 proteins in Medicago truncatula were found to be
globally influenced by bacterial AHLs (Mathesius et al. 2003). Whether the plant 'eavesdrops'
on the signalling bacterial and regulates its own gene expression accordingly, or whether the
bacteria manipulate the plant's physiology for their own benefit is unknown.
As if that weren't enough, other factors complicate the quorum-sensing picture still furi:her.
Some autoinducers, specifically AHLs, can stimulate their own

production,

establishing

positive feedback loops, which suggests that autoinduction may function as "more than simple
quorum sensing" (Shapiro 1998:84), but in ways as yet unclear. Moreover, lux h o m o l o g u e s
governing AHL synthesis operate in many different bacterial regulatory pathways, involving a
wide range of phenotypes. Not only is the same AHL molecule capable of regulating "distinct
functions in different bacterial species" (Shapiro 1998:84), the AHL-binding

/ux/?-related

protein, which functions mainly as a QS-dependent transcriptional activator, in some species
acts instead as a QS-independent "repressor whose activity is inhibited by an autoinducer"
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(Winans and Bassler 2002:877). Environmental factors (e.g., osmolarity, pH, carbohydrates)
also influence AHL production (Xavierand Bassler 2003) and may modulate an individual cell's
ability to respond to threshold concentrations of QS molecules (von Bodman, Bauer, and
Coplin 2 0 0 3 : 4 5 7 ) .
Even as quorum sensing presented a challenge to the conventional view of bacteria, the
existence of multiple signalling systems presents a challenge to the conventional view of
quorum sensing, which researchers are already beginning to believe is "too
encompass all the forms of cell-cell communication

found in

simple" to

bacteria. At a specialist

conference sponsored by the American Society for Microbiology in 2001, researchers speculated
that "bacteria might require a quorum to effectively send and receive chemical signals but the
information content of these signals might be for purposes other than census taking" (Winans
and Bassler 2002:873). On this basis one investigator proposed the term 'quoromone' to
distinguish signals for purposes other than census taking, such as bacterial development or
detection of conjugal partners. Whether it will be accepted remains to be seen, but the issue is
unlikely to go away.
Multiple intercellular signalling systems suggest that bacterial communication requires the
integration of multiple cues, just as bacterial chemotaxis does. The integration of multiple
sensory cues is, of course, a hallmark of cognition in 'higher' vertebrates, including humans.
Studies so far indicate that intercellular communication is "complicated and involves many
signals, often with only subtle variations" (Henke and Bassler 2004a:655). How different QS
cues are integrated is unknown, much less how the cues from autoinduction, chemotactic, and
internal state sensing (e.g., starvation sensing) systems are combined. I n the next three
sections we will take a closer look at some of the more complex QS-mediated behaviours in the
microbial realm: developmental change and biofilm formation.

5.3.2 Cooperation and developmental complexity
Among myxobacteria no stage of the life cycle appears to be entirely solitary (Dworkin
1996;

Shimkets

and

Dworkin

1997). The

myxobacteria

are a Gram-negative

group

of

proteobacteria that live in soil, animal dung, leaf litter, and other habitats rich in organic
nutrients. They are characterized by a complex life cycle pervaded by social behaviour at every
stage (Dworkin 1996; Shimkets 1999). Of this group the predatory W. xanthus is by far the beststudied. The most dramatic myxobacterial behaviour, the one that drew attention to them in
the late 19"" century and continues to fascinate, is a complex developmental cycle leading to
sporulation that is induced when nutrients are limited or changes in other environmental
conditions threaten continued survival and reproduction. The cycle involves the aggregation
of free-living cells and the formation of a fruiting body comprised of differentiated cell types,
somewhat similar to that of the eukaryotic slime mold Dictyostelium

discoideum.

Dworkin

summarizes the highly complex, intricately sequenced process thus:
In order for a population of essentially single cells to accomplish this morphogenetic

event,

the cells must perceive the environmental change and then transform that perception into
a series of events involving aggregation, construction of the multicellular fruiting body, and
cellular conversion of the rod-shaped vegetative cells to the round, resistant,

metabolically

quiescent myxospores. During these processes, the cells monitor their cell density, control
the timing of a series of developmental events, engage in tactic behaviours, undergo

model

developmental
1996:79)
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autolysis, and cany out a three-dimensional

spatial orientation.

(Dworkin

The details of this process are worth a closer look. A l t h o u g h the signal that initiates
orchestration of the mound-like fruiting body is unknown, in the first stage the l o n g , thin rodshaped cells begin to aggregate on a massive scale. In a process likened to "the great animal
herd

migrations"

(Shimkets

1999:526),

up

to

a

million

cells

begin

migrating

toward

aggregation sites. Of the initial cell population, only 1 0 - 2 0 % will transform into l o n g - l a s t i n g ,
stress-resistant

myxospores

and survive to reproduce another

day. Another

10%

of the

p o p u l a t i o n transform into special cells that do not enter the fruiting body but remain on the
periphery. Their function is unclear, but given the territoriality of myxobacteria it has been
s u g g e s t e d that these cells could be a kind of sentry, to prevent the dormant cells of the
fruiting b o d y from being eaten or colonized by other micro-organisms. A staggering 8 0 % of the
initial population commit collective suicide (autolysis). A l t h o u g h the function of this sacrifice
has not been unequivocally established, it is believed the cell fragments most probably provide
carbon and energy for the developmental process.
Another interesting facet of myxobacterial fruiting body formation is the extraordinary way
in which cells compensate for the genetic shortcomings of their fellows, a process called
"extracellular complementation" (Shimkets 1 9 9 9 : 5 2 8 ) . Five complementation g r o u p s

(A—E)

have been identified. A mutation in each group impairs some facet of fruiting body formation,
which

can

be

corrected

by mixing

the

mutants

with

proficient

cells from

a

different

complementation group. Pigmentation differences mark the two cell types that preferentially
form the fruiting body (yellow) and the myxospores (tan), while a phase variation governs
commitment to cell fate. Mutants locked into the tan phase cannot form fruiting bodies and as
spores have deficient stress resistance. This defect can be "rescued," however, if the mutants are
mixed with proficient cells where yellow variants predominate. Recent research s u g g e s t s that
complementation involves proficient cells secreting some of their own proteins onto the outer
membrane of their deficient fellows, which "suggests that donor and recipient briefly fuse their
outer membranes" in order to effect the transfer (Nudleman, Wall, and Kaiser 2 0 0 5 : 1 2 5 ) . I n
other words, they share.
M. xanthus

displays many of the characteristics attributed to predatory animals: aggression,

territoriality, deceptive entrapment, even 'pack' hunting. (Please note that microbiologists use
these terms without scare quotes except in the latter case.) All of these characteristics are
functions of group behaviour. Under growth conditions, M. xanthus

move as coordinated

swarms,"® some comprising thousands of cells, which secrete extracellular antibiotics to break
open

(lyse)

microbial

prey and

other enzymes to degrade and

digest them

(Spormann

1 9 9 9 : 6 2 2 ) . The collective aspect of attack, kill and feed has been likened to the

hunting

strategy of a wolf pack (Dworkin 1 9 7 3 ) , and it can assume some interesting twists. For example.

M. xanthus has two independent systems of gliding motility—A (adventurous) for individual movement, mainly over relatively hard
and dry surfeces, and S (social) for group movement over relatively soft and wet surfaces (Spomiann 1999). Neither system relies on
flagella but rather two extruding organelles, type IV pili andfibrils.S-motility, die mechanisns of which are just beginning to be
understood, requires cell-to-cdl contact and appears to be essential to the developmental cyde (Shimkets 1999). Cdls are moved
('trandocated') in a winch-likefeshionas the pilus extends, attaches to a sugary substrate of exopolysaccharide (a major component of
fibrik) and then retracts, pulling die cell forward (Li et aL 2003; Lu et al. 3005). The mechanisms of A-motility are still unknown. Although
the M. xanthus genome includes homologues of some components of the classic E. coli chemotactic (Che) signal transduction system,
which may regulate S-motility, the extent of M xanthus' chemotactic abilities are unclear (Yang et al 1998; Vlamakis, Kirby, and
Zusman 200i). It may be that only S-motile cells are capable of genuine chemotactic migration (Shapiro 199893).
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feed on cyanobacteria. The watery environment dilutes both the

enzymes and the freed nutrients, however, so "the predators construct spherical colonies and
trap prey organisms in pockets where lysis and feeding

can occur efficiently"

(Shapiro

1 9 9 8 : 9 3 ) . In starved conditions M. xanthus swarms have been shown to lure E. coli, another
prey species, by excreting a chemoattractant (Shi and Zusman 1993). This clever strategy is
necessitated

by the fact that flagellated f. coli travel much

faster than

the

gliding

myxobacteria. Within 30 minutes of reaching the myxobacterial swarm—which does not move
at a l l — t h e coliform cells lyse and M. xanthus feeds. This behaviour has been described as "the
first example

of a simple

bacterium

harnessing

the

chemotaxis

behaviour

of

another

microorganism for its own ends" (Shi and Zusman 1993:414).
In addition to spatial morphogenesis, specialized cell types, and intercellular signalling, M.
xanthus

displays yet another characteristic of multicellular organisms: self recognition, albeit a

form that appears to operate at a species or group level. Research shows that when two swarms
of different myxobacteria meet, they do not merge to form chimeric fruiting b o d i e s — u n l i k e the
eukaryotic Dictyostelium—even
and M. xanthus

if the species are closely related, such as Myxococcus virescens

(Shimkets 1999; Shimkets and Dworkin 1997). I n a behaviour often described

in terms of territoriality, each swarm excretes a bacteriocin unique to its species to kill or
otherwise inhibit progress of the rival. In experiments where the two groups are deliberately
mixed, they still ultimately sort themselves out into two species-specific swarms, one often the
worse for the encounter. Perhaps not surprisingly, of all bacterial taxa identified to date,
myxobacteria display the most eukaryotic-like propert:ies, which to some leaves "little doubt
that the myxobacteria

have

played some

kind

of role in the evolution

multicellularity" (Dworkin 1996:97). Not surprisingly, M. xanthus
unprecedented

number

of

two-component

signal

transduction

of

eukaryotic

is estimated to have an
pathways,

about

150

(Whitworth 2 0 0 5 ) — t h a t ' s five times as many as E.coli. If Apis mellifera (the honeybee) is rightly
called the primate of the insect world, then M. xanthus may well be the primate of microbes.

5.3.3 Biofilms: communal complexity
If the collective behaviour of M. xanthus resonates somewhat with the notion of a tribe, the
architectural wonder that is the biofilm has been explicitly compared to a city (Watnick and
Kolter 2000). Biofilms are large, three-dimensional aggregates of bacteria that adhere to
surfaces in moist or watery environments, such as soils, teeth, living tissue, medical implants,
air conditioning systems, pipelines, sewage treatment plants, and marine equipment—just
about any sort: of surface in an aqueous environment. Biofilm-associated bacteria are anchored
to a suri'ace, and to each other, by a slimy, glue-like substance (exopolysaccharide) excreted by
the cells that comprise the community. The construction of biofilms appears to be "a universal
bacterial strategy" for "optimum positioning with regard to available nutrients," and thus for
survival (Costerton et al. 1987:440).
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Figure 5.5: How a biofilm forms
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Bacteria may associate reversibly with a polymer-coated surface (A), or they may adhere irreversibly (B) and divide (C)
to produce microcolonies (D) within an adherent multispecies biofilm (E). The biofilm grows by internal replication
and by recruitment (F) from the bulk fluid phase. (Reproduced with permission of William Costerton.)

Here is microbiologist William Costerton, whose research team coined the term 'biofilm' in
1978, giving a bacterium's eye view of such a structure in an interview with Nature:
If you found yourself in a biofilm, you'd be going along a channel full of water, like the
canals in Venice, and upfront the bottom of the channel, on either side, would be these
slime towers. The channels would be bringing in oxygen and nutrients, and removing
waste. And within each building, so to speak, some of the bacteria would be cooperating
with each other, making one compound and passing it along to the next. It's at least as
complicated as a tissue, and possibly as a city. (Chicurel 2000:284)
The metaphor is neither whimsical, strictly architectural nor, apparently, over-stretched. I n
Watnick and Kolter's (2000) detailed development of the analogy, biofilms share writh cities
rather a large number of features—not least being the street-and-sewerage sort of infrastructure
described above, which includes "aqueous channels for hydrating

cells, for

distributing

nutrients to the members of the community, and for removing waste products" (Winans and
Bassler 2002:878).
First, cities are most often

multicultural, comprised of people from many

different

geographical, ethnic and cultural backgrounds. Likewise, biofilms are usually comprised of
many species. The best example is the most familiar: the slimy microbial community y o u brush
off your teeth every morning. The human mouth is colonized by more than 500 different kinds
of bacteria, and about 20 genera (containing many more species) are commonly isolated,
collectively, from dental plaque (Kolenbrander 1997:245, 250). Although genetically distinct
species have long been known to coaggregate on teeth, the common view was that dental
plaque is principally comprised of co-existing clonal populations of bacteria. Recent research
using a novel technique to monitor natural oral populations—a removable enamel chip
implanted in the m o u t h — p a i n t s a dramatically different picture, however (Kolenbrander et al.
2 0 0 5 ) . Evidence from these experiments suggests that dental plaque biofilms originate, rather
than merely develop, as multi-species communities, and that each species contributes only one
or a few of the enzymes necessary to metabolise the complex oral substrate of carbohydrates

and glycoproteins. I n dental plaque, at least, each microbial species in the bioinlm has a
specialized role to play in breaking down the nutrients available.
Second, cities are foci of both growth and recruitment, and the population ebbs and flows.
A resident's association with a particular conurbation is predicated on personal circumstance
and may be transient. One can be born in a city or migrate to a city, and if things don't pan
out one can leave. Likewise, individual bacteria have been observed to arrive at, settle in, and
leave a biofilm "with purpose" (Watnick and Kolter 2000:2675). A variety of these microscopic
interactions have been captured on film, enabling Watnick and Kolter to describe a migration
scenario as follows:
First, the bacterium approaches the surface so closely that motility is slowed. The
bacterium may then form a transient association with the surface and/or other microbes
previously attached to the surface. This transient association allows it to search for a place
to settle down. When the bacterium forms a stable association as a member of a
microcolony, it has chosen the neighbourhood in which to live.... Occasionally, the biofilmassociated bacteria detach from the biofilm matrix [and depart:]. (ibid:2675)
Behavioural observations based on video evidence have forced a radical reassessment of
what biofilms represent. At first it was thought that biofilms were static structures that could
be explained entirely in terms of surface-associated growth of clonal microcolonies determined
and limited by nutrient availability (Costerton et al. 1987). Now, however, it is increasingly
recognized that biofilms are highly dynamic structures constructed and sustained by the
"commitment"

of individual

bacteria to

grow

on

a surface or in a

surface-associated

community, a commitment that requires a sometimes dramatic adjustment by the organism, via
coordinated regulatory processes (Kolter 2005).

Figure 5.6: Division of labour in a biofilm
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Modes of nutrient acquisition and protection of a bacteriaL biofilm. (A) Nutrient trapping. (B) Primary production. (C)
Formation of a digestive consortium. (D) Exclusion of antibacterial substances. (Reproduced with permission of
William Costerton.)
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Third, where one chooses to live in a city is dependent on what one can afford, where one
has work, or where conditions otherwise suit one's needs—like clothing merchants settling in
the garment district or Asian entrepreneurs in Chinatown. Similarly, individual cells in a biofilm
tend to settle in microenvironments where conditions suit their particular requirements.
Watnick and Kolter (2000) observe that the distribution of bacteria in a mixed biofilm is not
random; rather, individual cells appear to "distribute themselves according to who can survive
best in the particular microenvironment and also based on symbiotic relationships between
groups

of

surrounded

bacteria"

(p.

2676).

Nutrient-producing

photosynthetic

bacteria

are

by heterotrophic cells that feed on the nutrients released into the

(Costert:on et al. 1987:439). Recent research on how

plaque develops in more

often
biofilm
natural

conditions suggests that the myriad dental isolates form a complex network comprised of
clusters of individuals with different metabolic capacities; the biofilm's overall spatiotemporal
organization reflects this functional heterogeneity (Kolenbrander et al. 2005).
Fourth, city living requires changes in behaviour in the interest of community stability and
order. For most bacteria, biofilm living requires changes in cell morphology or function.
Biofilm-associated bacteria repress the synthesis of flagella, whose rotary action can destabilize
a microcolony, secrete the sugary mucilage that holds the community together and exhibit
profoundly different patterns of gene expression and enzymatic activity from those of freeliving

cells

(Watnick

and

Kolter 2000). Many researchers

believe that quorum

sensing

significantly influences biofilm characteristics, including cell distribution and the types of
molecules produced (Fux, Costerton et al. 2005; Davies et al. 1998; Kjelleberg and Molin 2002;
Nilsson et al. 2001; Suntharalingam and Cvitkovitch 2005; Parsek and Greenberg 2 0 0 5 ) . Dental
plaque is an example. The mouth is a highly dynamic, flowing environment in

which

concentrations of nutrients and microbial- and host-produced metabolites, pH, moisture, and
temperature are constantly fluctuating. Kolenbrander and colleagues suggest that a successful
response by a mixed microbial community to such plastic environmental conditions requires
community-wide responses involving the kind of coordination that requires information
exchange between cells (Kolenbrander et al. 2005). AI-2, the candidate 'universal' signalling
molecule, may play an important role in coordinating such community-wide responses.
Fifth, just as a city provides the safety and power of numbers, so does a biofilm. A recent
study found that cells of Campylobacter jejuni living in biofilms live twice as long at ambient
temperature and atmosphere compared to free-living cells—24 days, compared to 12 days
(Joshua et al. 2006). Biofilms are resistant to many toxic substances, such as antibiotics,
chlorine, and detergents (Costerton et al. 1987); predation by protozoa and bacteriophage
(Matz et al. 2004; Costerton et al. 1987), and host immune defences (Fux, Costerton et al.
2 0 0 5 ) . Resistance to antibiotics and other toxins is apparently due both to the limited ability
of large molecules to diffuse through the gel-like matrix and to the phenotypic changes that
cells undergo to adjust to communal life, stationary phase bacteria being naturally more
resistant to antibiotic treatment. Another factor may be the ability of some (all?) biofilms "to
alter the local environment to enhance their survival," including changing such properties as
the dissolved oxygen concentration and pH level, the latter being particularly relevant to
antibiotic potency (Pasmore and Costert;on 2003:409). Why biofilms resist predatory 'grazing'
by protozoa is unclear—it may be a result of the toughness of the mucilaginous structure
itself, toxins produced by the microcolony, or other regulatory changes induced by cell-to-cell
s i g n a l l i n g — b u t such resistance has been demonstrated in three different bacterial species
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(Matz et al. 2004). The mechanisms of resistance to immune system attack remain to be
clarified, but all the factors cited above may be relevant.
Resistance to eradication is one of the reasons biofilms are so economically and socially
costly. An estimated 6 0 % of the bacterial infections treated by doctors in the developed world
are believed to be biofilm related (Fux, Costerton et al. 2005). Among these are some of the
most intractable to treatment, including infections on medical devices, such as indwelling
catheters, and diseases like cystic fibrosis. In addition, biofilms cause billions of dollars worth
of damage every year to marine equipment, cooling systems and sewage treatment facilities
(Chicurel 2000). Another reason that biofilms are so hard to tackle is their radical variability.
The biological properties of biofilms are, literally, "as diverse as the organisms that constitute
them and the myriad of environments under which they are known to form....Although it
appears that all microbes can make biofilms, they do so in ways that are idiosyncratic to the
particular

strain

and

environmental

conditions"

(Kolter

2005).

Where

a single

strain

predominates, however, disruption of quorum sensing may be useful. For example, furanone
mimics are used as anti-fouling agents for s h i p s . " ' A synthetic QS mimic has been shown to
affect the

cooperative

behaviour

of P. aeruginosa,

reducing

virulence, altering

biofilm

architecture and promoting loss of cells from the biofilm (Bauer and Robinson 2002:236).
Sixth, just as cities can be dangerous, sexy places, so can biofilms. Among the signals
diffusing through the community are some that are anything but benign, including growthinhibiting bacteriocins and, possibly, attractants used to lure prey, particularly at the margins
of the structure. Other signals are believed to facilitate the introduction of new genetic traits.
Just as cities provide opportunities for sex with multiple partners, biofilms provide just the
right circumstances for rampant lateral gene transfer. Studies confirm that conjugation rates are
greater in biofilms, "making it the perfect milieu for emergence of new pathogens

by

acquisition of antibiotic resistance, virulence factors, and environmental survival capacities"
(Watnick and Kolter 2000:2678).
Finally, just as the establishment and evolution of villages, towns and cities have played an
important role in the evolution of human culture, so biofilm formation may have played a key
role in the the transition from unicellularity to multicellularity. Kolter's conclusions about the
peculiar affordances of a surface for the evolution of unicellular complexity could just as easily
be drawn about the "organizing potential" of cities as a platform for human cooperative
endeavour on ever-increasing scales:
What one 'takes home' after even a brief acquaintance with biofilms is that there is
something strii<ing about microbes living on surfaces. Invariably, microbes cany out
fascinating, and often unexpected, processes when presented with the greater organizing
potential afforded by a surface. Once on a surface, microbial cells can begin long-term
relationships with each other; therein lies the transition from unicellularity to
multicellularity. (Kolter
In

sum, the existence

2005)

of "diverse chemical languages" (Bassler 2002:424)

used

to

coordinate complex collective behaviour, not merely among members of a species but with
other species, mean that bacteria inhabit a far more behaviourally complex world than ever
could have been imagined. It is a world epistemically enriched by information-bearing entities
of the organisms' own making used to signal the interactive potential of the environment as a

' I am grateful to Ulrike Mathesius for pointing this out to me.
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function of the organism's relation to conspecifics and others. It is a world populated by
friends and foes, issuing both honest and deceptive communications. These are characteristics
we have come to expect from the complex life-ways of social invertebrates, such as ants and
bees, as well as 'higher' vertebrates.

5.4 The distality argument
One standard argument against bacterial cognition remains, that distality is a significant
feature of cognition and microbes respond only to proximal stimuli. This section argues that
the first claim is misguided and the second is false. The distality argument, which focuses in
one way or another on the 'distance' between objects, events or properties that are significant
for bacteria and a behavioural response, takes a number of forms. At least three readings of the
distal/proximal distinction are discernible in the literature on cognition and, particularly,
mental representation. Meaning 1 {Ml), probably the most v^ndespread in the cognitive
sciences, relates to the spatial location of the perceptual object relative to the perceiver.
Meaning 2 {M2) relates to the degree of mechanistic complexity involved in processing the
stimulus information. Meaning 3 {M3) refers, roughly, to the temporal properties of the stimulus
to which the organism is responding and the immediate circumstances under which the
response is being generated. Although the distality argument is sometimes conflated with the
flexibility argument—an example is Sterelny's equation of "rigid behaviour guidance systems"
with behaviours "driven by very specific proximal stimuli" (Sterelny 1 9 9 8 : 1 1 ) — I will do my
best to keep the issues separate.
Ml can be illustrated with the phenomenon of perceptual constancy, defined as the ability
to correctly perceive the stable properties of objects and scenes at a distance, in spite of
continuous changes in the reflectance patterns of the light hitting the retina (Norman 2001).
Take, for example, a person walking toward you. The person is the distal stimulus, which is at a
distance. The proximal stimulus is the light (photons) actually hitting your eye and forming an
image of the person on the retina. Donald Campbell (1974) introduced the useful idea of
spatial "vicariousness" to describe sensory mechanisms (e.g., seeing, hearing and smelling) that
substitute for bodily contact mth the object of perception. Although the patterns of light
reflecting off the distal stimulus vary continuously as the person gets closer, you nevertheless
perceive that the objective properties of the person (e.g., her size, shape, the distribution of
colours on her body) are stable. This phenomenon is perceptual constancy. The aspect relevant
to arguments against bacterial cognition relates specifically to the nature of the perceptual
object. In the example above, the distal stimulus (the person) is the object of perception, not
the proximal stimulus (the photons). Significantly, the distal and proximal stimuli are not
qualitatively identical; that is, the objective propertiies of the person are not identical with the
objective properties of photons.
Many assume that the sensory capacities of unicellular organisms, and many simple
multicellular organisms, are entirely proximal, and this in two ways. First, it is assumed that the
proximal stimulus is always the object of perception. For example, the amino acid aspartate is a
prime nutrient source for f. coli, and it is only by literally bumping into molecules of the stuff
that a rich distant source of aspartate and other nutrients can be detected. It follows,
secondly, that unicellular sensory perception involves only proximal stimuli. As Sterelny argues
in relation to the putative kin-recognition system of certain desert: isopods, sentries that bar
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entry to the nest of non-relatives respond not to 'kin' per se but rather to "a chemical badge
that the isopod acquires when it hatches within the nest" (Sterelny 1998:12). The pheromone
is the perceptual object; there is no "distal property of kinship" to which the insect has access.
These assumptions are surely confirmed in some sensory capacities of unicellular organisms,
including bacteria; aspartate sensing is an example."" However, there are many instances where
bacteria clearly are not merely proximal responders. Two will serve to make the point. As
discussed in section 5.4.1, quorum sensing signals come in a variety of molecular types but
they all signal roughly the same thing: population density. The signal molecule—rather, the
concentration of signal molecules—is the proximal stimulus indicating a distal state of affairs,
which is the perceptual object. The distal stimulus in this case is the number of conspecifics in
the immediate vicinity, or the proportion of conspecifics relative to other species. Not only are
these organisms at a distance, they are not qualitatively identical to the quorum sensing
molecules that signal their presence. As we have seen, the distal stimulus factors significantly
in what sort of behaviour the organism initiates next.
The remarkable M. xanthus

provides the second counter-example. Swarms of M. xanthus

appear capable of perceiving a physical object at a distance and orienting their movement
toward i t — a n d not by the usual means of sensing chemical gradients. In the early 1980s
Dworkin discovered this puzzling capacity, the mechanisms of which are still unknown, during
experiments designed to determine whether M. xanthus is chemotactic toward prey bacteria
(Dworkin 1996:85). Using time-lapse photomicroscopy, Dworkin ascertained that M. xanthus
swarms detect and migrate toward clumps of Micrococcus luteus. To determine whether the
attractive response was genuinely chemotactic—that is, a response to a chemical g r a d i e n t —
5mm beads made of polystyrene latex and glass were substituted for the clumps of cells.
"Surprisingly," Dworkin observes, "the swarms of M. xanthus

are attracted to the beads as

effectively as to the prey bacteria, indicating that the cells are sensing something other than a
concentration gradient of a chemoattractant." (Dworkin 1996:85) Statistical analysis confirmed
that the swarm's movement toward the beads was not random but, rather, "directed" over
distances as great as 50 |a,m—approximately 10 body lengths (Madigan, Mari:inko, and Parker
2000:496).
The second reading of the distality argument {M2)
chain—crudely,

the

number

of steps

refers to the length of the causal

or mechanisms—involved

in

processing

stimulus

information and transforming it into behaviour. Cognition is supposed by some—for example,
philosophers of mind concerned with folk p s y c h o l o g y — t o require longer causal chains than
non-cognitive

behaviour.

Bennett's

"unity

position"

on

intentionality

(aboutness,

directedness), a widely accepted if empirically problematic signature of cognition, is an
example (Bennett 1991). To be genuinely intentional, in Bennett's view, a behaviour pattern
must be describable as a conceptual unity but must be implemented

mechanistically by a

multitude. A single mechanism, on this account, is not enough for genuine intentionality and,
by extension, genuine cognition. According to Clark (1996), Dennett has expressed a similar
concern that (quoting Dennett) "a much too simple mechanical explanation...really does
disconfirm the fancy intentional [e.g., folk] level account" (Dennett 1 9 8 8 : 5 4 2 - 5 4 3 ) . On M2,
Humans have sensory systems based on proximal stimuli, too. Remember the con-dation between how attractive a woman rated a
series of men she had just met and the chemical profile of each man's major histocompatibility complex ( M H Q rdative to her fether's
(see Chapter 2). Arguably, the 'chemical badge' detected (non-consdously) by the woman is functionally equivalent to the 'chemical
badge' detected by the isopodan sentry. Indeed, viaon probably started out as just such a system; photons hitting the li^t-sensitive
molecule rhodopsin initially would have been die perceptual objects.

.t.®.';^.?.'']

."."if)

.

therefore, the information processing chain between stimulus and response can be considered
'proximal' if it involves a single or a "too-simple" mechanism and 'distal' if the number of
intervening mechanisms between stimulus and response are greater than one or more complex.
There are obvious problems with such an argument. How many mechanisms does it take for
a processing chain to be "too simple"? Are two still in the ballpark? Are three too many?
Conversely, how many are enough for "genuine intentionality," and thus cognition on the
intentionality account? I agree wholeheartedly with Clark that "the whole approach
counting mechanisms
slippery notion

of

is importantly m i s g u i d e d — not least because it depends on some very

of how to individuate

mechanisms (when it is right to speak of one

mechanistic route mediating an input/output pattern, and when of two, etc....)" (Clark
1996:22)(author's emphasis). Mechanism cour^ting seems particularly misguided in terms of
characterizing a biological function. The function of digestion is to break down nutrients into
usable compounds. The function of respiration is the enzymatic release of energy from organic
compounds, in the presence of oxygen (aerobic respiration) or not (anaerobic respiration). The
number of steps involved does not alter what the function is, what it is supposed to do.
A multidisciplinary research group based at the Fraunhofer Institut Autonome Intelligente
Systeme ( A I S ) ' " argues that M2 fails because it is divorced from biological reality. They note
that all biological responses, not only chemotactic responses and other potential candidates
for cognitive behaviour, involve multiple s t e p s — a t a minimum molecular binding, signal
transduction, gene transcription, and protein synthesis—and thus are distal in the M2 sense
(di Primio, Muller, and Lengeler 2000; Lengeler, Muller, and di Primio 2000). As Clark dryly
observes, "Simplicity perse is not a crime." (Clark 1996:23) 'More' rarely is a basis for scientific
classification,^®^ so why should it be a good basis for characterizing cognition? In engineering,
a field that has inspired the cognitive speculations of scientists and philosophers for the past
half-century, the fewer steps to implement a function, the better.
The third distality argument {M3) relates to distance in time, the temporal 'de-coupling' of
a cognitive variable from immediate circumstances. When many cognitive scientists and
philosophers of mind speak of mental representation, the ability to "represent the absent"
(Sterelny 1998:12) is a significant feature of what they mean. O'Brien and Opie capture the idea
nicely:
Instead of responding directly to the information impacting on its sensory surfaces, a
creature can use it to construct...on-board states that stand in for or represent external
objects, relations and states of affairs. These internal representations, rather than the
information-laden signals from which they were constructed, can then be pressed into
sen/ice to shape behaviour. Such a decoupling of behaviour from direct environmental
control confers great benefits, since internal models of the environmental can have a
stability and definiteness that is lacking in the signals that impact on a creature's sensory
surfaces. (O'Brien and Opie

2004:1).

"" The AIS team consists of Franco di Primio, Bemd S. Muller, and Andreas Kilian, but their work is based on the miaobiological
expertise of Joseph W. Lengeler at the University of Osnabruck, coauthor of a leading textbook on the biology of prokaryotes. As for
as I can teH, this group has done more than any in recent years to advance the hypothesis of 'minimal cognition' in bacteria. The main
aims of their work to date have been to clarify the bidogical concept of cognition as a suite of linked functions that enable persistence
and adaptation in a real-world context, and to identify the minimal properties of cognition for the purpose of designing autonomous,
intelligent, adaptive artefacts.
Obvious exceptions are the miao/meso/maao distinction in physics and 'metazoan' in biology, which refers to multi-oellularity.
Unlike in physics, however, the same general principles (e.g., genetic, biochemical) underwrite both metazoan and miaobial biology.
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The status of mental representations is the subject of serious debate, which shows no
immediate signs of resolution or dissolution (e.g.. Brooks 1991; Clark 1997b; Bechtel 1998;
Cliff and Noble 1997; Haselager, de Groot, and van Rappard 2003; Keijzer 2001; van Gelder
1995; Ward 2002). That does not concern us here. What concerns us is the presence or absence
of a pattern of internal activation that corresponds in some relevant way to an external state of
affairs currently not present, which nevertheless has a role in shaping current behaviour. Take
Sterelny's isopodan sentry. What the invertebrate lacks, he claims, is the "distal property of
kinship," an internal state that not only corresponds to "a distal feature of the world"
(relatedness) but also to the very feature (e.g., kin selection) "that is the adaptive rationale for
the response mechanism" it does have, namely, the capacity to respond to a (proximal)
pheromone (Sterelny 1998:12).
Leaving aside possible problems with Sterelny's account,^" I am tempted to concede the
point. I t seems reasonable to assume that bacteria are not capable of having such 'decoupled'
internal states. (There is only so much one cell can do, for heaven's sake!) Tempted, but
reluctant.

First, 'de-coupling'

is

hardly

a notion

operationalized

for empirical

labour.

Presumably, the de-coupled internal state originated with some actual state of affairs that
pertained somewhere, at one time. This would be consistent with the evidence on human
concept development (Murphy 2002), although we needn't dignify such an internal state with
the label of concept. How different does the environment now have to be from what it was
then, the original circumstance in which the internal state was established? I ask for the
following

reason. Relative to its lifespan, microbial memory

has been observed to

be

surprisingly long in some instances, although it generally is not, apparently (but who's really
counting)?

As we have seen, bacteria also integrate information from multiple

cues—

potentially quite a few—over time. They do this because the bacterial Umwelt is generally
heterogeneous

beyond the rarified conditions of the laboratory and always fluctuating.

Sometimes extremely so. The microscopic environment of soil, for example, is complex beyond
comprehension, both in terms of the numbers and species of prokaryotic and eukaryotic
organisms and wildly fluctuating

physical conditions. Imagine

New Delhi at rush

hour

multipled by orders of magnitude, first in the monsoon, then in dessicating heat, then cold,
while almost everybody is sending out messages—to friends, relatives, potential allies or sexual
partners—interfering with messages of potential competitors, and dodging killers and thieves.
It could be argued that relative to the length of its lifespan a bacterium's memory of
asparate at time T„ say, which persists at time T^ (or even Tjg, depending on the unit of
measure), is effectively decoupled from the original stimulus when it figures at the later time,
with other internal and external cues, in the organism's behavioural selection. The point is, we
can't say for sure without further investigation. Who knows? Bacteria may have more surprises
for us yet. (Or they may not.)
More importantly, in my view, it is not at all clear why we need accept distality, however it
is to be construed, as a sine qua non of cognition. The answer is we need not, especially if we
take a biogenic approach. Distality arguments invariably gesture intuitively in the direction of
human cognition: the fact that we are capable of perceiving distant objects, of thinking of

"Mt is debatable that Idnship' is "a distal feature of the world" independent of our explanatory projects. There certainly are rdations of
various lands in the world, and it is a well-established tenet of evolutionaiy theory that dose genetic similarity is a mark of kinship, but it
remains unclear exactly what the nature of the TdnsKp' relation is, objectively speaking What proportion of the genome must be
shared? How much difference is allowable and at what lod? And how is an organism to know? This remains something of a mystery,
beyond the relative safety of pheromones.
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distant or even non-existent things; the fact that the human brain is so very complicated; and
the fact that it seems to us some of our cognitive processes incorporate elements that bear no
direct

relation

to

present

circumstances.

Distality

arguments

thus

are

intrinsically

anthropogenic, and that is not the approach being taken here. From a biogenic s t a n d p o i n t
distality has a t o u g h time gaining traction as a defining feature.
Biologically speaking, shorter pathways (e.g., from transcription factors to their target
genes) tend to underwrite rapid responses to changes in the environment, while longer
pathways involving multiple stages of control and greater inter-regulation tend to be slower,
involving

more global changes to the organism (Flintoft 2004). It seems reasonable to

suppose that the pathways underwriting the myriad facets of human cognition would come in
both

varieties.

In

perception-action

couplings

where

moment-to-moment

behavioural

flexibility is vital, shorter pathways for rapid response to changing conditions may dominate.
However, cognitive capacities such as long-term memory appear to require longer processing
pathways, at least initially. Whether the fancier human cognitive skills are implemented by
shorter or longer biochemical pathways—and whether the difference is of any relevance to
characterizing the biological function of cognition perse—remain open empirical questions.
Dreyfus, Dreyfus & Athanasiou (1986) make a persuasive case that instances of elite human
cognitive performance—for example, the skilled play of chess masters and concert: pianists—is
virtiually reflexive. It is conceivable that during the training phase the pathways underwriting a
beginner's performance are longer than those underwriting expert peri'ormance, but this is an
issue for empirical investigation not philosophical fiat.
Finally, it appears to be taken for granted that distality in human cognition is always
adaptive. Hence, O'Brien and Opie assert the "great benefits" of decoupled representations
because of their "stability and definiteness," but do not feel obliged to provide evidence for
this particular claim, and indeed are not expected to. Similarly, Sterelny asserts, but does not
argue, that in a challenging environment it's better to have a distal concept o f ' k i n s h i p ' that
can be flexibly applied than to rely on a single chemical cue. Well, ask Oedipus. The ill-fated
King of Thebes surely had a distal concept of 'kinship,' but it didn't help him much at the
crossroads, where he slew his unrecognised father, or set off alarm bells in his mother's bed. A
chemical badge would have come in handy. Arguably that is why traditional societies have
such strict kinship rules; a concept by itself isn't much help in the crunch without some
triangulation. This example may seem rather too clever and biologically irrelevant, but it serves
to make the point that what often seems intuitively plausible (e.g., that responding on the
basis of a concept is adaptively superior to responding

on the basis of a pheromone)

nevertheless requires empirical support, and that support is not always fort:hcoming.
In sum, even if the notion of distality could be effectively refined for empirical labour,
there is no good reason on a biogenic approach to accept it as a criterion of cognition
because it reflects folk psychological concerns, not necessarily biological reality. Even so, a
case can be made that at least some instances of bacterial information processing are distal
according to several meanings in use.

Conclusion
In this chapter I have shown that three standard arguments against bacterial c o g n i t i o n —
that microbial behaviour is insufficiently flexible, complex or distal—cannot withstand the
weight

of the empirical evidence. Bacteria

have memory, select actions

based

on

the

b a c t e r i a l model
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integration of multiple environmental cues sampled over time, amplify faint chemical signals
by several orders of magnitude, 'tune' the signal-to-noise ratios of their sensory perceptions,
gain new behavioural competencies via DNA acquisition to cope with changing environmental
conditions, and communicate with one another to effect complex behaviour,

enabling

populations to function as multicellular individuals.
In

The Neurogenetic

Basis

of Cognition,

Jean

Michel

Lassalle

(1996)

differentiates

cognitively driven behaviour from other sorts of behaviour on the basis that it allows organisms
"to change the environmental pressures they are exposed t o " and thereby to play an active role
in their evolution

(p.7).^®'' Lassalle describes three categories of behavioural

variability

reflecting cognitive involvement in ascending degrees.
The foundation for cognition is behavioural flexibility, described as "rapid, easily reversible
quantitative changes in response to the modification of environmental conditions

(light

intensity, temperature, etc.)." Behavioural flexibility by itself an indicator of cognition but may
be considered cognitive depending on the degree of complexity. The second category, the
beginning

involves

"long-lasting

behavioural modifications due to individual experience." The third category is

of genuine

cognition, is behavioural plasticity,

which

commutability,

"the use of qualitatively different strategies or to a shift between different patterns of behaviour
inside the behavioural repertoire of the species" (ibid). Plasticity and commutability, according
to Lassalle, require "cognitive processes such as selective attention, information processing,
decision processes and choice between alternative strategies" (ibid). For commutability Lassalle
provides the empirical example of a population of rats confined to a limited space, but
otherwise unmolested, and the quantitative changes that occur in their social organization.
The rats' collective behaviour shifts successively from a hierarchical social organization to a
territorial structure, then to a temporal sharing of space, which degenerates into pathology.
Lassalle

clearly

does

not

have

prokaryotes

in

mind

in

relation

to

plasticity

and

commutability, which he considers indicative of cognition, but on what basis could one argue,
from a biogenic standpoint, against their application to bacteria? Prokaryotes easily fit the
description of behavioural flexibility, as Lassalle doubtless would concede. Moreover, as we
have seen, the individual and collective behavioural variations afforded by lateral gene transfer
fit the description

of behavioural plasticity and commutability fairly neatly, too. The

acquisition of resistance to antibiotics is as clear an example of changing the environmental
pressures to which one is exposed as I can think of. The extended phenotype of the biofilm is
perhaps even better example. There is even a bacterial equivalent of Lassalle's example of
pathological adaptation. The presence of a 'freeloading' mutant strain of M. xanthus

defective

in fruiting body formation has been shown in laboratory experiments^®® to lead over time to
colonial pathologies serious enough to endanger the population's continued viability (Velicer,
Kroos, and Lenski 2000). Presumably, the cannibalistic behaviour of S. subtilis renegades who
take advantage of their sporulating siblings also lead over time to colonial pathologies.
The point is, one may choose to continue to exclude bacteria from the cognitive club, but
by

now

it

should

be

evident

that

arguments

are required.

Unmotivated

appeals

to

anthropogenic intuitions and minimizing prefixes will not do. How intelligent are bacteria?
Who knows? As Stock and colleagues note: ' I t seems prudent at this time to leave open the
question of how smart bacteria really are until we have a more thorough understanding of what

All of the quotations in this paragraph come from this source.
Whether such mutants would prosper in a natural setting remains to be seea
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they might be thinking, and how much they might be talking with one another" (Webre,
Wolanin, and Stock 2003:R49). Are bacteria cognitive? Well, that depends on what you take
cognition to be and do. Within the biogenic iramework presented in Chapter 4, the answer is
clearly yes. Another biogenic attempt at excavating the foundations of cognition might answer
the question very differently. However, on an anthropogenic approach to cognition, the
question would never even arise—or would arise only to be swiftly dismissed. This, in my view,
would be a potentially fecund opportunity missed, and we really are in no position to be so
profligate.

.6
Conclusion: Where to from here?

The Copernfcan revolution denied us a position at
the physical centre of the universe; the Darwinian
revolution placed us asjust another step in the
biological continuum. This leaves us only with our
minds to distinguish usfrom the rest of Nature.
— Ray Jackendoff (1991:430)

6.1 Where we are now
The aim of this thesis has been to place human cognition firmly back in the biological
continuum of evolved and evolving nature, as Darwin proposed almost 150 years ago. One of
the ironies of the cognitive revolution is that, even as it restored the study of mental states to
scientific respectability, it paid lip service—for more than three decades—to the one scientific
theory that could make sense of how such things came to be: the theory of evolution by
natural selection. Concerned in part for the autonomy of the psychological sciences, some
influential cognitive scientists argued—and indeed continue to argue (Fodor 2005)—that
evolutionary theory cannot be expected to provide a secure purchase on the most interesting
facets of human cognition. This stance perhaps could be justified so long as cognitive
scientists remained focused principally on the symbolic (linguistic, logical, mathematical)
aspects of information processing and continued to believe in the meaningful equation of
complex animals and machines where the function of cognition is concerned. Thus the most
salient facts about natural cognition—that it is an evolved function that contributes to the
continued persistence of an organism making a living in a changing environment—were

• Parts of this chapter appear in Australian Research Council grant application No. DPCI773759 co-authored with Jon O p i e
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ignored by most cognitive scientists^®^ until the 'biological turn' tentatively commenced in the
1 9 8 0 s (Millikan 1984; Winograd and Flores 1986; Dretske 1988).
Significantly, the cognitive revolution turned its back on biology^" precisely w/hen the
foundational Darwinian tenet—that what works (promotes survival and reproduction) tends to
be conserved—was utterly transforming the life sciences. The general architecture of heredity
and the causal links between environmentally influenced genetic expression and

cellular

structure and function were not illuminated first in studies of humans, although understanding
and treating genetic dysfunction in humans was the ultimate aim, but, rather, in bacteria and
other simple model systems. Instead, cognitive scientists held fast to a criterion advanced by
Lamarck nearly 200 years ago that cognition requires a complex nervous system, of which the
human case arguably is the paradigm. This was a principled strategy when the tools for
studying biological behaviours and the physiological mechanisms that instantiate them were
fairly crude, and the gulf between taxa—especially animals, plants and microbes—appeared
unbridgeable.

However,

as

imaging

technologies

and

techniques

for

manipulating

physiological variables at the molecular level have grown in sophistication, the assumptions
underlying

Lamarck's criterion have begun to unravel. Evidence from molecular

biology,

genomics and proteomics daily vindicates Darwin's belief in evolutionary continuity in ways
heretofore impossible to imagine.
What is increasingly clear is that the business of making a living and reproducing presents
organisms with a set of generic problems to which certain processes—for example, energy
uptake, storage and mobilization; cell division; structural repair and maintenance; and waste
elimination—appear to be universal solutions. As we have seen, there now is also mounting
evidence that even organisms as simple as bacteria grapple with problems long familiar to
cognitive scientists, including integrating information from multiple sensory channels to
marshal an effective response to

complex, changing

environmental conditions;

making

decisions under conditions of uncertiainty; communicating with conspecifics and others (both
honestly and deceptively); and coordinating collective behaviour to increase the chances of
survivaL The discovery of socially mediated developmental differentiation in bacteria presents
microbiologists with a variant of the nature-nurture problem such that a "sociomicrobiology"
has even been suggested (Parsek and Greenberg 2005).
Because mainstream cognitive science has only relatively recently been compelled to take
biology seriously, simple biological systems generally continue to be ignored. A l t h o u g h the
Embodied Cognition movement has seen a grov^ng interest in insect models as tractable
examples of perception-action coupling (Brooks 1991), arguably many of its practitioners are
still working with a substantially cognitivist conceptual framework, as Keijzer ( 2 0 0 1 ) points
out. That something new is needed is evident in the absence of anything like consensus, after
50 years of cognitive revolution, regarding the paradigm's major constructs: information,
computation, representation, and especially cognition. As Fodor notes: "[W]e're currently
lacking some fundamental ideas about cognition, and...we're unlikely to make much progress
until somebody has the fundamental ideas we're lacking" (Fodor 2000:99).

Dennett for example, has always advocated an evolutionary approach.
Even such seminal woite as Lettvin et al (1959) on the visual neurobiolc^ of the frog can be seen as chiefly concerned with
elucidating principles for building machines capable of visioa The artide is typically construed as supporting the theoretical stance that
cognition is computation, whedier in animals or artefacts, and thus reflects a much more Cartesian/Newtonian view of living organisms
than biology currently supports. Interesting, die co-author on whose neurobiolc^cal woric the article was largely based, Humbertn
Maturana, later proposed an alternative, radically biological view.
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I n the preceding pages I have argued that the biological sciences are the most likely
source of "the fundamental ideas we're lacking". I have made three arguments—one metatheoretical, one methodological, and one programmatic—in support of a natural philosophy
of biological cognition, or cognitive

biolog/^^,

by which I mean the use of biological

knowledge at multiple levels, from molecules and patterns of physiological activity to wholeorganism behaviour, to inform and illuminate problems in cognitive science. In The Uses of
Argument, Toulmin ( 1 9 5 8 ) suggests that every argument has three necessary parts: the claim,
or controlling idea; its evidentiary support; and the warrant, the presupposition that unites
author and audience and provides the underlying justification for linking the claim and the
support. The three arguments thus are summarized below with Toulmin's structure in mind.
The central claim of the weta-theoretical

argument, presented in Chapter 1, is that the

cognitive sciences can no longer afford to ignore the conceptual and theoretical void at their
heart. The wan-ant for the claim is that two of the three main aims of cognitive

sdence—what

cognition is and what cognition c/oes—remain promissory notes that show no imminent sign of
being redeemed. Moreover, this deficiency is well known. In support of the claim, I have shown
that the cognitive sciences are perhaps unique among the natural sciences in being u n a b l e after more than 150 years of dedicated scholarly effort and perhaps the most intensive halfcentury of research in human history—to even identify (much less to explain) the target of
their concern among the multitude of biological phenomena. Because cognition is one of the
most complex natural phenomena known—indeed, possibly the most complex—the endeavour
to understand it is of necessity a multidisciplinary enterprise. However, until we have a rough
sort of handle on what cognition is and what cognition does, there is no way to integrate the
multiplicity of findings even across sub-fields, much less across fields and disciplines. I t was
t h o u g h t that a useful pattern would emerge from the data, but the data have grown oceanic
and we are still waiting. Faith is not enough; the issues must be tackled directly. Fortunately,
there is a great deal of data to draw upon in a large number of areas. Moreover, there appear to
be moves in the direction of a head-on assault on these fundamental issues (e.g., Hamad
2 0 0 5 ; Keijzer in press; van Duijn, Keijzer, and Franken in press).
The central claim of the methodological

argument, presented in Chapters 2 and 3, is that

the most promising way to address the problem of what cognition is and what cognition does
is by taking what I call a biogenic approach: begin v\rith the principles of biology and ask what
organisms do such that they might require cognition. The warrant for the claim is the fact that
cognition is a biological function, whatever it may be at some time in the near or distant
future. Two lines of evidence were provided to support the argument. The first relates to the
dominant

starting

point,

historically

and

currently, for approaching

cognition:

human

experience and physiology. I showed how the anthropogenic approach has made it especially
difficult to get a grip on the foundational issues because the path to which it led the
cognitive sciences diverged in many ways from that followed by other natural sciences. Perhaps
uniquely, the cognitive sciences have attempted to draw general principles from the most
complex instance

of the phenomenon

biological functions—for

available. By contrast, the mechanisms

example, heredity, respiration, genetic regulation, and

of other
cellular

signalling, to name but a few cases among dozens—were first illuminated by studies of simple
organisms. Testable principles were derived from studies of bacteria, yeast, nematodes, and fruit

"" Although I believe the approach proposed here is novel, 'cognitive biology' is not my coinage (see in particular, Goodwin 1978;
Kovac 2000). The expression is also associated with the wori< of Maturana and Varela, who equate cognitive processes with biological
organizatioa
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flies well before validating experiments in rats, mice, cats and primates. Significantly, these
simple model systems continue to shed light on many important biological processes that
scale across phyla.
The cognitive sciences are also unusual insofar as the relevance of data is typically
benchmarked against a single species. Homo sapiens. Although f. coli is the best-understood
prokaryote, microbiologists do not privilege this gut dweller as a source of data about bacterial
behaviour. Rather, Darwinian theory suggests that continuity should be expected among
animate behaviours as well as physical structures and functions, and this by and large is what is
found. The discovery and elucidation of quorum sensing in variants of Vibrio, for example, led
to its identification in other bacterial isolates, including E.coli, and to subsequent discoveries
regarding the mechanistic similarity of quorum-sensing systems across species and, thereby, to
the salient differences between them. This is not to say that (nonhuman) animal models are
not cun-ently considered germane to the cognitive sciences; they clearly are, particularly
primate and rodent models. Nevertheless, the relevance of findings in comparative psychology
and neurobiology is typically triangulated against the human case. Although the best
empirical understanding of the mechanisms of memory have come from the marine invertebrate
Aptysia californica, generalizing from these discoveries to more complex species invite emphatic
caveats in ways that conclusions about, say, genetic expression routinely do not.
Moreover, the cognitive sciences continue to appeal, especially at a theoretical level, to
commonsense intuitions about how its explanatory target seems to us in ways that most
natural sciences now tend to regard with suspicion. Although our intuition tells us otherwise,
the earth is not flat; the sun does not circle the earth; plants, animals and microbes are in many
ways more radically similar than apparently different; the continents are not stationary; and the
atoms that comprise the solid phenomena of our everyday lives are mostly space. Similarly,
although intuition suggests otherwise, experimental evidence indicates that humans are as
myopic as pigeons in assessing their long-term advantage (Stuphorn 2005); that learning is
possible without attention (Seitz et al. 2005); and although a woman may be capable of
constructing a plausible story to justify a preference for one stranger over another, the real
basis for her preference may be a molecular cue regarding the stranger's immune system about
which she is consciously unaware (Sandro Carvalho Santos et al. 2005).
The second, more positive line of evidence supporting the methodological claim showed
that a biogenic approach to cognition has stronger empirical and theoretical moorings than
the anthropogenic approach, at least as it has been pursued to date. Examination of three
biogenic approaches to cognition—self-organizing complex systems, autopoiesis and
biosemiotics—yielded 15 empirical principles that must be accommodated within a theory of
biological cognition. These principles not only constrain biogenic theorizing more strongly
than the principles that constrain anthropogenic theorizing, they also provide a bridge to the
theoretical structure of the over-arching science within which the cognitive sciences are
embedded, a shortcoming long deplored in psychology (Toulmin 1972). The constraints arise
from the fact that natural cognition evolved in a particular context with very special features.
All organisms are complex, self-organizing, dynamical systems that exist far from
thermodynamic equilibrium and actively maintain themselves in this thermodynamically
improbable state. Organisms accomplish this feat by continuously manufacturing the
components of the processes that sustain them; they are self-producing as well as selfmaintaining. Consequently, organisms must interact with their environment in ways that allow
them to actively secure energy and material resources.
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I n addition, organisms are persistence-valuing systems. Not only are their physiological
structure

and

characteristic

behaviour

organized

to

promote

survival,

wellbeing

and

reproduction, most organisms have mechanisms for resisting or avoiding perturbations that
threaten their integrity, of which there are many (potentially lethal) sources. In light of such
considerations, a biogenic approach stresses the role of mechanisms that facilitate system
persistence. These include mechanisms to differentiate some states of affairs fi-om others
(sensory systems), and to integrate information concerning external and internal states of
affairs to facilitate the generation of adaptive behaviour, a process I call syf7exenos/5. They also
include

mechanisms for valuing

organism's

different properties of the environment relative to the

needs and/or experience and appraising system

needs relative to

prevailing

conditions, the potential for interaction, and whether the current interaction is succeeding (or
not). These are recognizably cognitive functions. Whereas the anthropogenic

approach

emphasizes complex representational capacities, rational decision-making, and consciousness,
the emphasis here is on those features of cognition necessitated by core biological imperatives.
A biogenic approach neither imposes an a prion functional analysis on biotic systems, nor
blindly

collects and classifies biochemical details. Instead it seeks to build

multi-level

explanations that reveal both the constitutive mechanisms of cognitive functions and the role
of those functions in organismic activity as a whole (Craver 2005; Bechtel and Abrahamsen
2 0 0 5 ) . Some degree of inter-level bootstrapping is inevitable in this process. One proceeds
from general principles to a plausible functional analysis of the system, which guides the search
for mechanisms, but at the same time one allows the emerging mechanistic details to finesse
the functional account (Auyang 2000). Starting small guards against confusing

cognitive

functions that are common currency across taxa with the complex, species-specific elaborations
evolution

has thrown up. From this perspective, cognition is a confluence of concrete

mechanisms that support a variety of core functions widely found in biological systems. Since
organisms are material systems, as opposed to mere 'realisers' of functional blueprints, these
mechanisms will vary from organism to organism, as will their specific roles. This is largely due
to the very different situations in which organisms find themselves, the distinctive problems
they must solve in their particular environmental niche, and their evolutionary history. A
biogenic approach to cognition therefore seeks to discover both the general functional
architecture of c o g n i t i o n — t h e logic of the function—and

the diversity of mechanisms and role-

functions captured in that net.
The central claim of the programmatic argument is that biological cognition is plausibly
viewed as the capacity of an organism to track relations between internal and external states of
affairs so that behaviour is enacted to achieve internally generated goals. The warrant for the
claim is that the myriad conditions of living organization—what it takes to make, sustain and
reproduce life—require cognition in this sense.
In Chapter 4 the biogenic principles were re-presented with additional empirical evidence
in the form of three series of inductions, which collectively produced a sample framework,
which I call the agentive framework, for investigating cognition. The agentive framework holds
that the most fundamental discrimination an organism makes in relation to a state of affairs is,
effectively, an assessment of is this okay? wherein the organism's current state is the reference
point for the evaluation. For any stimulus or pattern of stimuli detected by the organism, a
rapid preliminary assessment is made on the basis of valence and a crude metric of familiarity,
which are functionally (function^^) interdependent and mutually informative. Familiarity, to a
first approximation, refers to whether the stimulus-situation is apprehended by the organism as
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'known' due to (a) the organism's repertoire of receptors for the stimulus; (b)

previous

experience of the stimulus-situation; or (c) a significant degree of similarity to (a) or (b), or as
novel or 'unknown'. As used here, familiarity refers to the organism's degree of certainty. The
usage stands in contrast to the conscious, verbally reportable 'feeling of knowing' often
(somewhat confusingly, in my view) associated with 'familiarity' in the experimental literature
on recognition memory. In these studies familiarity denotes a kind of partial memory that is
contrasted with recollection, the aspect of recognition memory that includes

contextual

details of the recognized object (Yonelinas 2002; Rugg and Yonelinas 2003).
The

terminology

associated

with

valence

in

the

psychological

literature

(e.g.,

pleasure/pain, reward/punishment) is also loaded, and implies a feeling response that cannot
be applied to most organisms without inviting controversy. Therefore, the framework defines
valence (again, to a first approximation) as a directional impetus toward or away from some
stimulus based on an internal assessment of value relative to system functioning, where the
axis on which value is assessed, and the initial directional impetus generated, is whether the
state of affairs is 'okay' for the system or 'not-okay' for the system. The OK/nOK distinction is
not static but shifts according to stimulus situation and the state of the organism. What
counts as OK can be highly dependent on context and may, in fact, be life threatening (e.g,
certain mating

behaviours, altruistic sacrifice), which is why positive/negative

does not

adequately capture the distinction being made here.
Familiarity-valence in turn determines arousal, or readiness to respond, which wholly or in
part determines whether approach or avoidance behaviour is enacted. Easterbrook's seminal
hypothesis holds that arousal is "stimulation due to aversive motivational states such as stress
or anxiety," which serves to narrow the range of cues an organism uses to marshal a behavioural
response (Forster et al. 2006:133; Easterbrook 1 9 5 9 ) . ™ Whether additional processing is
triggered

prior

to

uncertainty/novelty

initiation
(high

of

or low)

a

behavioural

response

depends

and the state of arousal (high

on
or

the

degree

of

low)—although

uncertainty is a kind of stress and thus boosts arousal. I suspect that the initial stages of
cognition (sensing-^(valence+familiarity)^arousal) are automatic and non-conscious even in
organisms capable of phenomenal awareness or meta-cognition. The outcome of the behaviour
feeds back to the familiarity-valence assessment mechanisms, which is why these mechanisms
are subject to conditioning in many species.
Arousal level determines whether additional processing is required before initiating action.
Generally speaking, the higher the uncertainty or nOK-valence, the greater the need for
additional processing, which is generically postulated to occur via a response regulator, a
theoretical construct inspired by Koshland's work on chemotaxis (Koshland 1977), which he
intended to provide a general heuristic for investigating behaviour at all levels of complexity.
The structure of the response regulator is deliberately unspecified. In the framework presented
here it is assumed to involve a network of distributed mechanisms rather than a single
structure, and to differ (subtly or substantially) from phylum to p h y l u m . T h e

response

regulator integrates interoceptive and exteroceptive signals vflth the outcomes of (recent
and/or remote) behaviour, memory, goal structure and response profile. Behaviour thus is
initiated based on familiarity-valence, arousal and, where applicable, additional processing.
Sexual arousal is obviously not 'averaw' but it acts like stress on the system, by (notoriously) nan-owing the range of cues an organian
uses to marshal a behavioural response.
In mammals it wffl crudaly involve the limbic system, particulariy the hippocampus and amygdala, but that isn't really saying much
and I cannot elaborate here.
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The behaviour either succeeds (reinforcement-OK) or fails (reinforcement-nOK, error detected).
Reinforcement and error detection feed back into the response regulator, sensory systems,
valence and the familiarity metric. Relative to their memory capacity organisms develop a
response profile that biases perception, valence, the familiarity metric, arousal, and behaviour.
I n the terminology I have adopted here, cognition connects synexenosis to agency via
valence-familiarity (OK/nOK).
The agentive framework draws on findings from three influential biological human-level
theories—Damasio's Somatic Marker Hypothesis, Gray's Reinforcement Sensitivity Theory and the
biomolecular

model

phenomenon, the

of

reinforcement

learning—and

one

well-documented

mere exposure effect. The Somatic Marker Hypothesis

(SMH)

human
grounds

cognition in organism homeostasis (Damasio 1999). Although concerned with explaining
phenomenal consciousness, SMH is based on the idea that stimuli or behaviours have value for
an

organism,

commonly

described

in

terms

of

positive/negative,

appetitive/aversive,

reward/punishment. As we saw in Chapter 3, Damasio argues that pleasure and pain are not
mirror opposites

but, rather, "are different and asymmetrical physiological states, which

underlie different perceptual qualities destined to help with the solution of very different
problems" (p.77). Generally, benefit-associated (OK) stimuli serve to rectify
imbalance and result in approach

homeostatic

behaviours that activate the organism relative to its

environment. Harm-associated (nOK) stimuli result in avoidance responses that'close d o w n ' t h e
organism relative to its environment. What pleasure and pain have in common is that they
indicate something must be done to restore system functioning or to avoid damage.
The well-studied mere exposure effect (MEE) demonstrates the strong link between valence
and familiarity (Zajonc 1968; Lee 2001; Whittlesea and Price 2001), which has now been
detected operating in both directions (Garcia-Marques et al. 2004). Subjects exposed to
subliminal stimuli, which become 'familial at a non-conscious processing level because they
have been sensed before, tend to judge such stimuli as 'positive' on subsequent exposure.
Stimuli judged as positive thus can be mistaken as familiar. Similarly, despite the mammalian
propensity for novelty-seeking, unfamiliar stimuli initially tend to be judged more negatively.
I n terms of survival this makes sense: what is unknown (unfamiliar) is potentially dangerous.
Gray's Reinforcement Sensitivity Theory (RST), described as "one of the most influential
biologically oriented personality theories" (Reuter et al. 2006:155), relates valence to arousal
and arousal to behaviour. Gray's model rests on two key postulates—the Behavioural Inhibition
System (BIS) and Behavioural Activation System (BAS)—which, depending on the organism's
experience and genetic endowment, shape a response profile that is sensitive to reward or
punishment (Gray 1982; Corr 2004). A BAS-dominated profile is more sensitive to reward and,
in cases of pathology, can be associated with impulsive and addictive behaviour, whereas a
BIS-dominated profile is more sensitive to aversive outcomes and is associated with higher
levels of anxiety.
The dopamine model of reward prediction, reinforcement and error detection

(Schultz,

Dayan, and Montague 1997) connects these behavioural theories to the molecular level. The
hypothesis holds that internal evaluation of a behavioural outcome (reward) can be mediated
in ways as yet unknown by a biomolecule (dopamine), which has long been known as a
neurotransmitter but now is also recognized as a neuromodulator. The biochemical marker
principle was recently extended in promising ways to the internal evaluation of different
conditions of uncertainty by noradrenaline and acetylcholine, two phylogenetically pervasive
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chemical messengers (Yu and Dayan 2005). As has been mentioned, serotonin, an important
neurotransmitter/neuromodulator whose roles in human cognition are complex and still not
well understood, is important to associative learning in nematodes (Nuttley, AtkinsonLeadbeater, and van der Kooy 2002; Rankin 2006).
The upshot of the agentive framework, however, is a liberal interpretation of the sorts of
biological system that

display

cognition—doubtless

more liberal than

many

will feel

comfortable with. According to the agentive framework, cognition is plausibly seen as a core
systemic function, like respiration or digestion, which an organism (any organism) must have
to persist. To explore this implication further, Chapter 5 presented evidence regarding the
behaviour of bacteria, the putative taproot"' of the phylogenetic bush. Recent findings in
microbiological research provide a surprisingly rich, entirely unexpected picture of the bacterial
Umwelt, as well as microbes' diverse capacities for navigating it. Three common arguments
against bacterial cognition—that it is not flexible, complex or 'distal' enough—were refuted
on the basis of current knowledge relating to the complex information-processing demands
involved in bacterial chemotaxis; the diversity and pervasiveness of bacterial communication;
and varied multicellular behaviours, which have suggested to some that cooperative bacterial
behaviour may provide a useful model of social evolution (Crespi 2001a; Queller 2004).
Scientists have also begun to argue seriously that bacteria be viewed as cognizers (Norris 1998;
Lengeler, Miiller, and di Primio 2000; Margulis 2001; Ben-Jacob et al. 2004). Damasio points
out that even unicellular organisms display the basic logic that underlies his Somatic Marker
Hypothesis of consciousness. Because it neatly summarizes much of the discussion presented
here, it is worth quoting at length:
The... urge to stay alive betrays itself inside a simple cell in a complicated operation that
requires 'sensing' the state of the chemical profile inside the boundary, and that requires
unwitting, 'unconscious knowledge'of what to do, chemically speab'ng, when the sensing
reveals too little or too much of some ingredient at some place or time within the cell. To
put it in other words: it requires something not unlike perception in order to sense
[homeostatic] imbalance; it requires something not unlike implicit memory, in the form of
dispositions for action, in order to hold its technical know-how; and it requires something
not unlike a skill to perform a pre-emptive orconective action. If all this sounds to you like
the description of important functions of our brain, you are conect. The fact is, however,
that I am not talking about a brain, because there is no nen/ous system inside the little
cell. Moreover, this brainlike mechanism that is not really a brain cannot be the result of
nature copying the properties of a brain. On the contrary, sensing environmental
conditions, holding know-how in dispositions, and acting on the basis of those dispositions
were already present in single-cell creatures before they were part of any multicellular
organisms, let along multicellular organisms with brains... But when brains appear on the
scene, they are still about life, and they do preserve and expand the ability to sense the
internal state, to hold know-how in dispositions, and to use those dispositions to respond
to changes in the environment that sun-ounds brains. Brains permit the life urge to be
regulated ever so effectively and, at some point in evolution, knowingly.

(Damasio

1999:138-139)

I say 'putative' because all bacteria living today are the result of an estimated 3.9 billion years of evolutioa and so are the ancestors of
nothing living today. Bacteria are, however, the simplest extant or^nisms, so diey would comprise the taproot if the phyit^enetic bush
reflects complexity.
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Obviously, relative to Damasio I am adopting a much stronger stance—although, as is the
rule rather than the exception in such accounts, Damasio never specifies what he means by
knowfing. I believe that what bacteria are doing is correctly conceived of as knowing: the
processes in the unicellar organism generate familiarity with an environment, which directs
behaviour in quite complex ways to further the fundamental goal of system persistence and
wellbeing, which determines the weight environmental information carries. Moreover, the logic
of the function of these processes in even very simple creatures seems to be extraordinarily
similar to the logic of the function of human cognition, regardless of the special things we can
do with our sort. Bacterial information processing capacities, therefore, are not a "plausible
antecedent" to cognition (Dretske 1999:31), in my view, but (to paraphrase Dennett in
another context) 'as real as it gets'. The richness of human cognition, like the complexity of the
human body, is thus a baroque elaboration on a common theme.
I appreciate that what I am suggesting may be rather further from ordinary intuition than
many would like to go, and the broad features of the agentive framework can indeed be read
more modestly. Bacteria can still be excluded from the cognitive club, if there is continuing
theoretical and empirical utility in that position, but empirically grounded reasons will be
needed; appeals to intuition about first-person experience or physical complexity will do no
longer.

6.2 Entertaining an objection
A foreseeable objection to the claim of cognitive ubiquity is that casting the net
obliterates important distinctions. If cognition is a process found in every organism,
bacteria, doesn't that obscure as much as, or even more than, it illuminates? As Ian
(2004) puts it: 'The concept of the mind as a complex piece of metabolism seems
mislaid the T . " (p.35) My response to this objection is four-fold.

so wide
even in
Hacking
to have

First, I would argue that, rather than obscuring important differences, casting the net wide
in fact provides a principled basis for making precisely the kinds of distinctions we need to
make. The fact that all organisms employ the same mechanism for synthesizing the components
of the processes that sustain them (DNA transcription and translation into messenger RNA) does
not mean there are no significant distinctions to be drawn in relation to genetic expression
and regulation. On the contrary, there are many, beginning with differences between
prokaryotes and eukaryotes in the amount of intronic DNA present in their genomes
(prokaryotes have very little);"^ the mechanism of alternative splicing (found only in
eukaryotes so far), which allows the same stretch of DNA to be edited into specifications for a
number (sometimes a large number) of different proteins; and the regulatory role, as yet poorly
understood, of a proliferating class of small, specialized RNAs. Likewise, while the biological
description of respiration applies across phyla, the specific mechanisms of respiration between
plants and animals, and in different animals, are not the same.
Second, the agentive framework facilitates the development of cognitive taxonomies in
ways that currently are impossible. Presuming that all organisms have mechanisms relating to
familiarity-valence, arousal, behaviour-generation and for altering the foregoing mechanisms, it
should be expected that the cognitive styles of different taxa will vary along each of these
One increasin^y influential hypothesis (MattiA 2001; Mattick and Gagen 2001) holds that the considerable manifest differences
between humans and chimpanzees despite the near-identity of their exonic DNA (typically, but mideadin^y, refeired to as 'genes') are
laigelydue tothe differing amounts and patterns of expression of intronic DNA (fonmerfy called junk DNA') and non-coding RNA
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parameters, or all of them, depending on the energetic demands of their particular form of
embodiment, their means of reproduction, and the ecological niche they occupy. Human
beings, for example, appear to be unique in their capacity to purposefully alter their basic
cognitive infrastructure to meet long-term goals. Examples include cognitive strategies to
correct obsessive-compulsive tendencies (for an excellent account, see Schwartz and Begley
2002), dieting to lose weight, giving up smoking, or saving for retirement. But the fact that
human beings enjoy so many degrees of freedom in how they can deploy their cognitive
capacities—or in the number of properties they can detect, or in the length and capacity of
their memory—tells us very little about the general architecture of cognition. The very
complexity of human cognition renders it a poor starting point for a serviceable biological
taxonomy.
Third, contrary to a literal reading of Hacking's comment (which is not to impute this
intention to its author), I am not suggesting that all metabolic processes—or even all
metabolic processes involving interaction with an environment—are cognitive or underlie
cognition, although, to the best of our current knowledge, the instantiation of biological
cognition is as 'metabolic' as any other biological function. That is to say, cognition is as
dependent upon physical-chemical changes in organic structure as any non-cognitive systemic
function. What I am suggesting is that, because of the fundamental importance of cognition
to sustaining life, the processes underpinning cognition are very likely to be connected to
other delineable, non-cognitive functions in ways that these other functions may not be
connected to one another. Growing research into the placebo effect, for which cognitivist
hypotheses so far cannot begin to account, provides a strong line of evidence supporting this
supposition (Klosterhalfen and Enck 2006; Kong et al. 2006; Matre, Casey, and Knardahl 2006;
Shapiro and Shapiro 1997).
Finally, I suggest that the advantages of casting a wide net more than outweigh the
putative disadvantages because it opens up a wider body of biological literature as a source of
potentially illuminating "fundamental ideas" regarding cognition. It could be objected that
the last thing we need is another monumental literature to get lost in; the multidisciplinary
literature relating to cognition is sufficiently vast, thanks very much, without adding large
swathes of biology, too. Such an objection is certainly understandable. However, if progress is
the aim, then we have to look somewhere, and biology is the leading contender.

6.3 Implications for future research
In philosophy as in science, the test of an idea is how well it contributes to understanding
by throwing new light on old problems, ordering existing data in useful ways, anticipating or
accommodating new findings, and suggesting avenues for further research. It may be that to
she in possession of a hammer all the world looks like a nail, but it seems to me that the
agentive framework holds promise in a surprising number of areas. At the very least, it provides
additional resources for the growing variety of accounts that focus

on

sensorimotor

contingencies and perception-action coupling as a basis for cognition (see, for example.
Hurley 1998; Keijzer 2001; Noe 2004; Hamad 2005). Although others will be the judge, I
believe it does much more.
First and foremost, the agentive framework provides a systematic basis for deriving general
principles of cognition using simple biological models. Nonhuman organisms are used as
models in biological research for two purposes, broadly speaking. First, they serve as proxies for
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Homo sapiens, because experimentation on humans is ethically fraught and highly constrained.
The investigation of disease states and the development and testing of drugs to alleviate
human suffering are classic examples of proxy models. Second, because they are less complex,
more tractable and reproduce quickly, nonhuman 'model' organisms are used to

study

biological processes for the derivation of general prindples that apply (more or less) to all
organisms. The classic "model systems" of biology in this sense are f. coli (bacterium),
Saccharomyces

cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomyces

pombe (yeast), Arabidopsis thaliana

(thale

cress), C. elegans (worm), Drosophila meianogaster (fruit fly), Danio rerio (zebrafish) and Mus
musculus (mouse) (Bahls, Weitzman, and Gallagher 2 0 0 3 ) . " '
The two uses are highly interdependent. Investigation that yields general prindples at a
lower level of complexity can then be tested at higher levels, including in proxies for humans
(e.g., rodents, nonhuman

primates). Often basic research aimed at understanding

human

maladies reveal mechanisms that are then found in other organisms, such as the role of
serotonin in assodative learning in C. elegans. Because they are extremely well-studied and
their genomes have been sequenced, the model systems mentioned above are often used to
test aspects of biological behaviour found in more complex organisms as well as vice versa. For
example, a behaviour displayed by human infants and rats, the preference for food high in
nutrients, was tested in recent experiments on C. elegans?^''

To the researchers' surprise the

worm, which has a mere 302 neurons, exhibited the capadty to discriminate between high and
low quality food (Shtonda and Avery 2006). Some have argued that the only models suitable
for truly understanding behaviour—from the molecular level to the whole organism—are those
organisms with fully sequenced genomes, because they allow the production of knockout
mutants to test various hypotheses (Miklos 1993).
When looking for cognitive models there is considerable justification for starting with
bacteria, given the complexities of their behaviour. As we saw in Chapter 5, bacteria are
governed by sophisticated systems of biomolecular signals that permit them to respond to
environmental contingendes in a highly context-sensitive manner. Such systems are deployed
in the detection of toxins, nutrient sources, conspecifics and predators, and the subsequent
regulation of behaviour. Two-component systems, which involve distinct chemoreceptor and
response regulator mechanisms, are part:icularly imporiiant because they provide clear instances
of both sensory adaptation and gain control.'"
Chemotaxis in E. coli, for example, is regulated by the intracellular concentration
phosphorylated

CheY, which determines the relative likelihood

of tumbling

of

or free run

behaviour (the latter permits bacteria to home in on, say, a good source of nutrients, or avoid
toxins). Stimulus binding at the chemoreceptor decreases the rate at which CheY is converted
to CheY-P, and thereby increases the bias towards free runs. However, the chemoreceptor's
catalytic influence over CheY phosphorylation is subject to a feedback mechanism that adapts
to discrete changes in stimulus concentration. It is only in conditions where the stimulus

In 2DCB the dectronic resource The Scientist produced an excellent special edition on bidet's model systems with graphics, statistics,
chronologies of use and lAted web sites See Volume 17, Supplement 1 (2 June 3CXB). The feature b ^ at <httpwww.thescientistcom/yr2[XB/)un/feature_0806a2>.
This involved detennining what C elegms' range of food choices actually are, no mean feat In die laboratory, nematodes are usually
fed on lawns' of £ coli. wWch at? unlikely to be encountered in such lush concentrations in the wild.
Jon Opie contributed this and the following two paragraphs, which deal widi sensory adaptation and gain
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b i n d i n g runs ahead of adaptation (i.e., in the presence of a concentration gradient) that
concerted free run behaviour is possible. This two-component system is also subject to gain
control, that is, its sensitivity is adjusted with respect to variations in absolute stimulus
concentration. I n a low-concentration

environment signal amplification ensures that the

organism continues to move along a concentration gradient, despite there being only very
small changes in receptor occupancy from moment to moment (Stock 1999).
Both these adaptive mechanisms are ubiquitous in neuron-based sensory systems. The
human visual system, for instance, adapts to a great many dimensions of the input, i n c l u d i n g
colour, orientation, size, motion and illumination. Dark adaptation (a form of gain control)
permits the eye to provide useful information over light intensities that differ by six orders of
magnitude (Palmer 1 9 9 9 ) . Similar processes occur in the visual system of the fly, where
contrast gain plays an important role in motion adaptation (Harris, O'Can-oll, and Laughlin
2 0 0 0 ) . What is striking is that these systems not only play the same general role in the
cognitive

economy

of

bacteria

and

metazoans, namely, to

provide

information

about

environmental conditions, but operate according to similar (engineering) principles. While the
mechanisms in each case are different, the broad details of functional organization appear to
be conserved across species. Given the remarkable progress in understanding the mechanisms of
bacterial signal transduction, the study of bacteria thus promises to provide, for the first time,
a fully mapped sensorimotor system that can act as a model for the general p h e n o m e n o n
wherever it occurs in biology.
At this point it is worth emphasising that bacteria determine their responses by integrating
multiple sensory cues across multiple signalling

pathways. Sixteen years ago, Dennis Bray

( 1 9 9 0 ) speculated that cross-talk between signalling pathways would produce a system of
interaction akin to a parallel distributed processing (POP) network, the basis of connectionism
in cognitive science. This was bold speculation indeed, because while the existence of crossregulation was postulated, there was then little evidence for it. As the evidence for cross-talk
now multiplies (Khorchid and Ikura 2 0 0 6 ; Mello and Tu 2 0 0 5 ; Ames et al. 2002), it is worth
recalling the three key benefits Bray claimed for this phenomenon, benefits that s h o u l d be
familiar to any cognitive scientist:
(a) [it]enables

cells to recognize combinations of environmental inputs thereby

the diversity of the cell's responses, (b) stabilizes cell signalling pathways
transient fluctuations

in the concentrations of cell signalling

increasing

against

molecules and, (c) provides a

simple route by which novel responses to environmental influences can evolve. (Bray
1990:215)
Quorum sensing is another aspect of bacterial behaviour cun-ently attracting attention as a
general

mechanism

conserved

in the

action

of hormones, whose

profound

effects

on

mammalian cognition, memory in particular, are well established (ask any menopausal woman).
One of the defining characteristics of hormones, such as those secreted by the endocrine
glands, is that they have effects over distance and depend on density, as do QS molecules.
Interestingly, the logic of the two main types of QS system in bacteria is reiterated in the t w o
main classes of signalling molecules central to development and physiology in multicellular
organisms (Gallio et al. 2002). Gram-negative bacteria generally use small, diffusible molecules
that permeate the cell membrane, a mechanism used by steroid hormones, which have major
effects on human behaviour, including responses to sex (e.g., androgens, estrogen) a n d stress
(e.g., glucocorticoids). Gram-positive

bacteria favour molecules taken

up

by

cell-surface
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receptors, the mechanism favoured by growth factors. The novel QS system discovered in
enterohemorrhagic E. coli (see Chapter 5) apparently employs a "hormone-tike" compound
whose action is so similar to that of adrenaline that a mutant form of the bacterium unable to
produce the QS c o m p o u n d will activate expression of its virulence genes respond in the
presence of adrenaline (Sperandio et al. 2003). Similarly, a Drosophila homologue of the
epidermal growth factor receptor, "a key mediator of cell communication

during

animal

development and homeostasis," has been found to rescue the ability to produce QS signals in
mutants of Gram-negative bacteria (Gallio et al. 2002:12208).
Drosophila is a further source of potentially significant data. NMDA receptors are one of three
pharmacologically

important

types

of receptor

that

mediate

much

of the

excitatory

neurotransmission in the mammalian brain via glutamate. The Drosophila genome expresses two
NMDA receptor homologues (2005). Recent experiments demonstrate that these structures have
an "evolutionarily conserved role" in associative learning and memory; indeed they may be "the
Hebbian 'coincidence detectors' hypothesized to underlie associative learning" in complex
vertebrates, including humans (Xia et al. 2005:603). (One of the postulated functions of
multiple QS systems, remember, is coincidence detection.)

Commenting on the findings,

Glanzman ( 2 0 0 5 ) concludes, "This unexpected insight suggests the exciting prospect of a
unified cellular model for associative learning, one that holds for both vertebrates

and

invertebrates"

key

(p.R418).

With

a mere 200,000

neurons

Drosophila

exhibits

several

behaviours and responses long believed "confined to human complexity," including selective
attention, sleep and susceptibility to anaesthesia (van Swinderen 2005). The fruit fly also
exhibits other properties germane to testing the agentive framework, including arousal (van
Swinderen and Andretic 2003; van Swinderen, Nitz, and Greenspan 2004) and response to
salience (van Swinderen and Greenspan 2003).
If, as I suggest, the agentive framework provides a staicture for a cognitive b i o l o g y — t h a t
is, for enlisting data from diverse organisms to illuminate common

cognitive-behavioural

solutions to problems posed by the business of making a living—then it also suggests it might
be possible to extract a common conceptual armamentarium for employment across disciplines.
Indeed, a radically comparative cognitive science would demand a common terminology.
The agentive framework also provides a scaffold for ordering existing data and making sense
of new data. For example, human subjects presented with images of members of another race
category have been shown to respond aversively, and this response can be conditioned to
persist (Olsson et al. 2005). The effect is robust across race categories and has been interpreted
as a fear response toward "those who seem different" which is the result of "millennia of natural
selection and a lifetime of social learning" (ibid:787). Indeed, the response has been likened to
the modern primate fear of snakes and spiders. According to the agentive framework, the
picture is somewhat more benign but no less biologically ingrained: 'self is the reference point
for valence, and familiarity is the principal contributor to OK valence. As the literature on the
mere exposure effect amply demonstrates, familiarity breeds liking. Interestingly, recent followup studies of affective reactions to in-group and out-group images across a wider range of
physiological, behavioural and evaluative measures did not support the "outgroup antipathy
hypothesis" so much as provide strong support for the "ingroup empathy hypothesis" (Brown,
Bradley, and Lang 2006:303). This is not to imply that complex human responses to race are
reducible to the mere exposure effect but, rather, that there may be a biologically
contribution to such responses that is independent of social learning.

deep
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Finally, as the product of synthesis, the agentive framework is a much-needed step in the
direction of unification, however small. It has the dual advantages of connecting directly to
the theoretical structures of biology, the over-arching science within which the study of
cognition takes place, as well as to theories in psychology (e.g., reinforcement sensitivity
theory) with implications for clinical practice. Thus while it is grounded in

biological

imperatives, the agentive framework has the potential, I think, for making some sense of "how
people act or interact with the ordinary world," which, according to Neisser, the informationprocessing paradigm by itself could not do (Neisser 1976:6). If we can see ourselves in a
bacterium, the world becomes a very different place. Not least, we can appreciate better the
remarkable degrees of freedom we humans possess. If we appreciate these capacities better,
perhaps we will use them better. We have nothing to lose, and everything to gain.
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